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PREFACE 

In October 2012 we embarked on our first overland adventure – driving across Africa. We had 
never done anything so adventurous before. Two people, one vehicle and a long-held dream. For 
more than a year we explored, adventured, travelled. 

We had speculated and toyed with the idea of writing a book about our adventure. After all the 
positive, heart-warming experiences we had shared, we realised what a contrast it was to the often 
times negative media portrayal of Africa. I am not denying the issues that Africa has, but there is 
another side to Africa too.  

In the same way as the adventure was new to us, writing a book was also unchartered territory. If 
I had known at the outset how tough it would be to document our story, I am not sure we would 
have put pen to paper, finger to keyboard. Nor would I have convinced my co-author, travelling 
partner and husband that we should write a book about our travels. It wasn’t just the many hours it 
took to write the book, or the numerous edits, re-reads and wordsmithing of the book. For me, the 
most difficult aspects of documenting our story were reliving the wonderful experiences, 
remembering with fondness the amazing people we met and feeling a longing to return to the road. 
Also, I noticed myself second guessing a few of the decisions we made during the trip, with twangs of 
regret. But we persevered.   

During the preparations for our adventure, we created our travelling personas – Viking Explorer 
and African GirlChild. Not only did they relate to our home countries of Norway and South Africa 
respectively, but our personas displayed the qualities that we thought explorers would have: 
confidence, pragmatism, a touch of bravery, a sense of adventure, embracing of the world. All 
qualities that we were still discovering in ourselves. In time, as our adventure unfolded, we realised 
we were indeed becoming those personas. It seemed natural to us that these personas would be the 
voices of the adventure. 

We also wanted both of our views of trip to be woven into the book. After deliberating how we 
could best accomplish that, we arrived at a formula I had seen employed in fiction books with 
multiple narrators. We divided the countries, and hence chapters, between us. This allowed us to 
each evolve our own writing style and express ourselves in our own way, without trying to find a 
common style that didn’t feel authentic to either of us. We hope you enjoy both perspectives, and 
have noted the author at the start of each chapter for your convenience. 

This is our story. It isn’t intended to be an instruction book for preparing for an adventure – 
there is a wealth of information covering that on our website. It isn’t a guide book for Africa – there 
are reference sheets on our blog for each country we visited. This is a glimpse into the adventure of 
travelling through Africa, a year of following our dream. 

 

Sheelah Turner & Oyvind Helgerud 

(aka African GirlChild & Viking Explorer) 

December 2014 
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Website: www.kapp2cape.net 

Blog: www.kapp2cape-blog.net 
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1 A DREAM 

Pre-August 2010 

African GirlChild 

I don’t actually remember where the dream itself first came into being – the dream of 
driving through Africa. We wanted to see the wildlife, experience the vast open 
spaces, be close to nature, meet the people. But like so many dreams it remained 
exactly that: a fantasy, an illusion, something we’d love to do but never really thought 
we would – or could – actually follow through on.  

When we met in Canada around the turn of the century – a Viking Explorer and an African 
GirlChild both far from home – we were drawn by our mutual love of exploring the world. Despite 
growing up at opposite ends of the planet we had a lot in common. While I had been raised on 
walking trails in the national parks of South Africa, self-sufficient hiking on multi-day explorations 
and camping primitively under the stars, Viking Explorer had explored the Norwegian waters in a 
canoe, camped wild in the mountains and traversed the Norwegian landscape on skis and mountain 
bike. Our love of nature, wildlife and exploring was inherent. 

As a result of our adventurous spirit, we somehow found ourselves living in the UK. We spent 
most of our holidays travelling, exploring near and far, combining our passion for seeing new sights 
with the enjoyment of exploring nature and seeing wildlife in its natural habitat. Aside from regular 
mountain bike trips to Wales and hiking in Scotland, our curiosity lead us further afield: from the 
cloud forests of Costa Rica to the glaciers of New Zealand; from the midnight sun of Norway to the 
open plains of Tanzania; from the mountains of the French Alps to the islands of the Caribbean. And 
yet we longed for more. 

Time passed. As we settled into corporate jobs, bought a house, acquired material possession, got 
married, our dream of driving through Africa seemed to be slipping through our fingers like sand. It 
felt to us that it would be irresponsible to give up the lifestyle we had worked hard to build just to do 
something special. Were we really crazy enough to give up our careers? What would we do with the 
house, aside from all the material trappings we had accumulated? In our minds there were too many 
obstacles to overcome and too much we would sacrifice in order to follow our dream. So we put our 
dream in the category of “retirement activities” and let it gather dust. 

But the yearning continued.  

As much as we loved exploring the world, the call of Africa persisted. The short glimpses of Africa 
while on vacation were only tasters. I wanted to return to the people, the wildlife, the raw beauty. 
Viking Explorer had also developed a love for the dark continent. From his first experience of 
exploring the African wilderness on a walking trail in Kruger National Park in South Africa, he was 
hooked.  

One evening Viking Explorer and I had settled in with a selection of cheese and crackers topped 
off with a bottle of South African wine. With alcohol induced bravery, I gingerly broached the 
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subject with Viking Explorer: could we re-prioritise the juggling balls of our life to allow our dream 
to take centre stage and do that something special? How would he feel about pausing our corporate 
careers? Would he mind reducing and storing our belongings? Would he object to renting our lovely 
house to strangers? 

The sigh of relief was audible. He had been harbouring thoughts of the dream more intensely 
than I had and had been aching to fulfil it. He laughed, saying that he thought I was the one needing 
convincing. His eyes lit up, a smile spread from ear to ear. The adventurous Viking spirit was 
burning strong. 

So in August 2010 we changed our mind-set. We pledged to find a solution for every obstacle we 
perceived and for every challenge we would no doubt encounter. We made the life changing decision 
that we would actually do it. 

We would drive through Africa. 
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2 THE MAKING OF THE DREAM 

August 2010 – October 2012 

Viking Explorer 

We had a new and exciting plan, so I started the online research process for a vehicle 
immediately. The choice of vehicle ended up being quite easy for us; we would opt for 
a Toyota Land Cruiser 80-series, preferably a diesel with a manual gear box. This is a 
large 4x4 vehicle capable of tackling almost any terrain. It is also highly regarded as a 
4x4 with stamina, a smaller version of a ‘tank’. Selecting Toyota was to ensure it 
would be easy to get spares wherever we decided to travel and that it would be easy to 
repair if needed. Finally, it would provide a modicum of comfort.  

Although the internet is a treasure trove of information, the volume of responses to internet 
search can feel overwhelming. Having selected a vehicle model made the search a bit easier and I 
soon came across one of the specialist companies in the United Kingdom preparing Land Cruisers 
for overland travel. Overlanding was a new concept for us, a concept we were hoping to become 
increasingly familiar with in the coming months and years. The first phone call I made was a plea for 
help: what do I look for in an 80-series Land Cruiser? From the helpful answer I scribbled some 
notes on a piece of paper and hoped I had managed to capture all the important points. 

Over the next weeks I went to look at about a dozen of the Land Cruisers I had found on the 
internet. I learnt one critical fact: what is written in the advert is not what you end up looking at. 
‘Rust free’ usually means ‘you cannot see the rust’; and ‘clean inside and out’ only indicates it has 
been washed, not that the paintwork is still good. After the initial scouring of the local area I 
expanded my horizon until I found ‘Brodie’ in Halifax, about four and half hours’ drive away. He 
turned out to be in good condition with only minor blemishes where it didn’t matter: in the boot, on 
the roof, and along the side steps. All fixable. 

With a vehicle in the driveway, we made two overlanding commitments for the following 
summer, both with a UK based company called Atlas Overland. One was a weekend trip in the UK, 
the other a two-week trip to the French Alps. This would be the first taste of our dream. 

In the meantime we leapt at the opportunity to join a three week vehicle based trip to Zambia 
with African GirlChild’s family. Armed with notebooks and inquisitiveness we viewed the Zambia 
trip as a perfect opportunity to gain some overlanding experience as both vehicles we would be 
travelling in were kitted out for comfortable longer-term camping. We arrived back in the UK from 
Zambia with pages of notes and with a good understanding of what we needed to turn Brodie into a 
home on wheels. 

There are a lot of factors to take into consideration when planning a vehicle upgrade for 
overlanding. In our discussions with the vehicle specialist we focused on our main learning point 
from Zambia and from other more basic camping trips we had done: keep it simple. We heard him 
tell stories about travellers who were extremely overladen, and how this weight caused troubles with 
wheels and tyres. So we agreed to keep it light as well. In addition we discussed all the other possible 
upgrades, changes, additions and inclusions concerning electricity, recovery, security, safety, 
storage, water, food, and mechanics. The end result was a list of initial work to be done in time for 
our first planned trips and a second adjustable list of likely work to be undertaken based on our 
learnings and experiences from those trips. 
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Needless to say, nothing is straight forward when you are planning to travel, preparation 
included. An engine issue emerged at first inspection: the cylinder head was cracked and needed 
replacement. Usually this would be a costly affair but fortunately a reconditioned head was sourced 
for about a quarter of the price of a new one. Big sigh of relief. The list of work included important 
items to operate the vehicle safely. We were going to upgrade the brakes to ensure we could stop 
with the extra weight; the 4x4 system would be overhauled to ensure all aspects worked; the cooling 
system would get an upgrade for those hot African days; and an improved suspension to ensure we 
could tackle all kinds of terrain. The last item was to install a dual battery system that would allow 
us to charge batteries and have some lights in the evenings without draining the main battery used 
for starting the vehicle. Being stuck in a remote area with a dead battery was something we wanted 
to avoid. 

Time marched on. When we returned from the Alps almost a year after buying Brodie, it was time 
to decide on the second iteration of work to be carried out. We had picked up some good 
information from our fellow travellers while in the mountains, and had a few ideas we wanted to 
incorporate into the work order. Four main changes were to be accomplished. We needed better fuel 
capacity, so had an extra fuel tank installed. One of our fellow Alps travellers had a fuse box 
installed, allowing him to directly wire electrical items into the power supply of the car. Very clever, 
so that went on the list. We wanted some extra strength at the front, so we swapped the old plastic 
bumper with a steel one. Lastly, we added two recovery points to the back bumper so we could tow 
other overlanders out of sticky situations. As I collected Brodie after the second round of work he 
was in perfect running order and we could start kitting him out to our needs and wants. 

*** 

We had not set any firm dates for future overland travels after the Alps trip and had yet to set a 
departure date for our journey through Africa, but that was about to change. Just before Christmas 
2011 we learned that the company I was working for would most likely be sold in a matter of 
months, with job losses likely. Was this the opportunity we needed? We speculated and started 
putting together tentative plans of our African adventure.  

By April the final paperwork of company sale was completed. Confirmation also came that my job 
was destined for the scrapheap. Surprisingly, we were informed that the process would happen far 
quicker than I had initially anticipated: definitely by the end of the year but probably sooner. We 
had a decision to make: did we think we could get ready in time?  

YES!  

There was a lot to do and not nearly enough time but we committed ourselves by setting a date 
for departure. Based on the many conversations at work and an educated guess we chose a working 
date of the first Sunday of September. Once the date was set, the countdown began: we would depart 
the UK less than six months later. 

We also realised that we had a virtual mountain of other preparation to do for the trip – not just 
the vehicle. Every other aspect of our lives in the UK had to be dealt with. We had a three bedroom 
house to pack up and rent out, three cats to find a temporary home for, cars to sell, and day-to-day 
admin to be looked after while away. It was only when we started this process in earnest that we 
realised what a mammoth task lay ahead of us. Three key insights: never underestimate how much 
you have; never underestimate how much time it takes to sort it all; and never underestimate how 
stressful and emotionally draining the process is. 

We started with the easy part: finding a name for the adventure as is the trend amongst 
overlanders. After playing with names we combined our fledgling route idea into our name: 
Kapp2Cape – a journey from Nordkapp in Norway to Cape Agulhas in South Africa down the west 
coast of Africa. It seemed fitting that a Norwegian and a South African would travel from Norway to 
South Africa. “Ahh – just visiting the relatives then” as one friend succinctly put it. 

African GirlChild, being a whizz with the computer, initiated the building of our website where 
we wanted to share our experiences. She also started the process of researching visa requirements 
for each country on our route and where best to apply for these visas while on the road. 
Unfortunately it is not straight forward obtaining visas for certain countries any longer, and our 
research showed that the last few countries on our route – Angola in particular – would be the most 
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difficult. Travelling in Africa also required a number of vaccinations, so African GirlChild set up a 
plan for when to have which vaccine to ensure we were fully covered before departure. 

Brodie’s interior had already started taking shape. Instead of buying an off-the-shelf storage 
system to fit the vehicle, I designed and built my own. Many an hour was spent outside in the shed 
with coffee, a jig-saw and screwdrivers. A snug fit was essential, so we took extra care to think 
through all the options before committing to a particular design. We wanted it to be strong and light 
while still maintaining some flexibility. The material of choice ended up being outdoor 18mm 
plywood. 

For sleeping arrangements we had three main options. Ground tent, roof top tent, or sleeping 
inside the car. We quickly discarded the latter option, as it would be too constraining in regards to 
the overall design of the interior. With a ground tent finding a relatively flat spot becomes 
important, preferably one that is not in a small depression where water can collect. So we opted for a 
roof top tent. Most provide ample space and can easily accommodate a 7cm thick foam mattress. 
Comfort when camping is important. 

While I was building the interior, African GirlChild was also hard at work using her sewing 
machine to ensure that we could keep our belongings in order – chargers, pens, books, maps. From 
brightly coloured deck chair fabric she designed and created a set of seat covers that included big 
and small pockets for guidebooks, pens and maps to prevent them floating around inside the 
vehicle. She also took it upon herself to repair the tears in the flysheet and to replace the torn 
mosquito nets on the second hand roof-top tent we had acquired online. The tent had previously 
been used for a trip through Africa so needed some TLC. 

At this point eBay became our best friend. I scoured the internet for good deals on equipment 
and spares, finding a lot of what I wanted on eBay. We also used the opportunity to simplify our 
lives, so we used eBay to sell off furniture, books, and other items from the house. The local car boot 
sale received a number of visits, as did the recycling centre and local charity shop. Towards the end 
it turned hectic and emotionally quite tough. We found we could only justify and sell off what we 
had up to a certain point. After this it became too hard to watch our belongings disappear out the 
door and we needed to take a step back to gain some distance and perspective again. 

Following the ‘keep it simple’ philosophy we agreed we did not need to install a water pump 
system with a shower in the vehicle. We did, however, need to have sufficient water with us to 
survive for up to a week without access to refill. It took quite a bit of searching online but we finally 
found a 40 litre tank that would fit into our design, nestling nicely between the fridge and the load 
guard. The fridge was another big discussion. In the end we selected a fridge/freezer combination 
which gave us 40 litres fridge space and 10 litres freezer space. This would allow us to travel for at 
least a week without the need to re-stock. 

Slowly, our home on wheels started to take shape. The storage system in the back was nearing 
completion and we had found a solution for the gas cooker and the two gas bottles that would ensure 
they would not be moving around on bumpy roads. Behind the front seats, after removing the back 
seats, I created a platform to hold the water tank, the fridge/freezer, and an extra seat if we wanted 
to take a guide or needed an escort. I swapped the original plastic centre console with a steel 
lockable one and built a few storage compartments for cameras, binoculars and some of the 
paperwork we needed easy access to. I successfully managed to change locks on both the ignition 
and the doors, and deal with the few spots of rust. The last two items to be fitted were the roof rack 
and the roof top tent. Brodie was almost ready for departure.  

*** 

On the work front the redundancy process began to firm up, with dates being agreed. It was all 
down to timing and as we sat down with a calendar, we realised the first Sunday of September was 
no longer feasible. However, the second Sunday of October would be perfect. Little did we realise the 
long term implications of that one month delay. 

As part of our research African GirlChild had come across a forum online for overlanders. During 
the sharing of our preparation experiences on the 4x4 Overland Forum she dropped a casual hint 
that maybe we could give a talk at the Adventure Overland Show that the organiser of the forum, 
Tom, had planned. The revised departure date meant we would indeed be able to attend the 
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inaugural show. Tom was delighted and liked our proposed topic of ten key learning points from our 
preparations in an hour long talk.  

African GirlChild also approached her employer to hand in her resignation. Although there 
appeared some lack of comprehension of her desire to give up a job to go travelling for so long, the 
notice was accepted. 

*** 

Finally, my last day at work came and from then on I could concentrate full time on preparing for 
our departure. African GirlChild, frustratingly, still had a few more weeks until she too was 
unemployed. 

The final week was tough. Tenants had been agreed so we had to move out and empty the house. 
The storage company was booked so there was a firm date we had to have the remainder of our 
belongings packed and ready to go into storage. The house also had to be cleaned for the new 
tenants after our belongings had left. Our talk at the Adventure Overland Show was only a few days 
away. And the UK weather put on a show: drizzle, 5C, and heavy grey clouds. Only the thought of a 
hopefully sunnier Europe and a warmer Africa kept us going. One day, I found African GirlChild 
standing in the middle of the chaos in the living room, huge tears streaming down her cheeks and a 
very frightened look on her face. “What are we doing?” she wailed. “Are we crazy giving this all up?” 

Our last day at the house arrived. We ensured it was ready to receive the tenants, locked it up, 
said “See you later” to our neighbours and drove into the village. African GirlChild had booked a 
final hair-cut with her local hairdresser, so I had some time to idle away. After dropping off the 
house keys with the estate agent who would manage it for us, I stopped in at the local café for a well-
deserved cup of coffee. I sat outside in what could optimistically be called autumn sun, bundled up 
warmly, thinking about nothing and everything, letting my mind roam to what potentially lay ahead 
of us. I thought of the ferry-crossing to Denmark the following week; seeing my family briefly in 
Oslo; visiting some of the many sights we had seen online during our research; about border 
crossings and paperwork; and about camping in the wild with no one else around. A Norwegian 
expression sprang to mind: “skrekkblandet fryd” – fear mixed with excitement.  

When we left the village that day we didn’t know when we would see it again. It was a strange 
feeling leaving a place that had been our home for the previous five years. However, we were excited 
about what lay ahead and were looking forward to the next few days at the Adventure Overland 
Show. Before that we only had two more well-earned sleeps at our friends’ place.  

Departure day came. We enjoyed a leisurely breakfast, said an emotional goodbye to our friends 
and gave our three cats one last cuddle. 

And then we left.   
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3 EUROPE – SEEKING THE SUN  

October 2012 – November 2012, 28 days, 5,180 kilometres 

Viking Explorer 

The Adventure Overland Show was fantastic. We were overwhelmed by the support 
we received from so many of those who followed our preparations online. Many 
people came to say hello which allowed us to finally put faces to names. We chatted 
and showed them around our vehicle. We also gave a presentation about the ups and 
downs of our preparation to help future travellers avoid our mistakes. 

An important lesson we learned was that we started packing the vehicle far too late which left no 
time for any fully loaded test runs. As a result we discovered that our rear suspension wasn't up to 
the task and would regularly bottom out. We had uprated it during the preparations but it wasn't 
enough and would require one more modification. Fortunately being at the Adventure Overland 
Show we were in the best place to find help. Julian of Overland Cruisers became our knight in 
shining armour. However, these extra modifications would delay our departure from the UK. 

So after our fabulous send-off from the Adventure Overland Show, which included bubbly, 
photos and speeches, we took the afternoon to catch our breath. We enjoyed lunch in the sun at a 
local pub before starting our unscheduled drive back to Basingstoke where friends generously 
opened their home to us and gave us a warm place to sleep. 

Amazingly as we drove to Basingstoke we received a phone call from the ferry company to check 
if we still planned to travel. The ferry was due to depart 15 minutes later and we hadn't checked in 
yet. Such excellent customer service! We had been unable to contact them during the day to 
postpone our departure so we were delighted by the phone call. Without any hassle they moved our 
ticket forwards a few days. 

We needed the delay. We had rushed around in the last weeks before departure without stopping. 
So we used the time to dump items from the vehicle to lighten the load, enjoy quality time with our 
friends and catch up on some much needed sleep. 

Monday dawned and Julian confirmed he had ordered new stiffer rear suspension coils for 
Brodie. The following day he informed us they had arrived and we set off to have them fitted. What 
an improvement: we no longer rode on the bump-stops. We spent our first night of real camping in 
the field next to Julian's workshop and that night we felt proper butterflies of excitement. The 
adventure had begun! 

*** 

We experienced a peaceful, calm ferry ride from Harwich in the UK to Esbjerg in Denmark - the 
North Sea looked like a mill pond and the sun shone. It was gorgeous. The 18 hours flew by: a quick 
dinner, a short night’s sleep, breakfast, and then we were due to disembark. 

We quickly decided to forgo our initial plans of wildcamping in Scandinavia. African GirlChild 
turned out to be more of a cold weather wimp than initially anticipated. So we thought we would 
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take advantage of the fantastic camping facilities mainland Europe had to offer and we spent our 
first night in Odense savouring Danish camping: indoor kitchen, heated ablution facilities, another 
heated room for eating/watching TV/catching up online. Quite luxurious by UK standards. 

As with any house move we took a little while to settle into our new accommodation and work out 
what goes where to make for simple living and easy access. We continued to tinker with 
arrangements, moving lesser used items to the back of the storage and more used items closer to 
hand. You just don't know what falls into each category until you are on the road! 

We learned from previous experience jeans are a big no-no when camping in colder climates. 
African GirlChild almost froze when camping in the UK due to wearing jeans after sun set. As a 
result she invested in another pair of long johns (the first pair being employed as pyjamas). These, 
together with a pair of lined tracksuit bottoms, greatly improved her ability to be outside as the 
temperatures plummeted. She turned into a smiley and happy camper! 

We celebrated our first night of camping on foreign soil with an ice-cold glass of wine and 
delicious meatballs. The following day we would leave the Danish shores for our long trek 
northwards through Sweden. 

*** 

One of the top tips of our presentation at the Adventure Show was 'Be true to the original reason 
for your adventure'.  

As we started our trek northwards we realised we had slipped into an unwelcome routine. Yes, 
this is possible even after a few days. Focusing on our need to reach Nordkapp in Norway, we packed 
up each morning with frozen fingers trying hard to close wet zippers on the rooftop tent, grabbing a 
quick cup of coffee and a rusk before jumping into the cold vehicle and driving towards the next 
planned destination. Arriving in the afternoon at the next campsite we used their indoor kitchen to 
cook our meal out of the cold. We then gobbled down our dinner outdoors (we were camping after 
all) before seeking the warmth of a common room to plan our next campsite, catch up online and 
play cards or backgammon. At a suitable time, braving the near freezing temperatures, we would 
climb into the rooftop tent, dressed in thermals and double fleeces, beanie on top, hoping for a dry 
night without dew so the tent wouldn't be wet in the morning. 

One day after a lunch of baked beans north of Jonkoping, Sweden, huddled behind the vehicle 
over the stove we stopped, looked at each other and asked “What are we doing?” This wasn’t what 
our dream was about. There we were, boot camp style, going through the motions day after day. 
There was no stopping to take photos, no stopping to see sites, no exploring. Just driving and being 
cold. Very cold. 

So we had a family conference in the car at the side of the road: should we follow our heads, and 
endure ten more days of temperatures dropping steadily just to reach Nordkapp for the official start 
of our adventure, and then ten more cold days back south? Or should we follow our hearts and head 
for the warmth and sun of Africa: the real reason for our adventure? 

Hearts won. 

Coincidently we found ourselves at exactly the right latitude for Oslo, Norway, so we did a quick 
turn westwards instead of continuing northwards. Nordkapp would be a summer adventure later, 
with long days and ‘warm’ temperatures. 

After a long grey day of driving we arrived unannounced and a few weeks early at my sister VB’s 
doorstep in Oslo. We were cold, damp and desperate for indoors. A text conversation ensued: 

Me: “Where are you?” 

VB: “grocery store. you?” 
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Me: “outside your house” 

VB: “will be there in 10” 

We were greeted with open arms, huge smiles and lots of cuddles from the nieces. 

As it turned out we had made a sensible decision which the weather report fully supported. 
Further north it was getting colder, much colder. We later learned that along the route we had 
planned to drive they had been forced to close the roads due to snow storms and we would have 
been caught on the wrong side of the snow. 

Our detour from Jonkoping to Oslo gave us a few days to spend quality time with my side of the 
family. We played aunt and uncle with our two nieces and caught up with my sister and brother-in-
law over a glass of wine. We did our best to fit into the busy daily routine of a family with children 
involved in many activities. We also had a few days to thaw out in front of a wood stove.  Swapping 
the rooftop tent for the warm basement was luxurious. 

When my parents returned from their travels (roaming really is a genetic disease) we had a brief 
24 hours being spoilt as only parents can spoil their children. They arranged a family lunch, allowing 
us to catch up with aunts and cousins and friends. We also managed to secure the first visa for me 
for the trip at the Senegalese Consulate General in Oslo. It remains the easiest pre-arranged visa 
acquired during our trip: in and out in less than half an hour with visa securely stamped into the 
passport. 

It was time to return to the road. We discussed various options, concluding that after five days 
without a glimpse of sun and with intermittent rain and chilly temperatures forecast, finding sun 
and warmth were a priority. Tickets booked, we embarked on a ferry ride almost as far as could be 
managed: from Oslo to Kiel in Germany. We pinned our hopes on finding some sun there.  

*** 

 Once again our ferry ride was smooth. Approaching Kiel we awoke to sunshine and – dare I say 
it – warmth! It was unseasonable and we had to start reducing layers as soon as we disembarked. No 
more beanie, our hiking boots were no longer required and the short sleeves emerged. That day the 
weather topped a balmy 24C when we stopped for lunch just south of Kiel. It was hard to believe the 
change from Oslo. 

In an effort to make rapid progress south we utilised the super-efficient autobahn system, 
bypassing Hamburg towards Bremen. Our aim for the day was a campsite near Osnabruck. 
Unfortunately the Friday afternoon heavy traffic turned out to be strong competition to that of the 
M25 London ring road. We left the motorway and instead made our way towards a campsite marked 
on our map near the town of Dummer. Fortunately it was open, something we were still to discover 
we could not take for granted. 

The campsite was on the shores of a little lake. Most of the lakeside was a naturpark, a nature 
park with fields, forests and lots of geese. The rest of the lakeside was dotted with small clusters of 
holiday homes which looked shut for the winter. 

Our lack of exercise slowly revealed itself through slight grumpiness and as we had arrived at the 
campsite during daylight hours we hopped onto our bicycles, and went for a little 45 minute ride 
along the shore. It was wonderful to be out in the fresh air watching the sun setting over the water 
and stretching our legs as the remaining ducks and geese were heading to roost. 

The night time temperatures were also a treat. Rather than being bundled up and in the tent as 
soon as we could, we sat outside long after sunset enjoying the evening. It was only 13C but after 
camping in the near freezing it felt rather comfortable, almost tropical. 

We decided to delay our departure the next morning and take the time to cycle all the way around 
the lake. It was only 19 kilometres but felt more like 39 kilometres based on our decreased level of 
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fitness. However we were still up and about before most of the other campers and so had the whole 
lake to ourselves as we cycled. A most pleasant morning. 

Our aim for that day was to reach the Mosel Valley, south west of Koblenz. This is one of the big 
wine growing regions in Germany and the Mosel River cuts its way through steep-sided valleys 
adorned with row upon row of grape vines. There was just enough space for the small villages to fit 
between the base of the valley sides and the river itself. 

The priority was to find a campsite for the next two nights. The first site we tried was up in the 
mountains without a river view. This we rejected as it seemed a crying shame not to be able to see 
the water. The next site we found had reached the end of its season (warning bells started sounding) 
and was only open for one more night. Finally we found an open campsite which was located on a 
tiny island in the middle of the river. There we managed to secure an idyllic little spot overlooking 
the water. 

Our plan for the following day was to make use of the cycle paths up and down the valley. The 
Mosel valley prides itself on having cycling routes on both sides of the river, from Koblenz at the 
north east end almost to Trier on the south west end, a distance of more than 100 kilometres.   

We awoke to fog! As we slowly prepared for the day the fog turned to mist and the sun started to 
shine through. However it bore no resemblance to the clear skies and glorious sunshine of the day 
before. Undeterred, we hopped on our bicycles and headed up the river towards the village of 
Cochem, 13 kilometres away. 

It was eerie cycling along the river in the misty, dimly lit surroundings. Every now and then the 
sun would peek through. By the time we reached Cochem the sun had managed to burn off the 
remaining mist and fog and we found ourselves under clear skies and sunshine. 

We spent a few hours exploring the tiny town, walked up to the castle which overlooks the river, 
indulged in German pastry and had our lunch on the river bank. Then, saddle sore after three days 
on the bicycles, we trundled our way back to the campsite. 

We decided on an early start for the next morning, as we planned to enjoy some of the smaller 
roads in the area to fully take in the beautiful autumn colours. We were in the middle of a 
spectacular season of colours, and the autumn trees along our route displayed the full array of 
yellows, golds, oranges and reds. It was difficult to capture it all with the camera but we tried as best 
we could. 

Our aim for the day was to find a campsite somewhere east of Strasbourg but still in Germany. 
With the daylight stretching until 7pm we were happy for a slightly longer day of driving to find a 
nice campsite. We continued to follow the sunshine, having already started to take it for granted, 
until we found ourselves under the edge of a bank of dark clouds. And that was it. The sun was gone. 
The temperature dropped from 22-24C to 16C. We were thoroughly placed back into the reality of 
autumn. 

We quickly realised this was the end of camping season. The first campsite we headed to was 
actually across the Rhine River in France and required a ferry crossing rather than the bridge 
indicated on our map. So we turned to go for our second choice and found it was now closed for the 
season. Then our third, also closed. Frustrating. Fortunately a kind German couple at the last 
campsite gave us the name of a town about 10 kilometres away and a site not marked on our map. 
However they had no idea if it was open or not. Off we went and to our great relief it was still open. 
By then the clock had turned 6pm, we had spent almost two hours searching.  At least we had a 
place to sleep. 

Camping in Germany turned out to be an interesting experience. At each site we were the only 
people in a tent. “The rest?” you ask. Well, they were staying in semi-permanent tents and mobile 
homes. Basically living there. The sites also seem to operate much more of a ‘pay as you go’ system 
than we experienced in Scandinavia. I don’t mean just in regards to luxuries like internet and 
laundry; even the basics were paid for this way. Shower? Yip, we needed to buy a token for that. Hot 
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water to do our dishes? That cost us too. Electricity to use the stoves? That too. To be fair not all 
sites employed this system but it was a contrast to what had been included further north. 

*** 

The name of our adventure was at this stage dangerously close to being renamed to SunSeekers! 
It was all we seemed to be doing, desperately following the sun while keeping the chilly weather 
from nipping at our heels. 

We departed Germany with the aim to stop over in Switzerland and spend time there. As the 
weather gods would have it, our journey from the German town of Freiburg to Bern in Switzerland 
was in low mist, so low in fact that it got caught in African GirlChild’s hair (I don’t have any). The 
picturesque countryside of Switzerland will remain a mystery to be unravelled at a later date, as we 
saw almost none of it. Rather than setting up camp in the damp and waiting to see what the weather 
was up to, we carried on towards France. Such a pity.   

Our escapades in Switzerland amounted to stopping in Monteux at the shores of Lac Leman for 
lunch. We savoured our warm soup overlooking a very grey and misty expanse of water. The lake 
bore no resemblance to the lake we saw on our visit the previous August, when we strolled on the 
shores and ate ice cream under clear blue skies in shorts and T-shirts. 

After lunch we continued clockwise around Lac Leman, eventually making our way from Thonon 
les Bains towards the Morzine and Les Gets area of The Alps. Here we met up with BuzzAlps whom 
African GirlChild had been chatting to online for ages. They kindly served us coffee and gave us 
useful information on the long range weather forecast. It seemed that our plans of a few days in the 
Alps would be cut short as the first serious cold front was on its way and temperatures were due to 
plunge way colder than we could comfortably camp in (-10C is not for wimps!). So we cut our 
planned stay down to two nights and decided to make the most of our single day in the Alps, which 
according to the forecast promised sunshine. 

We were not disappointed. 

The day dawned chilly and misty but by 10am the sun had banished all clouds and we were 
bathed in warm sunshine under clear blue skies. We hiked from St Jean D’Aulps at 800m elevation 
into the forest covered mountains and enjoyed a picnic lunch basking like lizards in the sun at 
1,200m. The autumn colours were magnificent! 

*** 

Our race across France, trying to keep the weather from nipping at our heels, continued with 
limited success. On the positive, snow arrived in the Alps a few hours after our departure. However 
avoiding the snow in the Alps did not allow us to avoid the rain in Lyon. We were the only crazy 
campers on an enormous and very wet campsite. After a wet dinner I lay awake in the tent for two 
hours listening to the rain. The wind picked up and I had to get up, go out and secure the tarp to 
prevent it from flying off. It took me ages to thaw out completely when I returned to my sleeping 
bag. In addition African GirlChild was not particularly happy waking up with toes like ice cubes the 
following morning. 

Our journey changed again. In probably a sensible move, when we reached Avignon, we gave up 
on camping completely and opted for a room at the youth hostel. It was a bit pricy but we were both 
desperate to be inside, out of the cold and wet and wind. 

At the youth hostel we had relatively good internet. While looking for weather information I 
found an excellent website which had weather maps for the world and we started using it to decide 
our continued route through Europe. The site gave us a 10-day animated forecast for wind speed, 
temperature, weather, and cloud cover. I quickly discovered that Perpignan, France, was most likely 
to have consistent sunshine for the following week and so we plotted our course in that direction. 
Unfortunately I could do little about the strong wind which was predicted for a few more days before 
subsiding. 
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That night the wind howled. I didn’t want another night of disturbed sleep so I put ear plugs in 
and slept through it all. African GirlChild woke repeatedly through the night, listening as dustbins 
were hurled about in the street below and offering up small prayers that nothing large would be 
blown onto Brodie. 

Fortunately he survived the night. 

We both missed the sun at this point. With the sun out we were happy and warm. When it was 
gone we became moody and sad. After a rather wet and grey summer in the UK prior to our 
departure I had developed a distinct frustration with the continued rain. Although the rain can be 
fascinating and provide super opportunities for good photos, waking up every day to the sound of 
rain on the tent did not help on my general mood or sense of fun. 

*** 

On our way to Perpignan we spotted a giant MAN truck, looking kitted out for some serious 
overlanding. We just had to stop. After prowling around the apparently deserted vehicle, taking in 
details and stickers, the owners stuck their heads out of the window. It was a Swiss couple that had 
been travelling for 12 years. Amazing. Unfortunately the invite to a cup of coffee didn’t materialise 
so we never got to see inside their vehicle.  

We reached our campsite in a tiny village near Perpignan late in the day, just as the end of season 
party kicked off. Fresh sardines was the order of the day and African GirlChild put aside her dislike 
of sardines and tried one. She even confessed it was delicious after managing to avoid the rookie 
error of eating the head and tail (which were still attached). 

Our own dinner was prepared and consumed at speed in the strong winds. As the main common 
area was occupied by the party (with a thick blanket of smoke hanging over the tables) we decided to 
do what the polar explorers used to do. They didn’t stand around outside in the cold, they got 
themselves inside. And so, with the winds blowing, we set up the ground tent and spent our short 
evening playing cards and backgammon and catching up online. We took no chances for the night 
and doubled up on sleeping bags: the summer bag went inside the winter bag. It made for a good 
night’s sleep. 

The following morning we woke to glorious sunshine and a gentle breeze rustling the leaves. We 
couldn’t have wished for better weather. We felt we were ahead of the weather, at least for a day or 
so. 

We spent our few days in the tiny village in perfect laziness, a super way of spending days while 
travelling. We chatted to the other campsite residents, most of whom were longer term residents 
and the atmosphere was very friendly with a quiet community feel. There was a real mix of 
nationalities: French, Dutch, British. Everyone was interested in our trip and offered their help and 
knowledge for our upcoming journey through Spain. We took a 15-minute stroll into the village in 
one direction to buy fresh fruit and vegetables at the local market. Then we strolled 45 minutes to 
the village in the other direction to purchase a map. The luxury of time on hand. 

*** 

The day of departure from Perpignan towards Spain turned out to be a day of three seasons. 

The whole night we had listened to the sound of rain. Not heavy torrential storms but a consistent 
steady rain hour after hour. When we awoke our poor little ground tent, with us inside, was located 
smack in the middle of the small lake that was our campsite. Amazingly we had only two tiny leaks 
in the tent, both of which were under our sleeping mattresses. It was frustrating to use two hours to 
pack up in the wet as we had hoped for an early start that morning. We ended up dragging our bags 
and the tent into the shower block to dry them off as best we could before packing up. Very 
annoying, very wet, and very cold. 

Soon enough, however, we were on our way to Andorra, in the mist and rain. We wound our way 
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up through the Pyrenees towards the border. Although a slight detour to our route we knew we 
would kick ourselves later for not making the effort to visit this tiny country on top of the mountain. 

As we ascended into Andorra we realised how close the winter we really were. The snow started 
out as a dusting, but as we climbed higher the snow became thicker. By the time we reached 1,900m 
in France it was thick on the ground. By the time we reached 2,400m in Andorra it was full winter, 
with the ski slopes almost ready to open. 

Andorra was a real mix of weather and scenery which we quite enjoyed. The first sight as we 
crossed the border was a tax free ‘city’. We did not stop, as it wasn’t really a priority for us stock up 
on the advertised cheap booze. The road continued to wind its way through little villages that very 
closely resembled the skiing villages of the Alps, but looked much newer. We certainly had the 
impression that Andorra was trying to develop skiing to attract tourism, and most of the villages had 
newly built chalets and apartments waiting to open for the approaching season. The ski slopes we 
could see looked worth investigating, but not during this trip. 

As we reached the top of Andorra and started our descent towards the Spanish border the 
weather changed and the temperature rose. From 5C at the top it was 19C in the valley, glorious 
sunshine, and not a cloud in the sky. For the rest of the day the sun shone its little heart out! 

*** 

Having acquired an ACSI Camping Card (a discount card for camping in Europe) in Perpignan, 
we made our way towards our intended ACSI campsite for the night. Situated next to a water 
reservoir it turned out to be rather chilly when we arrived. Despite this, our main goal was to dry 
out, so after checking in we made a serious effort at hanging all our sodden items out to dry. We 
woke up the next morning to beautiful sunshine, and after packing up we took our coffee and rusks 
with us down to the launch pad at the reservoir to watch the locals prepare for a day on the water. 

In Andorra we had decided that our trip through Spain should avoid the toll roads and explore 
the more scenic routes the country has to offer. Armed with our trusty ACSI camping guide, we were 
reasonably confident we could find open campsites along the way. We therefore opted to drive an 
interior route rather than follow the Mediterranean coast all the way down to the ferry port at 
Algeciras. It turned out to be a rewarding choice that gave us the opportunity to really soak up the 
scenery and get lost (literally) in the little towns we passed through. 

Our route took us roughly parallel to the coast, through the towns of Teruel, Albacete and 
Cordoba before turning towards Malaga. The scenery changed constantly. We experienced green 
pine forests, Grand Canyon style dry landscapes, flat farmlands extending horizon to horizon. Bright 
red soils were replaced by cultivated olive plantations. Some parts reminded me of Norway, other 
parts reminded African GirlChild of South Africa. The contrasts were fabulous. 

What struck us the most was the huge areas allocated to production of alternative energy. We 
passed through several large wind turbine farms, and drove alongside kilometres of solar cell panels. 
Reliance on fossil fuels was clearly something the Spanish government wanted to reduce. Although 
quite unusual at first, we became used to these tall white towers with three-bladed propellers slowly 
rotating in the wind. 

As we travelled south we realised that the Spanish camping season was also nearing its end. Our 
ACSI guide proved an informative companion, for without it we might have experienced longer days 
trying to find an open site. The camping we found contributed to us experiencing a varied landscape; 
one site on a sandy hill, one on the edge of a hilly forest, and one on a lake shore under the cover of 
tall pine and fir trees. Lack of signage also contributed to our exploring. At one point we drove 30 
kilometres only to find it was a dead end. The ‘dead end’ sign was helpfully placed 50 metres away 
from the gate into a private farm. At least the scenery was worth taking in in both directions. 

Our first glimpse of the Mediterranean Sea came when we reached the coast at the sprawling city 
of Malaga. What a shock to the system! The sea looked calm and the sun was trying its best to peak 
through the clouds, but the Costa del Sol was a continuous stretch of tourism and commercialism. 
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Such a contrast to the relatively uninhabited interior we had experienced over the previous five days.   

At the end of the day, before reaching our final destination in Spain, we made a slight detour to 
visit Tarifa. This is a quaint little village and a wind-sports hot-spot on the southern-most tip of 
mainland Spain. It was a hazy day, but we were pleasantly surprised that we could see the coast of 
Morocco across the water. I never realised just how close it is. With a strong wind blowing we were 
treated to fascinating displays of agility by the kite-surfers (about 50), who were playing gracefully 
between the waves and the sky. 

After a quick lunch and a stroll on the beach we set off to La Linea de Concepcion, the Spanish 
border town with Gibraltar. We had been invited to stay with Tuggy and his wife while preparing for 
the crossing to Morocco. Tuggy had also been a great help at the Adventure Overland Show, 
introducing me to Julian from Overland Cruisers. We were well looked after by Tuggy and wife as we 
completed our final preparations for the big step onto the African continent. 

In La Linea we had the good fortune of meeting Noel and Ping (also through Tuggy) who were 
embarking on the same journey as us. We were similarly excited and similarly nervous so we 
thought we would hold each other’s hands (so to speak) and take the next step together. 

Noel and Ping were travelling in an Iveco 4x4 van with bed and kitchen inside. This was a concept 
of travel different to what we had chosen. In the evenings they could close the door and remain dry 
and warm inside, they could easily get out of bed and drive off in an emergency, and nights would be 
quieter than in a tent. On the flip side, though, and as we would later learn, a bigger vehicle means 
less access and fewer options if shipping is needed. In the following months African GirlChild and I 
would have many conversations about our choice of vehicle. We never regretted our choice, but 
could certainly see advantages with other vehicle layouts. 

*** 

And so there we were, at the end of the European mainland. The last stop before Africa. From 
that point on we expected it to be very different to what we were used to, both culturally, physically, 
and emotionally. Although we had done vehicle based trips in South Africa and Zambia before, this 
was on a whole new scale. 

How did it make us feel? 

I like to think I was displaying the explorer side of my Viking heritage.  I was eager and excited, 
and was looking forward to learn and experience Africa over the coming months. 

African GirlChild was feeling a real mixture of anxiety and excitement. She was hoping that she 
was displaying at least some of the spirit of the early South African Voortrekkers, who left the Cape 
Colony for the unknown interior of South Africa. The reality was that she felt quite daunted by the 
enormity of what she was about to embark on. Her favourite rhetorical question was “Have you seen 
how big Africa is?!?!” A few extra hugs were dispensed and I grabbed her hand tightly and she mine. 
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4 MOROCCO – LAND OF PISTES AND TRAILS 

November 2012 – December 2012, 41 days, 5,636 kilometres 

African GirlChild  

To avoid confusion, Africa officially started at Algeciras ferry port, almost the last tip 
of the Spanish mainland. 

Our ferry was scheduled to depart at 9am, so we made every effort to arrive at the port before 
8am (even with returning to Tuggy’s to pick up my forgotten jacket). Just before 8am we pulled in 
and joined the vehicle queue. Plenty of time. Noel and Ping arrived shortly after 8am and stopped 
about six or seven cars behind us. 

Not long after our arrival, the ticket booth opened and we changed our ‘open’ tickets to ‘booked’ 
onto the ferry, before proceeding to the next queue.   

9am came and went. 

By this time, Noel and Ping had been informed they weren’t travelling on the 9am ferry after all 
(too many tall vehicles) and were redirected to a waiting area for the midday ferry. We stood around, 
waiting patiently, chatting excitedly. Ping fired up the cooker in the van and cooked us French toast 
while we waited.  

As it transpired, the incoming ferry was struggling its way across the Straits of Gibraltar in 
stormy weather. It was estimated to arrive at 10am and we would be departing half an hour later. I 
was quite impressed that the ferry could be offloaded and reloaded in 30 minutes – perhaps this 
part of Africa was slicker. 

At 11am the excitement resumed: we moved from into a long queue on the quayside and waited 
for the arriving ferry to unload. Then, it was our turn to board. Of course, all vehicles needed to turn 
around and reverse in to make disembarking easier once we had crossed. The 18 wheeler trucks 
loaded first, followed by larger trucks, overloaded people carriers, campers, 4x4s down to sedans. 
We parked our vehicle and proceeded upstairs to the deck to watch the final loading and departure 
from Algeciras. 

Midday came and went and the ramp still hadn’t moved. Eventually five men emerged from the 
bowels of the ferry wiping their greasy hands, the ramp rose, the ropes cast off and the ferry chugged 
away from the docks. Our 9am ferry departed at midday. 

The waters of the Straits of Gibraltar were still quite calm as we left the port and sailed past the 
Rock of Gibraltar, but gradually the waves grew. While Viking Explorer stood outside the whole 
time, I found a quiet chair indoors and attempted to doze. The ferry rose and fell, tossed about on 
the sea. The rain came down in buckets and the wind gusted relentlessly. We finally docked in Ceuta, 
the Spanish enclave on the tip of Africa an hour and half later, the longest 35 minute crossing in 
history. My stomach lurched, I felt distinctly queasy and looked forward to planting my feet firmly 
on dry land. 
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The excitement on board rose. Passengers returned to their vehicles and hopped in. And waited. I 
grabbed a book and read a bit. A short nap followed and more reading, but no movement. After 
another hour and a half we realised the ramp couldn’t be lowered. Those men with greasy hands in 
Algeciras all made sense. Right, no problem. Just turn the ferry around and exit the other way. The 
immediate problem was we weren’t facing in that direction because we had reversed onto the ferry 
when embarking. 

The unloading began very cautiously with the large 18 wheelers reversing at an awkward angle 
down the ramp. Inch by inch. A quick change of drivers. Inch by inch and the first truck extracted 
itself. A round of applause erupted. One by one, the remaining vehicles either reversed off the ferry 
or turned around. Finally it was our turn to exit. 

We had arrived on the African continent! 

*** 

The border crossing from Spain to Morocco at Ceuta was less hassle than I anticipated. As it was 
our first time we ended up with a ‘helper’ who attached himself to us much like a sticky bur does. 
While I did begrudge having to use a helper, he was actually helpful and rather than disappear with 
our documents, he guided me from booth to booth. Nonetheless, this first border crossing without 
Viking Explorer holding my hand was still a little nerve wracking. 

We aimed for Chefchaouen, the Blue City, and camped for three nights while Noel and Ping 
caught up with us. The campsite was very basic in comparison to the luxurious camping we enjoyed 
in Europe, but we appreciated the free WiFi and a common room out of the rain. Hot showers were 
only possible with high water pressure and a full gas bottle. While dodging the rain, we strolled from 
the campsite into the village and browsed the markets, stocking up on inexpensive fresh fruit and 
vegetables. The village in particular has a huge affinity for the colour blue, and we were fascinated by 
the many different shades and hues on display as we wandered the maze of walkways and narrow 
streets between the buildings. We watched the numerous weavers as they weaved carpets, clothes, 
and bed spreads in striking colours. There was little chance of us getting lost as the friendly 
Moroccans approached us to guide and direct us if we appeared hesitant or looked lost. 

Our itchy feet prevailed and we continued travelling south to escape the dreary weather and start 
our exploration of Morocco. Before meeting us, Noel and Ping planned to drive straight to Rabat to 
collect Mauritanian visas before proceeding along the coast to the border with Mauritania. Instead, 
they were caught up in the whims and fancies of Viking Explorer and me, and engaged a sense of 
adventure to join us exploring the Moroccan countryside. 

Our first day saw us wind our way towards Taounate through the picturesque countryside. Not 
quite the desert scenery we had expected of Morocco, this northern area was characterised by green 
rolling hills and cultivated lands. In addition, we seemed to have unwittingly stumbled through 
hashish alley where at least 100 men and children offered us the best available! The opportunistic 
attitude amazed me. Cars travelling towards us changed direction to follow us, overtake us and pull 
over in the vain hope that we would be interested customers. Alas, not. 

As we were all adventurous, we sought a place for our first night of wildcamping. We were 
complete novices. We took a little while to find a dirt track which looked like a suitable location. It 
ended up being a track between the fields of various farms. A few cars and trucks passed us parked 
on the side of the road. They were more concerned with our general welfare than whether we 
planned to stay the night. We were left in peace through the night but the first farm trucks rumbled 
past before dawn. 

Our journey continued towards the mountains. We passed through Fes and Sefrou on our way 
into the Atlas Mountains. The road took us over wide, flat plains stretching horizon to horizon 
before encountering our next shock. The warm weather disappeared and snow covered the 
landscape. Morocco continued to throw up surprises and our plans for wildcamping slowly 
unravelled. As flexible travellers and accustomed to our plans changing, we followed a snowy track 
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up into the mountains in the direction of a gite (a homestay) signposted from the main road.  

The small settlement was tucked into the mountainside and one of the houses offered an 
authentic experience. The host welcomed us into their front room, and lit a roaring fire to thaw our 
chilled bones. He served us a traditional afternoon tea, a delicious chicken couscous dinner, and 
tasty breakfast. Our rooms were warm and comfortable, decorated with beautiful colourful fabrics.  

Overnight, the temperatures warmed marginally and much of the snow from the previous day 
melted. We bid farewell and continued our journey southwards towards Midelt with the aim of 
following tracks into the mountains towards Lac Tislite. The snow covered landscape was breath-
taking but unfortunately we hadn’t ventured far on the tracks when the fallen snow stopped us. 
Disappointed, we returned to snow free Midelt and sought a location to try another night of 
wildcamping. 

We found a spot in a shallow riverbed below the level of the surrounding plain. The cloudless sky 
and setting sun were accompanied by a lazy icy breeze which cut straight through us. As expected, 
we had a few visitors while we were setting up camp. First, a man wandered past with his two 
donkeys. Then, the local shepherd with his flock of sheep. Next, two boys (aged about seven and ten) 
came to hang around the vehicle and yet another man on foot stopped to ask for clothes. Eventually, 
we were alone and started cooking our dinner in the freezing cold and dark.   

We froze that night. The skies remained clear and the temperature plummeted. The double 
sleeping bags and layers of thermal clothing only just managed to keep us warm. The next morning 
we woke early to watch the sun rise over the plains and the mercury rise in the thermometer. The 
temperature had almost reached 10C by the time we departed towards Gorge du Todra. 

Finally, as we passed over the High Atlas Mountains the arid scenery we expected in Morocco 
materialised. We drove to Tinghrir on the south side of Gorge du Todra in preparation for travelling 
north into the gorge and onwards to Lac Tislite.   

Gorge du Todra was a ‘small’ gorge. Make no mistake, it still towered above us as we drove along 
the bottom and gazed upwards in fascination. It was quite a short gorge of 18 kilometres in length. 
Most of the way we drive along the valley waiting in anticipation to round the next bend and wonder 
at the surprise around the next corner. It really was an ant’s-eye view.  As we pootled along, the 
gorge opened up into a valley with more angled sides. This felt like a tourist gorge. Numerous hotels, 
kasbahs, campsites lined the valley floor enticing tourists to stay a while longer and local traffic 
seemed minimal in comparison. 

As we continued further north and higher into the mountains, flocks of sheep grazed in green 
bottomed valleys framed by snowed covered mountain peaks. The scenery continuing to entrance us 
until we reached the beautiful, picturesque Lac Tislite. 

The camping at high altitude at Lac Tislite was a heart-warming, body freezing experience. Our 
kind hostess kept a watchful eye on us while we were under her care. From caringly prepared dinner 
to providing a dry place to hang our laundry; from arranging indoor heated seating to leading us 
back to our vehicle with a torch; from serving afternoon mint tea at a table tucked away in a ray of 
sun to bringing warm bread for breakfast at the vehicle. She helped us choose roads to drive safely 
and called friends to obtain information on autoroutes tolls. Her generosity, hospitality and 
unconditional care for us was overwhelming.  

The magical snow covered landscape cut short our exploration of the area. We attempted to cycle 
from Lac Tislite to the adjacent lake but the roads were blanketed in snow and even the locals had 
given up driving after a few of them became stranded. We still cherished our shortened cycle under 
clear blue skies, in glorious sunshine and with the backdrop of the magnificent lake. 

After travelling with Noel and Ping for a week, the time came to part ways. They were keen to 
progress with their tour of Africa while we still had a few more weeks left to explore Morocco. We 
shared a tearful farewell when they departed towards Rabat and we ventured south. But it was 
important that we each lived our own adventure and pursued our own dream. We did not realise as 
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we said goodbye that we would meet up with them again many times throughout our respective 
journeys. 

*** 

Our search for off-road tracks tested our navigation skills at times. This particular time we 
stopped on the side of the road to pour over maps and GPS looking for the elusive piste. A kind chap 
soon appeared to see if we needed help. We asked whether the pass for the main road was open. The 
pass lay at 3,000 metres altitude and since snow still covered the ground at 2,300 metres, we were 
unsurprised to learn that the pass was indeed closed. The only other way for us to reach the Gorge 
du Dades was to cross the mountain using a 40 kilometre off-road piste. Viking Explorer’s eyes lit up 
and he enthusiastically accepted directions and information.  

Before we drove off, the kind-hearted soul asked if we’d like to join him for tea as we were parked 
opposite his auberge (simple accommodation). With our philosophy of accepting offers, we joined 
him. Quickly, he arranged a small table and three chairs in the sun for us and arrived with a pot of 
tea, three glasses and a plate of nibbles. Together we shared the tea and Viking Explorer chatted 
away in French while I did my best to follow the gist of the conversation. In time, we decided to 
continue our journey. Our kind host would accept no payment – his invitation. 

We found the piste on the GPS and climbed up a rather rocky track. After a few kilometres we 
joined the main track. This was hard packed, well groomed gravel and had concrete river crossings 
and small bridges. It appeared well maintained and we thought it would continue for the entire 
mountain crossing. When we reached the river flood plains, the road disappeared and a rough track 
following the dry riverbed replaced it. We navigated our way through the riverbed for about 10 
kilometres over small rocks and ungroomed track before we climbed switchbacks up the mountain 
side, crossing creeks at regular intervals. In the shady spots we touched the last remnants of snow. It 
was remote, and judging by the hoof marks from the donkeys at least a week had passed since the 
last vehicle bumped its way along the route. 

Almost halfway we crested the col. What a beautiful view! The stunning landscape extended as far 
as the eye could see with no-one in sight. We gazed in fascination for a few minutes, soaking up the 
surroundings. As we descended the other side, the barren and rocky landscape became more fertile 
and less rocky, at least for a while. The creek we started following turned into a dry riverbed, flowing 
through a wide green floodplain. For the last few kilometres we drove on a lovely track of hard-
packed soil of a deep colour close to purple. 

This was the first test of the vehicle’s off-road capability and neither driver nor vehicle missed a 
beat. Viking Explorer grinned from ear to ear and I cracked a smile too. We both felt much more 
confident of the coming months. 

*** 

Gorge du Dades was grandiose. It towered over the landscape below, proud and just enormous. 
Our route seemed to alternate between driving along the rim and dropping down into the valley for 
short stretches. We stared in awe at the sheer size of the gorge. Not only did the gorge extend almost 
30 kilometres long, but it also seemed to be higher, wider, deeper than our expectations. We 
marvelled at the rock formations, interesting landscapes carved out by the winding river. This 
seemed to be the practical route north into the mountains with trucks transporting goods up and 
down the valley. There were limited tourist facilities.  

Finding accommodation proved to be an adventure many days: do we find a campsite or 
wildcamp? Many hotels in the gorges area seemed to offer an element of camping as a side business. 
This particular evening we found a beautiful hotel perched high on a small hill with views of the 
valley. While the hotel tempted us, we opted for camping with the promise of warm showers and a 
western style toilet. After dinner out of the back of the vehicle, we climbed the steep stairs up to the 
hotel to enjoy a traditional mint tea in the warmth. As we drank and chatted, the wind started 
howling outside. Shortly, the hotel owner approached us. He was concerned about us camping in 
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such strong winds and offered us one of the empty rooms they had available. No extra cost involved. 
Just unconditional care for our wellbeing. 

The kindness we experienced was incredible. We were overawed. It was extraordinary to be a 
recipient. Strangely, it required an adjustment on our parts. But re-connecting with humanity in this 
simple way was heart-warming. 

*** 

We set up camp for a few days in Agdz, a village located on the northern end of the Vallee du 
Draa. It was an unexpected relief. After two nights sleeping in the cold in the mountains and one 
night of howling winds, Agdz covered us with wall to wall sunshine and heat. Proper, comfortable 
heat.   

The temperature dropped sharply at night and we were grateful for the winter sleeping bags, but 
the days reached a soothing 25C. We relaxed, wandered in and around the village to browse and 
stock up on provisions. We accepted many invitations to numerous cups of mint tea but managed to 
avoid making any purchases, though not to say we weren’t tempted. Unlike Istanbul, Turkey, there 
seemed to be less animosity about not making a purchase. We also explored the food on offer. We 
bought most food of our food in the markets, although we started to find tiny hole-in-the-wall stores 
with a variety of products and other wares. Not a Tesco, Carrefour, Checkers or Safeway in sight!   

Laundry came under control, courtesy of our blue tub washing machine. We could finally hang 
clean clothes outside in the sun to dry. We managed to wash and dry our important fleeces which 
were being used far too much use for a supposedly warm trip. 

Viking Explorer’s French improved rapidly as we travelled. The classes he took before we left the 
UK proved invaluable and he even received a compliment from a French lady we met along the way. 
I tried to speak a little French, relying heavily on my high school studies many years previously. One 
of the men at the campsite patiently listened to me while I tried hard to untangle Norwegian, 
Spanish and French in an effort to communicate.   

One particular day we took a quiet little stroll into the village to buy eggs, sardines, and plastic 
containers. As was typical, a man stopped us to talk. After a quick chat, he asked if we could help 
him write a letter in English. “OK”, said Viking Explorer, realising culturally it was more appropriate 
for him to help than me. We followed him back down the high street to a Berber shop with many 
carpets hanging outside. Inside, clothes and carpets adored the walls and hung from the ceiling, 
creating a typical, inviting cavern. 

Viking Explorer settled in and received the dictation from Mohammed, tweaking wording as 
appropriate. The letter was from the Association of Vallee du Draa to their contact at Medicin Sans 
Frontier (MSF), requesting medicines. It seemed that MSF visited for a month every October and 
travelled into the desert to help treat the nomadic people. During the dictating and writing, tea 
arrived. This tea was a saffron tea rather than the te du menthe (mint tea) we had drunk so much of. 
I delighted in the unique flavour while waiting. Whether the letter ever reached its intended 
destination or not will remain a mystery. 

We felt a little virtuous having helped out, so took the opportunity to try on some of the woven 
jackets and other clothing. Mohammed taught how to wrap a Tuareg-style turban and awarded me 
7/10 for my first efforts.  

We asked questions, in particular about the numerous flags decorating people’s car bonnets the 
previous day. Was it a wedding, a National Holiday or the birthday of the King? We established it 
was the day everyone returned from Mecca, their Hajj completed. People drove to the airport with 
their cars adorned in flags to collect returning friends and relatives after being away for a month. 
Celebrations followed everyone’s safe arrival. Then followed a discussion about the 5 pillars of 
Islam. It was interesting and gave us a small insight into the Islam faith. 

We learned a short history of the Hajj. It originated with a large caravan of dromedaries (not 
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camels, we were corrected) which took a year to travel from Morocco to Mecca, Saudi Arabia, and 
return. 

We discussed other trading routes and caravan travels. One particular route took three months to 
reach an important biannual summer market in Bamako, Mali, and three months to return. Repeat 
for the winter market.  

Out came the jewellery, apparently from Mauritania. Beautiful silver bracelets with different 
semi-precious stones, onyx, amber, turquoise, malachite. Even I was tempted. Quite dainty with fine 
silverwork. 

Mohammed offered for his family near M’Hamid to take us into the desert. The trip wouldn’t 
include him and unfortunately we were just not quite confident enough to accept his offer. Then 
followed the usual requests: swap Viking Explorer’s watch, clothes, shoes, and any medicines we 
had. Our standard answer to such requests was we didn’t have any spare. Our visit had come to an 
end. We bid our farewells, and carried on to the market. 

As with every adventure, we never planned to stay in the village for quite so long. It just sort of 
happened. But, the people were so friendly, the sun shone and we took time to recharge our internal 
batteries, much depleted after years of living in the grey. This wasn’t a race. 

*** 

As we arrived in the town of Zagora, at the bottom end of the Vallee du Draa, a motorcycle pulled 
up alongside us and a guy told us all about his garage and waved a business card at us. We politely 
declined but this had little effect on him. At that early stage in the journey the chasing vehicles and 
persistence still startled me and caused me discomfort. A much calmer Viking Explorer took the 
guy’s card and said we’d remember of him if we needed a mechanic.  

We pulled off at a fuel station accepting credit cards to fill fuel. The guy on the motorbike 
followed us in and started chatting away about the vehicle. Filling 100 litres of fuel took time, so the 
new-found long-lost friend settled in for an inspection of the vehicle. Unsurprisingly, he said we 
needed to lubricate the differentials and we should follow him to his garage. After paying for fuel, 
Viking Explorer followed him while ignoring my loud protests.  

Viking Explorer and I inhabited opposite ends of the scale of suspiciousness, with the healthy 
spot located somewhere in between. I personified an overdeveloped sense of South African style 
suspiciousness of people and situations with a high concern for personal safety. Viking Explorer 
portrayed the eternal optimist who believed only the best in people. It made for interesting 
dynamics in the early part of the trip. It took a few months until I became more relaxed. 

We arrived at the garage workshop, which was neat and tidy and covered in stickers from all the 
rallies, tours and trips that had passed through his garage. There was also a German guy outside 
whose Defender was in at the garage next door (there seemed to always be a few garages in a row) 
and was rather complimentary about this garage as he had had work done here previously. (Many 
months later we met up with him in Senegal – amazingly). Viking Explorer was also shown the parts 
store, an organised set-up with original parts in original packaging. He felt confident that these guys 
knew what they were doing. 

Unsurprisingly to me, after the quick lubrication there was mention that the seals should be 
changed. It confirmed my suspicions. I had been convinced it was all a giant con job all along. The 
mechanic gave Viking Explorer a quote which seemed reasonable assuming the work REALLY 
needed to be done RIGHT THEN. I was becoming increasingly agitated and before we descended 
into a domestic spat we agreed lunch was a priority. Viking Explorer paid and said we’d think about 
it.  

We returned to the main road and found a pavement café. Finally, I could catch my breath and 
calm down after our whirlwind arrival into Zagora. We took our time and savoured our lunch while 
watching the passing traffic of all kinds. I started relaxing.  
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In any case the vehicle needed a wash. It was dusty and dirty and while it would no doubt reach 
this state again soon, we still attempted to keep the dirt under control. Across the street the lavage 
auto caught our eye but disappointingly was closed. However, a different guy on a different 
motorbike ALSO had a garage and offered to wash the car for us. Before following him, Viking 
Explorer agreed a price, having realised that everything was negotiable. We followed the motorbike: 
left, right, left, right through the side streets and pulled up outside a rather bigger garage. Viking 
Explorer parked the vehicle half on the street, half on the pavement, as directed. A high pressure 
hose, a few helpers and a bucket of soap appeared so we disappeared into the garage leaving them to 
their task. 

We stepped into the Twilight Zone. 

This neat, tidy and orderly double bay was literally covered in stickers and photos from floor to 
ceiling, wall to wall, door to door. Aziz proudly pointed to his favourite photos, one of which was 
Peter from Atlas Overland, the UK company that we had used for an organised overland trip into the 
Alps the previous August. As we explored further around the garage we found stickers for One Life 
Adventures, Trailmasters and Waypoint Tours. All UK tour outfits who regularly visited Chez Aziz. 
Viking Explorer and Aziz began chatting in a mixture of French and English: comparing notes, 
sharing news updates on common acquaintances and before long they were lifelong friends. 

By this stage, the vehicle gleamed outside in the sunlight, surrounded by grinning helpers. We 
were informed that the blue colour was the colour of the Tuareg. I casually asked our new friend if 
he had a sticker of the flag of Morocco to add to our collection on the side of the vehicle. “Of course”, 
he proclaimed as he dispatched the motorbike riders to source one for us. Oops. I thought perhaps 
he had one in his office. 

We drank more tea and chatted and waited until half an hour later the motorbike returned, 
stickers in hand. A gift from Aziz – no payment accepted. So kind. In turn, we left our own piece of 
history on the workshop wall and took a few photos of everyone around the vehicle outside the 
workshop. 

*** 

We drove south to M’Hamid for an unquestionably touristy visit into the dunes. The scenery 
gradually changed as we reached the edge of the Sahara Desert, with friendly notices along the side 
of the road reminding visitors of the fragility of the environment and to be ever respectful. Although 
being far from other civilisation, the little town of M’Hamid teemed with agencies selling ‘authentic’ 
trips into the desert and a chance to climb up Erg Chagaga, the tallest dune in Morocco. After 
deliberating, we decided to splurge on the tour. Both of us harboured visions of isolation, just us and 
our guide in the vast Sahara Desert. 

We set off with our guide squeezed into our vehicle in the direction of our camp for the night. The 
driving was varied through the proper desert territory. Soft sandy stretches gave way to vast open 
plains, bushes and trees in places. We stopped at a little oasis (the guide needed a smoke break) and 
were ‘treated’ to see an antelope of sorts being held within a small walled enclosure. My heart broke. 
Not a life for a wild animal. While waiting at the oasis, we noticed the first of other 4x4s which 
suspiciously appeared to be travelling towards our supposed isolated desert location. 

The camp nestled at the base of the dunes and we pulled into the parking lot alongside a few 
other vehicles. Our guide showed us our accommodation for the evening: one in a row of traditional 
tents made from woven carpets which retained heat impressively well. As the sun slowly descended 
to the horizon, our guide suggested that we climb to the top of Erg Chagaga to enjoy the sunset. We 
joined about 20 other tourists who likely also felt robbed of their isolated experience. From the top 
of the dune we counted ten other camps in the greater vicinity. 

Adjusting our mindset and trying to angle our camera shots to fool ourselves into believing we 
were alone, we sat and watched the sun set over the Sahara Desert. It was spectacular. It was 
poignant. We realised we were living our dream. Sitting on top of a dune, turbans around our heads, 
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we hugged and smiled. We felt so richly rewarded by our courageous leap.  

All the clients gathered in the main tent for dinner, each couple with their own guide and own 
food. There was a French couple and a British / Italian couple and we enjoyed meeting such like-
minded travellers. We swapped stories about where we had already visited and gave each other 
suggestions of further sights to explore in Morocco. 

After dinner, the guides, a few other Moroccans in camp and clients gathered under the stars. 
Clients were given traditional mats to sit or lie on and blankets to keep warm. Then we were treated 
to an ‘impromptu’ music concert with guitar, drums and voices rising up into the clear moonlit sky. 
It was beautiful. 

Next morning we rose early to take part in a camel ride. It was a complete farce. The poor camels 
were tied uncomfortably with one front leg bent underneath their body to prevent escape. It 
smacked of animal cruelty. We climbed aboard our respective animals and ambled into the dunes 
for our hour long ride. Or rather, we walked 200 metres to the designated spot, dismounted for 
about 30 minutes to watch the sun rise before returning slowly 200 metres back to camp. We were 
hugely disappointed. 

With a bitter taste in the mouth, we loaded the guide back into the vehicle and returned the few 
hour’s drive back to M’Hamid. We returned to the agency and with our guide as witness, complained 
about the camel ride. We still had the balance of payment to make, so harnessed our negotiating 
power. The agent stubbornly insisted we pay the full price. I am sure most tourists would pay and 
then promptly disappear. However, they hadn’t dealt with my Viking traveller. And we had time. 
Lots of time. So we sat on the terrace and sipped a cool drink in the afternoon heat and relaxed. 
Discussions between our guide and the agent ensued while we waited patiently. Exasperated, the 
agent gave up and offered us a discount. We finished our drink, paid up, and left.  

*** 

One of the attractions of Morocco was the vast number of pistes linking various towns and 
villages. The majority were not marked on maps which added significantly to the appeal. Some 
pistes had been detailed in a book we carried with us, and although somewhat out of date, the route 
information was sufficient to give us confidence to follow.  

When we left M’Hamid and said we were travelling to Merzouga, there was much drawing in of 
breath by the guide who had returned us safely from the dune excursion. “You’ll get lost” he 
proclaimed, assertively. “It is very close to the Algerian border and you don’t want to stray across” he 
added. We told him we’d turned around if we felt lost. He wasn’t convinced. But despite his best 
efforts, he wasn’t coming with us. This was ours alone. 

What did we face? According to the book, 240 kilometres of dirt piste from Tagounite to 
Merzouga. We didn’t want to rush to complete it in one day. Rather, we looked forward to a night or 
two alone under the stars. 

On the first day, we departed Tagounite and joined the tar road from Zagora. As we travelled 
towards a large geological basin, we met our first military checkpoint. We assumed the location was 
due to the piste running within 40 kilometres of the Algerian border. The officer was amicable and 
like many other Moroccans asked if this was our first time to Morocco and whether we were 
enjoying it. Yes and yes. He asked whether we had a fiche, the single page containing all our vital 
passport details which served as their way of tracking foreigners in the country. We handed ours 
over and aside from checking nationalities verbally, he seemed happy and waved us on our way. 

We climbed the steep western rim and dropped into the basin below. It was spectacular. The 
basin stretched flat and dusty for 10 kilometres across, encircled by mountains. It was surprisingly 
beautiful. A few small villages lay in the basin, and aside from a group of three motorbikes, a quad 
bike and a support car who overtook us at speed, not much other activity. We emerged on the 
eastern side and climbed back out of the basin. 
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From the basin, our route took us across the Hamada. It may sound rather boring to drive 30 
kilometres in a straight line across the vast empty plain with mountains on either side, but it was 
spectacular. The colour of the sand and mountains kept changing, from white to red to orange to 
brown, and the sheer expanse of it was breath-taking. 

Another military checkpoint. We almost had to search for the official to let us through. His 
approach was somewhat more thorough and he checked all the details on the fiche against our 
passports and against the vehicle. He was polite in his efficiency and did enquire whether this was 
our first time in Morocco and whether we were enjoying it. Yes and yes (again). 

We were never far from tour groups. This time we met a group of Italians in their 4x4s travelling 
in the opposite direction. The lead car plus five followers sped past us, dragging a trail of dust 
behind them. One of the drivers was dressed for the occasion, wearing a white collared shirt! 

By the time we reached 100 kilometres for the day, we had endured enough bone shaking and so 
ducked behind a small hill to find a quiet spot for the night. This was real wildcamping. There was 
no-one else around. It was as remote as I had ever experienced. Just the two of us with the nearest 
civilisation about 20 kilometres away. Picturesque sunset and no barking dogs. Magical. 

Day two dawned. After packing up, we emerged from our sheltered campsite and re-joined the 
Hamada. After 20 kilometres we stumbled across two auberges. Nothing fancy, just an enclosed 
courtyard for camping with small rooms leading off and a common room for socialising. Hospitality 
was customary and before we knew it we were drinking another cup of tea, seated at a simple white 
plastic table soaking up the sun. 

Back on the track we continued along a wide valley floor, and the scenery started hinting at a 
more dune like appearance. We passed over a few chotts (dried out lakes in the dry season, but 
treacherous sticky mud in the wet season) and marvelled at the ever changing scenery.  

We came across other travellers on the piste. We met a group of four Belgian guys travelling in 
the opposite direction in their Land Cruiser. I was suitable embarrassed: four guys sharing one 
vehicle while I barely felt we had enough space for the two of us in ours. One of the travelling party 
was returning to Belgium in early December while the other three planned to travel onwards in West 
Africa for six months. Typical boy’s locker room talk began as the guys all compared and shared 
preparation stories. The Belgians also shared their experience of acquiring their Mauritanian visas 
in Rabat, giving us an update on the new visa process. We swapped notes on the route we had each 
completed already, chuckling at the similarity with which we had all been viewed when planning this 
piste without a guide. As the day heated up, we bid farewell and we continued on our respective 
ways. 

At the next kasbah we approached, we enquired about the road conditions. The tar road started a 
few kilometres away and the final 25 kilometres to Merzouga was smooth. Although we realised we 
were already within driving distance of Merzouga, we wanted another night of wildcamping. We 
ducked behind another little hill away from the road and village in the distance, for a follow up quiet 
evening. Spectacular. 

That left us a short 40 kilometres to cover on our third day. After A little over an hour after 
departing, we saw the dunes of Erg Chebbi just outside Merzouga. We had made it.   

*** 

We arrived in Merzouga where we managed to fend off half the local population trying to sell us 
accommodation. The number of auberges and kasbahs in the village was staggering, and because of 
the dead season, many were under-occupied. We chose the welcoming campsite le Petite Prince as 
our home for a few days. They offered us a washing machine to do our laundry, free WiFi to catch up 
on the blog, and a common room serving delicious traditional food and mint tea. Beyond the 
boundary of the campsite lay the dunes. These weren’t as tall as Erg Chagaga, but Erg Chebbi was 
still impressive in its peacefulness. 
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One morning we strolled into the village to do a bit of shopping. Arriving at the town square, we 
immediately spotted two parked Land Cruisers and a heavily bearded Frenchman working on one of 
them. Both vehicles were adorned with stickers, some of which looked vaguely familiar. Viking 
Explorer wandered over to say hello and noticed logos for the Breslau Rallys. Viking Explorer made 
the connection: Chris, who supplied our water tank and fridge in the UK, undertook PR for the 
Breslau Rally series. Viking Explorer asked the bearded mechanic if he knew Chris. “He is sitting 
over there having tea” he answered, pointing to a nearby building. 

We joined Chris and his group for a cup of tea. They were researching the latest addition to the 
Breslau calendar: Breslau Morocco 2013 due to take place in March the following year. They 
encouraged us to join the event but we declined as our travels were taking us south. After a quick 
catch-up and a few photos, the group set off. 

We met other interesting people in the small village.  

On the day we met Chris, we spotted the unusual site of a man on his recumbent bicycle. The 
following day while we explored the village, we noticed the bicycle in one of the auberges and then 
bumped into Le Tuareg Blanc at a local café. He welcomed us to join him at his table. He and Viking 
Explorer talked for hours, Le Tuareg Blanc very patiently helping Viking Explorer’s with his French 
when he stumbled.  

They talked about everything: Morocco, our trip, his cycling. A fountain of knowledge, he 
suggested places for us to visit in Morocco and shared tips about travelling through Mauritania. He 
recommended sights to visit if the situation was stable and places to stay along the coast if not. His 
demeanour was remarkably relaxed and down to earth. Such a humble man. 

Le Tuareg Blanc invited us to see his recumbent cycle up close and even offered each of us a 
chance to ride it. What an enhanced way to cycle. A small solar panel generated just enough 
electricity to help with the uphills, and the reclined body position seemed better suited to long days 
in the saddle.  

Then we learned his story. 

Le Tuareg Blanc had been a guide in the Sahara for the previous 20 years. He also completed a 
number of other adventures around the world, including cycling his recumbent bicycle in Argentina 
and Bolivia. On this particular occasion, he had already cycled 4,000 kilometres since he left France. 
He was preparing for a ride called the Sun Trip, due to take place the following year from June to 
August from France to Kazakhstan. All the participants in the adventure would be riding solar 
powered bicycles. The ride took place in conjunction with the Astana Expo2017 on sustainable 
energy. 

Sadly, we learned a few months later that Le Tuareg Blanc was scheduled to have hip-
replacement surgery and would not be able to take part in the incredible event. 

Nonetheless, an inspirational man.   

We managed some active pursuits while in Merzouga. We spent two days exploring the area 
around the village on our mountain bikes. Bicycles and motorbikes were a popular form of transport 
in Morocco and well-worn bicycle ‘superhighways’ criss-crossed the landscape, hard packed in the 
sand from repeated use.  

Another day, we hiked a short way into the dunes. The auberge had been the starting point of 
many tours into the dunes, resulting in a constant ebb and flow of tourists. While we didn’t want 
another overnight tour into the dunes, we thought we could explore a little without getting ourselves 
lost. It was quite enchanting and majestic and we at least felt that we were on our own and enjoying 
the vast outdoors far from others.   

Mohammed was such a wonderful host. We were welcome in the common room even if we only 
drank a cup of tea. On the nights we joined for dinner of local tagine or couscous, our taste-buds 
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were treated to most delicious food. One particularly chilly night, Mohammed served us delicious 
warm broth out at the vehicle. On our last morning, we relished a hearty breakfast out on the terrace 
warming ourselves as the sunshine kissed the chill off the night air. 

*** 

As we departed from Merzouga, we heard about the market in Rissani. It took place three times a 
week (Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday) and served as a meeting place of traders, Berbers, and 
nomads who converged on the town to trade their wares. As it was highly recommended, we visited. 

After parking the vehicle in Rissani, a guide appeared who offered to show us the market. 
Normally, we didn’t require a guide to do food shopping in markets but this time we thought it 
would be worth it. 

First, the guide led us to the animal markets. The donkey market was rather quiet. The only 
activity took place where the donkeys were ‘parked’ for the day at a cost of one dirham and guarded 
by a parking attendant. Normally, donkeys cost between 700 dirhams to 1,200 dirhams, dependant 
on quality. 

Next we visited the cattle market. Economics was at play. Cattle feed was expensive due to low 
rainfall. While a deal could be struck when buying an animal (4,000 dirhams), the cost lay in 
feeding the poor creature. The few cattle available all looked thin and scrawny with hip bones 
sticking out.  

We ventured into the bustling sheep market, the last of the animal markets. People constantly 
flowed into the market bringing their animals to sell. Some brought an individual sheep carried in a 
box on the back of a bicycle, others brought a small flock of sheep with their lambs in tow. Prices 
ranged from 700 dirhams to 1,000 dirhams. We watched for a little while before moving on. No 
purchases for us. 

We needed provisions and steered our guide towards the fresh produce. The fruit and vegetables 
were some of the best looking we had seen in a while. We stocked up on what we wanted, despite the 
guide seemingly directing us towards his favourite sellers (who may or may not have supplied what 
we needed). 

Buying meat was always an experience. While I do enjoy beef and chicken, in Morocco I needed a 
strong stomach to make the purchases. The beef was cut from a leg hanging over the counter and 
although everything was spotlessly clean and the meat had been kept in a fridge, it took some 
adjusting. If we wanted mince, an onion and spices were added to the beef shavings and the pile fed 
through an old-fashioned meat grinder. 

Chicken was sold similarly. We normally bought a whole chicken (dead, plucked and without 
head and feet) and requested the butcher chop it up into smaller pieces more convenient for cooking 
with. 

Our guide led us through the spice market. The store owner we visited welcomed us and took 
time to explain the different spice mixes and their typical uses. We learned so much from him. 

Lastly, we visited the obligatory carpet seller. We were quite relaxed by this stage, and the store 
owner must have realised we weren’t likely to buy. He shared his knowledge he showed us the 
different types of carpets typical to the different ‘tribes’ in Morocco. They were absolutely beautiful.  

After a few hours the guide returned us to our vehicle, safe and sound. In hindsight, we could 
have made the purchases ourselves but we learned so much from having a guide enhance the market 
experience for us. 

*** 

During our preparation stage, Viking Explorer discovered a note on a Norwegian Forum about an 
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interesting staircase in Morocco called Himmelstreppe or Stairway to Heaven. The location wasn’t 
too far off our route through Morocco and so we added it to the itinerary. 

After heading west from Erfoud and dodging a few determined touts, we crossed the dusty plain 
to the desert building Himmelsteppe. German architect Hannesjorg Voth designed and built the 
structure in 1987, which looked like a set of stairs climbing 16 metres upwards into the sky. There 
was accommodation inside the structure accessible from a door on the top, but we were unable to 
enter as we didn’t have a guide.  

Once we finished exploring the unique structure, we spotted another building in the distance. We 
presumed it was a hotel and drove over to find out more. On closer inspection, it appeared to be a 
series of lookout towers of different heights laid out in an unusual pattern. The courtyard felt eerie, 
desolate and deserted as we wandered around, the towers looming above us. We had no idea as to its 
purpose. Research later informed us we had visited the Stadt des Orion (City of Orion), another 
creation by Voth completed in 2003. The city was laid out according to the constellation Orion, with 
the height of each tower representing the brightness of the corresponding star. Remarkable 
construction.  

A third building in the series (so to speak) also existed which we would have driven past had we 
taken a slightly different road. Voth named it Goldene Spiralene (Golden Spiral) which was 
completed in 1997. 

*** 

As the mechanic in Zagora had pointed out a few weeks earlier, there was indeed a leak from 
seals on the vehicle’s front axle. After advice from Julian at Overland Cruisers in the UK, we decided 
to return to our friend Aziz in Zagora to have this attended to, rather than wait until we were further 
south where vehicle parts might not be as available. 

The day required much patience. We arrived at Chez Aziz at 10am and Viking Explorer agreed 
price and the work to be done. We wandered off at noon to find a local café for lunch, returning at 
1:30pm. The work had not yet been completed, but we relaxed as we had set aside the whole day for 
the work to be completed. 

After lunch a Frenchman, George, came along and we started chatting. He was known as chibani, 
an Arab word used respectfully to mean ‘old wise man’, much as the word madala is used in South 
Africa. He showed us his Mercedes van which was an unassuming green van without windows or 
any indication that it was equipped with bed, shower, toilet, kitchenette and a sitting area. A rather 
clever way of travelling indeed. His friend, Jacque, travelled on a motorbike which was having work 
done at Chez Aziz. Chibani travelled regularly to Morocco since his first visit 35 years previously. 
Jacque had joined Chibani on a number of trips for a few years, with some trips including wives and 
children. Chibani asked us if we would like to tag along. Yes, of course! 

The afternoon dragged on. At some point, the work on the vehicle finished. By 4pm we wanted to 
leave and Viking Explorer had to interrupt Aziz to ask if he could pay. Suddenly the price shot up. 
Viking Explorer was genuinely shocked. A long discussion followed and a renegotiation took place. 
Viking Explorer played on the fact that he had recommended Aziz to the four Belgian guys we met 
when crossing from Tagounite to Merzouga, who had subsequently had work done.  

Chibani was a truly unique individual with a special manner with people. His gentle and humble 
nature, his sense of humour and a complete and utter love of life together with his vast Moroccan 
experience, made him a fascinating person to travel with. He started each day with a greeting of ‘Elle 
est pas belle la vie’ – isn’t it a beautiful life.  

Including Jacque, the three of us were swept along the incredible magic carpet ride that seemed 
to accompany Chibani. By leaving everything in Chibani’s capable hands, we experienced a surreal 
few days:  first we crossed the piste from Zagora to Foum Zguid. Each vehicle took a slightly 
different route and we met up in the afternoon in Foum Zguid. On the way, George made a new 
friend, bought a few carpets and ended up with our next two days planned.   
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As friends, we spent time with a Berber family in Tasla. Mohammed welcomed all of us his 
household, with me carefully navigating some cultural intricacies. In the afternoon, his wife served 
us a delicious tagine for lunch followed by Moroccan mint tea. While we all were welcome, I was 
acutely aware and slightly uncomfortable being the only woman. The women of the household 
traditionally remain out of sight and for the days we spent in Mohammed’s care, I was caught 
between being a guest and being a woman. I kept a low profile and tried to melt into the 
background, even resorting to covering my head with a scarf. 

That evening, I joined the women into the kitchen and watched dinner being made – hand-made 
couscous and vegetables. The kitchen was so modest, lacking flashy appliances and bright lights. No 
kitchen units with cupboard doors. The kitchen counters were made of concrete with brick supports. 
No wall units. The stove ran off a large gas cylinder as did the fridge. The family lived such a simple 
existence, which I found quite humbling. The matriarch and her adult daughters chatted away in 
Arabic. They seemed so happy and content. 

The best silver was brought out for us to wash our hands before dinner. The meal itself tasted 
exquisite. Even with all of George’s persuasion, the ladies never did join us for meals. That night 
Viking Explorer and I slept in the common room covered with warm Berber blankets. 

The next day, we joined the undertaking to buy a live goat for tagine that evening. Our group set 
off to visit the nomads and enquire about buying a goat. This was, again, eye opening. Their 
nomadic lifestyle appeared to be only partially nomadic, as some that we visited lived in fairly 
permanent structures. The family laid out carpets in the sunshine and we sat and ate dates while 
Mohammed negotiated about a goat. No deal could be reached and we moved on. Despite the 
perception of Nomads being poor, the next family we met had a modern scooter with a key fob 
immobiliser. This family owned goats, but were asking a price much higher that Mohammed was 
willing to pay. They weren’t desperate for money and drove a hard bargain. 

We didn’t manage to buy a goat that day, despite Mohammed’s best efforts. I breathed a sigh of 
relief. I am not sure I would have endured a goat slaughter. 

That evening, we learned about the carpet weaving activities of the household. The village of 
Tasla had an arrangement where the women wove carpets and a middleman gathered them for sale 
in the nearest town. The ladies of the house brought out all their carpets – quite pretty.  

The next morning, we parted ways with Chibani and Jacque. We had shared an incredible few 
days together but they were taking a route northwards over the Atlas Mountains to Marrakesh on 
their way back to France. We sought the warmth of the coast.  

In search of a place to camp for the night, we found ourselves in an orange orchard. The few 
workers we found understood no French and Viking Explorer was lacking in Arabic. But hand 
signals prevailed and Viking Explorer managed to explain we were looking for a place to sleep. They 
indicated that was fine, and invited us to help ourselves to oranges from the trees and water from 
the irrigation system. So kind.  

That afternoon in the light of the setting sun I took my little bucket of warm water behind a large 
tree for a ‘bird bath’. The scent of the trees filled the air. So peaceful.  

The next morning, the early workers filled an enormous bag to the brim with fresh oranges 
picked from the trees for us. We protested but they insisted. They smiled as they waved us on our 
way. Such a special memory. 

It was time for warmth. We desperately needed the long warm days we imagined Africa would 
bathe us in, but at that point we continued to dodge the chilly weather. Agadir and its promised 300 
days of sunshine a year beckoned. The city itself held no appeal and after skirting the city we 
travelled north along the coastal road in search of a campsite. 

The coastal area was certainly more touristy than we had encountered thus far in Morocco. The 
first campsite we passed was the size of a village. It was a favourite place of French retirees in their 
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enormous campervans, and the village provided for the campers with hairdresser and supermarket 
onsite. The 1,000 pitches boggled the mind. Instead we continued up the coast, past the surfing 
village of Taghazout, and found Terre d’Ocean perched up on the mountainside with views 
westwards across the Atlantic Ocean.  

It was finally warm. We settled in to our stand close to the edge of the campsite and basked in the 
sun like lazy lizards. The campsite was frequented by all types of travellers: a huge Dutch truck 
kitted out like an IKEA 35m2 showroom; French campervans; a Norwegian couple exploring 
Morocco in their white Iveco van. There were surfers too and other holidaymakers. Everyone was so 
friendly and welcoming. 

We followed a dirt footpath from the campsite down to the main road, crossed over and 
clambered down to the beach. It was dazzling with a long stretch of white sand, icy blue water and 
warm sunshine. We donned hats and sunglasses and took off our sandals to stroll up and down. . 

Noel and Ping joined us at the campsite. After leaving us in Lac Tislite, they had returned to 
Rabat to obtain their Mauritanian visas. They filled us in on the ever evolving visa process, which 
involved long disorganised queues and an occasional fight or two breaking out. Their trip 
southwards had been delayed by mechanic issues with their vehicle in Mohammadia, outside 
Casablanca. A replacement part had been imported from the UK and fitted before they could 
continue, resulting in a delay of two weeks. It was unfortunate for them but gave us the opportunity 
to meet up again. We enjoyed a lazy day together catching up on news, sharing food and drink, 
basking in friendship. 

Our journeys parted ways again: they needed to dash southwards to Mauritania before their visas 
expired, while our route took us north to Rabat to apply for our Mauritanian visas. 

***  

We always knew that obtaining our Mauritanian visas would be a challenge. For starters, Rabat 
was out of our way. We didn’t apply for visas when we first entered Morocco as they would have 
expired while we explored Morocco before arriving in Mauritania. Instead, we had to make the 600 
kilometre trek from Agadir to Rabat to apply for the visas at a more suitable time. From Rabat, we 
faced a 2,200 kilometre drive along the coast through Western Sahara to the Mauritanian border. 

Those 48 hours do not warrant a repeat. 

We departed Agadir one morning anticipating a two day journey to reach Rabat. In fact, 
travelling on the toll roads was quicker than expected and we almost reached Rabat in a day. We 
found a less than ideal spot to wildcamp between the sprawling cities of Casablanca and Rabat, 
tucked behind a service station off the highway. The upside of the location was that we had access to 
the service station toilets and shop selling coffee. The following morning we woke at 4:30am, set off 
for Rabat at 5:15am and reached the Mauritanian embassy at 6am to join the visa queue. 
Surprisingly, we were number 26 and 27 in the queue as many people slept in their cars outside the 
embassy. Finally we took time for coffee and breakfast. 

After successfully lodging the application at 8:30am, we set off for Marjane, the first supermarket 
we’d seen in Morocco. It felt like being back in Europe, but not in a good way. We had become 
accustomed to shopping in markets so wandering the aisles of Marjane felt odd and out of place. The 
feeling of exploring a foreign land was momentarily suspended, but we took advantage of the 
convenience nonetheless.  

With a few hours to spare, we explored the city a little. Our highlight of the day was meeting the 
first South African of the trip. I spotted a little South African flag on the back of a touring bicycle and 
just had to stop the cyclists. Dan and Kumi left UK on the same day we had but had cycled their way 
towards South Africa. We drank Moroccan tea together, chatted about our different journeys and 
exchanged contact details before they sought accommodation at a hostel for the night. In hindsight, 
we should have joined them. 
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After parting with Dan and Kumi, we continued our tour of Rabat. It was a culture shock in being 
such a sharp contrast to the rural Morocco we had travelled through. Busy roads, noisy, semi-
chaotic and it just seemed to be lacking in charm. The lack of sleep the night before hadn’t helped 
my demeanour or outlook either. 

We returned to the embassy in the late afternoon to join the passport collection queue. With a 
little jostling, we were reunited with our passports and freshly glued visas. Stupidly we were back on 
the road looking for somewhere to stay. Eventually we found a perfectly lousy spot to wildcamp not 
far enough out of the city, which we only realised in the middle of the night. I was slightly 
frightening having people banging on the car while we were cocooned in the tent on top. 

I hardly slept that night. Paranoia set in and I convinced myself I could hear the people returning 
repeatedly throughout the night. I sent up silent prayers the whole night as I lay awake. By 4:30am I 
had had enough. I dragged a sleepy Viking Explorer into consciousness and demanded we head out. 
We packed up in record time and proceeded to the service station on the motorway for coffee and 
breakfast. The sun rose, chasing away fears from the night before. A few campervans were parked 
and as the day started, the vehicles opened and sleepy faces emerged. A much better spot to camp.  

Rather than take the toll road southwards, we opted for the scenic route along the coastline. We 
passed Casablanca, gazing at the sprawling city from the motorway. The biggest surprise was the 
hundreds of satellite dishes dotting the rooftops across the city, glistened in the sunlight.  

After Casablanca, the highway narrowed to a local road taking us to the town of El Jadida. We 
stopped at a coffee shop to catch-up, chat and slow the emotions down. I still felt flustered and was 
beating myself up over a bad choice. In the shade of the covered terrace, we watched the ebb and 
flow of people in the town. We decided in future we’d ask the locals for somewhere to camp. If they 
were happy for us to be under a tree or beside a building then we’d wildcamp. Otherwise, we should 
find a designated campsite. 

*** 

We continued down the coastal road until we found the town of Safi and the municipal camping 
site up the hill. We were grateful for a hot shower, western style toilets and a beautiful sunset over 
the ocean. Peacocks wandered around the vehicle, keeping a safe but opportunistic distance.  

I met an interesting young man in his mid-twenties. He spoke good English and we ended up 
having the sort of conversation that could have been with a youth in any part of the world. He felt his 
parents didn’t understand him. He didn’t want to work but preferred to hang out with his friends, 
play music, drink and smoke. He saw no bright and shining future and was almost giving up. A real 
‘woe is me’ attitude. His parents were understandably annoyed and frustrated with him and had 
insisted he act as a camp manager for a few hours a day. He reluctantly obeyed their wishes. As I 
said, it could have been a conversation anywhere in the world: the disenchanted youth of today. 

As we wound our way southwards down the coast, I continued unwinding my state of mind. This 
part of the country appeared geared towards trade across the ocean and we were surprised at the 
number of sea ports with processing plants nearby. Between the heavy industry, we passed through 
green landscapes and occasional forests. The scenery was so pretty.  

We stumbled across the seaside town of Essaouira, a quaint town enclosed within a walled 
fortress built in the 1700s. After finding one of the large archway entrances, we explored the 
fascinating market town. The town catered to the local inhabitants with an assortment of fruit, 
vegetable, fish and meat markets. The bustling tourist trade was well catered for with a wide 
selection of brightly coloured carpet shops, clothing shops, pottery shops and outdoor coffee shops. 
The buildings themselves were mainly white but dressed with brightly painted window shutters. The 
wooden doors were particularly ornate: beautifully carved and adorned with metal studs and large 
bolts to keep the unwanted out. We relaxed over a cup of Moroccan tea, overlooking the main street. 

This part of the country was also home to many argane oil cooperatives, primarily run by women. 
Typically, rural women do not go to work but the demand for argane oil – in anything from cooking 
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oil, to cosmetics, to a type of honey and even ‘peanut’ butter – has increased. These cooperatives 
have given women the opportunity to improve their lives and the lives of their families by earning an 
income. We stopped at one of the many we passed on the road and took a short tour of the activities. 
I even had a chance to try my hand at the oil press. The stone was heavy and cumbersome to 
manoeuvre. The ladies looked on in shy amusement as I struggled to build up enough momentum to 
rotate the stone and generate a tiny trickle of liquid. We made a donation to the cooperative and I 
bought a small bottle of jasmine infused body oil. Smiles all around. 

By the end of the day we were drawing close to Agadir and returned to our campsite at Terre 
d’Ocean. It almost felt like coming home. We enjoyed sundowners on the terrace, watching the 
spectacular sunset paint the skies in red and pink and orange and violet. I was relieved that the last 
few days were behind us. 

*** 

We needed to take care of a few chores and catch-up with ourselves. The tent had seen better 
days and although the canvas was in excellent shape, the zips had deteriorated and no longer closed 
properly. A few small holes peppered the mosquito nets which would allow hordes of mosquitos in. 
The pile of laundry needed attention and we were grateful for the luxury of a real washing machine 
at the campsite. We took a break in the afternoon for another stroll along the beautiful beach, 
resisting the temptation to swim in the freezing waters. 

The campsite was busier than the previous visit which gave us an opportunity to chat to other 
travellers. Next door to us, a couple of German touring motorbikes shared their knowledge and 
books of routes of the region. We made some copies and accepted suggestions of a route to follow.  

I needed a haircut. I nervously contemplated the prospect of the first one on the road. Near the 
large 1,000 site camping village we had seen on our first arrival in Agadir, we searched for the 
services of a hairdresser. The salon was cunningly hidden in what seemed like a residential building, 
but the inside was impressive with its tiled floors, soft soothing music, light fragrance filling the air. 
As a lady, I had to have a coiffeuse (female hairdresser). I think having a man cut a lady’s hair would 
impinge on religious beliefs. Since most ladies in Morocco wear their hair long and under a 
headscarf, I didn’t hold out much hope for a stylish Western cut. 

With my virtually non-existent French, I explained to an interpreter what I wanted which she 
relayed in Arabic to the coiffeuse. I was shown some modern, glossy hairdresser magazines and 
asked to indicate what sort of style I wanted. I tried to say “I want my hair short, and we are 
travelling so the style needs to be easy to manage” and pointed at a few pictures. Who knows what 
they understood! 

I emerged some time later with shorter hair. Not perhaps the same stylish cut I was used to, but 
at least it was easier to manage and didn’t break the bank. As a friend once said, “It’s like grass. It 
grows back.” 

We ventured into Agadir in search of another Marjane supermarket. In the parking lot, we met a 
Norwegian / Moroccan couple who lived in Norway and returned regularly to Agadir to visit his 
family. They were delighted to see the large Norwegian Flag on the vehicle and chatted eagerly in 
Norwegian to Viking Explorer about our trip. With shopping completed, we were on our way again. 

We had a choice of continuing to travel down the coast via Tiznit, or venturing into the 
mountains via Tafroute. Our route from Laayoune southwards would follow the coast so we chose to 
explore the mountains, following a piste copied from the Germans at the campsite.  

The road started off gently with sweeping curves and panoramic views. We passed through Ait 
Baha in the direction of Aougounz. While we expected a gravel piste, the road was disappointingly 
tarred. From Aougounz the road climbed into the mountains proper, taking on a serpentine quality. 
I quickly lost count of the number of hairpin turns, instead focussing on the fantastic scenery we 
were driving through. It was rugged, craggy and almost gorge-like.  
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As we entered the village of Targa n’Touchka, we stopped a man on the side of the road to ask for 
directions to a place to spend the night, hoping for a wildcamp spot. As it turned out, the village had 
an unofficial campsite used by visitors climbing and trekking in the surrounding mountains. 
Another man led us through the souk and up twisting roads, running ahead of the vehicle to clear 
the road of souk stalls, animals and people. We emerged above the trees on top of the hillock 
surrounded by mountains on all sides. The location was spectacular! There were no facilities but it 
was the best type of wildcamping. A few curious villagers visited us, watching us quietly from a safe 
distance before disappearing from the edge of our goldfish bowl. The next morning, we rose early 
and watched the sun gradually peek over the edge of the mountain bowl, sunlight kissing the red 
rocks around us. It would be a long time until we woke up to a similar panoramic view. 

We followed a piste from Tafraoute down to Foum El Hisn. The gravel had not been tarred but 
the piste was wide and well groomed and could easily accommodate a convoy of camping cars. As we 
reached the village of Igmir, the piste narrowed to Land Cruiser width with the need for some extra 
ground clearance. We wound our way along an old riverbed, snaking between the small houses and 
palm trees. The signs of development were everywhere, though, and we wondered how long until tar 
would be laid.  

Towards nightfall, we again asked the locals for a recommended spot to spend the night. We were 
pointed in the direction of Icht where we found a beautiful, well organised campsite run by a 
Frenchman, Philippe. A well-earned hot shower and sundowners were on order. 

While in Icht, we set off on the bicycles. We explored a trail that crossed behind a mountain, 
passed a dam wall, and ended up in the nearby town of Foum El Hassin. The locals viewed us with 
curiosity as we sought an ice cold drink to quench our thirsts. We continued our cycle towards an old 
fort perched on top of a hill and explored the deserted ruins. That evening, we shared our time with 
an interesting Italian couple travelling in a campervan. The side of the vehicle was decorated with a 
map and route to Mongolia, a trip they had completed with a group a few years previously. He was 
an engineer and had designed and kitted out their camper van, including levers and pulleys to raise 
and lower their bed inside the vehicle. With running hot and cold water and a comfortable place to 
sit, it really was a home on wheels. 

But our Moroccan exploration had ended. We were about to cross into Western Sahara. No 
formal border post here. The land was occupied by the Moroccans, but the Saharawi (local Western 
Saharan people) have long been campaigning for their independence.  
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5 WESTERN SAHARA – LAND OF OCCUPATION 

December 2012, 8 days, 980 kilometres 

Viking Explorer 

The flats of Western Sahara were a big contrast to what we had driven through in 
Morocco. We left Icht and started towards Tan-Tan on the tar. Although we had 
originally planned to drive the off-road pistes from Assa to Smara, local opinion was 
divided on whether the military would turn us back or not. In the end, we chose to 
follow the coastal road, and began the almost 1,200 kilometre long journey to the 
border with Mauritania. 

What followed was kilometre after kilometre without anything in particular to rest the eyes on. It 
seemed such a desolate place with no real purpose – other than as a transit route between Morocco 
and the rest of sub-Saharan Africa. To us, it didn’t have the same beauty as the vast open spaces of 
Morocco. There were lots of fishermen along the cliffs, and some heavy industry close to the major 
towns we passed along the way. Apart from that, an endless stretch of road lay ahead of us, only 
broken up occasionally by a river estuary or a lagoon. Every now and again we passed ghost towns – 
small ‘settlements’ of new houses in neat little rows with street lights and road signs – but 
completely devoid of life. Apparently these had been built by the Moroccan government to better 
substantiate claims of residency and settlements in Western Sahara.  

More frequently we were halted by what seemed to me to be pointless police checks where we had 
to hand over our entire life story. The most bizarre was the police dressed in grey standing 100m 
ahead of the police dressed in blue, both asking for the same information. At the time, we had no 
clue what the information was being used for. Later, we learned they gathered this information for 
the safety of tourists: if a tourist went missing – or did not arrive at a future check point – they could 
work out the point where had last been seen, and they would have all relevant details at hand. 

We stayed a night in a Bedouin camp north of Laayoune, and experienced a very special sort of 
quiet. We were the only clients so we parked our car in the parking area not far from the white 
Bedouin style tents. The owners had made an effort to provide good ablution facilities in this fragile 
environment – even running water for showers – with a polite request to use water sparingly. The 
next morning treated us to a spectacular sunrise – the wispy clouds painted in shades of pink and 
orange against the brilliant blue sky.  

It was time for Brodie’s first oil change. As we approached Laayoune, we started keeping an eye 
out for a respectable-looking hole-in-the-wall garage. We stopped at a few for information and 
quotes, but I wasn’t completely confident that the people we asked knew exactly what we wanted. 
Instead, we decided to go the Toyota dealer. At one of the fuel stations we came across a group of 
mixed UN vehicles and I asked the driver of the only Toyota Land Cruiser if he could point me to the 
garage they used to service their Toyotas. “Follow me” the kind chap said, and what followed was a 
mad dash through Laayoune in the late stages of the morning rush hour. When we arrived at the 
local Toyota dealer our guide offered us a quick wave and disappeared to his UN duties. The dealer 
was friendly and the workshop clean – and best of all the price was reasonable. Job done.  

Our next campsite was a lot less romantic. In Boujdour we parked in a fairly basic campsite not 
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far from the beach, fully lit for security purposes. We met another couple, Belgians travelling in a 
campervan down to Senegal, who were also staying for the night. Aside from that, there seemed to 
be a steady stream of heavily laden European registered estate cars into and out of the campsite. 
They were Senegalese workers living in Europe returning home for the holidays, stopping for only a 
few hours to sleep in their cars before continuing onwards. 

At this stage, I must admit I was struggling a bit. The last few days in Western Sahara had had a 
different feel to them, and I could not quite understand why. Eventually, I figured it out. It was not 
that we were heading into a new country, or that we would be spending Christmas in a strange place 
with people we had not yet met. Nor was it that I didn’t know what the future would bring. It was 
that I didn’t really feel welcome.  

Let me try to explain. When we arrived at the gite we stayed at just after we left Chefchaouen our 
hosts greeted us with big smiles and warm tea served with nuts and sweet biscuits. On arrival at Le 
Petite Prince in Merzouga we were greeted with tea and nuts. And when we camped in the 
mountains outside Agadir, we were offered an unlimited supply of oranges the one night and a 
fantastic site with a wonderful view of the mountains the other night. The last place on our journey I 
had really felt welcome was at Philippe’s campsite just outside Icht. That was about 900 kilometres 
earlier! “So what changed?” you ask. “Ten military and police controls where we had to hand over all 
our details” is my answer. Although the policemen were smiling and friendly enough it made me feel 
we were being followed and our movements were subject to scrutiny, monitoring, and suspicion. It 
didn’t make me feel I was wanted as a visitor. Add in the request for a cadeau (gift) from two 
uniformed policemen and I was really happy we were heading for the border. 

We hadn’t read up on the political situation in the region (although we knew it had a chequered 
past), but we quickly learned from the local campsite owner in Boujdour it was in a sad state of 
affairs. In his opinion, the Moroccans were unwelcome occupiers of his country, which he let us 
know again and again. As we settled in for the night, and with the days of driving through Western 
Sahara soon to be over, I asked myself if I would return to Western Sahara. I don’t think I would. I’d 
rather have tea with the genuinely friendly people we met while travelling in Morocco. 

After Boujdour the scenery seemed to shake off its dourness. Tiny blue, red, pink, and yellow 
flowers appeared along the roadside. The barren flatness gave way to small scale canyons. And 
eventually, on approaching the turnoff to Dakhla, the sand dunes and salt flats emerged. That 
Dakhla is world famous in kite surfing circles could be seen immediately as we approached the 
lagoon. Kites of all colours were dotted against the sky in the strong winds, the owners skimming 
across the surface or jumping off the wave-crests. Windsurfers also took advantage of the 
conditions, zipping backwards and forwards across the lagoon. 

After checking out all the campsites at Dakhla we chose to stay at Camping Moussafir. Not 
because it had the best views but because it had electricity – important since we were planning to 
stay for a little while to catch up. We settled in, and decided to go for a walk after having driven 
solidly for a few days. In the distance we spotted an interesting vehicle and went to check it out. We 
called out a tentative “hello”, were soon invited in for a beer, and ended up spending the rest of the 
afternoon with a group of newfound international friends. Just as we were about to leave the host 
invited us to lunch the following day, which we happily accepted. Lunch the following day expanded 
our group of new friends, and we had a lovely afternoon eating juicy burgers with home grown 
tomatoes and greens. 

By this point we had also become best friends with our French neighbours at the campsite. It was 
a hard life for some of them: two months in Dakhla in a luxury campervan with a quad bike 
attached, or in a huge bus with a Smart car inside and a massive satellite dish to ensure golf could be 
viewed on the flat screen TV. A generator was in tow as the cappuccino machine needed 220V to run 
in the morning. The rest of the year they spent in Cannes, France, playing golf and driving the 
Ferrari. But, in spite of their comfortable life, our neighbours showed no snobbery. They were very 
friendly and brought us excellent French wine while we were eating a simple lunch out of the back of 
the vehicle. Of course they could not allow us to eat lunch without a glass of wine! We really enjoyed 
their company, sitting chatting with them and sharing our travels with an interested audience. 
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One day we went into the souk in Dakhla to do our shopping. We were offered a lift by a Swiss / 
Italian couple in their home, a small Citroen campervan. They spent most of their time in Tarifa, 
Spain, but always travelled south during the colder winter months. The souk was a fascinating, 
semi-organised assortment of stores and stalls, offering herbs and spices, vegetables, fish and meat 
and a few items of clothing thrown in for good measure. We could even get fresh strawberries! After 
our shopping was done we sat down for a fresh fish lunch at a small local road-side restaurant. 

It happened to be Christmas Eve while we were in Dakhla, and African GirlChild and I enjoyed 
our Christmas dinner at the campsite, listening to ‘I’m dreaming of a White Christmas’ with our 
Christmas tree hanging from the tailgate. Slightly surreal but we thought it important to maintain a 
bit of tradition, if only small. Christmas dinner of beef stew was topped off with a big slice of home 
baked Christmas cake brought all the way from the UK. On Christmas Day we were invited back to 
our newfound international friends for lunch. The group had now expanded to be eight people from 
eight different nationalities. We felt welcome, almost as if amongst family and good friends. We 
started a new Christmas tradition for them – a large chicken vegetable stir-fry in a South African 
skottel (wok used to cook on a camping gas bottle). We left the skottel with them and have heard 
that it has been well used and our Christmas tradition continued the following year. 

Our experience of Dakhla was so different from our encounters in the rest of Western Sahara. It 
was an easy place, especially after we met our new friends. We were grabbed by the hospitality of the 
people we spent time with, and their easy-going chilled-out attitude. It was very easy to say “yes” to 
their invitations, staying another day, and then another day, and it would have been so easy to wake 
up in Dakhla two months later being completely part of the place. But our adventure was still calling 
us. There was much of Africa left to explore. Reluctantly we bade them all farewell, but we had a 
renewed anticipation of what we would encounter as we continued our journey southwards. We look 
forward to seeing them again – Insha’Allah. 

On Boxing Day, we departed Dakhla for the Mauritanian border 350 kilometres away. We didn’t 
want to arrive at the border in the late afternoon and try to cross before dark, so we stayed at Hotel 
Barbas about 80 kilometres from the border. It was a lovely hotel built around a canopy-covered 
courtyard, the food was tasty and the beds comfortable. It also proved to be a popular stop for UN 
officials so we felt quite reassured. After a good night’s rest we started early the next morning with 
the aim of crossing into Mauritania before lunch time. 

Imagine our surprise when we reached the border and had 125 vehicles ahead of us! Shock. We 
had been told – and had expected – a queue-free experience. After two hours we had progressed to 
about 85 in the queue. Another 50 cars had joined the tail end, and we were going nowhere fast. Yes, 
it was unusual. For some reason this was the day the Senegalese were also crossing the border, and 
they were less than impressed having to waste time in a queue. However, we did meet up with Nicky 
and Rolf again (whom we had met while waiting for our visas in Rabat) and Julian, Thomas and 
Michael – Austrians/Germans travelling to Mauritania. It all helped pass the time, having others to 
chat to. Some of the Malian and Senegalese around us approached us with information that for a 
small ‘fee’ we could go to the front of the queue. I flashed them a big smile and told them in French 
“My skin might be white, but in here” and tapped my head “I am African. I’m not paying!” This 
earned me hearty laughs and pats on the back from the guys. I also think I earned some brownie 
points for my loyalty to the others. 

All in all we queued for seven hours before finally entering the Moroccan border post at about 
5pm. We were about to break one of our rules: never cross a border at the end of the day. To add 
insult to injury the Moroccans kindly let another 50 cars into the post before closing it. The rest of 
the queue had to wait until morning. It was going to be an interesting wait in no-mans-land and we 
were not looking forward to our experience on the Mauritanian side. While waiting in line for the 
final exit stamp a ‘guide’ approached me and offered his services. He would take us across and 
ensure we were at the front of the queue on the other side. I declined firmly.  

As we reached the Mauritanian entry gate as part of the main queue of cars, we saw the ‘guide’ 
with his four Italian 4x4 clients bypass everybody else and head for the front. I could sense the anger 
of the drivers around me and was very glad I hadn’t taken him up on the offer. All he provided to his 
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‘clients’ was an expensive excuse to queue-jump. In addition, other vehicles tried to push in causing 
even more fury in the queue. One of our fellow queuers, a Malian, came up to us asking us to please 
ensure these queue-jumpers didn’t get in. Our loyalty to stay in the queue on the Moroccan side had 
earned us respect and we were now seen as one of them, an ally. We glued Brodie to the bumper of 
the car in front and stuck to our place, not letting anybody slip in.  

And finally we entered the Mauritanian border post. 
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6 MAURITANIA – OF WIND AND SAND 

 

December 2012 

 

African GirlChild 

 

Our entry into Mauritania was anything but the way we planned. Our rule to avoid 
crossing borders in the dark had been left in tatters and we were spat, rather than 
arrived, into Mauritania at 8:45pm in the pitch black. Ten and a half hours after we 
arrived at the Moroccan border post, our nerves were frayed, our sense of humour 
waned, exhaustion set in and we desperately needed a place to sleep.  

For security reasons, wildcamping in Mauritania was out of the question. The nearest campsite 
lay 60 kilometres away in Nouadhibou, Mauritania’s second city. Fortunately for us, our newfound 
German / Austrian friends knew where the campsite, Chez Abba, lay and led us into the dark night. 
Close to midnight we set up camp, gobbled a quick meal and collapsed into bed. In spite of the 
thumping club music from the establishment next door, we slept until the sun woke us the next 
morning. 

Our original travel plan, created before the Arab Spring of 2012, included a visit to Atar and 
Chinguetti and a chance to experience the Saharan landscapes. However, by the time we arrived in 
Mauritania in late 2012, the threat of terrorism and kidnapping was real. Only a few weeks before 
our arrival, a French national had been kidnapped in southwest Mali near the border with 
Mauritania. Being somewhat risk averse in such cases, and armed with local information, we 
changed our route to follow the well-used, tarred, coastal road. 

We were still determined to make the most of our time in Mauritania and so the change in route 
included a detour to visit to Parc National du Banc d’Arguin. Conveniently, the park is located 200 
kilometres from Nouadhibou towards the capital city, Nouakchott. The park is a World Heritage 
listed site and is situated on the migratory route for birds between Europe and Africa. We discovered 
that December and January was prime viewing season, so primed our binoculars.  
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We departed Nouadhibou on beautifully laid tarmac in the direction of Nouakchott. Almost 
immediately we experienced the true Mauritania. The wind blew incessantly. It never seemed to 
stop. Only the strength varied from a strong breeze to storm strength. The winds blew the fine desert 
sands across the road, making it difficult at times to see where the road edge ended and the desert 
started. The Mauritanians have learned to live in the tough environment: they wrap themselves up 
from head to toe against the harsh elements. Even eyes sported trendy sunglasses – an absolute 
essential. They had also come up with ingenious methods to protect their cars, including covering 
the bonnets and headlights with plastic to prevent the sandblasting. 

Unsurprisingly, little life and activity existed outside the main cities. Occasionally, we passed a 
few small settlements which seldom comprised more than a white tent or two firmly staked into the 
ground at the corners. The landscape looked and felt so desolate and deserted. After Morocco, it was 
quite a culture shock. 

The only regular signs of life occurred at the numerous check-points – we must have passed 
almost ten after leaving Nouadhibou. Each checkpoint, either military or police, asked us for a fiche. 
While I realise it was for our own safety – if you go missing, they know which in part of the country 
to look for you – the constant stopping became tiring. Due to the wind, the officers were clothed 
from neck to foot, a headscarf wrapped their heads and dark sunglasses protected their eyes. Not 
one square inch of skin showed. At times, it was quite daunting to be greeted by a ‘mummy with 
sunglasses’. Most of the time the officers were friendly and courteous, but still.   

At one stop the officer disappeared into his little hut and we watched him make a phone call, our 
fiches firmly clutched in his hand. We waited and waited, nervous of the reason for the call and 
whether we were likely to be detained for some reason. Eventually, after ten long minutes he 
returned to the vehicle and waved us on. No explanation was given for the phone call. Much later 
that day we found out that he had called ahead to the park office to let them know to expect us. If 
only he had just told us! 

By lunch time we reached the park office at Chami. The officials were pleasant but had no park 
maps for us and pressured us to take a guide (for a fee) instead. After much discussion, and a 
promise that we had a GPS and routes, we escaped with only the cost of the park permits. 

Like most of Mauritania, the park was primarily desert habitat: small dunes, scrub bush, lots of 
sand. The deep sandy tracks were only passable with a 4x4. The hard driving rewarded us with 
picturesque views of rolling dunes, tracks from small animals (likely foxes and mongoose), and 
small herds of free-roaming camels.   

We planned to camp that night at the community-run campsite at Iwik, located on a sandy spit 
jutting out into the Atlantic Ocean. The lady running the campsite and her young daughter 
welcomed us with a traditional cup of mint tea, a custom we had become accustomed to while 
travelling in Morocco. Our accommodation for the night was in the low white tents we had seen on 
our way to the park, with two simple mattresses on the floor. There was a communal dry toilet with 
sawdust. The warm shower involved a small fee - both water and electricity were an unimaginable 
luxury.  

We had not seen any other visitors since entering the park and so were delighted to meet two 
retired French couples in Land Rovers also staying at the campsite. They lived in Morocco and 
travelled regularly in West Africa. We swapped stories and they kindly loaned us their park map for 
a few hours so that we could get our bearings and plot our stay. 

The next morning we woke early to reach the nearby lagoon at sunrise for bird watching. The 
lagoon had hundreds of water birds, but as the tide was out the birds waded some distance from the 
shore. Even with binoculars, we struggled to identify the birds we saw beyond the generic 
description of flamingos, pelicans, egrets, plovers, stilts, redshanks, gulls, terns.  

We passed Telloit campsite on our way south from Iwik where a helpful park official broke away 
from his village duties to search his little office for a park map for us. With our new found freedom 
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we explored the park a little further, managed to almost get stuck while crossing the dunes before 
leaving the park through an unmarked southern entrance. 

On departing the park, we set off for a campsite situated 15 kilometres north of Nouakchott, 
planning to stay for a few days. The campsite opened onto a white beach, overlooking the wide blue 
ocean. The staff attended to our every need. They kindly boiled water over a fire for us to take bucket 
shower. However, I had a serious loss of sense of humour. I don’t mind very basic living conditions, 
but they have to be clean. The single toilet wasn’t, and the surrounding desert landscape didn’t 
provide any bushes nearby to crouch behind. We stayed only one night. 

And so, with the persistent wind of the previous two weeks, the sand which had worked its way 
into every nook and cranny, the numerous checkpoints and my legs tightly crossed, we sought out 
Jeloua, a guesthouse in Nouakchott frequented by French travellers.   

Bliss.   

Finally.  

After cooking, camping and living outside the vehicle in the wind and sand, we escaped behind 
the walls into the relative calm. We lounged in the comfortable patio chairs, read books, cuddled 
with cats and snoozed. Their washing machine was a real bonus for weary, sandy travellers. 

All the facilities we needed lay within walking distance of the guest house. The bureau de change 
at Societe Generale had empty ATMs in the run up to New Year and so we queued inside the bank 
for ages to change money. A little supermarket around the corner provided the simple luxury of 
Weetabix for breakfast. To our surprise, there was quite a choice of cafes and restaurants. We felt 
perfectly safe as we wandered the dusty, windy streets of Nouakchott taking care of our admin. Best 
of all, across from the guesthouse lay a French restaurant, Le Saloon, run by a Frenchman who had 
been a cake chef in Paris for 22 years. The dinner tasted delicious – a real contrast of Paris cuisine 
and Mauritanian dusty surrounds. With Mauritania being a ‘dry’ country, we couldn’t enjoy a glass 
of French wine with the meal, but the desserts perfected the evening! 

We departed Nouakchott on New Year’s Day. We thought it would be a sensible day to travel 
down to the Senegalese border, and we secretly each hoped that leaving Mauritania would be 
quicker than our entry.  

Nouakchott at 7:30am on the-morning-after-the-night-before was eerily quiet with only small 
signs of a city coming to life. The city was almost deserted. Even with the relative quiet, it still took 
us 45 minutes until we passed the final police checkpoint and left the sprawling city behind us.  

Ahead of us lay a long day of travelling: just over 300 kilometres of driving and a border crossing. 
Taking advice of other overland travellers, we favoured the crossing at Diama Dam rather than the 
infamous Rosso border post. Importantly, we had a set of waypoints to follow. As we ventured 
southwards out of Nouakchott, the roads deteriorated and the potholes grew in size. At times the 
viable tarmac was only wide enough for one car to pass. We were grateful again for a quiet day to 
travel. 

The officer at the final police checkpoint, pointed down a road towards Diama Dam. We believed, 
incorrectly, that Noel and Ping had become lost on this road. Instead, we continued for another 10 
kilometres and turned into Parc National du Diawling to start our dirt track route of 70 kilometres 
to the border.  

As we wound through the small national park and tiny villages, the scenery started to resemble 
the Africa I knew and loved. Acacia trees and small bushes reminded me of travelling in southern 
Africa. A warthog even trotted alongside the road for a short while before darting into a bush. It was 
rather slow going. I had visions of us arriving at the border post at closing time with no options of 
camping, or crossing another border in the dark. I urged Viking Explorer to keep up the pace. 

The second half of the route ran adjacent to the Parc National des Oiseaux du Djoudj in Senegal, 
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separated only by the unfenced Senegal River. There were so many birds: enormous flocks of 
pelicans circled in the skies above us, and a European Marsh Harrier flew close to the car. We kept 
stopping to identify birds but reminded ourselves of the border crossing: we had to keep moving. As 
we wanted to spend time watching birds, we added Djoudj to our Senegal itinerary. 

We arrived at the border at 1pm and sighed with relief: we were the only people trying to cross. 
We entered the Mauritanian post straight away and completed all formalities, including some 
unreceipted payments, without hassle. After crossing the dam wall into the Senegal border post, we 
finished the remaining border paperwork, purchased car insurance and drank an ice cold Coke in 
the tiny cafeteria. A much swifter hour and a half process to leave Mauritania than entering.    

Then, calm and relaxed, we entered Senegal.    
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7 SENEGAL – SMILING PEOPLE COUNTRY 

January 2013 – February 2013, 33 days, 2,544 kilometres 

Viking Explorer 

Sometimes it just feels good to stop. Neither of us realised quite how fatigued we were 
by the time we’d crossed the border into Senegal. We had been nearly three months 
on the road, covered almost 8,000 kilometres on the African continent, and were 
entering our 12th country and 4th African nation. After our windy encounter with 
Dakhla and brief time in Mauritania, we were looking forward to some well-deserved 
relaxation and recovery. Zebrabar was just the place we needed. 

Located just outside St. Louis in the North West corner of Senegal, Zebrabar has become a 
popular campsite and stop-over amongst overlanders and other travellers. It overlooks a quiet 
lagoon with a small beach, and we spent several lazy days relaxing in a hammock, reading in the 
shade, and sipping cold drinks at sunset. But for the first few days we slept. And slept. We made no 
firm plans until waking up again from a state of sleeping sickness. 

Fully rested we began to take note of our new surroundings. Senegal rewarded us with long days 
with hazy sunshine, warmer temperatures, and relief from the incessant wind. Sandals and short 
sleeves were dug out from the bottom of the bag, and we could wander barefoot on the beach 
watching the crabs scuttle away as we approached. 

After a few days, we took some time to visit Saint-Louis. We wanted to see the town, and we also 
needed to take care of our growing list of admin. On our first trip we negotiated our own way, easing 
Brodie through Saint-Louis’ narrow crowded streets, dodging taxis, vehicles, donkey carts and 
pedestrians. For the second trip Brodie didn’t need to come with us, so we agreed that a taxi was a 
far more relaxing option. 

Saint-Louis was established in 1659 by French traders on an uninhabited island called Ndar. 
Named after Louis XIV, it was the first permanent French settlement in Senegal, and it still retains 
some of the charm of the French Colonial period. Many buildings have large French doors and 
internal court yards, and could easily be located in a small French village. Sadly the city appeared a 
shadow of its former self with a large number of dilapidated buildings. To make matters worse, the 
shoreline on the outskirts the city had become a general dumping ground for rubbish. It saddened 
us to see the enormous piles of trash tumbling over into the waterways, with goats and pigs 
rummaging and kites flying above and swooping down to pick off the rats scuttling below.  

In contrast, Hotel de la Poste, where we enjoyed our fruit juice while catching up on friends and 
family online, still retained the charm of an era gone by. Emails and blog-posts done, we ambled to 
the Hotel Palais to have a delicious lunch of yassa, a traditional Senegalese dish of rice and chicken 
with spicy onion sauce. We enjoyed a stroll along the edge of the water – less trash here than on the 
outskirts of town – watching the numerous kites floating in the wind just above our heads.      

Another important item of business was for this first trip in to town was Brodie’s second battery, 
which powered the all-important fridge. It had started showing signs of serious degradation in 
Morocco, getting worse as we continued south, so we scheduled a visit to the recommended Elton’s 
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Garage to purchase a replacement. The attendants were very helpful, and with my improving 
French, we managed to find a suitable substitute.  

We met lots of interesting people at Zebrabar. Some were ex-pats living in Dakar, using the 
vibrant campsite as a vacation spot. Most people were passing through, using Zebrabar as a pit-stop 
before or after crossing the border with Mauritania. These included: the banger rally multi-national 
group of 13 Europeans (amongst whom were two Norwegians) on their way to The Gambia; a Dutch 
couple escaping the European winter and exploring Senegal again; a young Australian couple 
backpacking southwards; the Dakar Challenge Rally from Portugal en-route to Dakar; and Wolfgang 
(the only other overlander) returning northwards after venturing as far as Benin. We enjoyed 
relaxed chats with all of them, picking their brains for as much info and advice as we could. These 
conversations gave us good insight into the road ahead, and would be a factor in our future plans. 

Our stay confirmed the sense we had that there were not many other overlanders on the road. We 
had expected to meet several, particularly at Zebrabar, and yet to our surprise there was only 
Wolfgang who passed through the camp in the six days we stayed there. The political instability in 
the region and economic problems in Europe seemed to have thinned out the number of fellow 
travellers. This didn’t dent our desire to keep going, but we had always talked about being able to 
pair up with other overlanders for a period of time along the way. 

At Zebrabar we were pleasantly distracted by the wonderful bird-life that the area had to offer, 
and it provided us with our first taste of birding in Senegal. One morning we wandered around the 
campsite recording the local birds – the Yellow-crowned Gonolek and the Brown Babblers in 
particular. Another afternoon we strolled from one lagoon to the other near the campsite, spotting 
amongst others a Whimbrel and an Abyssinian Roller. The nearby lakes also provided a few hours of 
good viewing, adding herons and sandpipers to our growing list. 

Finally, six days after arriving at Zebrabar, sufficiently rested and re-charged, we started getting 
itchy feet.  It was time to explore and investigate what else Senegal had to offer. 

*** 

Our trusty guide book of Senegal promoted the town of Podor as a good destination due to the 
restoration of its old fort and nearby quay. People we met at Zebrabar had also suggested Podor to 
be well worth a visit, so with our new second battery needing a good long charge we set course. 

Podor itself is a quaint little town with a local population proud of their up-and-coming tourist 
destination. The town has a long history of trade, and the fort built in 1854 by the French was 
primarily used for trade in gold. There were two hotels on the quay, both renovated warehouses and 
part of the effort to attract more tourists to the region. 

We asked at both hotels if they would allow us to park and camp in their car park. The answer 
was negative at both. However, a helpful young chap came to our rescue and directed us to La 
Terrasse, which offered simple rooms, camping, and a restaurant serving good local food. 

It didn’t look promising when we arrived. No staff in sight, nor any real camping facilities to 
speak of. However, seconds later, Kaz appeared, all smiles. He was keen for us to take a room and 
proudly showed us what he could offer. We really wanted to camp, though, so after hearing about 
our maison with the chambre on the roof, Kaz kindly took down a section of his fence for us to drive 
into the back of the property and park. Before long the whole extended family and anyone else 
around came to watch as I flipped open the tent and African GirlChild showed off our kitchen. Much 
head shaking, open mouths and laughter followed! 

Kaz was an interesting man. He spoke a little English and was keen to practice. We learned that 
he had two sisters, one of whom lived in Germany, working as a professor of sociology. The other 
sister lived next door, and worked at a hotel south of Dakar. In particular, he commented on the 
European style of marriage which he perceived as more of a partnership than the Senegalese style 
(where I believe there is still an element of polygamy practiced. He certainly seemed more worldly 
than either of us really expected, possibly in part due to the French satellite TV he was so proud of. 
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While in Podor we wanted to see the old fort so we set off on foot to investigate. In the late 
afternoon the village slowly started coming to life. Where previously the doors had been shut they 
were flung open. Students from the college and school emerged, a soccer game began, business 
resumed. 

The fort itself was closed, but helpfully phone numbers had been written above the door for those 
wanting a visit and a tour. Wanting a bit more information about the buildings around us, we 
stopped a smartly dressed gentleman and asked if he knew the story. As it turned out, he was a 
musician who had performed in Saint-Louis and at La Terrasse, and knew our host Kaz very well. 
He offered to escort us back and chatted to us the whole way, telling us about the town, its history, 
and its daily life. After a most entertaining walk with much smiling and laughter, Dembe delivered 
us back to Kaz and then continued on with his evening. 

We ate a delicious dinner at the restaurant before collapsing into bed for what turned out to be a 
sleepless night. Aside from the mosquitoes that had found a backdoor into the tent, the household 
and village just seemed to become more active as the night progressed. Goats, dogs, and cats could 
be heard, and various villagers wandered casually into and out of Kaz’s property throughout the 
night. The occasional big truck rumbled past as well, shaking the ground. The water tap located not 
far from our vehicle serviced a portion of the town, becoming a natural gathering place for social 
catch-ups. Eventually, though a bit too early for us, dawn broke and any chances of sleep 
evaporated.  

That morning, during breakfast before our planned departure to Parc National des Oiseaux de 
Djoudj, we sat in the restaurant watching French news on the satellite TV. While Wolfgang, whom 
we met at Zebrabar, had given us positive reports of travelling through Mali, French news broadcast 
the full details of the recent arrival of French paratroopers in Mali, and of the resultant regional 
instability. Not good news for us. 

Undaunted, and with no concerns about the area we were in, we continued with our plan to head 
towards Djoudj. Of course, we took the scenic route. We drove along the Ile a Morphil, which is an 
island about 100 kilometres long, lying between the main Senegal River and an adjacent channel. 
From what we could see, the area appeared agricultural in nature, with many people working the 
lands. We waved as we passed by, and received large grins and energetic waves in return. 

Suddenly, the road ended. Just like that. 

We spotted a small dirt track, down which we slowly progressed, until we thought it best to check 
with two local farmers that we were going the right way. As it turned out, not quite. They advised us 
to return to the village and take the ferry across the river – it would be quicker and more fun than 
driving back the way we had come. After passing the village again we were directed through the 
village down to the water’s edge. There we spotted the little flat-bed ferry that would take us across, 
attached to a rope spanning the river. Priceless. 

We settled down to wait for the ferry to return to our side. This was because the ferry would not 
start the return journey until it had acquired a full load of passengers and goods. So we waited. And 
waited. Africa time… In the mean time we watched the life of the villagers on the riverbank. I helped 
two young boys who were loading 50 kilogram sacks of rice onto their donkey cart. They were 
initially surprised, but then very grateful for the help. African GirlChild wandered down to the 
water’s edge to watch the village women washing clothes. A toddler seated on the bank took one look 
at her, eyes went wide, and a shriek filled the air. Both African GirlChild and the mother broke into 
laughter. After a while the toddler, having covered her ears with her hands and scrunched her eyes 
tightly, stopped screaming. Tentatively one eye opened, but seeing African GirlChild still standing 
there the toddler resumed hysterical shrieking. The white skin was obviously too strange. 

In dribs and drabs the ferry filled up. Eventually it was on its way to ferry us across. 

The ferry emptied as only it could have. The guys started jumping from the edge of the deck to 
the riverbank as soon as it was almost within reach. The ladies, in their long skirts, waited until a 
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little closer. However, with everyone pushing forwards, the ferry became ‘nose-heavy’ and beached 
before reaching the riverbank itself. A little organization ensued, the ferry was correctly moored, and 
the remaining passengers – those with shorter legs, longer skirts or just more patience – 
disembarked in style. It was a most entertaining few minutes. 

The ferryman smiled from ear to ear when he saw us waiting. Not in a ‘here are tourists I can 
make a quick buck off’ sort of way. He was proud of his ferry and the service he was offering, and 
would only accept a small amount to take us across. He said a ‘thank-you’ from us was enough. Our 
first attempt at boarding resulted in us pushing the ferry into the river, but our second attempt was 
successful, and we promptly cast off for a gentle traverse of the river. The locals on both banks were 
amused – loading and unloading Brodie had possibly provided them the best entertainment they’d 
had in a while. 

*** 

Parc National des Oiseaux de Djoudj is a RAMSAR site, and it was easy to understand the 
importance of this site on arrival. The RAMSAR designation means that the park is considered to be 
wetland of international importance, especially for waterfowl, and is governed by an international 
treaty for conservation and utilization. It covers 6,000 hectares, and is the first real wetland stop for 
the migratory birds from Europe after crossing the Sahara desert. 

Our arrival gave us a quick taste of the coming days. There were large flocks of all types of birds – 
some of which I didn’t even know would form flocks, like stilts and egrets. And there were pelicans; 
many of them. The first 400 metres from the park entrance to Campement Njagabar took us about 
45 minutes as we stopped and gazed. We had to put the binoculars down in the end, both because 
our arms were getting tired, and because we wanted to be sure we had a spot at the campsite for the 
night. 

Campement is a Senegalese term for which there isn’t really a suitable English translation. It 
usually depicts a property with some type of hutted accommodation and a small area where camping 
is possible, although camping facilities vary hugely. They also typically offer meals in addition to 
accommodation. It would be too simplistic to call it a campsite. 

This campement was run by the local village adjacent to the park office. Although very basic, it 
was clean, and we decided to stay there rather than at the park hotel. With three hours of daylight 
remaining we had time for some exploring. We quickly completed the park formalities and took a 
slow drive towards one of the lakes. At the first hide we stopped, and added to the variety of birds on 
our growing bird list – including to us the special Osprey. In the distance we saw a pink sheen – 
Flamingos. On our way back to camp the bird list continued to grow, with the time around sunset 
being magical. The very last sight before it became too dark was a flock of about 100 Flamingos 
flying overhead. It promised to be a great place for birding. 

Next morning we returned to the park office to organise our ‘pirogue’ – in reality a glass-fibre 
boat with a 15hp motor, which we had to share with two other couples. The dream of just the two of 
us and a guide exploring the rivers was just that: a dream. The reality of tourism meant a large 
number of boats filled with tour groups on a set schedule. As it turned out, we were one of about five 
pirogues setting off that morning. 

An initial slow meander took us past large flocks of water birds, some bobbing up and down on 
the water, some sitting in the trees and bushes along the waterways catching the morning sun. A 
flock of terns followed the boat, diving opportunistically to catch fish in our wake. As we approached 
our main destination for the trip we noticed the smell before the sight – the smell of bird droppings. 
We rounded the corner of the channel and were met by an island full – and I mean full – of Pelicans. 
We had reached their breeding ground. For the first time we saw the grey juveniles, not quite ready 
to take flight. We watched for a while as the boat bobbed as close as it could. The colony consisted of 
thousands of birds, providing us with a fantastic photo opportunity. 

After the boat ride we jumped back in the car and set off for a slow drive to find the other hides 
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and more birds. As the park had several hides, we stopped at one not too far away. This one stood in 
the shade overlooking water – a good spot for lunch. Little did we know that this hide was next to a 
tree full of Black-Crowned Night Herons. As we approached the hide some flew off, so we entered 
stealth mode and inched closer. The branches were covered with birds, I have never seen so many 
herons in one place before. 

We were starting to feel saturated from the bird spotting, and quite warm from the scorching sun, 
so we returned to camp to relax in the shade and enjoy a cool drink. We mistakenly thought we 
would be able to put our binoculars down for a while, but soon realised that the birding from our 
campement was as good as in the park. The combination of a small pond, a tree and reeds provided 
a most enjoyable sunset show of birds: a group of mousebirds flew in, the bee-eaters were picking off 
the insects still flying around, and the Yellow Wagtail was pretending to be a waterfowl trotting on 
top of the water lilies.  

*** 

Our tour of National Parks would continue with a visit to the Niokolo-Koba National Park. 
Leaving Djoudj we passed through Saint-Louis to fill up with fuel before turning south east towards 
the town of Touba. Although the distances in Senegal were not large, the condition of the roads 
rendered it difficult to travel much faster than about 50-60 kilometres per hour. Add to that the 
numerous little villages along the way – all requiring some clever vehicle manoeuvring – and 
suddenly it took a little longer to reach our destination. 

We reached Touba by late afternoon. It is the second largest city in Senegal after Dakar, and is 
the holy city of Mouridism – a large Islamic Sufi order – and the burial place of the Mouridism order 
founder, Shaikh Aamadu Bàmba Mbàkke. The normal population in Touba is about two million 
inhabitants, swelling to about five million during the Grand Magal pilgrimage in January each year. 
It also boasts a large market, but with all the traffic we barely caught a glimpse of it, much less did 
we have a chance to wander through. However, we managed to navigate our way to a parking area 
near the mosque. 

As a digression, there are two things that will forever remain in our minds about Touba. First, it 
was the dirtiest place we visited in Senegal. There was rubbish and litter in quantities that boggled 
the mind, and that made Saint-Louis seem clean. The locals didn’t even seem to notice or mind. 
They just walked over it as they carried out their daily business. Second, the ‘money grabbers’ were 
some of the worst we’d experienced so far on the trip. Everyone wanted to make sure they managed 
to squeeze us for ‘their share’. 

Anyway, we ‘acquired’ a guide to the mosque before we had even turned off the vehicle engine. 
His aim was clear – guide us around quickly while yabbering incessantly, making sure we took lots 
of photos and then extract money afterwards for all the photos we’d taken. The last part was strictly 
‘voluntary’ and ‘however much in our heart we felt like paying’. Indeed. 

The mosque is stunning. We wandered barefoot around the marble piazza surrounding this 
unique building, as slowly as we could manage, taking our time. With the heat of the day reaching 
well into the 30s, the marble was pleasantly cool underfoot. It was strangely peaceful too, despite 
being in the centre of a busy city. As non-Muslims we weren’t allowed into the mosque itself and 
were strictly shepherded to where we were permitted to be. Being a Friday afternoon there was a 
steady stream of worshippers into and out of the mosque. The guides (yes, now two of them) knew 
all the good places to take photos, particularly of the symmetry of the design. It was well worth the 
visit – all factors considered. 

As the afternoon slowly turned into evening we needed a place to stay. Even though Touba hosts 
millions of pilgrims each year, the town had no hotels or campements. We left Touba towards a little 
town called Kael. Our initial plan was to find a spot to wildcamp, but there were too few places 
where we weren’t in spitting distance of a settlement, goatherd, village or cattle driver. Eventually 
we stopped at a Maison Communautaire. The friendly gentleman in charge was the Assistant to the 
President of the regional Community Organisation. And it was really lovely to be greeted with all 
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smiles especially after our Touba experience. When we asked him for a place to camp he pointed to 
the ground and said “what about right here?” He also showed us a room if we wanted to stay inside, 
the standing pipe for water, and where the toilets were. Later in the evening we were introduced to 
one of the other guests – a cartographer on an annual survey of the surrounding areas. 

What a contrast to Touba it was. We were parked in full view in a village, but we were left alone. 
No spectators, no beggars, no questions. At the end of a long hot day, we appreciated the calm and 
the coolness the evening brought, and after dinner we quickly climbed into the tent for a well-earned 
night’s sleep. 

*** 

From Kael our next destination was Tambacounda, the last big town before Niokolo-Koba 
National Park. We set off early to avoid driving in the heat of the day – and were rewarded with a 
fantastic sight: a flock of about 150 vultures resting near the side of the road. Some sitting in the 
trees and the rest huddled in a large group on the ground. All waiting to take off on the thermals as 
the day warmed. 

On reaching Tambacounda we stopped at the Oasis Oriental Hotel. We had learned from other 
overlanders that they allowed camping in their car park, which was indeed true. It must be said, 
though, that the bungalows set in the gardens appeared very inviting. While relaxing next to the 
pool, we met a local artist, Mara. He turned out to be an interesting chap to chat to. Amongst many 
topics, he shared our concern about the environment, and expressed his opinions about tackling the 
issue of rubbish and litter. Later he told us about his art and showed us some of his pieces. He was 
passionate about the human form, and had a gentle style of black figurines against a coloured 
background. Tucked away in each piece is a map of Africa. I decided to spoil African GirlChild with 
an early birthday present, as his work was good quality African art. 

Next morning we needed to replenish our provisions. We stopped at a local supermarket for 
luxuries like fruit juice and yoghurt, before venturing into the bustling local market. In spite of the 
ever-present litter, the market was very clean. The vegetables varied in quality – some looking more 
tired than others – but we found almost everything we were looking for. Eggs continued to be easily 
available and were a good source of protein for lunch. However, if African GirlChild had been 
apprehensive about buying meat in Morocco, this was apprehension at a whole new level for her: not 
a fridge in sight! The butcher we chose was at least making an effort at covering his meat with a 
piece of brown paper – sufficient incentive for us to give him a try. It turned out that the meat was 
edible, although a bit on the tough side (apparently the Zebu cattle meat is a bit tough). There was 
lots of fish available too. Soon we had enough stock to last us about a week and we set off towards 
Campement Wassadou. 

Wassadou is an upscale campement overlooking the River Gambia. On the side facing the river, 
chairs and hammocks are strategically positioned for relaxing and enjoying the best river views, 
including beautiful sunsets. It has numerous bungalows nestling under the trees, and they kindly 
offer camping – on the proviso that dinner is eaten at the restaurant. It was peaceful and beautiful. 
It also became our rest stop for a few magic days – both before and after our excursion to Niokolo-
Koba National Park. 

The temperature had increased on the way south and it was now really hot! We almost longed for 
the cooler temperatures of Morocco. By early afternoon the mercury touched 38C and we were doing 
our best to find shade and a cool breeze. Despite the temperature, though, many birds were out and 
about. We were able to identify identified many new species, including finches, crombecks, and 
cordon-bleus, without venturing too far in the afternoon heat. 

We also met some interesting people during our stay at Wassadou. A few birding groups came 
through, taking advantage of the wide variety of birds present in the area. Of course, and 
unsurprisingly, two fellow Norwegians passed through on a brief visit. Norway is not a particularly 
populous nation, but we seem to be present in the most remote places on the planet. There were also 
some overlanders: a French couple arrived late and left early the next morning on their way to 
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Guinea, and two big trucks – one German and one Dutch – stayed a few nights. They were about to 
complete a clockwise circuit of Africa and had come through Mali at speed. Over sundowners they 
gave us lots of good information about the west coast from South Africa northwards – and much to 
think about regarding our own plans. 

One morning we rose in the dark to take a boat trip up river. A bit earlier than usual, but we were 
rewarded with watching the sunrise over the River Gambia. It was absolutely stunning! With just the 
two of us and the captain (yes, this time the dream came true) on a tiny motorboat we wound our 
way lazily up the river, stopping to look at birds and animals on the banks, before returning back to 
the pier. 

The next morning we headed down the road to Niokolo-Koba National Park. We had been 
looking forward to visiting this park as the guide book indicated it to be home to many animals and 
birds. Alas, we were to discover that both animals and birds were scarce, or at least well hidden from 
view. 

  Niokolo-Koba is a World Heritage Site and is the biggest park in West Africa, measuring almost 
one million hectares. The park information boasts of healthy populations of lion, buffalo, eland and 
hippo, smaller populations of elephant, leopard and hyena, and various other mammals and 
reptiles. The bird list contains around 330 species. Infrastructure consists of a network of roads, an 
airstrip, several lookout towers, a few campements with small huts and space for camping, and the 
Simenti Hotel. 

We entered the park at noon, and were immediately made aware of the somewhat peculiar 
situation in this park: the park entry and the guide were separate. Park entry was based on a 24 hour 
cycle, while the obligatory guide, which had nothing to do with the formal park management, was 
per calendar day. For us, as we wanted to stay overnight, it meant buying park access for 24 hours 
(lunchtime to lunchtime) and two days of guiding. 

The roads were surprisingly bad, and in places we could hardly fit the vehicle between the tall 
grass on the one side and the trees on the other. We travelled 35 kilometres from the gate to Simenti 
Hotel, a distance which took us 1h45min to cover. The bush was dense, limiting the view 
significantly - and we were there in the dry season with leaves falling off the trees! I cannot even 
imagine what it would be like in the wet season.  

At Simenti Hotel we stopped to avoid the worst of the sweltering afternoon heat, and to enjoy the 
view of the river from the deck. Here we experienced our first bit of disappointment, as we had to 
search for the bar-keeper so that we could buy a cold drink. The next disappointment followed 
straight after when we noticed how neglected the hotel looked. There were no handles on the toilet 
doors, the bar and restaurant floors had big cracks, we could see the blue sky through holes in the 
roof, and the pipes we saw were leaking. Not to mention both the vervet monkeys and hotel staff 
sleeping on the terrace! 

It was Blaise, our mandatory Senegalese guide, who broached the subject while we were chatting: 
He explained that the dilapidated state of the Simenti Hotel was due to it being run for the previous 
ten years by a Senegalese man. Blaise continued, saying that Simenti Hotel once had a fully working 
airstrip and four 4x4s to ferry clients and do the safari rounds. Under the subsequent period of 
Senegalese management the service deteriorated, and at one point only one working lorry was left to 
undertake all transportation needs. Now, with a new incoming French manager, Blaise said, he 
himself had already seen a change for the better in the running of Simenti. 

As the heat of the day dissipated we left Simenti to find Camp de Lion, where we spent the night. 
It was a lovely little campement with simple reed huts, a central dining area and camping spaces for 
vehicles and tents. Facilities were basic – only a longdrop toilet – but at least it looked clean. We 
decided to copy the locals by bathing in the river in the late afternoon light, rather than ask them to 
drag buckets of water up to the shower. 

At Camp de Lion we again ran into a problem that seemed to be typical of Senegal: lack of change 
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for cash payment. There was no money at the camp, so they could not give us change. We ended up 
having to buy extra drinks in lieu of change. Really not how it should be. I think they expected us to 
say “keep the change” as most tourists probably do, but that wasn’t our way of working. 

The next day we tried to reach the Grand Mirador lookout tower – one of the big hides and 
viewpoints of the park – on what was supposed to be a road. It was impassable. Although I could 
have pushed Brodie through, there was no point as it was very hot and very slow going. It was even 
less appealing as we would most likely not spot any game at the end. Instead, we turned back 
towards a hide at Simenti where we sat out the hottest part of the day looking for birds. 

We ended up spending just 24 hours in Niokolo-Koba – only because it was too hot to leave any 
earlier. On our drives in the park we spotted just three antelope, and at the campement I spotted a 
Honey Badger just as we were about to retire for the evening. The only other viewing we had was a 
small herd of waterbuck at Lac de Simenti, a small lake not far from the hotel. There were a few 
birds, but it was a very disappointing tally for a park of that size and stature. 

To be fair, having visited a number of national parks and game reserves in South Africa before 
embarking on this trip, our expectations were (maybe unrealistically) high for Niokolo-Koba. On 
arrival we could see straight away that the park had not been prioritised for a while, and that 
investment in infrastructure was sorely needed. We also experienced how important it is that the 
body responsible for the park works together with the service providers to give an enhanced 
experience: you cannot invite paying tourists into your luxury hotel if the roads are overgrown; nor 
can your guests see animals if there are no game-viewing roads. Similarly, if the luxury hotel is 
dilapidated and very tired, the few tourists staying there are unlikely to recommend it as a place to 
stay to their friends.  

*** 

It was about this time I started to suspect that something was wrong with African GirlChild. At 
first I thought maybe she was suffering from travel fatigue. Then I thought that it was the new 
country and rougher facilities that were causing her to act a bit strangely. I also thought that maybe 
she was a little bit homesick, which was making her feel a bit down. However, a casual discussion 
with a chap at Wassadou provided the lightbulb moment. If only she’d had the stereotypical 
hallucinations, we would have known sooner that our anti-malarial medication (Lariam) and 
African GirlChild hadn’t really developed a happy relationship. 

Once we read the Lariam pamphlet, we realised she exhibited a number of the side-effects, in 
varying degrees. I clearly remember her having to take a long moment to compose herself before 
getting out of the vehicle at the local market in Tambacounda, her paranoia and anxiety heightened. 
It definitely was not normal behaviour. Thinking back, I had also noticed her not being quite as 
upbeat as when we travelled in Morocco, where every day was hugely exciting. And to be honest 
while looking back, my mood had also started to decline from what it had been only a few weeks 
earlier. 

As with many times on our adventure, the universe was looking after us. Our friends Noel and 
Ping, the fortuity of having WiFi, and the wonders of Skype, meant that African GirlChild could at 
least chat to someone about it. As a result, our plans and priorities changed. We needed to find 
somewhere comfortable, quiet and relaxing to rid her system of Lariam. Also, we started the search 
for an alternative anti-malarial medicine. After visiting both a hospital and a pharmacy in 
Tambacounda, we came to realise that Senegal had a different approach to Malaria. No-one takes 
anti-malarials in Senegal; instead they treat malaria when diagnosed. Not quite the solution we had 
expected, but it was the only solution available to us at that point. 

*** 

For the recovery from Lariam we chose to go to Campement Djidjack in Palmarin to set up camp. 
We had done some research before leaving Tambacounda, weighing our options. Ideally we would 
have wanted to stay at Wassadou, but cost and lack of WiFi counted against this option. Djidjack 
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looked like the best alternative, as it had received good reviews from other overlanders who had 
spent time there.  

Our journey from Niokolo-Koba to Djidjack took us past some of the more touristy areas of 
Senegal on the beautiful, sandy beaches of the Atlantic Ocean. Saly, complete with European style 
hotels and lots of restaurants, was a strip of coastline heavily geared towards the western tourist. 
There were even small supermarkets, a rare sight in those parts. After spending a few weeks in the 
more remote parts of Senegal, Saly felt rather odd. We no longer felt we were in Africa but back on a 
European coastal resort. African GirlChild started longing for comfort and the tourist facilities. I 
realised that this was most likely the Lariam talking, and gently manoeuvred her back to the 
mindset of our travels. 

On the way out to Djidjack we stopped over at a campement in Popenguine. It was a bit of a 
disappointment. The campement was located in a part of the village bordering on a small nature 
reserve. Both the nature reserve and campement were run by a local women’s co-operative which 
generated valuable income for the village. Unfortunately, though, it seemed to us that the co-
operative label gave them free rein to raise their prices and lower their standards. Instead of 
providing service with a smile and a homey touch, the local ladies were rather persistent in selling 
their souvenirs and trinkets. We found a flat-ish spot to park Brodie, and walked down to the beach 
to dip our toes in the water. At dinner time we opted against eating at the campement, instead 
strolling through the charming little village to the local Italian restaurant, where we enjoyed a very 
tasty yassa. 

Mbodiene Plage was an unexpected gem on the way to Djidjack. Completely hidden from the 
main road, it reminded us so much of the small seaside towns off the beaten track in South Africa: 
little houses facing over the lagoon with a few B&Bs and hotels in between. We parked the vehicle 
and wandered along the shores of the little lagoon before enjoying lunch from the back of the 
vehicle. While eating, a few curious birds flew in to pick up our spilled crumbs, and lizards scuttled 
along the walls watching us with beady eyes. After lunch we asked if we could have a look at one of 
the B&Bs, and true Senegalese hospitality kicked in again. We were promptly invited to enjoy both 
the swimming pool and the restaurant, but settled at spending some time using their WiFi for the 
cost of a cold coke. 

Palmarin is a collection of small communities situated on a long spit on the edge of the Sine-
Saloum delta, south of Dakar. On one side is the Atlantic Ocean, on the other the Saloum River. This 
makes it an ideal location for hotels, auberges and campements, and a good launch point for pirogue 
tours into the delta’s mangroves. 

As part of this setting, Djidjack is a delightful little campement, and arriving felt like luxury. The 
owners, a Swiss couple, had preserved the aged baobabs when building the accommodation, and 
incorporated a breakfast area amidst the arms of one of the baobabs. The central communal area 
was relaxed and inviting – a large roundhouse with natural light funnelled into the middle. There 
was a range of sitting options – from comfy leather sofas to traditional wooden stools – and a library 
with children’s books (French), fiction, and travel guides. We spent the evenings in the roundhouse, 
and were made to feel most welcome even though we were not eating there. We set up camp under a 
large baobab tree, and had a clean ablution block close by which provided both electricity and 
facilities for washing dishes and clothes.    

The birdlife was lively – although not quite as varied as Wassadou. We revived a little bird bath, 
setting it up at the outskirts of our campsite. It offered us spectacular sights of the many birds 
coming down to drink or have a bath. We relaxed and spent many an hour reading books while 
keeping a keen eye on the cordon-bleus, firefinches, bulbuls, hornbills, starlings, sparrows and 
weavers flying in. It was not unheard of to refill the birdbath two or three times a day. 

African GirlChild’s recovery and emergence from Lariam delirium just took time. Without 
noticing, a week had passed. As health and welfare slowly improved, we even ventured into the 
nearby village a few times to stock up on essentials, managed the 100 metre walk to the beach 
(once), and tried out the local restaurant (unfortunately on the day the power failed). She was still 
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struggling, though, and needed to summon considerable strength to overcome the anxiety of 
walking 300 metres on her own from the campement to the lovely local bakery to buy fresh bread. 

We were not alone at Djidjack. It was quite busy. During the evenings in the roundhouse we met 
a number of French expats. Two of the couples happened to be teachers, with young children, from 
Bamako, Mali. They had been evacuated when the French troops arrived, and were waiting to hear 
news regarding their return to Bamako. Return transport would be via air, not via land. Their 
situation certainly gave us much to think about with regards to our future plans. 

There was a French couple in a Transit van who stayed at Djidjack for almost the same length of 
time as us. They were really active, and were out every day in their vehicle to visit nearby villages, 
explore via pirogue, or go on fishing tours. In the evenings they would come back and tell us all 
about their exploits. It made us feel a little guilty at times for being so lazy, but our priority was 
health. We chatted a lot about onward travel options with them. 

It was at this stage our decision about the next leg of our journey was made. Although we really 
wanted to push on, we would only do so in the certainty the situation in Mali had eased. But how 
long should we wait? How long would it take for the situation to settle? So we had a long chat about 
the purpose of the trip, about whether we were giving up on our dream, about whether we were 
giving up too easily, and balanced it against our feelings of safety. In the end we concluded that 
feeling safe and enjoying the experience were the two most important factors for us, not the ‘tick in 
the box’ of completing the drive down the west coast. Brodie would go in a container and be shipped 
to South Africa. 

The decision was a difficult one, but once made it felt comfortable. We started getting excited 
again, looking forward to exploring the southern part of Africa and to enjoy another one of our 
passions – wildlife. Until then, though, we had a lot of admin to do, and, as we would find out, a 
whole lot of stress. It began the very same day when I initiated the search for a shipping agent. I 
found a list of agents and started sending emails in English and calling in my broken French. I 
received a lot of “sorry”s and “non”s over the following days. 

While trying to arrange shipping, we were joined at the campsite by five Austrians in three 
overland vehicles: a Mercedes truck, Steyr truck and a Land Rover. They stayed for a few days, 
catching up on admin, doing vehicle repairs and relaxing. Till & Carmen and Rene were travelling 
for a year in the region, while Deborah & Oliver had to return to Europe by March. Till and Carmen 
had met Noel and Ping outside Casablanca, Morocco, and we laughed at how small the overland 
community proved to be. 

It was wonderful to have the company. As is often the case while in the company of other 
travellers, talk turned to vehicles and who had what, who had done what, and who wanted to go 
where. Interestingly, while we at times would have loved the privacy of a self-contained vehicle, they 
made comments about the convenience of something smaller than their truck. I guess no matter 
what you have there are always compromises. 

One day, the seven of us pooled resources and hired a pirogue to tour the mangrove delta nearby. 
It was very interesting to explore the mangroves by boat – not much visible land and tree roots that 
seemed to disappear straight into the water, root tips occasionally appearing like snorkels above the 
waterline. We didn’t see a huge abundance of birdlife – perhaps with a bird guide it would have been 
different. We stopped on a little island and our guide scaled a baobab to pick a fruit for us all to 
share. Tasty, but a bit chalk-like in texture. 

We continued to be humbled by the friendliness and generosity of the locals. We wandered in to 
the village to find a dressmaker to turn a piece of funky Senegalese fabric African GirlChild had 
bought into a skirt. A young chap, Dominique, directed us to the man with the machine, and 
GirlChild explained as well as she could what she wanted. Dominique then insisted that we return to 
his house and join him for tea, which we duly did. We sat and chatted – in both French and English 
– while he brewed tea and we learned about his soccer playing in Dakar and how he was training the 
youngsters in the village. We met various other family members, including a few small children 
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quite fascinated by our white skins. After we had enjoyed our tea, a bowl of millet, fish and 
vegetables arrived, and we shared in a delicious lunch prepared by his step-mom. Later in the 
afternoon we returned to the tailor to pick up African GirlChild’s new skirt.  

*** 

The time had come to start moving again. Destination: Dakar, to sort out the shipping and to 
start the planning for the next leg of the adventure. My emails and phone calls were largely 
unanswered or not returned, so the only way was to show up in person. 

From Palmarin we meandered our way northwards towards the sprawling capital. Our route took 
us through Petite Cote, one of the more touristy areas of Senegal. Nianing was a charming little spot 
to stop for lunch. There were numerous restaurants which all seemed to attract good crowds. We 
found a small restaurant with good food and good views of the street and the nearby shops. Next 
door was a lovely little shop selling Senegalese fabric. We couldn’t resist purchasing a piece of 
material to be made into clothing later. The tourism boom was certainly coming to the area, with the 
quantity and variety of accommodation exceeding what the guide book had on offer. 

Approaching Dakar, we stopped at Reserve de Bandia. This is a small, privately owned wildlife 
park of only 3,500 hectares, with native flora restored through conservation, and with a range of 
Senegalese and imported wild animals. Sadly, poaching and ‘demographic pressures’ has reduced 
the numbers of naturally occurring animals, necessitating the import. Although almost guaranteed 
to see wildlife, the entry fee was somewhat eye-watering (for those on long term travel) and so we 
opted to sit at the restaurant and drink coffee while watching the birds and the crocodiles in the 
watering hole. It was still an enjoyable stop. 

*** 

After the tranquillity of Djidjack, we thought Dakar would be a bit of a culture shock. In fact, it 
wasn’t as bad as we’d expected. Once we tuned in to the city’s own unique rhythm it was a likeable 
city, and proved to be surprisingly affordable if you knew where to look. 

Our host at Djidjack recommended a charming little hotel to us. It was nothing terribly fancy, just 
ten rooms over three floors in the Grand Yoff area near the airport. But Hotel Sousoum became the 
little oasis in the heart of a big city that we needed, and at a price we could afford. The rooms were 
clean, with free WiFi available in the rooms and in the courtyard. The hotel manager, Dominique, 
was a kind man, and helped us with all manner of odd requests. His broad smile and cheery greeting 
made us feel right at home. Although the parking was outside the walls, a night guard kept a 
watchful eye over Brodie. Unfortunately, despite the comfortable surroundings, this was where we 
endured the most stressful week of our travels – the preparations for shipping Brodie to South 
Africa. 

The area wasn’t too exciting in itself, but there were enough food options for us. Within a two-
block walk we had a choice of two tiny local restaurants serving delicious meals at seriously local 
prices. The size of these restaurants? Only three tables each, and when the food was finished it was 
finished for the day. There was a bakery/patisserie close by, which sold heavier breads than the 
typical white French baguette, yoghurt with cereal, and delicious pastries. In addition, there were 
fruit sellers across the road, and a lady selling fresh omelette baguettes for breakfast right outside 
the hotel. We were spoilt for choice. 

Outside the hotel a small coffee shop opened early each morning. I say coffee shop in the loosest 
sense of the word. The seating arrangement consisted of a wooden bench, one three-seater sofa, and 
the back-seat of a car, all carefully arranged in a U-shape. The coffee – Senegalese Cafe Touba – was 
brewed in a ten-litre pot on a gas burner in the middle, and was served out of the small white plastic 
cups you use when rinsing at the dentist. Price: 50CFA, or about 8 euro-cents. One afternoon I 
wanted a cup of coffee. As I exited the hotel I saw that the coffee shop had moved away from its 
morning location over to the street corner. With the previous two breakfasts I had enjoyed a cup of 
coffee from the ‘shop’, so I knew how much to pay. This was the afternoon shift, though, so he didn’t 
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realise that I had been there before. I ordered my coffee, and he asked 100CFA from me. “Nice try”, I 
said, holding out my 50CFA piece, “but when I have coffee with my breakfast I only pay 50CFA”. I 
received a huge grin, a pat on the back, and my cup of coffee. Another friend made.  

Most overlanders tend to use Dakar as a reliable place to obtain visas before continuing down the 
west coast. We, on the other hand, needed to organise shipping for Brodie. Through Dominique we 
met Malika, an English family relation of his who used Dakar as departure port for her regular 
business shipment to the UK. Although Malika was based in the UK, she was visiting Dakar that 
week to take care of business, and generously agreed to make time in her busy day to introduce us to 
her shipping company. Another example of help materialising when we needed it the most. 

On arrival at the shipping offices early Monday morning, I quickly realised that I had already 
been in touch with them via email from Djidjack. Their response then had been “sorry, but we do 
not offer shipping to South Africa”, so I was a bit apprehensive. In the offices Malika introduced us 
to Pauline, and not even five minutes after explaining our predicament to her, she handed us a quote 
for shipping a container — with Brodie in it — to Cape Town. Our relief was almost tangible. 

She also informed us that we needed a freight forwarder. She assured us that they had such a 
person in the office, and that he would be back at his desk in about 15 minutes. Fifteen African 
minutes later (approximately 45 clock minutes), Mr Camara entered the office, and we received our 
freight forwarding quote. When we left the office we had the two quotes, and a tentative shipping 
date. We also had appointments the next day to see Customs at the port office, and to load Brodie 
into a container. Amazing progress in a short morning! 

After leaving the offices we were invited by Malika to tag along with her to a few touristy sites, as 
she was on a shopping trip for her business. Following Malika like her shadow, we spent a few hours 
seeing Dakar though the eyes of a ‘local’. We visited the Mali market near the port and spent time 
wandering around the arts and crafts typical to Mali, while she bartered for stock for her Brixton 
market shop in London. Then, off to visit a Malian friend of hers for lunch in another market, we 
wandered through the streets of Dakar, learning how to dodge taxis and cars. 

Our lunch was in a very typical Senegalese restaurant. People were packed in like sardines on 
communal bench-style tables while the overhead fans did their best to ease the sweltering heat. After 
lunch, we visited the friend’s shop to see his fabrics from Mali. We could not resist buying a Mali 
cloth wall-hanging to remind us of our time in this part of the world, and of how close we had been 
to a country we had looked forward to exploring. 

Although we only spent a few hours with Malika, we experienced the heart of Dakar. We remain 
forever grateful to her for her help, for allowing us to tag along on her busy day, and for her helping 
us to forget about shipping for a few hours. 

With regards to the shipping, we did not want to let any of our paperwork out of our sight, so the 
following day Mr Camara arranged for us to go with the runner to the Customs office to have our 
Carnet stamped. Even though there was a Customs representative at the container yard, the 
stamping of the Carnet had to take place at the port. With stamped paperwork in hand, we returned 
to Mr Camara so that he could arrange the loading of the container. Back at the office we learned 
that Mr Camara was out for lunch, so we found a small place around the corner that served Italian 
ice-cream. After all, we had to take advantage of the little breaks we had to enjoy what we could of 
Dakar. 

After meeting up with Mr Camara again, we went straight to the container yard. Frustratingly, 
traffic was at a standstill due to the French Army unloading a cargo ship. They were using Dakar as a 
base for their logistics support of the Mali campaign, so it took us about an hour to reach the 
container yard. On arrival, Mr Camara disappeared to see the Customs representative, who needed 
to oversee the loading and the sealing of the container. There was a lot of back and forth – and a fair 
bit of stubbornness on my part – but eventually the Customs official came out of his office to do his 
job. It had taken him all of three hours to clear just 10 minutes in his schedule — while we stood 
waiting in the sweltering heat and swirling red dust. Eventually, I was given the go-ahead to drive 
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Brodie into the allocated container. The yard-hands then did a sterling job securing him so he would 
not slide around inside the container while on the open sea. Container closed, locked and sealed we 
waved it a “see you later”, and crossed our fingers for safe sailing. 

*** 

Despite our different modes of transportation, Dan and Kumi, our cycling friends from Rabat, 
arrived in Dakar only a few days after us. We had kept in touch with them, and had arranged to meet 
up. African GirlChild’s 40th birthday had been a stressful, hot and dusty affair loading Brodie into 
the container. We tried, however, to make it feel a bit more like a special occasion by meeting up 
with Dan and Kumi at their hotel for a pizza and a drink.  

It was wonderful to catch up again and compare our very different experiences of travelling from 
Rabat in Morocco to Dakar. These guys were legends – make no mistake. However tough it was for 
us in a vehicle, it paled in comparison to their cycling through the heat, wind and sands of the 
Sahara. We had a lovely evening, and for a few hours we managed to take our minds of the stress of 
shipping. 

The following few days were a mix between stress, stress, and the occasional tourist attraction. 
Even with Mr Camara’s assurances that he had all the information he needed, we received several 
requests for information – usually at odd and inconvenient times – and always with a “now, now” 
attached to them. On the Friday we had to make a hasty trip down to the container yard, with the 
Carnet, as the Customs official needed to see it again. For what reason, we still don’t know. But as 
we left his office we realised how tired we were, as we both had started laughing and just left his 
office when he asked us where his cadeau was! Maybe that was his reason for calling us in again…  

With new found bravery, part Lariam detox and part shipping process coming together, we felt 
more comfortable exploring other parts of Dakar. We visited the Kermel market, a large round 
whitewashed building with meat sellers in the middle and fruit and vegetable sellers around the 
edge. It did seem that the fruit and vegetables were imported as it was some of the best looking we 
had seen while in Senegal. We visited Place d’Independence in the centre of the city, which was 
impressive both for its size and for the green grass. However, after settling ourselves on the grass for 
lunch, we were informed that sitting on the grass was interdit and we needed to sit somewhere else. 

*** 

One of the main tourist attractions in Dakar is the Ile de Goree. We were keen to catch the ferry 
to visit the island, and Dan and Kumi were equally interested in visiting. We made it a group outing 
– always a more enjoyable way than on your own. 

Ile de Goree is a UNESCO World Heritage Site situated on a small island about two kilometres off 
the coast of Senegal from Dakar. It is a symbol of the slave trade during the 15th to the early 19th 
centuries, although there seems to be some differences of opinion on the size of the salve trading 
that took place from the island. From the late 1700s the island took on more legitimate trade, but 
ultimately lost importance with the foundation of Dakar in the mid 1800s. With about 1,100 
inhabitants, it is now mainly a tourist destination, with a variety of restaurants and hotels. 

We met Dan and Kumi at the port and boarded the ferry for a 40 minute trip across the water. It 
was scorchingly hot. When we arrived at Ile de Goree we opted not to take a guide but to stroll 
around at a leisurely pace. Perhaps we missed out on the detailed history of the tiny island, but we 
still enjoyed wandering around on our own, without anyone telling us where to go or what to look at. 
The small community seemed frozen in time – no major construction in the last while – but 
inhabited and busy. It was hugely touristy, and on arrival you couldn’t move without being hassled 
by a guide, a lady selling jewellery, or an artist peddling his paintings.  

We wandered up to the top of the lookout hill with its large naval guns, and browsed the art 
display near the port. We visited the old fort with its historical account – unfortunately all in French. 
However, the photographs and diagrams depicted the horrors of the slave trade and the conditions 
the enslaved endured, and the shackles were on display. No need for words. 
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Before returning to the mainland we sat down for a traditional Senegalese lunch of yassa at a 
lovely little restaurant facing onto the docks. 

It was refreshing to spend relaxed time just chatting with Dan and Kumi – about Life, the 
Universe and Everything. In between arranging the vehicle shipping we lazed on the beach at their 
hotel or sat drinking coffee. Other adventurers are always so interesting to chat to and African 
GirlChild and I really enjoyed their perspectives on the world. 

But all good things come to an end. Kumi’s adventure was done. She caught her flight and 
returned to the chilly weather of the UK. Dan packed up his bike and flew to Windhoek in Namibia. 
His adventure was not done yet, he still had a 1,600 kilometre stretch to cover from Windhoek to 
Cape Town before flying back to the UK. We bade them fond farewells, and wished Dan safe travels 
for his journey’s final stage. 

*** 

The traffic in Dakar had its own set of rules. Somehow it all just kept moving and flowing despite 
people cutting in, pushing in, or changing lanes, mostly with a hand stuck out the window which 
seemed to indicate “I am going to do it anyway so please give me some space”. Taking one of the 
yellow and black taxis was definitely the better way to experience the traffic. Although we never 
actually saw any knocks, bumps or scrapes, the state of 99% of vehicles on the road suggested this 
was a fairly common occurrence. Bargaining with the taxi driver to agree a fare – before hopping in 
– was somewhat of a game. And I became quite good at it. I learned how much it should cost to get 
from A to B, and would refuse to budge on the price. In obvious frustration, one taxi driver paid me 
the hugest compliment: he told me I was just like a Senegalese … and then agreed to the price I 
offered. We quickly learned, though, that just because the taxi driver said he knew the location we 
wanted to go to (particularly when returning to our lesser known hotel), it didn’t mean he actually 
did. Frequently, 30 seconds after pulling off, the driver would be on his mobile asking a friend if he 
had heard of the hotel and had any idea where it might be. 

As tourists we were hassled a lot less than we expected. Most of the time we walked around 
undisturbed: we were bothered by the pedlars selling mobile top-up airtime as much as any 
Senegalese. But people were very friendly. In Place d’Independence, after being evicted from the 
grass, I ended up chatting to a chap next to me on the bench for about half an hour. He was 
Senegalese but living in France, and was enjoying his two month vacation back in Dakar. Almost 
everywhere we were – in a tiny local restaurant, waiting for the ferry, on the stairs in the hotel – 
people always seem to have a cheery “Bonjour, ca va?” with a smile and a handshake, even if just 
passing by. 

The most pestering we experienced was at Place d’Independence, where there were hordes of 
sellers selling everything imaginable, and on Ile de Goree, with ladies selling their armfuls of 
jewellery. As soon as we expressed even the tiniest interest in one item, it seemed to be the cue for 
everyone to crowd around and shove their wares under our noses. Bargaining was the name of the 
game. Of course, the best deals were had when we actually walked away. African GirlChild bought a 
scarf for 1,000 CFA down from 3,000 CFA and probably still overpaid, after she had said “non” and 
walked away. The seller chased us for half a block before giving in to African GirlChild’s offer. It 
seemed the tourist pickings were thin in those tough European economic times. 

The weekend after seeing the Customs official for the last time was almost unbearable. We had no 
idea if our container with Brodie had been loaded or if the ship had even sailed. Despite all our 
efforts to occupy our minds elsewhere, the uncertainty kept resurfacing, maintaining our elevated 
stress-levels. We only ate because we had to, and sleep became a matter of exhaustion rather than of 
peace and tranquillity. 

Monday arrived, with confirmation that the ship had sailed with our container safely on board. 
We could arrange for the shipping bill to be paid and receive our Bill of Lading, the all-important 
piece of paper to retrieve Brodie on the other end. The following day we went in to settle the bill. 
This proved to be another test of our nerves …  
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I had prepared US Dollars to pay for the shipping as the quote had been given in Dollars. I had 
also brought Euros for the freight forwarding, as that quote had been in Euro. Another example of 
how tired I was? Possibly. But it never occurred to me that they wanted payment in CFA, even 
though they gave quotes in USD and Euro. So off I went, with a runner, trying to find a place to 
exchange my money into CFA – after bank closing time! I think the big boss at the office had had a 
few words with the staff while I was out, because the teller was still open for me when I returned, 15 
minutes after it was due to close (when it is closing time African minutes are shorter than clock 
minutes). Again, the relief was tangible as we walked out of the office, payment done, paperwork in 
hand, vehicle departed. We could finally relax, concentrate on our flights, and start planning the 
next stage of the adventure. 

Southern Africa here we come! 
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8 SOUTH AFRICA – LAND OF POSSIBILITY 

March 2013 – April 2013, 33 days, 3,087 kilometres 

Viking Explorer 

While we took a more direct route from Dakar, Senegal to Cape Town, South Africa, 
Brodie took the slow route.  We’d found the two and a half week shipping time quoted 
by the agent in Dakar hard to believe, because we’d heard that other overlanders who 
had shipped their vehicles from Ghana to Cape Town the previous year had 
experienced major delays, and a shipping time of close to 40 days. Nevertheless, we 
tried to remain optimistic. Every time we logged on to track the container, we hoped 
that this wouldn’t happen to us. 

So, imagine the lack of surprise – but the disappointment – when we discovered that Brodie was 
taking the scenic route all the way down the west coast of Africa! We were even more concerned, 
though, when we learned that the vehicle was going to change vessel no less than three times!! 
Transition meant a possibility the container could be missed off the manifest. What if the fork-lift 
driver had a bad day and missed it?  But, we kept thinking positive thoughts…   

You can also imagine the relief when, after almost 5 weeks at sea, our contact Keith informed us 
that the container vessel would be docking in Cape Town in the coming days. Arrangements were 
then made with Customs, and we were informed that the container opening ‘ceremony’ was 
scheduled to take place at noon the following Monday. Keith continued to keep us in the loop, and 
just before the weekend we received the joyful news that the container had been unloaded, and was 
waiting for us at the SA Container Depot. 

Our hosts in Cape Town were African GirlChild’s aunt and uncle, Margie and Tim. They were as 
eager as us to witness the opening of the container, and wanted to experience a day in the life of an 
overlander. With great excitement, we piled into their car and set off towards the docks. Near the 
entrance we met up with Keith, with whom we had only spoken to on the phone. All that was 
missing was the agent, Moses. We were told that he was picking up the customs inspector and we 
were to meet them at the gate. 

Even though we were in South Africa, we realised we needed to think Africa time – midday 
became 12:30pm before the agent and the customs inspector arrived. Moses was super friendly and 
was also a good friend of Keith. Their working relationship in the shipping business went back more 
than 40 years. The customs inspector was very reserved, something that was part of their training, 
we later learned. We walked around to the back of the customs shed to look for the container in the 
waiting area.  

Not there!  

Our hearts skipped a beat. 

By this stage we had been joined by the yard workers, the foreman, Moses’ helper, and a couple of 
other guys. A search for the container began. After what seemed like hours but was more likely half 
an hour, the container was located in the middle of a stack of containers in another part of the yard. 
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The fork-lift truck was called in, and in no time the stack was rearranged and container was placed 
on the ground where it could easily be opened and emptied. 

The customs seal was broken in full view of all present. Impatiently we waited while the yard 
workers opened the doors. And there was Brodie. As dusty as when we last saw him, but unharmed, 
standing in exactly the same spot. Phew! Hooray! We all cheered spontaneously. 

I think we all felt the yard workers took too long to remove the tie downs and roll stops. 
Eventually, though, I was given the go-ahead to connect the batteries and drive Brodie out. Batteries 
connected, Brodie started first time. I had not really expected anything else. Everyone’s powers of 
positive thinking – from all over the world – ensured that the vehicle emerged in excellent 
condition. After parking up, the customs inspector asked to see the badge with vehicle information 
in the engine bay, and had a quick look inside. 

The speedy and successful opening, unpacking and customs clearance meant that we could 
arrange the release of Brodie with the shipping company straight away. While this happened, the 
merry bunch went off for lunch. A few hours later we returned to the container depot, collected 
Brodie, and finally departed the compound. Only one more step remained: picking up the Carnet 
(and paying of course). No drama there either, and we were soon on our way back to the house. 

By the end of the afternoon the four of us were drained, both physically and emotionally. 
However, our hosts Margie and Tim loved being such an important part of our adventure, and had 
found the experience most entertaining. For us, a big logistical undertaking had been successfully 
completed, and finally we could start feeling excited about the next stage of our journey. 

We had already planned a few days in Cape Town and the surrounding areas before driving to 
Johannesburg. Dave and Bev, friends of Margie and Tim, provided us with a place to stay and an 
area to repack the vehicle. We spent a day in their front yard rearranging Brodie from ‘shipping’ set-
up to ‘travelling’ set-up, which only served to remind us of the importance of a full repack in 
Johannesburg before we continued on the next stage of our journey. 

We bade farewell to our kind hosts in Cape Town and set course for Langebaan along the 
beautiful Whale Coast Route. It was exhilarating! After almost two months of relative inactivity, we 
were once again driving, exploring, stopping to eat out of the back of the vehicle, and sleeping in the 
rooftop tent. We were overlanders again! 

*** 

During our preparation before we set off from the UK, we tapped into the Overland Community. 
There were many people who helped us with information, but particularly patient with us were Vicki 
and Nick of Langebaan Sunset. A few years previously, they had made the trip all the way down the 
west coast of Africa from UK to Cape Town, and they became a source of much valuable 
information. So, after collecting Brodie in Cape Town, our first stop was Langebaan, taking a detour 
through the West Coast National Park on the way. 

The West Coast National Park is located just south of Langebaan. It is mainly low shrub land 
based on sand, and incorporates the Langebaan Lagoon which adds a marshland area. The 
Langebaan Lagoon became a recognised RAMSAR wetland area in 1975, while the Park was formally 
established in 1985. In 2013 the Park comprised a total of 32,000ha, with an additional area open to 
the public in the flower season. The area has also had some Norwegian influence through a whaling 
station that operated between 1909 and 1930. 

The West Coast Gate to the park, which we used as our entry point, is located just off the main 
road. At the gate we were met by a friendly warden who took our details. As he opened the gate for 
us, he also handed us a very useful map of the park where all the bird hides and look-out points were 
marked. Such a welcome contrast to the map-less parks we had visited in Senegal! 

After a quick look at our map to plot a route (we did not have a lot of options) we set off for the 
first bird hide, which was a quiet place overlooking a watering hole. Inside were informative posters 
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of the main birds that could be seen there. While there we spotted Ibis, Spoonbills and Canaries 
amongst others. From the hide we continued on the road past Johanne’s Beach Cottage, ending up 
at the braai (barbeque) area at Preekstoel (I am sure there some Norwegian influence in that name). 

We had already enjoyed our lunch before entering the park, but could not resist temptation to try 
out the acclaimed restaurant at Geelbek. On our way there we spotted both kudu and eland, and 
added a few more birds to our bird list. The restaurant offered an excellent selection of cakes: 
African GirlChild ordered a very decadent piece of chocolate cake while I chose the red velvet cake. 
We sat outside basking in the autumn sun like lizards, relaxing, enjoying the peace and quiet, 
devouring our delicious cakes. 

A short walk from the restaurant were two bird hides, located at the end of wooden walkways 
stretching into the lagoon. These were perfect places to watch the wading birds, especially the 
flamingos. Overhead, the sky was filled with swallows, circling and weaving, looking for insects. 

We left the park using the Langebaan Gate, winding our way along the east side of the lagoon, 
keeping a sharp eye out for anything that moved. Although the park also promised zebra and 
caracal, they were elusive at the time we visited, but we still felt it had been a rewarding time spent 
in the park. 

Vicki and Nick of Langebaan Sunset welcomed us and invited us to stay the night. It was 
wonderful to meet them in person and say a big thank-you. We spent a most enjoyable evening 
sharing stories, gazing longingly at their enormous map of Africa on the wall. As with all 
overlanders, we did the by now traditional check over of each other’s vehicles – everyone always on 
the lookout for a cunning idea they hadn’t thought of before!   

The following morning we set off for Onrus, just outside Hermanus, to visit more of the South 
African family: uncle and aunt, Gavin and Cynth, and dear Granny Ruth, who celebrated her 94th 
birthday later that year. As per our tradition we opted for the scenic route along the coast road from 
Strand around the peninsula to Kleinmond, and managed to avoid the Easter getaway traffic on the 
motorway in the process. Along the way we stopped in Betty’s Bay to visit the Stoney Point African 
Penguin Breeding Colony. 

The Stoney Point African Penguin Breeding Colony is one of two shore-based colonies in South 
Africa for the Jackass Penguin. It is located at an abandoned whaling station, which closed in 1930. 
The area was declared a protected area for the penguins, and fences and boardwalks were built to 
create space between tourists and the breeding colony. Jackass Penguin numbers have declined to 
about 10% of the numbers they were 50 years ago, and the species is now listed as Vulnerable. 

After buying our tickets in the little visitor’s booth we wandered along the boardwalk, watching 
the little black and white penguins in their tuxedos: grooming, swimming, sleeping, nesting, feeding, 
calling and socialising. They were loud, and the whole area had a particular odour about it. It was 
wonderful to just stand and watch them while they were almost completely unconcerned about our 
presence above them on the boardwalk. 

Reaching Onrus, we were welcomed with open arms and much excitement for arriving ahead of 
schedule. And – most importantly – we had arrived safe and sound. Gavin and Cynth, also keen 
explorers, opened their home to us. 

We needed to visit Cape Agulhas. What should have been the finishing point of the original plan, 
had become a marker in the re-planned adventure. The sunny weather we had enjoyed earlier in the 
week had given way to overcast and drizzly weather – identical to a good UK summer’s day! 
Ironically, we awoke to a grey gloomy day – actually a perfect reflection of our moods. 

Both of us were excited that we had reached Cape Agulhas – the southern-most tip of Africa – but 
at the same time we were sad that we hadn’t managed to drive the whole way down the west coast as 
originally planned. We also felt sad that our map of Africa would have a big dotted line across the 
Atlantic Ocean. I don’t regret the choice of shipping at all; nor does African GirlChild. We were just 
saddened that this beautiful continent continues to be plagued by fighting, religious intolerance and 
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political instability generation after generation. 

Braving the rain and howling at Cape Agulhas, we armed ourselves with waterproofs and cameras 
and ensured we documented our ‘final destination’. After a few quick photos of us at the landmark, 
we hopped back into the vehicle. As luck would have it, the weather improved once we left Cape 
Agulhas, encouraging us to take a slightly longer route back to the warmth of the indoors in 
Hermanus. 

The African Travel Bug definitely runs in African GirlChild’s family. Gavin and Cynth are no 
exceptions. They had been part of our Zambia trip in those early preparation stages. We wanted to 
pick their brains about some of their other trips into Africa. In front of a blazing fire, they shared 
their trip photos and stories from separate trips to Zambia and Tanzania undertaken in the last few 
years. Their photos were stunning, and the information they provided gave us a few more places to 
consider for our itinerary. 

Gavin and Cynth also introduced us to their neighbours, Paul and Suzanne, who were about to 
depart on their own three month adventure up to Uganda via Zambia and back to South Africa via 
Mozambique. We compared notes and were pleasantly surprised to see that a large part of their 
route resembled some of our early thinking for our next stage. Unfortunately, they were to start 
about a month before us, so the logistics of travelling together didn’t quite work out. With so much 
information at hand we were keen to hit the road again. 

*** 

During my first visit to South Africa in 2003, at the end of a fantastic road trip, we completed the 
1,500 kilometre journey from Cape Town to Johannesburg in one exhausting day. Not so this time. 
We did not want to stress. We planned to break the drive up into manageable chunks and visit some 
of the sights along the way. We agreed that three days would be the perfect amount of time. 

We crossed the Overberg mountains from Onrus to Worcester, before joining the main national 
route to Johannesburg. Initially the road winds through spectacular valleys and we gazed in awe at 
the magnificent cliffs and mountainsides. The valleys eventually became gentle plains and we 
continued our journey through the barren, dry Karoo before reaching our stop for the night at Karoo 
National Park. 

The foundations for Karoo National Park were originally suggested by a local farmer in the 1950s, 
and the park was formally proclaimed in 1979 by South Africa National Parks. Additional land has 
been added, and the total area is now just under 90,000ha. It contains three of the Big Five: Black 
Rhino, lion, and buffalo, and a variety of antelope and birds. It is also of significant ecological 
importance, giving valuable insight into the ancient ecosystem of which this area forms a part. 

There was no campsite availability at the park campsite when we called ahead, but we stopped at 
the gate just to double check. Success! They had had a cancellation so there was space available. We 
immediately noticed that the park was very well kept. The signs were in good order, the fence 
around the camp looked solid, and when we reached the chalets and the reception area we were 
really impressed. Unfortunately, due to the rain the previous few days, all the 4x4 trails were closed. 
It was only the main two game drives that were open. For us, not a big problem as we were only 
staying one night, but this must have been a bit disappointing for those staying for longer. 

The receptionist had a good sense of humour. With a cheeky grin she warned us that “if you get 
out of your vehicle at the picnic spot, look for the lions – they are quite hungry and a bit tired of 
springbok. They would love some exotic meat…” Formalities concluded, we set out for an afternoon 
game drive on the short circuit. Due to strict park rules regarding gate closure at 6pm, we did not 
have too much time to stop and just watch, yet we were still able to spot ostrich, red hartebees, zebra 
and kudu before returning to camp. 

Back at the campsite we found a vacant spot to park and unfold our tent. Compared to local SA 
campers, we looked out of the ordinary; we did not have an elaborate trailer set-up, we did not have 
a lot of light, and we did not have any equipment for a braai (barbeque). This was quite different to 
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what we’d experienced in West Africa.  

We also noticed that, typical of SA campsites, there were lots of children running around. Yet by 
10pm, the site was quiet.  It was still quiet when we got up at 6am the next morning. 

After a quick breakfast and a cup of something hot to drink (the thermometer showed a cool 9C) 
we set off to explore the long game drive circuit. This 45 kilometre loop took in some really stunning 
scenery: grassland, bushes, mountains and ravines. The best of the Karoo. On the loop, we added 
steenbok, black-backed jackal, springbok, eland, gemsbok, and grey rhebok to our list. We also saw a 
lot of birds, although our one set of very basic binoculars and lack of bird guide book limited our 
ability to do proper identifying. We could easily have spent half a day on the loop, but with a long 
drive ahead of us we tried to keep a bit of a pace up and left the park at 10am. 

We continued our way through the Karoo to Kimberley, a historic little town which owes its 
existence to the discovery of diamonds. We stayed in the municipal campsite, with a rather eccentric 
Botswanan backpacker as a neighbour. Even its location in the middle of the city wasn’t too noisy. I 
am certain, though, that I heard a call to prayer at about 5:30am. 

Kimberley has considerable historical significance, mainly due to its diamond mining past and 
the siege during the Second Anglo Boer War. The discovery of diamonds in 1866 caused a rush of 
people seeking their fortune. The hill turned into an enormous hole – known as the Big Hole. It is 
the largest hand dug excavation in the world at 214 metres deep, a surface area of 17 hectares and a 
perimeter of 1.6 kilometres. By the time mining ceased in 1914, more than two tons of diamonds had 
been extracted from 22.5million tons of excavated earth. 

Our journey via Kimberley was specifically chosen so that we could enjoy a visit to the Big Hole. 
Not only was the hole itself impressive, but the museum proved to be informative and interesting. 
The Old Town contained period buildings that had either been preserved or replicated in their 
entirety. There was a guided tour included in the admission price, a 15 minute video about the early 
years in Kimberley, an underground experience, a real diamond display, and an exhibition centre. It 
was a fascinating few hours and well worth the stop. Soon we were on the last stretch to 
Johannesburg. 

This three-day trip to Johannesburg was an eye-opener for both of us. While we both love South 
Africa and its beauty, we were no longer residents. This time we looked at it with new eyes: the eyes 
of travellers, explorers, adventurers. It became even more beautiful. After everything we saw and 
experienced in the first stage from Morocco to Senegal, the variety and beauty of the Cape was 
captivating. The gorgeous coastlines, stunning mountain ranges and the wide open flats of the Karoo 
left us speechless. At one particularly beautiful spot African GirlChild proclaimed “I am so privileged 
and so proud to be South African”. It really is a world in one country.  

 *** 

We finally reached Johannesburg, African GirlChild’s home town, and for the first time my in-
laws could see our home on wheels. We settled into our ‘penthouse on the ground floor’ in the main 
house where we had the space to spread out the contents of the vehicle and get on with the 
important task of preparing for Stage II. 

When we left the UK, after rushing to finish all the practicalities, we hadn’t done any day to day 
route planning. We knew which countries we wanted to visit, and we had our trusty guide book with 
us. The people we met along the way provided us with information about what was worth seeing, 
what was worth avoiding, and some up to date practical advice about border crossings and places to 
stay. When we were fortunate enough to have good internet connection, we would do some internet 
research about what lay ahead. 

It worked well for us. We had such fantastic experiences and really enjoyed our travels and 
explorations. And no, we didn’t get to see nearly enough of what we wanted to see – isn’t that always 
the case? 
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This time we tried a different approach. 

We had a bit of time on our hands, so we looked in more detail at which countries we wanted to 
visit, what sites and what national parks we wanted to spend time in on the way. With maps and 
magazines in hand, and intermittent internet available, we dug in. 

The immediate realisation was that our original budget, which we ably managed to stick to in 
Stage I for four months, could be much tougher to stick to in Stage II. National Parks were 
expensive, eye-wateringly so in places. Camping was certainly more pricy too. Fuel looked to be 
about the same price but distances were longer. We were determined to achieve a balance, visiting 
and seeing what we were interested in, without killing the budget. 

*** 

As we researched the next countries on our trip, we became aware of the many community 
projects and aid organisations in these countries. Not only were there more of them, they were also 
more prominent than those we encountered in northwest Africa. 

We have never subscribed to the belief of hand-outs – anywhere in the world. In our opinion and 
from what we have seen, hand-out based aid creates a culture of dependency and in ways is 
demeaning to the recipients. 

We started looking into how we could get involved in genuine initiatives not based on hand-outs. 
It is inspiring for us to see when people take charge of their own lives – with or without outside help 
– determined to empower themselves. In places, we have seen the formation of co-operatives, where 
members come together to provide a product or service to the market. In other places a village 
receives income generated through providing tourism offerings, often local guiding, which is then 
used for specific projects to improve village life (schools, water pumps, electricity). 

We applaud these initiatives. 

But what we find confusing and disappointing is the distortion in pricing structure that 
sometimes has a tendency to emerge. 

Case in point: a women’s co-operative charged the same price for camping as another campsite 
not too far away, but with a 50% surcharge for access to one bucket of water for the two of us for a 
shower! The other campsite had an ablution block with flushing toilets and proper showers, and 
employed numerous locals from the nearby village. 

Another village initiative invited tourists (which of course we aren’t, we’re travellers) to spend a 
day and night in the village and experience true village life. With food included, the cost per person 
was 10 times the price of camping in a nearby campsite. And 20 times more expensive if you booked 
the experience through a tour company! While we’d love to support the initiative, we couldn’t justify 
the exorbitant cost. 

And so we remained confused. We wanted to support the local communities and villages who 
were taking charge of their own lives. But we also wanted to walk away without a bitter taste, and 
without the feeling of being ripped off. 

Eventually, we decided we’d continue travelling in our own way. Maybe we wouldn’t directly 
support these initiatives, but by staying in the campsite of our choosing, we are contributing to 
employment in the area. By buying in the local markets, we are supporting the local farmers. By 
visiting National Parks, we are supporting the conservation efforts. And maybe we would be able to 
find a local cause to support along the way. 

 *** 

In Johannesburg, Brodie had a well-earned visit to a mechanic, Jonathan. Recommended to us 
by friends, Jonathan attended to our home on wheels. Of course, EVERYTHING takes longer than 
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expected, and there are ALWAYS a few more surprises than anticipated, but we were glad that these 
issues were being sorted out in Johannesburg rather than when becoming stranded in Botswana or 
further north. The clutch needed replacing, and we discovered the old one had worn down to the 
studs and was almost burnt out. Yikes! Then, the seals for the prop shafts needed changing. I’d 
attempted to get this done in the UK before we departed, but couldn’t find anyone to do the job. 
Next up, the mounting bracket for the gearbox was broken. As no spares were available in 
Johannesburg, we needed to drive to N1 4x4 just outside Pretoria, the nearest place specialising in 
Land Cruisers, 100 kilometres away. They had warehouses the size of football fields with new, 
reconditioned and used parts. I had great fun rummaging in bins and exploring the lot. 

We also met up with fellow overlanders. As mentioned many times it is such a welcoming and 
informative community, and frequently you get to know people very well online. After chatting to 
Arno and Elize of ‘Arnize go 2 Africa’ on email it was great to finally meet up. Over a delicious braai 
one evening we shared our adventure so far and compared notes for the coming section. We were 
both heading up the east coast of Africa, but following different routes and travelling on different 
timescales. Our dear friends Noel and Ping were also in Johannesburg, waiting for their vehicle to 
arrive in Durban from Ghana. They were planning to explore South Africa first, before starting their 
trip up the east coast. We met them for lunch on a few occasions to share stories and discuss route 
options. 

But, before we resumed our journey, we really needed to completely repack Brodie. During Stage 
I we had learned what was really needed in the vehicle and what was not, so we set about sorting 
through all our belongings. It turned out to be a highly successful endeavour.  

We were in agreement that it was unnecessary to fill every available space in the vehicle. So, to 
this end, we reduced our clothes to a 40 litre bag each, reduced the tools and random odds and ends, 
and took out the books and paperwork from Stage I. A substantial pile was to be left behind. Then, 
to what was left, we added back a few well-chosen items that would make the following stage a little 
more comfortable: a potjie pot (cast-iron pot for outdoor cooking) for baking bread and cooking 
potjies (traditional South African stew) on an open fire, LED lighting for inside the tail gate, a fruit 
and vegetable box, a privacy screen, and a kettle for that essential cup of coffee or tea in the 
morning. The last thing we added was a huge box full of rusks – home baked by us and to be 
consumed with that essential cup. 

We were itching to start Stage II. We were longing to return to the road. The National Parks were 
calling our names. And autumn was rapidly approaching Johannesburg with cooler night time 
temperatures. Time to head north. 

 *** 

Finally we were back on the road! It felt fantastic. We left behind the hustle and bustle of 
Johannesburg and followed our compass bearing north towards the lesser known and visited park of 
Mapungubwe. As we turned off from the main roads and joined the smaller ones, we could feel our 
travelling mode set in again. We started relaxing. 

Mapungubwe National Park takes its name from the Mapungubwe settlement found in that area. 
Mapungubwe Hill has been excavated by the University of Pretoria, uncovering remains of 
settlements as far back as 1030AD. The area was abandoned around 1290AD, but is believed to have 
housed 5,000-9,000 people. Excavations have showed signs of significant prosperity. The site of the 
settlement has been recognised as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and offers a wide variety of 
animals and birds. The park borders Botswana.  

We were met at the park reception by friendly staff. They showed us the park maps, the self-drive 
options, and explained the activities on offer. On arrival, we signed up for the guided Cultural and 
Heritage Walk, a short tour taking in the sights of the park, the archaeological excavations, and the 
Mapungubwe Hill.  

Before the walk, we had about an hour and a half to explore some of the park. This unfortunately 
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coincided with ‘silly hour’ – the hot time of day where all life hides from the sun.  We still had our 
hopes up, so we kept our eyes and ears open.  However, most of the game was sensibly hiding in the 
shade, out of sight, something we should probably have done too. 

Our guide for the walk had grown up in the area, and he enthusiastically shared his excellent 
knowledge of both history and landscape. He told us he used to visit one of the tribe elders of the 
local Mapungubwe tribe to learn more about the history of the area. His goal was to one day write a 
book about all the history he had collected. 

He led us to a well preserved excavation site and we had a chance to descend into the excavation 
to learn more about the history of the tribe and see evidence of how they lived. Afterwards, we 
climbed Mapungubwe Hill, with views to the horizon and evidence of ancient homesteads. It was 
fascinating to discover that the area had supported a functioning society almost a millennium 
earlier. 

As we were returning to the safari vehicle we realised we had acquired a visitor – an inquisitive 
elephant was walking around the vehicle, exploring it with his trunk, pausing to analyse the new and 
unfamiliar smells. With daylight fast disappearing, our guide gently encouraged the elephant to 
move away, and we scurried into the game drive vehicle to return to the main gate. 

Mapungubwe National Park is divided into two parts. The main gate is in the eastern part, and 
the campsite we had booked is in the western part. This required a long drive around the edge of the 
park to reach the campsite entrance. It was completely dark when we arrived at the campsite gate, 
and the guard looked at us suspiciously as we pulled up. After producing park permits, camping 
bookings, the receipt for the cultural walk – and a little bit of banter – he let us in. We had to take 
down the electric fence before we could enter our camping stand, erected for our protection from 
wandering wildlife. That night, our campsite companions included a pair of bushbabies: their eyes 
reflected red in our torchlights as they leapt from tree to tree. 

We packed up early the next morning in order to have enough time for a game drive before the 
final leg of our journey towards the Platjan border post into Botswana. With the limited time 
available, we chose to drive the loop just outside the campsite. It was a relatively short and easy 
drive, but it gave us some good animal sightings and a variety of scenery. It also showed us the 
results of flood damage from earlier in the year, when a prolonged period of torrential rainfall 
caused the rivers in the area to swell and burst their banks. At the end of the loop we said “goodbye” 
to the park, and were in complete agreement with someone close to us who had told us “you need 
more than a day in Mapungubwe”. 

Botswana – here we come!   
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9 BOTSWANA – LAND OF ELEPHANTS 

May 2013, 13 days, 2,002 kilometres 

African GirlChild 

Our excitement mounted when our vehicle arrived in Cape Town – amongst other 
things, we could finalise a plan that had been brewing for a while: join Global 
Adventures on their Botswana Recce. 

We met Scott at the Adventure Overland Show in the UK before our departure in October 2012, 
having chatted online for months prior. We made an agreement at the show to embark on a trip 
together ‘at some point in the future’. Little did we realise six months later would see the agreement 
materialise. Their plan to visit Botswana had been a year or more in the making, and we looked 
forward to meeting up with them when we set off from Johannesburg  

The border crossing into Botswana had been hassle free – the smaller, quieter border post of 
Platjan was such a sharp contrast to the 10.5 hour ordeal of crossing from Western Sahara / 
Morocco into Mauritania. But, the temperature was rising. Even though it was early autumn in 
southern Africa, the daytime temperatures still reached well into the 20’s. We eagerly sought a patch 
of shade to park up and rest through ‘silly hour’ – the early afternoon sweltering hours where no 
sensible man or beast wanders around. 

Leaving the gravel main road, we followed the signs for Momela Bush Camp. Soon, we arrived at 
a small hut, and were greeted with huge smiles from Alex and Chris, the two chaps looking after the 
camp. After completing formalities, including indemnity forms and payment, Chris took us to our 
campsite. 

This campsite bore little resemblance to the demarcated campsites of Europe or South Africa. We 
proceeded along our own little ‘driveway’ down to the campsite, one of only four on the game farm. 
Tall grass bent inwards partly obscuring the track, but soon opened up to the space that would be 
our home for the next two nights. 

The location was stunning! 

Our camping stand was larger than the entire camping area we shared with other campers in 
Djidjack in Senegal! There was ample space for another two vehicles without anyone feeling 
crowded. A large Jackalberry tree spread its branches across most of the campsite, providing 
valuable shade. We had our own shower – open to the skies – and a flushing toilet, with a washing 
up sink nearby.  A place had been created to make a bonfire, and a purpose built braai area. Very 
simple, but very luxurious for us.  

Next morning we set off early to visit Solomon’s Wall, a natural basalt dyke looming more than 15 
metres tall. Only an occasional herd of impala and a large ostrich farm were noteworthy as we drove 
along. I suspect most of the game was resident in the Mashatu Game Reserve area of Tuli Block, 
rather than on these more western fringes. 

We reached Solomon’s Wall and saw more evidence of the devastating floods from earlier in 
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2013. The road which crossed through a gap in the Wall was no more, having been washed away. 
Vegetation along the riverbanks was absent, or flattened. While we admired the scenery, a Fish 
Eagle flew down, skimmed the river and picked up a fish before landing in a tree to devour its prey.  

On our return to the campsite, we explored some of the designated 4x4 routes. They weren’t 
particularly long nor technical but the drive gave us a chance to explore the farm around Momela 
Bush Camp, spot a few animals and give our Botswana bird list a good start. 

That night we made our first attempt at home baked bread on the fire, using the potjie pot we 
added to our kit in Johannesburg. With a few hot coals underneath the pot and a few more balanced 
on the lid, we had ourselves a perfect oven. Soda bread was the bread of choice and was successfully 
executed. The aroma of fresh baked bread emerging from the pot smelled tantalising. 

After Molema, our next destination was Khama Rhino Sanctuary. Not over extending ourselves 
and needing a stop for provisions and local currency of Botswanan pula, we aimed for Palapye about 
60 kilometres from Khama Rhino Sanctuary. 

On the way we crossed the infamous Veterinary Control Fence, a 3,000 kilometre fence dividing 
Botswana into two areas: one part being foot-and-mouth free and the other part not. We didn’t 
realise we were travelling in the wrong direction and were required to declare any unprocessed 
products from hoofed animals. The discussion was all quite pleasant with the official and Viking 
Explorer enquired what products was specifically included. Our meat was still in its original South 
African packaging and the officer was rather agreeable, so he let us go our merry way. 

On our way to Palapye, we passed through numerous small villages. Perhaps if we hadn’t 
travelled in Senegal we wouldn’t have appreciated how little rubbish was strewn in and around 
villages. Also, the villages seemed more developed and rather than a mishmash of corrugated iron 
shacks, most houses in this area were brick, plastered and roofed. It was another pleasant surprise. 

Upon reaching Palapye, we filled fuel, checked email at a tiny internet cafe, stocked up on 
provisions, and withdrew money. Our planned campsite for the night was Camp Itumela. The 
charming campsite lay a little way off the main strip, near the train shunting yard. They catered to 
everyone through providing chalets, pre-erected tents and camping pitches. The owners provided a 
full camping kitchen equipped with microwaves, fridge, cooking and washing up facilities. The final 
charm of the camp was the assortment of turkeys, geese and chickens that wandered around. 

While we didn’t find Botswanans unfriendly, we did find them to be more thoughtful and 
reserved. South Africans and Senegalese both had a zany sense of humour, but we found that we 
ended up on much deeper topics with those Botswanans we struck up a conversation with. From Lee 
who ran the internet café in Palapye, to the gentleman from Statistics Botswana who was staying 
next to us at Camp Itumela, our conversations ran from the state of conservation in Botswana to the 
state of politics in South Africa. 

At Camp Itumela we met a Swiss couple, Kevin and Seriana. Their two month travels would take 
them through Botswana, Namibia and South Africa in a rented, kitted out 4x4. We passed an 
enjoyable evening together doing what travellers do best – swapping stories and information. Like 
with some travellers, we didn’t realise how often our paths would cross again. 

The next morning we made one last stop before departing for Khama Rhino Sanctuary – 
Botswana Tourism. What a wonderful group of friendly, helpful people. Given how tucked away 
their office was, I doubt they had many tourists visiting. We asked them many questions which they 
patiently answered, before loading us with magazines, maps and brochures and sending us on our 
way. 

*** 

Khama Rhino Sanctuary was established to provide a safe haven for rhino. After a shaky start 
they have been very successful; so successful in fact that they supply rhino to other parks and 
sanctuaries in Southern Africa. Measuring 4,300 hectares, the sanctuary provides plenty of space for 
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the rhino to roam. Fortunately for the rhino the Botswana Army patrol the Sanctuary, making their 
presence known regularly at the waterholes and from lookout towers. 

We arrived just before lunch. While checking in, the staff told us about the various activities on 
offer. Viking Explorer’s eyes lit up at the sound of the Rhino Tracking walk the following morning. It 
was an opportunity too good to miss.  

At our campsite, two resident Yellow-Billed Hornbills greeted us. They took a real liking to the 
vehicle, using the wind screen wipers as perches and gazing at themselves in the mirrors. After an 
afternoon nap in the shade of the trees we set off for an afternoon drive. Our route took us past the 
bird hide and one of the small pans. No sightings of rhino that afternoon, but some lovely sightings 
of wildlife and birds. 

That night we were again aware of the differences between camping in Botswana and South 
Africa. There was no fence around the campsite and so we were as much in the wold as the animals 
in the park. No night visitors though.  

At 6am the next morning Store and Ogi collected us promptly at our campsite. They planned to 
depart before other guests and the morning guided drives started, making it easier to pick up fresh 
tracks of rhino around the water holes. Our guides didn’t take long to find tracks on the road. We 
hopped out of the vehicle and within 15 minutes had found a female with her calf. Following the 
tracks was relatively easy on the trodden animal path. We watched for a few minutes being careful 
not to disturb them. On returning to the vehicle, we convinced our guides that the experience wasn’t 
real tracking, so we needed to find another set of tracks.  

The next tracking was far more challenging. We backtracked a few times when we lost the tracks. 
We relied on other tell-tale signs like flattened grass and recent dung to establish which way the 
rhino had passed. It was a new experience to arrive at a rhino midden (toilet) and find dung still hot, 
a sign that the rhino were no more than 15 minutes away. We tracked for more than an hour before 
we spotted the pair – another female rhino with a youngster.  

We estimated the female rhino stood about two metres at her shoulder height. Absolutely 
enormous. We watched from a safe distance as the rhino browsed in the bushes. Then, we quietly 
returned to the parked vehicle. On the way back Store mentioned that we should pay attention when 
following the animal paths as we could easily encounter wildlife using the same paths. No sooner 
had he spoken, than we rounded a corner and came across another enormous rhino. We circled and 
continued back to the vehicle. A most enjoyable experience. 

In the afternoon we wanted to visit the far end of the sanctuary. All the roads were deep sand, 
making driving slow. The vegetation was dense as we crossed through the sanctuary, but the small 
open plains and pans offered an open view. We saw kudu, impala, zebra, wildebeest, giraffe, 
steenbok, springbok, and black-backed jackal, and a number of birds as we explore. Our final stop at 
the pan treated us to a pair of rhino coming down to drink at eh waterhole as the sun descended. It 
was sheer magic watching the large animals go about their daily business, wary and cautious as they 
were. An army patrol vehicle pulled up beside us as we watched the rhino. They seemed similarly 
entranced by the view. 

That evening, Global Adventures arrived. Scott and Karl were hot and tired from international 
flights, a long day’s driving, as well as successfully navigating their first southern African border 
crossing. Finally we all sat around the camp fire at the start of an exciting adventure. 

Our stay in the park ended with a final drive the following morning. Although another most 
enjoyable drive, we did not see any more rhino. We returned to the pan from the previous evening 
and watched a herd of zebra arriving to drink at the waterhole.  

*** 

The itinerary was a tough one, with long days of driving and much to see. After Khama Rhino 
Sanctuary we drove northwards to Letlakane to arrange our park permits for the coming parks. 
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Unfortunately, unbeknownst to us it was a public holiday so the Department for Wildlife and 
National Parks was closed. The attendants at the gate helpfully called around to various friends to 
ascertain that we could pay for park fees at the respective park entrances. After a ‘quick’ stop at a 
South African Shoprite supermarket for a few provisions, we joined the road to Central Kalahari 
Game Reserve. The tar turned to sand as we passed through the entrance gate and onwards to our 
campsite. A total distance of 420 kilometres (110 kilometres on sandy roads) for the day took us 
almost 11 hours. Fairly tiring.  

Central Kalahari Game Reserve lies in the middle of Botswana. The park is the size of Switzerland 
or Denmark and probably does not have more than about 300 people at any given time. The reserve 
is remote. While there are campsites and a few lodges, there are no other signs of habitation. No 
running water in the park and no shops to buy provisions. Just large tracts of thin forest, shrub land, 
and sandy grass plains.  

Central Kalahari was the first real wilderness experience for all of us. This was the real Africa of 
our dreams.  The Africa that is fast disappearing. 

Our first campsite was at Sunday Pan. We ventured across the plains to watch a herd of 
wildebeest graze leisurely in the afternoon glow. The campsite itself was remote, unfenced, with a 
longdrop toilet and an empty bucket as a shower (water provided by campers). Except for the 
nearest campsite 15 kilometres away, we were completely alone. It was unbelievable. The night 
sounds seemed so loud, and I think it was a real baptism for our fellow adventurers. Exhausted, we 
collapsed into bed and drifted off listening to the authentic sounds of the bush. 

Our next campsite was booked at Passarge Pan, a further 50 kilometres into the park. We set off 
early to take advantage of the cool morning air, staring intently into the bush for animals waking up 
from their night sleep. A brief stop at the waterhole as we left Sunday Pan revealed three female 
kudu coming in to drink and the drive itself allowed us to see gemsbok and springbok – very typical 
wildlife in the harsh, arid environment. For us birders, we spotted a few special sights.   

We ate our lunch at our next campsite in the company of a Pale Chanting Goshawk. It had caught 
a field mouse for lunch and sat perched in one of the trees at the campsite to devour its prey. The 
mouse disappeared head, feet, fur and tail with nothing left to waste.  

As the heat let up we set off on our afternoon drive, spotting a small pack of bat-eared foxes. In 
the meantime, our friends at the campsite watched as a Black-Backed Jackal snatching one of the 
resident ground squirrels, leaving the rest calling and shrieking in warning. We really witnessed 
nature at play that day. In the evening, we heard a lone unidentified predator wandering around the 
perimeter of our camp, its eyes reflecting the light from the campfire. Likely it was a jackal or hyena. 

Having ventured far into the park, our departure the next morning was at 6:30am to ensure we 
could cover the 80 kilometres back to the gate before 11am, the official park exit time. On the way 
out we spotted the unusual sight of a honey badger near the side of the road, winding its way 
amongst the scrub and small bushes. A little further along, Scott and Karl stopped suddenly. With 
bushes on each side of the road, we had no idea what was happening. A large, black-maned, male 
Kalahari lion had walked down the road towards our travel companions before flopping down under 
a bush near the road edge. After Scott and Karl moved off to give us a chance to view the beautiful 
creature, we inched forwards and stopped the vehicle near the bush, watching as he washed himself. 
Bathing done, he stood up and quietly wandered off. Sensational to be that close to a big male lion. A 
memorable end to our time in Central Kalahari Game Reserve. 

*** 

After two nights in the Reserve, and barely seeing even a tiny corner, our itinerary lead us to our 
next destination. Not far up the road, we turned off to reach the ferry that would carry us across the 
Boteti River and into Makgadigadi Pans Game Reserve. Scott and Karl were fascinated by the ferry 
man and his simple ferry. Much like our experience of crossing the river in Senegal, this ferry was 
little more than a floating pontoon. It was only able to carry one vehicle at a time across the 100 
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metre wide river. The ferryman, Otie, beamed at us. He helped each of us in turn to cross for the 
requisite fee, but also chanced his luck at asking me to give him my sunglasses. 

Makgadigadi Pans Game Reserve is a relatively small park of 3,900 square kilometres which was 
established in the early 1970s. The reserve is complemented by Nxai Pan National Park of a further 
2,500 square kilometres which was combined with Makgadigadi to form one park in the early 1990s. 
Together, the parks protect large tracts of salt pans, palm forests, grasslands and savannahs.   

While completing the entry procedure, accompanied by smiles, the staff helpfully suggested an 
afternoon self-drive along the Boteti River, where the game tended to congregate in this the dry 
season. 

This was elephant land. Every park we visited had been special in its own way, and on our entry 
into Makgadigadi we were introduced to the large mammals who would be our constant companions 
in this and the next parks.  

We didn’t need to venture far from the entrance gate. After about a kilometre we spotted a herd 
of nine elephant on the river bank, fortunately some distance below our vantage point on the road. It 
was special for us to witness their family interactions. We sat in the car, gazing from the window for 
half an hour as the family herd gradually made their way into the river, bathed and played. Some 
elephants disappeared completely under water, while others preferred to wallow with their bodies 
half submerged. Hierarchy played its part and two youngsters waited a long time on the river banks 
until more senior members of the family had finished and exited the river. 

By then, the sun was high, the temperature rising toward the 30s and it was time to make our 
way the final few kilometres to the Khumaga campsite. The luxury of flushing toilets and solar 
heated water for showers was most welcome. We relaxed under the shady trees, savouring a relaxing 
lunch. 

On our afternoon drive we kept to the sand tracks following the river route. At times, we 
overlooked the water from a height, at times dropping down to river level. The landscape looked 
somewhat apocalyptic: many trees were broken off or pushed over with an appearance of being dead 
or dying. It felt desolate, except for the large numbers of wildlife present. Elephants continued to be 
the theme and we were amazed by the number we saw while elephant tracks suggested many more 
in the area. We spotted a large herd of wildebeest on a small plain near the water’s edge, with young 
wildebeest still suckling from their moms. In the fading day, kudu, zebra, and impala came down to 
the water to drink. A large male elephant enjoyed a mud bath, spraying the mud with his trunk and 
his wet body glistening bronze in the sun.  

The campsites was similarly unfenced and fellow campers told us the previous evening an 
elephant had wandered through. That evening, our campsite was visited by honey badgers who 
rustled around in the undergrowth not far from the edge of our camp.  

The following morning we made our way through the park to exit at the northern gate of 
Phuduhudu. We immediately noticed a change of scenery. Once we were away from the river, more 
trees seemed to survive the onslaught of the elephants population and the grass was taller and 
thicker. The wildlife was also scarce – evidently staying near to the water. 

*** 

In Maun, Botswana’s capital city, we had some administration to take care of: park entry fees for 
the remaining parks, fuel to take us through five days in the next two parks, food for the next five 
days. Scott and Karl also needed to visit the Land Rover repair shop to have a faulty lock on the rear 
door fixed. With success on all fronts, we set off for our accommodation. For Global Adventures, it 
was the luxury of real bed. Each had their own chalet overlooking the Thamalakane River. Viking 
Explorer and I were tucked away on the small campsite about 30 metres from the water’s edge. 

We continued to meet interesting people and this time our camping companions were a German 
couple who were touring for a month starting and finishing in Windhoek, Namibia. They had rented 
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a 4x4 vehicle for the trip, but were enjoying travelling in the region so much they were considering 
buying a vehicle on the next trip and storing it locally whilst back in Europe. We caught up on 
laundry, stringing up our clothes line around the tree. We also tried our hands at baking our own 
beer bread over the fire – another successful baking effort!  

We joined Scott and Karl for sundowners overlooking the river. The sky was painted with the 
golden colours of Africa. It was magical. I relaxed and soaked it all in. 

*** 

The following morning was another early start. We continued northwards on our itinerary in the 
direction of Moremi Game Reserve. This reserve captured our heart instantly. It was such a beautiful 
mix of forest, grass, plains, and water in both river and water holes. The reserve was a peaceful park, 
and although there were other vehicles around, it didn’t feel cramped or busy. Moreso, it was 
teeming with life. 

Moremi Game Reserve was established in 1960 and encompasses 3,000 square kilometres. The 
reserve is one of the best places to see the wildlife of the Okavango Delta.  

From the entrance gate, it took us about five hours to drive the 50 kilometres to reach our 
campsite at Third Bridge. There was a sandy ‘main’ road that led relatively directly to the camp. 
Instead, we took the scenic route that passed closer to the edge of Okavango Delta and so nearer to 
the animals seeking water. We were rewarded handsomely. At one spot we rounded a corner and 
saw a herd of 10 elephant drinking. They were quite close to the road and we didn’t want to disturb 
them. Instead, we stopped the car in the shade about 200 metres away and just observed. The huge 
animals were in no rush and we sat quietly for about 25 minutes before they moved off. We watched 
large herds of kudu feeding and drinking at the water’s edge and many waterbirds. Closer to camp 
the wildlife was equally abundant: three successive waterholes had a herd of more than 15 elephants 
at each. We were reunited with Scott and Karl when we eventually reached the campsite and sat 
down for a well-deserved lunch. 

The campsite overlooked a small pool in the river with a pathway leading up to a grazing area for 
hippos. As a result, it was a popular location for the guests at the other campsites to watch hippos. 
The previous few days had been rather exhausting in a good way, and we were suffering slightly 
from sensory overload. We spent the afternoon catching up with ourselves, snoozing, reading in the 
shade of the trees. Just before we turned in for the night, in the dusky evening light, two hippos left 
the river and grazed in the grass just 10 metres from our campsite. They knew we were there and 
seemed unconcerned as they ambled past munching quietly. A magical end to a superb day. 

In a rare event, we had two nights in the same campsite. As we prepared for our makoro trip the 
following morning, we realised Scott and Karl had no idea what a makoro was. Rather than us 
enlighten them, we suggested they peruse their trusty Bradt guide to see a photo. The look on their 
faces was priceless as they realised this was no ten-seater aluminium boat! Rather, a makoro is a 
type of wooden dugout canoe commonly used in Okavango Delta. As we were to find out, the 
makoros in use were made out of fibreglass, although still in their traditional shape. The 
government was concerned about the number of trees being felled to make new makoros each year, 
and so had introduced the compromise. There was also much giggling and banter as we all settled 
into the two makoros for our two hour trip in the waters of the Okavango Delta. Sitting so low in the 
water gave such a different perspective of the marsh lands. Weaving between the reeds with only the 
sounds of the guide steering the little boat through the maze of waterways was so peaceful. Once we 
all became accustomed to the balance, we could focus more on the surrounds and less on the fear of 
falling in.  

At Third Bridge we were pleasantly surprised to bump into Kevin and Seriana again, our Swiss 
friends from Palapye. They had met up with their friends in Maun and were travelling together 
exploring the parks in Botswana. They were following an almost identical itinerary to us. As it 
turned out, they would be staying in Savute the same night as we were. Small world this travelling 
world. 
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From Third Bridge campsite, we crossed the little bridge to head east towards North Gate and 
Khwai. As with the road in to Third Bridge, there was a ‘main’ road and a series of tracks leading 
closer to water. After a few trials and errors and a scenic route or two, we found the elevated viewing 
platform overlooking Dombo Hippo Pool. We watched hippo floating in the water, barely 
distinguishably from rocks with an African Darter using one as a diving platform. 

North Gate campsite lay just inside the park at the Khwai gate, near to the river. Although we did 
not have a view over the water, we quickly realised the campsite straddled a game path leading to 
the river. There were fresh elephant tracks on the ground from earlier that day, so we repositioned 
the car to avoid interrupting the flow of traffic. As we settled to eat dinner we heard rustling in the 
bushes nearby and a few moments later a large elephant emerged about 50 metres from us. He 
stopped for a moment, satisfying an itch by using a tree as a scratching post. It was a fascinating 
sound – loud, dry, rasping. We gazed, enthralled and delighted. 

Our wildlife encounters continued that evening. As we closed the car in preparation for bed, we 
heard more rustling in the nearby bushes. Viking Explorer grabbed the big torch and swung the 
beam of light in the direction of the sound. I think the hyena and the Viking were equally surprised. 
The hyena was only 10 metres away, its eyes reflecting red in the beam of light. It quickly hid behind 
a bush, peering at us through the leaves. When Viking Explorer lowered the beam of light, the hyena 
emerged. Eventually it moved off down the road, no scraps of food found at our campsite. Another 
magical encounter and a memorable finish to our time in Moremi. 

*** 

After three nights in Moremi Game Reserve and many memorable experiences, the itinerary 
pointed us to Chobe National Park. By this stage, sensory overload had set in. There was so much to 
take in: so many animals, so many birds and so much excitement. Even Scott and Karl had reached 
the point where they were driving past “just another elephant”! 

After exiting from Moremi National Park we followed a 40 kilometre sandy track until we entered 
Chobe National Park at Mababe Gate. We stopped briefly to look at the little owl that was sleeping 
tucked under the roof, eyes shut tight against the daylight. With a 70 kilometre journey up to our 
campsite at Savute, we couldn’t dawdle too long. 

Chobe National Park is 11,000 square kilometres and claims to be home to Botswana’s most 
varied wildlife, with the Chobe river front and Savute marshes providing different habitats. 

It was another typically hot, sunny, cloudless day, with the thermometer rushing into the 30’s. 
Travelling northwards the sun streamed into the car, baking us slowly. The wildlife was scarce. We 
saw very little on the long three long hours we took to reach Savute. But we admired the landscape 
as we passed through. It was quite different from Moremi, with more grasslands and open plains 
dotted with small trees and bushes.  

Our campsite lay in the shade of a large tree, overlooking a small river. Elephant enjoyed the 
campsite too, and the ground was littered with elephant footprints and the ablution block was 
surrounded by an impressive elephant-proof wall. I emerged from a trip to the ablution and strolled 
casually down to our campsite. My three travel companions waved wildly at me until I eventually 
glanced backward over my shoulder – to watch a large elephant sauntering from behind the ablution 
not more than 25 meters away. Another sobering reminder that we were in unfenced Botswana. 

On our afternoon drive we set off to explore the numerous tracks in the vicinity of Savute. The 
elephant were numerous and we explored carefully. At one bend in the road two elephants stood 
patiently on either side of the road. They were either agitated or playing with us. As we edged 
forwards, they edged closer to the road; as we edged back, so did they. After a few attempts, turned 
around to retrace our steps. We didn’t want to antagonise them. 

Once again we witnessed special sightings of elephant: we watched a lone elephant taking a dust 
bath, throwing up trunkfulls of dirt into clouds around him which fell onto his body; we watched a 
small family of five elephant drinking at a waterhole, the youngest still small enough to fit under his 
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mother and learning how to use his trunk to drink; and we watched a herd of 15 elephant wade 
across the river towards us on the opposite bank. 

We joined a group of vehicles parked on the roadside, watching for two male lions to wake from 
their snooze under a distant tree. Try as we might, we couldn’t see twitching tails or ears, so 
continued on. We found out later the lions remained sleeping and resting until sunset when 
everyone returned to the campsite. 

We saw a large herd of buffalo of more than 100 members amongst small trees. Some were 
grazing, some lying down, none of them concerned as we slowly drove past. Our first sighting of 
waterbuck was also during the afternoon, the white markings on his hindquarters rather distinctive. 
The regulars were ever present too: zebra, impala. 

That evening we heard the lions roaring. Many of them. They seemed so close by but we never 
saw them. The elephant continued their activities into the hours of darkness with much trumpeting. 
True, magical, African sounds. 

The next morning we made our way from Savute to Ihaha campsite in the northern part of Chobe 
National Park. This involved us leaving the Chobe National Park and crossing through the Chobe 
Forest Reserve. The sand changed in colour from almost white to a deep red. The conditions 
continued to just as sandy and just as deep. 

At Kachikau, the sand turned to tar! The Chinese have laid a beautiful tar road leading all the way 
to Kasane – the border town where Botswana, Namibia, Zambia and Zimbabwe all meet. We 
discovered the first craft market since we arrived in Botswana and selected a beautiful wall hanging 
of an elephant, to remind us of our numerous encounters. Scott and Karl gratefully stocked up on 
essential supplies at the adjacent bottle store. 

After a quick 40 kilometres, we re-entered the Chobe National Park at Ngoma Gate, leaving the 
tar road behind. We followed along the banks of the enormous Chobe River which feeds into the 
mighty Zambezi River. It was breath-taking: the river stretched hundreds of metres across. On the 
other side: Namibia. The track followed the river with a few places to venture closer to the water for 
a look. 

With time heading for the hottest part of the day, any active wildlife seemed to be moving to or 
from the water. We came across an unusual sighting of hippo grazing outside the river. We 
identified a few new birds and saw many of our now constant companions: kudu, impala, zebra, 
giraffe. 

The campsite was spectacular: although smaller than most others its location only 10 metres 
from the edge of Chobe River afforded us beautiful views. Up close and personal. 

On our afternoon drive, we ventured further east along the Chobe River. Scott and Karl would be 
driving that way the following morning so elected preferred a quiet afternoon relaxing at the 
campsite. We met a family of at least 40 giraffe browsing quietly near the roadside. There continued 
to be many elephant which were unconcerned by us. Only the occasional youngster felt the need to 
trumpet and flap ears as we passed, asserting himself. We saw another large group of 100 buffalo 
grazing among the trees. And we watched a huge crocodile swim away from a dead buffalo lying 
bloated in the water. Our meander had been most rewarding. 

*** 

All too soon, it seemed, our last night in Botswana arrived. After all our driving and exploring we 
reached the end of our Botswana adventure. That evening, we sipped sundowners as we watched the 
sun set over the Chobe River. The hippos grunted and a lone crocodile floated past in the twilight. As 
the night drew in, the frogs started their serenade. Magic. 

The next morning we parted ways: Namibia was calling our name and Scott and Karl still had 
another week and a few more parks to explore before arriving back in Johannesburg. As we said our 
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goodbyes, a vehicle stopped and interrupted us: “Have you seen the lion?!” We jumped into our 
respective vehicles and charged off in the direction of the pointing finger. After passing another car 
who gave us more information about the lions, we continued our search with little hope. We thought 
we had lost them when Viking Explorer suddenly stopped and pointed at an impala ram: “He is not 
worried about us – he is focused on something else. Let’s continue”.  

A little further along the road a female lion emerged from the trees followed closely by her 
companion male. They stepped into the road a few meters ahead of us and strolled along a short 
distance down the road before turning into the bush. There they stopped and each chose a sunny 
spot to bask in. She emitted little grunted murmurs while he closed his eyes and dozed in the sun. 

What a perfect way to end our time in Botswana.   
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10 NAMIBIA – ENDLESS HORIZONS  

May 2013 – June 2013, 34 days, 5,187 kilometres 

African GirlChild 

We left Scott and Karl firmly in the clasp of their Botswanan adventure and crossed 
the border into Namibia. Despite having grown up in South Africa, I had never visited 
Namibia and quite looked forward to exploring the northern portion of the country.  

We followed a quick and efficient border crossing at Ngoma with a drive up to Katima Mulilo. 
Here, we had a few errands to take care of before starting the tour of Namibia: withdraw Namibian 
dollars, pay for Namibian road tax, fill fuel, buy provisions. We knew ahead of time that South 
African Rands were legal tender in Namibia too, but didn’t realise how completely interchangeable 
the currencies were until the ATM dispensed a mixture of Namibian dollars and South African 
Rands!  

Paying for road tax was a smooth process. The gentleman in the sparse office at the fuel station 
welcomed us with smiles and recommendations for places to visit on our explorations. Not far away, 
we also managed to find a small tourist information office tucked away from the road. The 
pamphlets and brochures we gathered proved to be very useful guides as we searched for eco-
friendly and community campsites on our journey. 

With errands taken care of, we set off to the campsite at Mazambala Lodge, our home for the 
following two nights. The accommodation was located close to the eastern edge of the narrow 
stretch of the Caprivi Strip, overlooking the Kwando River. The lodge itself was a boat ride away 
from the campsite, but our days of relaxing and catching up with ourselves didn’t involve venturing 
very far.  

In another unusual change of travel plan, Viking Explorer had planned our coming week of 
travels to ensure we reached Etosha National Park for our reservations there. The day ahead 
required a shortish drive of less than 200 kilometres on tar to traverse the narrow part of the Caprivi 
Strip. On the way, we sought out Popa Falls, a series of water cascades created by the river splitting 
into numerous channels. Sadly, when we arrived at the falls, access was closed due to the building 
(or renovation) of the adjacent resort. Instead, we drove up to Divava Lodge and Spa and asked if we 
could have a coffee. They were only too pleased to invite us in. It was magnificent! The hotel 
complex was situated in the most beautifully manicured gardens and the restaurant and spa 
treatment rooms overlooked the river. We relaxed outside on the restaurant balcony gazing across 
the river, cherishing the tranquil surrounds, sipping tea. 

Mobola Lodge lay a further 30 kilometres away, our accommodation for the night. It was built 
three years previously by a German couple, Alex and his wife Maja. Their artistic nature was evident 
in the attention to detail. The camping stands overlooked the Chobe River with Angola lying on the 
other side. Each stand had a flat paved area, built-in counter with washing up sink and braai area, 
electricity plug and a light. We watched the sun set, listened to the birds singing, beverage in hand. 

The following day promised to be a longish one on the road: almost 300 kilometres to Roy’s Rest 
Camp just outside Grootfontein. As we emerged from the Caprivi Strip we were also surprised to 
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discover that the main part of Namibia is on a different time zone. New learnings every day. 

To break the journey, we stopped in Rundu to find the “Forget-me-not Coffee shop”. It took a lot 
of aimless driving around town and eventually a phone call to find its exact location. As we parked, a 
gentleman warned us that tsotsis (criminals) frequented the area and we shouldn’t leave our vehicle 
unattended for fear of being broken into. He kindly offered to be our lookout while he as waited for a 
security guard to watch his own vehicle. It was sad that we had been made aware of petty crime, but 
we took up his offer and tried to relax over a quick coffee. But we did worry about the vehicle and so 
our coffee stop was shorter and less relaxing than normal. We returned to the vehicle with a hot 
chocolate for our new friend. Who knows what the reality of the situation was. 

Like many tarred roads in Namibia, it seemed, the road from Rundu to Grootfontein was long 
and straight and straight and straight. The roads were in excellent condition but scored one out of 
ten for maintaining interest. The straight line became quite hypnotic. 

Roy’s Rest Camp was fantastic was well worth stopping by. An eclectic mix of artworks decorated 
the establishment, seemingly created from any scraps lying around: pieces of cars, bits of wood, 
bricks. So creative. An ingenious little internet café lay tucked under a small tree, receiving its WiFi 
signal from the main farmhouse not far away. 

Each camping stand had a grassy patch for pitching a ground tent, a braai area, and a table with 
bench made from stone. Like many campsites in Namibia, electricity was supplied with both a plug 
socket and a light. With clean ablutions and functioning showers delivering hot water, it was perfect. 
The Namibian camping was spoiling us. 

By the next morning, I had to admit to myself that self-medication wasn’t working. A little niggly 
earache and sore throat had grown to the point where I woke up at 5am and took 45 minutes to 
slowly sip a hot drink. Anything to bring temporary relief. I couldn’t imagine three days in Etosha 
National Park in such pain. Our kind hosts gave us directions to the nearest pharmacy and doctor in 
Grootfontein, 60 kilometres away. Before departing, we stocked up on delicious venison for the 
coming days. 

I was not looking forward to seeing the doctor. The entire ten years I lived in the UK, local 
doctors dismissed my symptoms the few times I attended an appointment. I fully expected the same 
treatment, but was pleasantly surprised when the doctor treated me with respect. I had to brush off 
my Afrikaans to explain my symptoms as best I could. As it turned out, my sore throat was a case of 
tonsillitis. Fortunately, the doctor dispensed common sense: no bed rest for me, just antibiotics, 
strong pain killers and mouthwash. I was told to go and enjoy my trip to Etosha.  

We took a small detour to visit the world’s largest meteorite lying just outside Grootfontein. The 
Hoba meteorite was discovered in 1920 and measures about three metres by three metres, weighing 
in at a staggering 60 tons. As a result of its incredible mass, it has been left to lie where it landed. 
The American Museum of Natural History tried to purchase it in 1954, but transportation presented 
a problem. Immediately afterwards, the meteorite was declared a National Monument to protect it. 
The age is estimated to be between 200 million and 400 million years old. Despite the day being 
quite warm, the meteorite remained cool to the touch. It was a fascinating visit, and worth the 
detour.   

Our stop for the night was at Onguma Bush Camp, set in a private reserve adjacent to Etosha 
National Park. Unfortunately, self-drive game drives were not permitted. Instead, we settled on the 
deck overlooking a small waterhole near the hotel reception, beverage in hand, waiting for the sun to 
set which catching up online.   

Etosha National Park started out in the early 1900s as a 90,000 square kilometre park, but the 
last century has seen it reduced to the current size of just under 23,000 square kilometre. The park 
is tourist friendly with a good network of gravel roads, natural and man-made watering holes. The 
Etosha Pan is an enormous salt pan extending 120 kilometres in length. It was completely dry when 
we visited and so lay as a huge white expanse extending as far as the eye could see, shimmering in 
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the heat under the African sun. Although the park was a dry, desert-like landscape, we were 
surprised to see grasslands and a variety of trees. The animals were abundant, but reliant on the 
waterholes for their water. 

Our route took us into Etosha National Park at the Von Lindequist Gate on the eastern side, and 
we spent the first day in the Namutoni area exploring the surrounding waterholes. We were 
pleasantly surprised by the size of the herds we encountered, much larger than in others parks we 
have visited. There were large herds of springbok and zebra in particular, and gemsbok also seemed 
to travel in groups of rather than the singles and pairs we have previously seen. A rare and unusual 
sighting for us was the black-faced impala.  

The thermometer was rising towards 40C, and so we sought our campsite at Namutoni Rest 
Camp at lunchtime. The campsite lay stretched out under the trees, with each camping stand 
demarcated. They were located very close to each other, and for the first time we saw the elaborate 
camping set-ups that South African campers have evolved into: it seemed like every modern 
convenience had been designed to fit into a trailer that folds out much like a Swiss army knife! We 
felt like complete novices with our simple vehicle.  

While chatting to one of our fellow campers, he mentioned he had seen lion at the Kalkheuwel 
waterhole about 20 kilometres away. Unfortunately for us, the lions were nowhere to be seen when 
we arrived on our afternoon drive. As we waited and watched, a herd of about ten giraffe came down 
to drink, their long front legs splayed as they lowered their heads. On our return to camp before 
sunset, we stopped at Koinachas waterhole and watched quietly as 25 elephant stopped for a drink.  

On our second day, we waited at the gate for it to open at 6am. We were first in line to explore. 
We visited Kalkheuwel waterhole again, just in case there was life. To our delight, six adult lions 
were lounging about with full bellies and dark stains of dried blood left on their faces. They seemed 
unconcerned as we arrived and parked amongst the other vehicles. We sat and watched and 
observed for an hour as they lazed about, wandered over to the waterhole to drink, and socialised 
with each other. Eventually, one by one they stood up and sauntered into the bush on the far side of 
the waterhole.  

On our way back towards the main road, we spotted a large herd of elephant which appeared to 
be marching towards the waterhole. A quick about-turn, and we returned to the waterhole, eager to 
see whether the elephants would arrive. Ten minutes later the 30 strong herd arrived. We watched 
the family herd jostling for position around the waterhole, hierarchy playing a role in who drank 
first. After a further 15 minutes, to our surprise, a second large herd of elephant arrived. It was awe 
inspiring to be in the presence of 60 elephant quenching their thirst less than 20 metres away from 
us. They continued to nudge and bump each other, as each elephant managed to have some time 
near the water, sucking up the water in their long trunks. Pure magic. 

In between watching the lion and herds of elephant, we also noticed a few raptors. Two Gabar 
Goshawks, a Booted Eagle, and a Pale Chanting Goshawk were perched in the trees around the 
waterhole, surveying the comings and goings of the wildlife below. 

Our next surprise came at Goas waterhole. When we arrived we noticed a few vehicles parked, all 
facing and looking towards the trees. Under the trees, avoiding the sun, three lion lay dozing in the 
shade. As we positioned the vehicle for a better view, one lioness took off in pursuit of a young 
impala ram. She gave up quickly in the heat, and her target disappeared. But it was exhilarating to 
witness a lion in full hunting mode, ears perked, eyes focussed, muscles taut. 

At Halali Rest Camp, after eating a quick lunch we visited the local waterhole. There was very 
little life as we settled ourselves to watch, but eventually a lone black rhino appeared cautiously from 
the bushes. We watched it for half an hour while it perused the surroundings before tentatively 
approaching the waterhole to drink, chasing two impala rams away in the process. Later that 
evening, Viking Explorer returned to the waterhole for a quick look.  

In his own words: 
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“A herd of about 20 elephant were drinking. And then another herd of about the same size came 
in. There was a bit of trumpeting and flapping of ears as the groups established themselves. Then, 
six black rhino emerged from between the trees and wanted access to the waterhole. Black rhino 
have a tendency to charge first and ask questions after. The rhino mock-charged the elephant, 
followed by a lot of huffing and grunting, trumpeting and flapping, running around. Eventually, 
after the dust had settled, half the elephant group had retreated into the bush and the six rhino 
stood drinking next to the lone remaining elephant. In all of this, I don’t think many noticed the 
Spotted Hyena that arrived at the waterhole to find itself in the middle of a stand-off. It quite wisely 
decided to move off.” 

The next morning, on our way from Halali Rest Camp to Okakouejo Rest Camp, we stopped past 
every waterhole on the map. The first few were almost completely dry and wildlife was scarce. 
Nebrowni had a well filled waterhole in the middle of a wide plain with few trees and wildlife from 
the wider area congregated. There was so much activity. We counted nearly 300 springbok and 50 
or more gemsbok around the waterhole grazing, drinking, watching. The gemsbok waded into the 
water to quench their thirsts and possibly also cool down. A lone Spotted Hyena lay in the shade of a 
tiny thorn tree. This experience came after seeing a herd of more than 300 zebra before reaching the 
waterhole. Neither of us had ever seen herds this size before.  

I wondered at the abundance of wildlife in Africa a generation before us. While we marvelled at 
the herds we saw, the older generations still tell stories of even larger, more prolific herds ranging. I 
wonder, sadly, what will be left 40 years from now. 

Sensory overload was setting in. Three days of magical wildlife encounters and experiences 
together with the temperature soaring into the high 30s were taking its toll. We couldn’t absorb 
another encounter. We celebrated our time in Etosha with an ice cream at Okakouejo Rest Camp 
and a visit to their waterhole before bidding farewell. As we reached the Anderson gate to exit, we 
were informed we were crossing the infamous veterinary line in the wrong direction and so could 
either surrender our precious, unconsumed venison, or boil it thoroughly before proceeding. Sadly, 
we set up our stove on the side of the road and boiled the life out of our frozen eland steaks. Very 
unromantic.  

*** 

After Etosha, we headed in the general direction of Damaraland. About 20 kilometres before we 
reached Kamanjab, we passed a sign for Otjitotongwe Cheetah Guest Farm. We flew past before 
deciding the farm was worth investigating. A quick u-turn and soon we were bumping our way on 
the gravel road leading up to the farm. 

After ringing the bell a few times and almost giving up, the friendly owners appeared and greeted 
us with broad grins. The information we received sounded like we should definitely visit. As we 
started organising camping for the night and a cheetah visit in the afternoon, it became evident that 
two overland trucks were due to arrive that afternoon. Any activities would be carried out with 25 of 
our new closest friends, and ablutions and campsites shared. While these overland trucks fulfil a 
specific tourist niche, we generally do not enjoy the large groups. We thanked them for the owners 
for their hospitality, politely explaining we would return another time. As we left the farm, the first 
of the two trucks drove in. We were glad to continue to Kamanjab. 

That night we stayed, instead, at Oppikoppi. Viking Explorer knew about the establishment from 
research he did before we left Johannesburg, as it was well known in the overland circles. The 
Belgian owner had a large book on display in reception containing photos of all the overlanders 
(with their vehicles) who stayed at the campsite. We perused the pages and saw photos of some 
overlanders we had met on our trip, others we had been in touch with prior to our trip, and other 
people we knew of. It felt special to us to be added to the book, part of this little community. 

The following afternoon, we returned to Ojitotongwe. To our delight, we were the only campers 
for the night as the all overland trucks had moved on. Much better for cheetah experiences. 
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We relaxed on the tiny patch of grass, snoozed, watched the birds and looked forward to our visit. 
Marco collected us in his bakkie (pick-up) and took us back to the farmhouse. As we waited at the 
gate we were given our instructions: no sunglasses, cameras are fine, only petting on the head up to 
shoulders, and when they lie down, make sure to keep your face arm’s length away in case of 
wandering paws. 

I don’t think I heard another word of the instructions after that as my mind was spinning. We 
were actually going to be touching these gorgeous creatures?! This was beyond my wildest dreams. 
Of all the animals in the wild, cheetah and lion are my passion. Maybe it has something to do with 
having been a slave to domestic cats since I was a toddler. I never imagined a scenario where I would 
be up close to cheetah.   

After instructions we were allowed in the farmhouse grounds. Two tame, curious cheetahs came 
to greet us at the gate. I was stunned. “Come on” said Marco, “they’ll follow”. Caught between 
wanting to stop and stare at the cheetahs and needing to follow instructions, we walked along the 
path around the house to the back garden. I wanted to giggle when I glanced over my shoulder as we 
were followed by four cheetahs in the same way faithful dogs would follow. These cheetah had been 
hand reared, taken in when they wouldn’t have survived in the wild, so have grown up amongst the 
farm dogs. 

It didn’t take long for us to be shown great appreciation. After a thorough sniff, their sandpaper 
tongues started licking our legs to the sound of deep, rumbling purrs. “They always clean their meat 
before they eat it” Marco grinned. Completely surreal. 

The next half hour was beyond my imagination. We sat on the lawn while the cheetah moved 
between us, almost demanding to be scratched and petted. They sat next to us or flopped down 
beside us, perfectly relaxed while we indulged their demands and snapped photos of each other, the 
whole time listening to deep purrs. The youngest, an eleven month old cub, played in the same way 
as any domestic kitten would: crawling into my lap, swatting at me with large paws, gently biting my 
arm or my knee. The only difference was size and strength which the cub had no realisation of! 

But, they were still wild animals, and we were ever vigilant.   

Before we left Marco fed them. Just like dogs, the four cheetahs followed him to fetch the food 
and then waited eagerly for their share. We watched them eating for a little while, asking questions 
about the farm and cheetahs, before leaving them in peace. 

Our afternoon activities were not over. Next up was the feeding of the wild cheetah. 

We clambered into the back of the bakkie once more and headed to the 200 hectare enclosure 
which was home to eight wild cheetahs. There was an element of Pavlov’s dog about the experience. 
When the cheetahs heard the vehicle, some of them came to fetch food. But their demeanour was 
different and Marco was certainly more wary of them: no cuddling here. The wild cheetah did hunt 
themselves and so didn’t always come to receive their share. In our case, six made brief appearances 
as we drove around the enclosure. 

Lastly, we made our way to the smaller 40 hectare enclosure which was home to a mother and 
her three cubs. Her litter was originally five cubs, large for cheetah. Unfortunately, one had died and 
one had been taken to be hand reared due to problems with her legs. Even with three cubs, this 
mother would have had a difficult time raising them if she really was hunting to feed them. They all 
grabbed the food on offer and dragged it off into the bush to eat in peace. 

And so ended our cheetah experience. We talked about it again and again that evening around 
the dinner table. It was incredible, one that will live in my memory hopefully forever. Only about 
9,000 – 12,000 cheetah are estimated to survive.  They are extinct in ten countries in their former 
range and likely to slide into extinction in a further 11 countries in the future. Namibia has the 
largest population of cheetahs. Some are still in the wild, but cause problems for farmers by hunting 
their livestock. Sadly, this often results in a bullet rather than relocation to a safe haven. I value and 
treasure the opportunity to spend time with these noble creatures.  
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With the feel of cheetah fur on my palms and raspy licks on my legs we bid farewell to 
Otjitotongwe in search of Twyfelfontein. 

*** 

On our way to Twyfelfontein, we stopped to visit Vingerklip. This is a limestone pillar about 35 
metres high which was all that remains after erosion of the plateau formed more than 15 million 
years ago. The formation was impressive when viewed from a distance. It was awe-inspiring when 
viewed from the base, towering above us. We followed the path that wound its way from the parking 
up to the huge pillar, enjoying the views of both the formation as well as the surrounding scenery. 

Our onward journey took us through more gorgeous scenery and landscapes. The road stretched 
before us while the mountains, hills and rises waxed and waned around us. Ever changing. 
Constantly beautiful. Somewhat overloading to the senses. 

As we drew closer to Twyfelfontein we saw many signs for accommodation but we had already 
decided to stay at the local community campsite, Aba Huab Campsite. It was the least impressive of 
all the places we had stayed at in Namibia: doors to some loos seemed to be an optional extra, some 
shower doors had no locks, and general maintenance and upkeep was lacking. However, we did have 
a warm shower, the pipes of which were wound creatively into a tree, each of us guarding the door 
while the other showered. 

While setting up camp we sensed a change in the air and could smell rain. We were surprised as 
average monthly rainfall in the area was 3mm, but didn’t think it could be more than a light 
sprinkle. So we were caught out on our afternoon walk when the heavens opened and the wind drove 
the rain sideways. We resembled drowned rats in a matter of minutes, and rapidly returned to the 
campsite. We waited in the bar area as the rained poured chatting to other astounded campers. After 
an hour, the rain stopped and the sun came out again. The smell of rain on dry dusty earth rose. An 
aroma unique to Africa.  

The following morning we set off for more site seeing. We had originally planned to visit the 
nearby “Living Museum” where visitors could view traditional tribal village life. But I was sceptical 
as to the authenticity and had mixed feelings about walking through a human zoo. Instead, we drove 
straight to the rock engravings at Twyfelfontein, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The rock art is 
carved into the rock surfaces using quartz rather than painted on using dyes. Twyfelfontein is one of 
the most extensive rock art sites in Africa. 

The visitors centre was innovative in design. It was built almost entirely from recycled materials, 
reducing its construction cost to a third of newly built. Also, the clever design meant that it can be 
very easily removed without leaving any traces behind. Most noticeably it used old oil drums: the 
circular ends combined to create some of the partitions and doors, with sections of the curve of the 
barrel used to make roof tiles. Very ingenious and had us thinking about why the philosophy is not 
implemented more widely.  

We paid our fee and our guide, Mona Lisa, took us on a tour of the rock engravings. They date 
back 2,000 – 6,000 years when the climate was wetter and animals more plentiful. The belief is that 
the engravings formed a means of communication between local tribes, and also marked places 
where holy men discovered doorways to the spiritual world. We could see images of lion, giraffe, 
rhino and antelope, animals that must have roamed the area in the past. The rock art was 
remarkably well preserved and we enjoyed our visit. 

Not far from Twyfelfontein, we visited the Organ Pipes and the Burnt Mountain, other natural 
creations. The Organ Pipes are a series of pillars made from dolerite which have been exposed by 
erosion. A little further down the road lay the Burnt Mountain, a small flat-topped mountain very 
dark and ashy in colour. These were fee free sites and we stopped briefly. The day was heating up 
rapidly and we wanted to reach our next campsite at Brandberg Mountain.     

*** 
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The impressive granite rock of Brandberg rises out of the plateau and can be seen looming on the 
horizon from many miles away. Some time later we reached the last stretch of gravel roads up to 
Brandberg White Lady Lodge and were relieved to finally reach the reception. It was close to 40C 
and without air-conditioning in the car we were both feeling tired.  

The lodge was beautiful. The main lodge was built to blend inconspicuously into the 
surroundings. The owners had grown a beautiful garden of succulents: cacti, aloes and other plants 
adapted to the low rainfall environment. There were two meerkats who roamed around the garden: 
playing, digging, watching. We sat out the heat of the day drinking ice cold drinks on the lodge 
veranda, in disbelief that the temperature had reached 40C in autumn.   

The individual camping stands were enormous and the campsite was spread out over a vast area 
so that you had a feeling of being on your own in the wilderness. 

Unfortunately, despite the fact that the 28 stand campsite was only half occupied, two vehicles 
with eight Austrians set up camp as close to us as they could park. We safest option for everyone’s 
sanity was that we find another stand, rather than engage in a discussion. Perhaps Europeans feel 
safer in close proximity to other people, but we really wanted to feel alone in the vastness of Africa. 

We wanted to do some hiking, so the next morning we pulled on our hiking boots, filled our 
backpacks with snacks and water, and ventured out. Our aim was to climb one of the tiny hillocks on 
the edge of Brandberg, which didn’t look that far away. Perceptions can be deceiving and after an 
hour walking directly towards the mountain, we still hadn’t reached the base. A further 15 minutes 
and we could lay our hands on the rising monolith. There wasn’t time to climb the mountain though. 
Despite our early start, we could feel another hot day coming. We enjoyed a quick rest and then 
returned to pack up.  

*** 

On the way out of Brandberg we passed through the little town of Uis. It really was the typical 
one-horse town. In the days of high tin prices, the town was a bustling mining town but those days 
were past. When we passed through, there was very little activity. The majority of the cars were 
parked outside the little supermarket, stocking up on essential supplies and topping up fuel at the 
adjacent fuel station. A little further along, we discovered a tiny tourist information with a coffee 
shop. Vicky’s Coffee shop was supported by EU funding, and in the quiet season we stopped to give 
our support, buying a curio and drinking a cup of coffee served by a grinning Vicky.   

Our destination for the evening was Spitzkoppe, a collection of granite inselbergs which loomed 
more than 1,500m high. Not surprising, this was also a popular place for rock climbing. The 
campsites are run by the local community and we looked forward to visiting. 

We paid our fees, chatted to the guide about activities in the area before searching for a campsite. 
There were only 20 individual campsites dotted around the vast expanse of mountains, boulders, 
rocks and outcrops. Surprisingly, we drove many kilometres and visited a few sites before we finally 
found one that was unoccupied.   

It was idyllic.   

This was as close to wildcamping as we had been in Namibia with all the benefits of camping out 
of sight and sound of others, but with the luxury of a toilet (even if it was a longdrop). We had to 
carry in all our own water and supplies and take out all our rubbish when we left. 

We enjoyed our lunch sheltered from the sun by the large rock next to the campsite, surveying 
the scenery. Our campsite was situated in a bowl, surrounded on three sides by towering hills. 
Viking Explorer was already eyeing out where we could sit to watch the sunset. Without too much 
clambering and climbing, but enough to raise us up to give us a view, we settled down to gaze over 
the vast plains as the sun descended, turning the landscape into a glorious, earthy red. 

The following morning we walked three kilometres to the famous rock arch. I was captivated by 
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the natural beauty of the area as we wandered through, feeling so small as the mountains towered 
over us. The colours around us changing as the world awakened, from greys and browns to rich 
terracotta. But once again the heat of the day was rising and despite our early start it was touching 
high 20s as we returned to the campsite. 

On exiting the park, we chatted to another of the friendly guides. He told us about some of the 
upgrades underway: a new lodge, water supply to some campsites for building of showers. He 
looked very excited. I felt a little sad. After all, the sheer wildness, isolation and lack of facilities was 
my favourite part.      

*** 

Our planned route took us towards to the sea. The vast Atlantic Ocean. We descended 900 metres 
over more than 100 kilometres from the plateau at Spitzkoppe to Henties Bay. The charming seaside 
town seemed to have mainly retired people living there and had a very welcoming feel to it. 

On our way in, we stopped at the tourist information located alongside a coffee shop and arts & 
crafts centre. As we climbed out of the car, the heat of the last few days was replaced by an icy wind 
blowing off the cold ocean, catching us by surprise. We grabbed our fleeces and bundled up. At the 
tourist information we gathered information from the helpful lady before setting off towards Cape 
Cross.  

On our way through town, we stopped to replenish our fruit. While I was choosing and weighing 
and paying, a delightful elderly couple stopped to chat to Viking Explorer in the car park about our 
adventure. Already in their early eighties, they sounded like they had been pioneers in their own 
time. Newly married with a 6-month old, they moved to the Angola / Namibia border where they 
lived for two years while he was engaged in doctoral research. While they thought we were 
adventurous, we couldn’t imagine the life they led. 

We reached the main road linking Cape Cross and Swakopmund. Like other roads in this area, 
the sand road had achieved tar-like firmness from compacting as cars pass over. It was a pleasure to 
drive. As we sailed northwards to the seal colony at Cape Cross, each of us was reminded of our time 
spent in Western Sahara and Mauritania with sand everywhere, biting wind, and miles of flatness. 
This was slightly better as there was at least a little variation in the scenery with small undulations, 
but no escaping the relentless wind. 

A sheltered campsite was looking unlikely. Those sites we saw along the way were nothing more 
than a longdrop next to a stretch of sand. As in Western Sahara and Mauritania, we weren’t looking 
forward to the prospect of camping and cooking with a howling wind. 

While contemplating camping options, we visited the seal colony. Cape Cross was one of 25 in 
Namibia and one of the largest Cape fur seal colonies in that part of the world. There were literally 
thousands of seals. Pups had been born in the previous months and many were still suckling. The 
water was filled with the bobbing heads of seals fishing, while others jostled for superiority or the 
highest perch on the rocks above the waterline. All were soaking up the sun. Even with the strong 
wind, the smell that rose was gagging.  

Cape Cross (or Cabo da Cruz) also had historical significance as the place on the Nambian 
coastline where Portuguese explorers landed for the first time in 1485. The tradition of the time 
dictated that the explorers plant a cross, which they did. 

We stopped in at Cape Cross Lodge to escape the wind and warm up with a cup of coffee. While 
sipping our beverages in the sun and watching the sea, we decided to return the 55 kilometres to 
Henties Bay. There, we could camp in less windy conditions and also avoid cooking outside the 
vehicle by finding a local restaurant for a fish meal.  

The Henties Bay campsite was simple but luxurious. Each stand had its own private bathroom 
with hot shower. Being able to escape the wind indoors and enjoy a hot shower was welcome at the 
end of a long cold day. Also, with lots of little ablution blocks lined up across the campsite the wind 
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was dampened, and we tucked our vehicle out of the wind as best as possible. The recommendation 
for the evening was “Fishy Corner” for a cosy local restaurant decorated quaintly and serving 
delicious, freshly cooked kabeljou.  

*** 

We woke the next morning on the true Skeleton Coast. During the night the winds had died 
down, and the sea mist had rolled in. Everything was coated in a gentle sheen of moisture and 
visibility was down to 30 metres. Such an eerie feeling. No wonder sailors of the previous centuries 
ended up shipwrecked. 

We proceeded southwards towards Swakopmund on the hard packed gravel roads. To our right 
lay the Atlantic Ocean; to our left, the vast sands. But with the thick fog there was little to see. This 
coast is dotted with shipwrecks so we took a fisherman’s track down to the water’s edge to try 
unsuccessfully to find one.  

We detoured through the quaint, colourful, little village of Wlotzkasbaken. Properties were 
separated by low stone border rather than fences. There was no grass or trees or vegetation, just the 
sand. The houses, though, were beautifully painted in bright colours. Red walls with purple doors, 
yellow walls with orange doors, bright blue walls with white window frames. Such a cheerful sight 
even in the mist. 

Gradually we drew in on Swakopmund, our destination to buy provisions and source park 
permits for the Namib-Naukluft Park. The city was tidy with almost no litter and few beggars. Just 
the quiet bustle of people getting on with life. The old German colonial buildings have been 
beautifully restored and mainly serve to house government departments and hotels. It made me 
recall with sadness the neglected, run down French colonial buildings in Saint-Louis, Senegal.    

Chores completed, we could explore the Namib-Naukluft Park. It was a park of contrasts. The 
Namib Park was a desert landscape with sandy, open plains dotted with koppies (small stone hills). 
The Naukluft Park was a mountainous landscape. We intended to visit both. 

As we approached the Namib Park, I discovered a self-guided driving trail outlined on the back of 
the sheet with park rules, named the Welwitschia Trail. The road had stone beacons in places with 
detailed information on the sheet about the area or special sights. We stopped to see small, 
struggling algae in the harsh desert environment. We parked to view the naturally spectacular Moon 
Landscape. All the way along the route were small specimens of the indigenous ‘living fossil’ plants 
– the Welwitschia Mirabilis. With only 20mm of rain falling per year on average, and coastal fog 
adding another 50mm per year, the plant has evolved to become incredibly hardy. It is also unique 
in that it has two leaves which tear and split over the years as it grows. But the real treasure of the 
trail was the magnificent Welwitschia specimen found at the end. A platform has been built to allow 
a view of the large 1,500 year old beauty, which stands 1.5 metres tall and has a circumference of 
almost 9 metres. The roots are estimated to grow up to 30 metres deep. A fascinating discovery. 

We had set our sights on the Tinkas campsite for the night as we had heard from multiple sources 
that this was one of the best campsites in the Namib part. The remoteness of the park was evident. 
We didn’t meet another car on the way in, and there were no other cars at the Tinkas site. It was 
incredibly beautiful in a simple, remote way. Very primitive, with only a longdrop toilet and no 
shower. Magic. We settled in for a quiet night under a large, round, moon. 

The trailhead for Tinkas Nature Trail wasn’t far from the campsite. The trail followed the dry 
river beds in the area. We packed plenty of water, peanut butter sandwiches, fruit, and dried sausage 
before setting off. At first the going was a bit tough as we walked along the sandy river bottom, with 
cliffs on either side of us. But sand soon gave way to more rocky terrain, easing the effort. In the 
riverbed, we saw the large number of animal tracks. There were clear tracks from zebra and 
gemsbok in addition to those from other smaller antelopes, most likely springbok and klipspringer. 
We could also distinguish tracks from predators, likely hyena and jackal, as well as from a few birds.  

We stopped to rest and refuel in the shade of a large boulder. The sun was climbing higher. The 
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boulder was covered in little indents where pebbles had been caught in the flow of water a long time 
ago, and scoured a hole. While little water flowed now, the evidence suggested raging torrents in 
previous era. 

We clambered up and down barricades made up of boulders, guided only by the painted gemsbok 
hoof prints indicating the trail direction. We watched the birds swoop in and out of their hide-outs 
in cracks in the rocks. We saw where the dry river bed suddenly carried water when the change in 
rock pushed water above the bedrock. The trail took us four hours to complete, covering 11 
kilometres.  

We continued to explore the Namib Park in the vehicle. Our permit was still valid so we cut 
across the park on some superb gravel roads rather than return to the tarred national roads. We 
explored the wide open sandy plains, criss-crossing as much as the gravel roads allowed and saw a 
wide selection of animals roaming: mountain zebra, gemsbok, steenbok, klipspringer, jackal, duiker. 
The variety in fauna was surprising in the desert landscape of Namib Park. In all, a most unusual 
park that was well worth a visit. 

*** 

It was time to head towards Sossusvlei – in response to a cry for help. 

Our dear friends Noel and Ping from the UK had been travelling the same length of time as us. 
We first met in La Linea, Spain while crossing to Morocco, and travelled together for the first week 
in Morocco. While our travels had meandered in slightly differently directions, we managed to meet 
up a few times along the way: a visit in Agadir, Morocco; another in Johannesburg, South Africa. We 
kept in touch, always in the hope of meeting up again. 

When they crossed into Namibia still hampered by persistent car troubles, we realised a good 
dose of moral support was in order. They reserved the adjacent campsite at Sossusvlei Oasis and we 
arrived late in the day after a long, hot drive. But it was worth it to be greeted with open arms and 
big hugs. 

We also met Allison and Toby, British cyclists who had made their way from Khartoum, Sudan on 
their way to Cape Town, South Africa. I truly admire cyclists. Their challenges with food, water and 
accommodation were so much tougher than those we faced in a vehicle. 

So, six travel-weary people enjoyed a couple of relaxed, lazy days, catching up on vehicle 
maintenance and enjoying each other’s company and eating meals together. 

The campsite was well designed. Not only did we each have our own private shower and toilet, 
but also washing up basin with hot water and a paved area under shade. There was a swimming 
pool, which Viking Explorer bravely dipped in (only a few degrees above freezing he remarked in a 
high-pitched voice). The gemsbok wandered through the camp at night to drink from the swimming 
pool and the hooves of small herds of springbok could be heard on the hard ground after dark. 

All too soon we were heading our different ways again: Noel and Ping onwards to Windhoek to 
find the tyre shop; Allison and Toby heading towards Luderitz; and the two of us into Sossusvlei 
National Park before heading towards Naukluft Mountains. 

Up early, we drove the 60 kilometre on a tarred road into the dunes. The morning light was 
spectacular with the dunes throwing long, dark shadows against the red sands. We drove and 
admired, stopped to take photos, and were in awe of the natural beauty. The last five kilometres of 
sand lead us to the parking lot at Big Daddy dune, already filling up with other vehicles.   

Along with many other tourists, we crossed the small plain to climb the towering dune. We made 
our way foot over foot along the narrow ridge, climbing higher and higher. The view across the 
Sossusvlei expanded. On each side of the dune, lay small salt pans, starkly white against the red 
dunes. It was spellbinding. We sat silently soaking up the scenery, ignoring the hordes of tourists, 
pretending we were alone in the vast wilderness. 
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As we descended, we heard a voice calling “Hello Norway! Hello South Africa!” To our enormous 
surprise and delight, Kevin and Seriana stood at the base of the dune waving their arms. We met in 
Palapye, Botswana and bumped into each other again a few times. Such a lovely surprise as we 
thought they were further south already. They had yet to climb the dunes, so we arranged to meet 
back at the permit office for a drink and catch-up. It would be our last time together on this trip, as 
we planned to head in opposite directions afterwards. New friends who we hope become old friends. 

Before we could finally depart from Sossusvlei, we discovered a fuel leak. Fortunately, Johan at 
the Sossusvlei Lodge (who also ran the campsite) came to the rescue and offered his workshop area. 
After some investigation, Viking Explorer realised it was a relatively small problem and with Johan’s 
help, managed to change the broken clamp. Without too much delay, we were back on the road 
again. 

*** 

The next stop on our Namibian adventure was Naukluft Park. We had heard from Kevin and 
Seriana that both the Waterkloef (17 kilometres) and Olive (10 kilometres) trails were worth hiking, 
so we set our eyes on the shorter Olive Trail. 

The trail started not too far from the Naukluft park office and campsite, about 10 kilometres from 
the gravel road. It was an easy drive and we were again met by friendly staff who quickly sorted out 
our permit and camping. Early the next morning we packed up to start the trail before the heat of 
the day. The trail was roughly in the shape of a triangle: the first side trekked up the side of the 
mountain to reach the plateau. The trail was fortunately not too steep, and we steadily climbed 
higher and higher. We stopped occasionally to admire the view of hills and rugged landscape.  

On the plateau, we turned a corner and started heading back down the mountain using the river 
beds carved into steep gorges. It was very different to the first section, with towering sides. The 
small river flowed gently, and once again we had boulders to clamber over. At the end of the section 
there was a pool in a very narrow part of the ravine with almost vertical sides. The only way to pass 
was gripping onto the hanging chains on either side of the pool and squeezing toes into tiny cracks. 
Although it was only 20 metres long, to me it felt like 100 metres. It was a fearsome challenge for 
nerves and footing: I had the nerves; Viking Explorer the good footing. After 45 minutes of fear, 
including contemplating swimming through the icy water, we considered turning and walking back. 
However, in a last brave attempt I removed my boots, gave all my belongings to Viking Explorer and 
clung to the chains for dear life. I made it.  

The last section followed what used to be the Naukluft 4×4 trail. Sections of this trail washed 
away three years previously so the trail was no longer in use. The track was wide open, making for a 
relatively easy walk back to the parking lot. It took us 4.5 hours to cover the 10 kilometres, including 
lots of stops for photos and snacks. In addition to the numerous birds, we saw klipspringer, 
mountain zebra, kudu, and dassie. 

***  

It was midday, and neither of us were feeling quite 100%. Viking Explorer was feeling slightly 
nauseous with a headache, and I had tingles on the skin up my back and neck and a loss of appetite. 
The sun and heat added to the general illness, and the lack of air conditioning in the vehicle was 
uncomfortable. Nonetheless, we pushed on, both our minds spinning as to the cause. 

We reached Oanob Lake Resort, a beautiful resort with camping and chalets on the lake side. 
Jankie greeted us at reception with a huge, welcoming smile. Choosing a camping stand was a little 
tricky as most had overhanging trees best suited to ground tents, but we eventually found a suitable 
option away from the water’s edge with upright trees and a beautiful view. The resort had built a 
restaurant with a terrace above the lake water, where we sat, enjoying the peace and quiet while 
watching the birds on the water. 

By this stage, we believed the water at Naukluft Park was the most probable cause of general 
malady. We had been very careful in all our travels and always checked whether the water was safe 
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to drink. At Naukluft we were told it was, but evidently our systems didn’t agree. Considering that 
this was the first time we had been affected by the local water while in southern Africa, we chalked it 
up to experience. After 24 hours of rest with light food, we were both fighting strong again. 

Our list of chores had grown by this stage: the gas bottle for cooking needed refilling, we had 
currency to exchange, Viking Explorer wanted an oil change on the vehicle, and as ever we needed 
more food. We managed to refill the gas in Rehoboth, the nearest town. The bank at Rehoboth 
would change cash but not traveller’s cheques so I decided to try again once we reached Windhoek. 
So off we went. 

In hindsight, we should have completed our banking and food shopping in Rehoboth. We 
reached Windhoek mid-morning on the last day of the month. The city was heaving. The queues at 
the banks were astounding. It seemed that after people were paid, they withdrew most of their 
earnings to distribute it to their families in villages some distance away. I quickly gave up on 
changing money. 

Toyota were very helpful. They asked us to return after lunch to complete the oil change on the 
vehicle. So, off to Shoprite for grocery shopping. We had been very spoilt travelling in southern 
Africa as the South African grocery chains had expanded into the neighbouring countries, and so we 
were always assured of provisions. But, like the banks, it was very busy. We were warned by an 
undercover police officer when we parked the car that thieves in the area jam the remotes people use 
to lock their cars, so we were advised to double check our car was locked before we left it. Very kind 
man. Much appreciated. 

Noel and Ping were still in Windhoek sorting out their tyre problems, so we stopped past the 
backpackers where they were staying for poolside coffee. They wanted us to join them at the 
backpackers, but with it being a Friday night end of the month, we worried it would be noisy. In 
addition, the only camping on offer was parked in the sardine can-like, tarred car park. It didn’t 
really appeal to us much. 

Joe’s Beerhouse was the recommendation for dinner. The establishment is an institution in itself, 
charming and full of character. The décor is eclectic and varied, an assortment of collected items 
from Joe’s travels. We both indulged in the Bushman’s Skewer, which contained pieces of ostrich 
(very red), crocodile (white and tasting a bit like both fish and chicken), zebra (not enjoyable – 
tasted like a horse smells), kudu and eland (both of which were delicious). We shared our bench 
table with a very interesting Australian couple who were enjoying their last night of a month long 
trip in Namibia. 

After failing to find suitable camping in Windhoek, we had made a reservation at Big 5 Mini 
Lodge about 12 kilometres outside the city. We were met by one of the staff members and directed to 
the small campsite. Very quickly we fell sound asleep with no idea of the view awaiting us in the 
morning. 

We awoke to rather picturesque scenery. We had found a spot nestled in the hills and the views 
were spectacular. We identified a few new birds while we were packing the vehicle.  

Our route took us directly north and we spent the morning staring straight into the sun with the 
heat and rays reflecting off the dark tar ahead of us. Again, it was hot and tiring. As we reached the 
signboards for REST Vulture Project and Africat Cheetah Conservancy, we decided a visit to the 
Vulture Project would be a welcome break from driving. 

The project was small scale, rescuing vultures and other birds of prey which had been injured. 
Injuries typically resulted from cars, power lines, or even deliberate poisoning. The project 
rehabilitated the raptors and released those which were able to fly. They kept a few vultures, a tawny 
eagle and a bataleur who sadly weren’t able to return to the wild. We met Seymour, the Spotted 
Eagle Owl whose role was as an ambassador for schools. We both had a chance to play bird handler. 
Margaret was very enthusiastic about her involvement in the project as she showed us around. She 
led us down to the vulture restaurant where a few vultures were snacking on the entrails put out a 
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few days previously. 

REST had a very unique working relationship with Africat Foundation next door. Africat used 
gemsbok (mainly) to feed their cheetahs. The entrails and the remaining skins were given to REST 
rather than thrown away. REST used the entrails to feed their captive birds and put out at the 
vulture restaurant. They treated the skins and sold them to generate additional income. Very clever. 

*** 

We were drawing in on the Waterberg Plateau. This is a large sandstone plateau rising about 200 
metres above the surroundings. With the numerous springs, it had lush vegetation and abundant 
birdlife. We looked forward to being able to hike in the area. 

First, we stopped off at the Waterberg National Park. Their camping fees and park fees were very 
expensive and there didn’t seem to be much in the way of day hiking trails, despite what we had 
read. Instead, we headed over to Waterberg Wilderness Lodge, a private establishment operating 
two campsites and two lodges further along the side of the Waterberg. Although camping was still 
pricy, they had developed and maintained a small network of hiking trails and we managed to string 
together a few to make a healthy morning hike.  

Many campsites that we stayed at had a local resident species. In Mapungubwe, South Africa, the 
bush babies hopped from tree to tree. In Khama Rhino Sanctuary, Botswana, the Yellow Billed 
Hornbills admired themselves in the car mirrors. The ground squirrels were constant companions in 
Kalahari Game Reserve, Botswana, and honey badgers rustled in the undergrowth at Makgadigadi, 
Botswana. At the Waterberg that night, a large black and while porcupine tipped over the rubbish 
bin while we were making dinner, frightening both Viking Explorer and I with the noise of its quills 
rattling together loudly as it scuttled away.  

In the morning, we set off along the hiking trail, leading up the side of the mountain. The terrain 
made for challenging hiking on unfit legs. The vegetation was thick with trees and the mountain side 
covered in rocks and boulders, but fortunately the path well marked. When we reached the 
Wilderness Lodge, the view opened up and we could admire the flat surrounding stretching to the 
horizon. The lodge was beautiful. The lodge kitchen was the original farm house dating back to 1903, 
and the rest of the lodge was built in the same style around it. The farm had been in the family since 
1903, aside from a few years. The current owners, descendants of the original farmers, 
supplemented the farming activities with tourism, a common theme in Namibia.     

Our hike continued some way to the small spring which bubbled up from the ground and a tiny 
stream trickled out. The area was lush green with thick grass, quite different from the more typical 
dry vegetation. The animals enjoyed the oasis too and we happened across a small family of kudu as 
well as a large herd of farm cattle grazing. We watched the kudu for a while before following the 
stream back down the mountain. Eventually, we completed the 6 kilometre circuit and returned to 
our campsite. 

The next destination was a return to Grootfontein, traveling 150 kilometres along the farm back 
roads, with many stops for farm gates. Our money still needed changing and so we made sure we 
knew where the banks were in Grootfontein for an early start the following morning.   

Then, off to find a nearby campsite for the night. We found Pondoki and settled in for the 
evening. Another couple of vehicles with four occupants arrived and unbelievably parked right next 
to us, in spite of the campsite being otherwise empty. The owners fully understood our irritation and 
helped us relocated ourselves to a lesser-used overflow camping area they had. Then we settled in 
for the night. 

Bright and early the next morning, we reached the bank. I was second in line as a queue formed 
outside the door, and although the bank opened late and took a while to get ready, I changed the 
remaining Botswana pula in a longwinded transaction and joined Viking Explorer back at the coffee 
shop 45 minutes later. 
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On our way out of Grootfontein, we stopped at the Grootfontein Museum where Magda very 
patiently and kindly showed us around. The museum housed an assorted history from the area, 
dating back to the Germans arriving. There were a number of well-preserved artefacts depicting 
early life in the area very well. We saw military examples such as the flag from the German warship 
that was scuttled off the coast. Guns and saddles from the cavalry were displayed. On one wall hung 
a collection of antelope horns with various abnormalities, including a curled gemsbok horn. There 
were various household goods, including a lace making cushion and an original travelling trunk 
complete with a few outfits. From the kitchen, a number of irons, pots, pans and kettles had been 
collected. Record keeping books were displayed, with graphs documenting monthly rainfall in the 
area back to 1900, as well as mining output in the area. We saw old wooden wagon wheels with their 
metal rims on the outside together with all the equipment needed to make them. The photo archives 
showed photos of Grootfontein from 100 years ago when the town was starting out. Some of the 
buildings were still in existence, but many had been torn down. There were also exhibits of the 
Herero and Himba tribes, and replications of the rock art from Brandberg and Twyfelfontein.  All in 
all, a very charming place to spend a few hours. 

Then, we set course to our favourite Namibian camp – Roy’s Rest Camp. 

***   

Sometimes it happens. You arrive at a campsite and before you know it, days have passed and 
you’ve lost track of how long you’ve enjoyed your new home. Djidjack south of Dakar, Senegal, was 
one such place. Roy’s Rest Camp north of Grootfontein, Namibia was another. 

We had passed through Roy’s at the start of our Namibia loop and were only too glad to return. 
We settled ourselves into a campsite and let time tick on by.  

Having more time on our hands, we explored the idiosyncrasies. We discovered that in addition 
to the campsite, there were quaint chalets too, each unique and individual with its own character. 
The decoration around the rest camp was creative and eccentric all at the same time. Old American 
cars, well rusted, had chosen quiet corners to live out the remainder of their days. Old storm 
lanterns minus glass and wick hung in trees or on poles, relics of bygone days. The internet cafe was 
a collection of heavy wooden chairs under trees clustered around a white wheelbarrow which served 
as a bonfire on chilly nights. The fountain into the swimming pool was a white bathtub. Around the 
corner where a bar once operated, an old Singer sewing machine and balancing scales stood. 
Antelope horns adorned the walls. As night fell, the lights were lit: ordinary glass bottles turned into 
paraffin lamps complete with wicks. Every stroll around the camp revealed new secrets. 

The wildlife was surprisingly abundant. At night, the spring hares came to nibble at the lawn 
adjacent to our campsite. The tearing and munching noises of grass being consumed was the only 
give away. One night, a herd of eland wandered around the edge of the campsite, so quiet that the 
only sound was the clicking of their hooves. Kudus and steenboks came to drink at the little pan 
about 50 metres from the bar area, and numerous birds greeted us in the morning, chatted to us 
throughout the day, and sang to us as the sun set. It all felt so natural the easy blend of wild with the 
human activities of the rest camp. 

The staff were welcoming and as our stay lengthened we were warned we would soon be charged 
rent as residents rather than fees as guests. Pieter, Esme, Karina and Harold made us feel like part 
of the family. I think a day or two longer and Viking Explorer would have been out back chopping 
wood! 

While at Roy’s, we were casually surfing the internet when I came across an advert looking for a 
management couple to run the Nyika Vwaza Trust (NVT) in Malawi for two years. Viking Explorer 
was ecstatic. He had first learned about NVT during our trip preparation three years previously. He 
had read Lisa and Jerry’s blog about their trip through Africa and their nine-month experience of 
managing the Trust. From the moment of reading their story, Viking Explorer had been captured by 
the idea of being able to do something similar. It seemed that there may be a chance for his dream to 
come true. We spent a few days updating CVs, writing cover letters, and completing the application. 
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We mentioned we were on the road heading towards Malawi and were fairly flexible. We held our 
breaths and hit send. 

We met lots of interesting people at Roy’s. At night, an inviting bonfire was lit and guests from 
chalets and campsite were drawn like moths. We met Brendan, a young Canadian travelling on his 
own. I had previously used his blog for information on visas in West Africa. He arrived in Roy’s on a 
scooter that he had driven from Mali. Brave lad. He made his living from his blog and writing travel 
articles and really inspired me to persevere with both the travelling and the writing. 

Peter, a travel agent from Holland, was travelling with three others. Together, they were 
exploring some of the places that he regularly booked for his clients. The story of our vehicle and our 
travels intrigued him and he came for a quick tour of our home before they departed. 

Neil and Pam, tourists from USA in their late 50s, came to introduce themselves at the campsite. 
Neil had wanted to travel overland in Africa since university days, but never had the opportunity. 
This was their first foray into southern Africa and so cautiously had not committed to camping but 
opted for the comforts of chalets. Neil was particularly curious about the vehicle, and a youthful 
light in his eyes revealed his overlanding desire was still burning 30 or so years later.  

There was a group of eight Belgians who were delighted that Viking Explorer spoke French. 
Viking Explorer was equally glad to have an opportunity to refresh his West African dialect. Dominic 
had been born and raised in Congo and although had spent many years in the ‘motherland’, Africa 
was very much his ‘mistress’, as he eloquently explained. They loved listening to Viking Explorer 
recanting the tale of our West African adventure and expressed their respect that we had embarked 
on such a journey.  

Our days were lazy, catching up on sleep, reading, route planning and various online activities. 
We took care of chores that inevitably need doing. All in all, we settled far too easily into our 
adopted home. 

But, eventually, the restlessness crept in, a sure sign that were ready to continue our adventure. 
Our last night was an enjoyable evening spent with Pieter, Esme and Karina who were holding a 
small farewell party for Harold, who had been taking care of maintenance at the camp for many 
years. We swelled the numbers at the party from four to six and enjoyed an evening of much 
laughter and camaraderie. 

*** 

Travelling eastwards, the narrow Caprivi Strip opened up into the Eastern Caprivi, a large 
triangle of land that looks to me like a foot at the end of a long leg. Returning to the Caprivi part of 
Namibia, we noticed it was far less touristy with its own quiet character. The villages were more 
traditional, with typical thatched rondavels (circular African dwelling with conical thatch roof) or 
square buildings with mud walls. Villagers took great care of their homes and the surrounds were 
litter free. Each homestead (collection of huts) had a well-made reed wall surrounding.  

We turned off the long, straight tar road onto a gravel road. We carried on for another 70 
kilometres before turning on a narrow track that wound between the trees, the grasses giving off 
their characteristic bushveld smell. In some ways, it felt like we were back in Moremi, not Mamili 
National Park. 

Mamili was one of the least known national parks in Namibia. It was situated across the border 
from Okavango Delta and the Linyati Swamps in Botswana and was truly remote, in a very good 
way.   

Our visit to the park office revealed the stark reality of the park. There were only two tree-islands 
but since the water has come in already, only one was reachable by car. Even that one had many 
water channels, so we were advised to take care. In spite of a few campsites being marked on the 
GPS inside the park, they had long since been washed away. Instead, there was a lone community 
campsite just outside the park.  
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The campsite was one of the better community campsites we had stayed in. We had our own 
washing up sink and a donkey was lit for us to have hot showers. Our view over one of the waterways 
was so peaceful as the sun set. But it too suffered the same problems that almost every community 
campsite in Africa had: no change for payments. We were growing tired of the expectation that 
tourists will say ‘keep the change’. The well-advertised cold drinks for sale were long since sold out, 
with large refrigerators standing open and empty. 

The next morning, not long after dawn, we reached the park. The paper map provided to us was 
marginally useful. The advice we were given was to avoid tracks where only one car had driven and 
rather remain on tracks where more traffic had passed. That was a slightly unsettling start but we set 
off with a healthy dose of caution in hand. Soon, we saw a large herd of about 60 buffalo. They were 
still huddled under the trees as the day slowly warmed up. A little further, we saw a lone elephant. 
So different to the size of herds we had encountered in Botswana. Not a hippo or crocodile was seen 
when we finally found the hippo pool. We saw a few antelopes and many warthog but with a small 
road network to explore we soon exhausted our options.  

By lunchtime it was time to turn back. The channels were full of water and we were reluctant to 
cross. Being on our own seemed enough of a reason to persuade Viking Explorer, but I would have 
been hesitant even with other vehicles to tow us out. I didn’t fancy the idea of water lapping over the 
bonnet. 

In some ways our visit was disappointing, but our recent benchmarks were Etosha and the parks 
in Botswana. It was hardly a fair comparison. It was worth the excursion, but sadly there was not 
enough area to explore for more than a day.  

On our way out, we found a track leading to the Nkasa Lupala Tented Lodge, located on the edge 
of the park. The location overlooking a small waterhole was charming. The previous night a herd of 
elephant had come down to drink, much to the delight of the guests. The luxurious tents had a 
double bed and en-suite bathroom, complemented with an outside bathtub with a view. This was 
hardly camping. Paolo, the Italian manager, kindly showed us around. 

We started chatting to him and his Namibian wife, Em. They were a fascinating couple and in 
many ways such kindred spirits. They had left the rat race and were exploring many other options. 
This opportunity to manage Nkasa Lupala was one such opportunity. Like us, they were strongly 
resisting being “sucked back into the Matrix” as Em so eloquently stated. They felt they were getting 
closer to their dream one slow step at a time. We hoped we were.  

Our last stop in Namibia was in Katima Mulilo, the town closest to Welena border post into 
Zambia. There was a wide offering of accommodation, but we wanted somewhere not too far from 
the border post, near to town for our last chores and suitably relaxing. Our choice was Caprivi 
Houseboat Safari Lodge and camping. The owners were welcoming and before long we parked the 
vehicle in the shade of a tree and settled ourselves in the comfortable chairs on the deck overlooking 
the mighty Zambezi, a cold beverage in hand. The relaxed atmosphere was perfect, with an honesty 
system operating at the bar, a roaring bonfire in the evenings, and WiFi to keep the blog updated. 
They also offered chalets and ran a number of boat trips and houseboat trips along the river.  

We had a few chores to take care of while in Katima Mulilo. First, I was in desperate need of new 
underwear. Pep stores had a sufficient range for replacements to be found. We wanted to change 
buy Zambian Kwacha, but discovered you can’t buy Kwacha outside Zambia. Lastly, we stocked up 
on provisions before crossing into Zambia. Of course, there were supermarkets and markets to be 
found in Zambia, but it was likely to be more expensive. Mission accomplished. 

At this stage I noticed that Viking Explorer was slightly green around the gills and not his normal 
bubbly self. We opted for an extra day of rest before tackling a border crossing and the pot-holed 
road to Livingstone. Our delay resulted in us meeting up with Pieter and Elize, and Brian and 
Annette. The two South African couples had been ‘stalking’ us since Roy’s Rest Camp, where we had 
all been camping. Finally, we had a chance to have proper sundowners and relax and chat, first on 
the deck, then around the campfire. The compulsory tours of the vehicles took place followed by a 
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comparison of travel notes. Their route was taking them through Botswana and back into South 
Africa. All in all, we had a most enjoyable evening.   

A most welcome surprise was that Elize was a hairdresser and never left home without her tools 
of the trade. I was treated to a fabulous haircut under the stars, much to the giggles and delight of a 
small band of onlookers. 

It had to come to an end. Our time in Namibia had been incredible and we had only scratched the 
surface of everything there is to explore, see and experience. But other parts of Africa waited for us, 
so onwards we continued. 
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11 ZAMBIA – OF BACK ROADS AND OFF ROADS 

June 2013, 12 days, 1,892 kilometres 

Viking Explorer 

Our entry into Zambia turned out to be the most expensive border crossing of the trip. 
By the time we had paid for visas, car insurance, carbon tax, community tax, and road 
toll we were $200 lighter, equating to a few days on the road. On the positive side we 
were meeting another online friend in Livingstone, so we set off to find camping in 
Livingstone itself, rather in one of the numerous places along the Zambezi.  

Livingstone is a quaint town. It used to be a more regional hub before enticing the tourists from 
Zimbabwe during Zimbabwe’s political troubles. As such, it had an interesting mix of services for the 
residents and tourist offerings. On one side of the street was a modern shopping area called Maosi-
au-Tong Square – complete with Shoprite supermarket, banks, a bookstore, a pharmacy, and tarred 
parking. On the other side was a gravel parking area, stores with rough concrete facades and metal 
gates over the doors, and chipped paint. Up the main road, outside one of the banks, there was a 
small tent offering free eye tests. The queue was growing as people from all walks of life waited for 
their chance. Further up the main road a large African craft market had emerged. Moving away from 
the main street the houses varied from plastered, painted brick buildings to rough unfinished huts. 
On the outskirts the tar roads also dwindled into gravel quite quickly.  

After getting our bearings we set off to withdraw money. We never thought it would be quite so 
difficult, especially with international banks like Barclays, Standard Chartered and Stanbic almost 
next to each other. Eventually, after trying them one by one, with the afternoon ticking away, 
Finance Bank came through. We treated ourselves to a relaxing cup of coffee in celebration of this 
achievement before searching for Jollyboys Campsite. 

The campsite was similar to a backpackers with all the kitchen and social facilities, even though it 
mainly provided inexpensive camping. In the bar area there was a TV and African GirlChild was 
quite interested to catch up on the news of the world. It was all very depressing. The news bulletin 
squawked about child soldiers in Mali; Mandela’s failing health in a day by day account; an Austrian 
company who would be benefitting from Johannesburg’s toll roads; strikes in Greece in protest to 
the public broadcaster being closed down and strikes in France almost shutting down the rail 
network. I wasn’t interested so I walked away leaving African GirlChild to watch alone. I much 
preferred sharing our positive experiences with our fellow guests over a cold drink. 

Jollyboys had a lovely green lawn for ground tents, but vehicles with rooftop tents were banished 
to the edge of the pebble covered car park. It proved to be very noisy during the night, with other 
vehicles coming and going, crunching their way over the loose stones. The two travellers who 
descended the ladder the next morning were both slightly tired and slightly annoyed. 

On this day we had planned a visit to Victoria Falls. It seems strange now, but at the time we were 
seriously discussing whether to go or not. I had seen it once before, African GirlChild twice, and our 
pockets were still feeling empty from the border crossing. Fortunately common sense prevailed. 

The falls did not disappoint us. They were spectacular and very different from our visit in 
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December 2010. This time the falls actually contained water. On our previous visit we walked from 
the eastern cataract across the rocks in the riverbed for a few hundred meters to where the river was 
flowing – almost trickling really – very gently over the cliffs. This visit, we could only look from the 
banks: the water far too high and swift flowing for any idea of walking across. We ventured around 
to the front of the falls to get the full view. Instead of bare cliff face in front of us we could hardly see 
anything for the water and mist rising from the river below. The further we ventured the more 
soaked we became, until it looked like we had walked through a heavy shower. It was an incredible 
experience. 

On returning to the campsite we discovered our little camping spot had been cramped by an 
overland truck setting up for the night. Our 40 newest and closest friends would be living on top of 
us. No offense, but really not our cup of tea. Jollyboys kindly moved our booking up to Jollyboys 
Backpackers for a hopefully quieter evening. Again, it wasn’t really designed for vehicles with 
rooftop tents, so we decided to pitch our ground tent in the hope of a better night’s sleep. Jollyboys 
Backpackers was really geared to backpackers: lots of activities on offer, with pick up and drop off 
transportation included. In spite of what you might believe I just wasn’t interested in a bungee jump 
or a bridge swing. A helicopter ride over the falls … now that would have been something. 

That evening we spent with Linda. African GirlChild had met Linda online and she had been very 
helpful in answering many of our questions about Zambia. We had been in contact via email, but it 
is always better to meet in person. Off we went to a charming little Italian run pizzeria, complete 
with wood-burning oven. Linda had been an overland truck driver in Africa for about 10 years, 
driving the route between Nairobi in Kenya and Cape Town in South Africa. She shared some 
hilarious stories from the road. We laughed and giggled, and the staff kindly kept us fed and 
watered. It was a most enjoyable evening, and hopefully we’ll meet up again one day. 

Our departure from Livingstone the following morning included a stop at the pharmacy. I was 
still hassled by a persistent niggly stomach which had been aggravated by the deliciously cheesy 
calzone pizza of the night before. Even African GirlChild couldn’t love the unfriendly, sulphurous 
burps. African GirlChild was fighting off a returning throat infection after her bout of tonsillitis in 
Namibia. The pharmacist, who was accustomed to these minor ailments from travellers, dispensed 
his advice and prescribed the necessary antibiotics before sending us on our way. We also needed to 
buy some rusks from Shoprite – my southern African alternative to ‘dry bread and water’ while I 
recovered. 

In hindsight, I probably had contracted Giardiasis from water at Mamili National Park in 
Namibia, the symptoms of which first appeared while we were staying in Katima Mulilo, Namibia. 
Giardiasis is caused by cysts of the parasite Giardiaintestinalis which is carried in water. Chemical 
treatments of water – chlorine or silver ions – do not kill the cysts; boiling does. It would still be a 
few months before we learned about this. 

We arrived at The Moorings campsite outside Monze in the early afternoon and set up camp after 
an uninteresting day on the road. This was a lovely peaceful campsite under large trees near to the 
main farm. After cuddling with the friendly campsite cats, we headed out to explore. We strolled 
through the nearby village, which was almost deserted as many of the inhabitants work on the farm. 
The children were home, though, and it was good to see them playing outside. No PlayStation, X-
Box or TV in sight; only the creativity that comes with childhood ingenuity: running, climbing trees, 
playing with a ball, making up games. There seemed to be no age or gender discrimination – 
assorted groups of children played together. While I appreciate there are downsides to the way they 
live, outdoor activity isn’t one of them. 

At the campsite we met an interesting group of people. Four Irish medical students were 
spending a month volunteering in the local hospital in Monze. They admitted their first few days 
had been a complete culture shock, and I can only imagine what they saw during their shift at the 
hospital. We also met Joybell, a VSO volunteer from the UK who was finishing up her time in Africa 
helping at the village school. She, too, admitted her two and half years in Zambia had changed her 
outlook on life. That’s what Africa does to you – I know from experience. 
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That night was the coldest we had spent in southern Africa so far. The moment the sun set the 
temperature tumbled, and extra layers were quickly donned, including beanies. The campsite, 
fortunately, had extra blankets in their storeroom, and all campers gratefully borrowed a thick 
blanket each to take to bed.   

Our next planned overnight stop was a place called Eagles Rest, a campsite outside the small 
town of Siavonga, overlooking Lake Kariba. The last stretch of an otherwise uneventful drive was on 
the road that links Lusaka to the border post of Chirundu (to Zimbabwe). It was a rather busy road, 
with many large articulated trucks travelling in both directions. It gave us a sobering reminder of 
why it is wise to take care and unwise to drive at night. The road was undulating and suffering from 
the heavy trucks, which meant wrecks of trucks littered the side of the road at regular intervals. 
Never fear though – the trusty Chinese contractors were on the scene laying new tarmac at a rapid 
rate. 

This part of Zambia was very different from what we expected: after the sand and dry habitats of 
Namibia, we somehow expected more of the same. Instead, as we wound our way closer to the lake, 
the trees increased in number and we passed through beautiful rolling hills. It did not really feel like 
southern Africa, but it was a welcome scenery. Then we caught a glimpse of the lake. Exciting. Just 
like when we were kids in the back of our parents’ car. 

Lake Kariba is one of the world’s largest man-made lakes, creating a stretch of border between 
Zambia and Zimbabwe. At the time of its construction in the 1950s, it was apparently known as one 
of the engineering wonders of the world. It was created by damming the Zambezi River at the Kariba 
Gorge, and flooding the valley. Inside the dam wall are two hydroelectric power stations. At 280 
kilometres long and 32 kilometres wide at its widest points it is no wonder it looks like a small 
ocean! 

The only way to get a good view of the scale of the dam wall is to go onto it. As an active border 
crossing even a visit carried the requirement to leave our passports behind at the Zambian border 
post – a bit of motivation to ensure our return! We parked along the roadside and wandered onto 
the wall. It was incredible to have the water on the lake side of the wall high up, and then peer more 
than 100 metres down to the river on the other side.   

Pictures taken we retrieved our passports (glad to be reunited) and made our way into Siavonga 
and to the campsite. After another long day our quiet campsite on the banks of the lake was a fitting 
finish to the day. With drink in hand and beach sand between our toes we sat watching the sun set 
over the lake. Perfect. 

With only a short day of driving ahead of us, we left the shores of Lake Kariba to follow the 
Zambezi River further downstream. First though, we needed to join the border traffic towards the 
Chirundu Border Post. No, we weren’t crossing into Zimbabwe just yet – the gravel road we needed 
was only a few kilometres before the border.  

This stretch of tarred road was even more potholed and warped from the sun and weight of the 
trucks. All along the road were truck stops, with many truckers parked up taking a break before or 
after the border crossing. These trucks constitute the backbone of road transport of goods in 
southern and eastern Africa, some coming from as far away as Dar es Salaam in Tanzania. 

Amidst trucks, dust, and everyday village life we managed to find the turnoff to the gravel road 
we would follow along the river. Once outside the village it becomes a rather nice gravel road, 
serving the lodges in the area. The road also required a pontoon crossing of the Luangwa River not 
too far from where it meets the Zambezi. I really enjoy these pontoon river crossings, being on the 
river (although sometimes for only a short time), and chatting to the ferry man. But I was also a bit 
saddened by the early signs of construction of a replacement bridge. I can understand it from a local 
point of view – how much easier logistics is when not dependent on a pontoon. It is, however, a bit 
sad for us travellers if all these pontoons disappear. That said, it was quite painful to part with 
US$30 to be carried 50 meters across the river. 
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Shortly after the pontoon we reached the pristine Kiambi Lodge. The proximity to the river 
allowed their beautiful lawns to be just that - beautiful. The staff were smiling and welcoming, 
something we were becoming used to in this corner of Africa. We were lead to the campsite, and 
could choose a stand with unencumbered view of the Zambezi. No matter how many nights we spent 
camping on the banks of the Zambezi River, it never lost its charm. 

We settled at the central bar on the deck overlooking the river (restaurant guests were served 
their dinner here), watching birds and watching fellow guests being ferried in on rapid river boats. 
African GirlChild made use of a tiny gym with failing equipment but with the best view of any gym 
we’ve been to! In the evening, after a game of scrabble and a warm drink at the bar, we were guided 
back to the campsite along paths lit with converted storm lanterns: the paraffin and wicks of old 
replaced by gentle yellow electric bulbs. We really enjoyed being treated like lodge guests and not 
campers – this is not always a given in some of the more upmarket lodges. 

We also sought information about an alternate route to Luangwa valley. Rather than doubling 
back and continuing on tar via Lusaka, we were eager to try the more rugged alternative up Leopard 
Hills road. The staff were very helpful with information about the condition of the road, and said it 
was passable with 4×4 and good ground clearance. Brodie having both, we set off to explore. 

*** 

The road turned northwards a few kilometres from the lodge. Initially it meandered its way past 
huge agricultural fields on firm gravel. I think the crop was wheat, creating an almost surreal bright 
green contrast to the gravel road we were on, stretching as far as the eye could see. The gravel was 
not wide, but could accommodate Brodie easily. The next few kilometres provided easy, undulating 
driving. Most of the time there was nothing more than a jeep track beautifully framed by green trees 
and tall grass in brown tones. Occasionally we passed an area that had seen fire, changing the colour 
scheme from green and brown to black. The road gently climbed and slowly approached the 
escarpment. 

We needed to cover about 105 kilometres to reach the tar of the Great East Road. The chap at the 
lodge indicated he had managed this in about two and a half to three hours. Not too much, but we 
tend to drive a bit slower so we sensed a long day ahead of us. The GPS showed the road as gravel – 
with two big warning signs saying ‘serious 4×4 needed’. It also said the road was ‘not 
recommended’. We were very interested to see what this really meant, and if our perception of what 
to ‘recommend’ matched that of the GPS. 

Then we arrived at the point of the first GPS warning sign. We came up a gentle, rocky incline 
where a deep rut had been created in the last rainy season. When turning the corner we understood 
why it said serious 4×4 needed. It was steep, rutted, and shaped like an ‘S’. I quickly dispatched 
African GirlChild as official photographer up the hill. Then I gave it a quick scout myself to see what 
it looked like all the way to the top. An idea of a line to take formed in my head, and I set off. And 
Brodie ate the Leopard for breakfast! He eased his way up, not missing a single step, not spinning, 
not slipping, not stalling. He made it feel so easy. 

This hill was just the beginning of the middle section of the road, the escarpment section. The 
next 20 or so kilometres were rocky, uneven, rutted, and at times very steep. I loved every minute of 
it. And I think African GirlChild was quite thrilled as well, over in the passenger seat. Brodie 
behaved perfectly all the way, almost floating along over the unevenness. As we approached the 
second warning sign we saw there too why it was marked. It was steep, it had a rut on the one side, 
and it had trees hanging over the track. 

The trees were easy to deal with: I used the handy garden saw to trim the vegetation so that 
Brodie could fit under. Then I scouted the route, decided on a line, and drove. Smooth. Same as with 
the previous warning sign. And the grin on my face kept growing, especially when Brodie climbed a 
small part of the hill on three wheels. 

As we crested the top of the hill the track changed again. It returned to the smoother gravel of the 
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first 20 kilometres, winding its way between villages and fields of what looked to be corn and cotton. 
It depicted what I consider the essence of subsistence farming: no facilities, no electricity, no real 
shops: only living from hand to mouth. 

It had taken us about two and a half hours, and we still had about 60 kilometres to go to the tar. 
From that point the road to the tar became more and more travelled, and the villages we passed 
became bigger and bigger. It almost seemed like moving in time, from subsistence farming through 
stages of development until the most modern sign: tar. 

Just before we hit the tar we found a small stall with a woman selling fritas, a deep-fried dough 
ball traditional to Zambia and parts of Tanzania. Of course we had to stop. She was all smiles and 
happy for our custom. I think her smile reflected mine – and the fritas tasted fantastic. 

*** 

After the superb experience of Leopard Hill, the tar road to Luangwa Bridge was a big anti-
climax. It was not busy, it provided little by way of scenery, and it held no interesting features. We 
arrived at Luangwa Bridge Camp in the early afternoon. Although a relatively small campsite we had 
plenty of space with only one other car there. Our hosts welcomed us and provided us with wood for 
our bread baking. The other car at the campsite belonged to Albert – a Dutchman travelling on his 
own for six months while between jobs. 

For us Luangwa Bridge Camp was the perfect stop-over between Lower Zambezi and South 
Luangwa, but not a place we would have stayed at for longer. Even though a relatively new place, it 
seemed unfinished and lacked both a view, sun, and some greenery. And because of its location, 
people tended to drop in close to midnight. 

Over dinner with Albert he told us his plan of taking the tar road to Chipata and then go north 
towards Mfuwe and South Luangwa National Park. Our plan was to take the tar to Petauke (not as 
far as Chipata), and then north on the gravel roads, skirting the south side of the park. We asked our 
host about the condition of the road. He said it was manageable, even for Albert in a 4×4 without 4 
wheel drive. The next morning we set off early to have as much time as possible to cover the 
distance; we knew it would be a long drive on the gravel. In Petauke we stopped to do some 
shopping at the local market – including African GirlChild investing in gorgeous African fabric – 
and to fill fuel. 

With regards to the choice of route, we had definitely made the right decision! 

The gravel started right outside Petauke: initially wide, becoming narrower and narrower the 
further north we travelled. We passed through villages, waving to kids and exchanging smiles with 
people along the way. The road was a bit like Leopard Hill, only gentler. It still had its challenges 
though, mainly in the form of steep and rutted entries to and exits from dry riverbed crossings. By 
this stage the gravel had ended, we were now on very narrow dust roads where Brodie scraped on 
both sides to pass through the grass and bushes. Amazingly, this road (if you could call it a road) 
turned out to be one of the main routes for the cotton trucks. These were normal lorries navigating 
the countryside to collect cotton from the farmers and bring it to the mill in Chipata. 

The GPS told us the stretch from Petauke to Mfuwe would be about 170 kilometres: 120 
kilometres on the dust road to the last village on the map, and then another 50 kilometres to Mfuwe 
on what we thought would be gravel (as there were a few lodges marked along that stretch). At 
4:30pm we passed the last village. It had taken us five hours to cover the 120 kilometres. And the 
road did not improve. Being in a Game Management Area, we had to find a proper place to stay 
before dark. Aside from the fact it was illegal to wildcamp in the area, we weren’t interested in 
having hippo and elephant visit us during the night – especially since they wouldn’t be expecting us. 
We pressed on and arrived at Tundwe Lodge, the first lodge we saw. On arrival it looked deserted. It 
was almost, until Joseph arrived and asked if he could help. After a bit of negotiation we agreed on a 
fee to camp, just in time to watch the sun set completely. 

The next morning we awoke to an eerie feeling of being in a ghost town. Only us, and a fantastic 
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view of the river. The owners had started refurbishment of Tundwe – it used to be a hunting lodge – 
and were not taking guests. With the change in hunting laws they needed another focus to draw 
customers. Their plan still involved shooting, only this time with a camera. We enjoyed our coffee 
and rusks as the sun rose, listening to the morning calls of the birds and the grunting of two schools 
of hippos. 

From Tundwe it was a short drive to Wildlife Camp where we spent the next few days relaxing. 
Because the campsite was quiet we managed to secure a stand overlooking the Luangwa River. To 
us, the view from the campsite was even better than that from the main lodge. We set up our ground 
tent, and positioned our chairs for a wide, unobstructed view of the river. It was so picturesque to 
watch the sun set over the river, with drink and binoculars in hand. 

I should mention here that the campsite did not have a fence, and that we were told on arrival not 
to wander around. The first night we found out why. We also found out the extent to which our 
location on the ground was up close and personal to the wildlife. I woke during the first night from a 
sound I did not recognise – but quickly realising I was listening to the gentle munching sounds of 
hippos mowing the lawns next to the tent – only the thin fabric acting as a barrier. On a few of the 
nights elephants moved through the camp, waking us up when tearing branches from the trees. It 
was a constant reminder that we were in their territory. It was an honour and a privilege to share it 
with them. 

We were not in a rush so took some time to relax – it was the perfect place to chill for a few days. 
The previous days of off-road driving had been exhilarating but tiring. Over two days, we only 
moved from the campsite to drive into Mfuwe to enquire about park entry and to buy fritas and 
kapenta. With limited access to protein in the markets, we thought we would try the kapenta – a 
small dried fish widely available in Zambia. The store owner supplied us with a local recipe: fry in oil 
with tomato, onion, salt and pepper. It is an acquired taste: quite fishy and quite crunchy (maybe 
because we did not cook it correctly). We tried it for lunch. Not to our taste. But the fritas tasted 
delicious. 

The only other travellers passing through the campsite were a charming pair of tandem cyclists 
from Belgium. Tom and Jemina shared their amazing story of travelling through the Americas from 
Canada south to Argentina for a year and a half before returning to Belgium to save up for their next 
big adventure. Four years later, they were back on the road. They had started in New Zealand and 
Australia before venturing north through South East Asia. Now they were on their way north 
through Africa. We didn’t realise it that night, but it was the first of many nights we would spend 
time together in the coming months. 

*** 

South Luangwa National Park is situated in the south east corner of Zambia between the Great 
East Road to Malawi and the Great North Road to Tanzania. It is the southernmost of three national 
parks in the Luangwa Valley, and is world-renown for its abundant wildlife, its variety of vegetation 
and habitats, and wetland areas provided by the Luangwa River. The park covers just over 9,000 
square kilometres. 

A visit to South Luangwa National Park was a must for us. As normal for us when visiting parks 
we started early, arriving at the park gate just after 6am. The staff were friendly and issued us with 
our park entry permit with a big smile. Having had a chat to our travel companion Albert, who had 
been in the park the previous day, we turned right along the river and tried to find the small roads as 
close to the river as possible. Not long after entering the park, we came upon our first sighting – a 
small herd of six elephant drinking. 

The park had a variety of vegetation – from open grasslands to riverine forests. There were also a 
number of small lagoons and oxbow lakes, which attracted numerous birds to their banks. The 
lagoons were sometimes little oases in themselves, with lush green grass and lots of trees. The 
antelope seemed to prefer drinking there to drinking at the river, and animals seemed more 
abundant. One of the lagoons was particularly pretty, being completely covered in some sort of pond 
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vegetation which the hippos loved! We stopped and watched while the hippos stood in the shallow 
water and munched on the green leaves.  

We had an enjoyable morning, seeing elephant, genet, hippo, crocodile, giraffe, kudu, impala, 
puku, warthog and zebra. We also spotted a number of water birds – cranes and storks in particular. 

From experience we knew spending a full day in the park in the car would be tiring. Instead, we 
took a lunch break outside the park back at the campsite. In the afternoon we started exploring the 
western side of the park, but as the roads were further from water we didn’t see as much wildlife as 
on the eastern side. Back to the east side we went.  

The highlight of the afternoon was a little ‘faerie glen’ that we happened upon. It couldn’t have 
looked more out of place. There was a trickle of water running through a narrow river, and the green 
grass stretched as far as we could see. The animals in the area were keeping the grass at a well-
trimmed length; we saw zebra, impala, puku, warthog and baboons. We watched quietly for a while, 
the animals undisturbed by our presence. 

All in all, the day in the park was great. We added about 25 birds to our list, and most of the time 
we felt like we were the only ones there. No queues of safari vehicles. On the way out we discovered a 
‘small’ issue – we had no lights! Fortunately it had not gone completely dark so at walking pace we 
managed to get back to camp. 

A quick email check the next morning gave us exciting news: Nyika Vwaza Trust (NVT) liked our 
application for the management couple position, and wanted to meet us in Lilongwe, Malawi. The 
timing couldn’t be more perfect: the proposed meeting date was a few days later, and Lilongwe was 
only 2 days drive away.  

First, though, we had two car issues to sort out. One tyre had had a barely noticeable leak since 
Morocco. The rough roads in Namibia put a little more strain on the weakness, which now needed 
repair. Conrad, manager at Wildlife Camp, was quick to notice the lower pressure in the tyre and 
offered for his staff in the workshop to fix it for us for a small fee. It made a big difference having the 
right tools and the work was completed in no time at all. Excellent customer service. 

The other issue was the lack of lights – caused by a burnt out relay switch in the fuse box. In the 
grander scheme, not a major issue as it only affected the headlights, and since we didn’t drive at 
night, not a show stopper. But we decided to have it attended to once we arrived in Lilongwe, 
Malawi. 

On the road between Mfuwe and Chipata we stopped at Tribal Textiles, a company designing and 
producing hand painted African fabrics mainly for exports. It was absolutely stunning. We were 
shown around the outdoor manufacturing area – factory would be too formal a word – before going 
into the exhibition area where the fabrics were on display: curtains, linen, table cloths, napkins. 
Everyone we met greeted us with smiles; they were obviously very proud of their products. We 
would have loved to buy an item or two, but the prices were definitely aimed at European tourists, so 
we had to make do with feasting the eyes. 

As we drove, we were given a very visual demonstration of Africa’s high birth rate. There was a 
large number of women walking along the road, almost all with babies strapped to their backs. In 
every village and homestead we passed we could see toddlers and young children playing outside. 
There is still a long way to go to change beliefs about family size, and the pressures of a growing 
population will only continue. 

Our arrival at Mama Rula’s campsite in Chipata around lunchtime was rather strange. Aside from 
the guard on duty it seemed completely deserted. Fortunately, one of the other guests was able to 
answer some of our questions, and so we headed in to Chipata to take care of business before 
coming back to settle for the night. 

We found the Afrox distributer and filled our empty Cadac gas bottle, allowing us to keep 
cooking. At Shoprite we stocked up on groceries before entering Malawi. We bought fresh produce 
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at the local vegetable market, the quality and variety was so much better than in the supermarket. 
The only challenge there was to avoid getting too overwhelmed by all the ‘helpers’ that wanted to 
show me the ‘best’ stall for vegetables. Lastly, we filled fuel to the brim. While we were reasonably 
sure that fuel shortages no longer plagued Malawi, we wanted to arrive with a full tank just in case.  

By the time we returned to the campsite, there was more life, and we could check in and enjoy a 
cold drink with our braai. We also picked up useful information on COMESA vehicle insurance 
(vehicle insurance for most countries in southern and eastern Africa), money and other titbits. 

The campsite was very pretty, and we chose a spot in the back on a stretch of beautiful green 
lawn. We could hear the sounds of a very talkative parrot, and a little investigation revealed an 
African Grey parrot and a very big Macaw. The menagerie was further expanded by an assortment of 
cats and dogs – all very homely. We were the only ones there in a campsite feeling extraordinarily 
large. Our return to Zambia a few weeks later would put it all in perspective. 

The next morning, we returned to Chipata to buy vehicle insurance. After two stops, we were 
advised to buy it at the border, and were given the name and phone number of the agent. 

Finally we were on the last 30 kilometre stretch towards the Mwani border post – Malawi 
awaited!  
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12 MALAWI – THE WARM HEART OF AFRICA 

June 2013 – July 2013, 35 days, 2,450 kilometres 

African GirlChild 

The city of Lilongwe surprised us when we entered. For a capital city, the energy 
exuded was calm and quiet. The roads leading in were single lane and fellow drivers 
proceeded with caution. There was none of the hectic speeding we had experienced on 
the roads from the border to Lilongwe. No real traffic jams either, just a steady flow. 
Even more surprising for us was the contrast between the typical African roadside 
stalls and markets, and the more South African style open shopping centres clustered 
around a parking lot. Shoprite, Spar, Pep and Mr Price were all well represented. 

Our planned accommodation was at Mabuya, a backpackers run by Brits Tom and Janey. They 
drove through Africa many years previously in their big yellow Unimog, fell in love with the 
continent and never left. The couple were very helpful and friendly, with a wealth of information to 
share. Tom also recommended his auto-electrician to change the burnt out relay switch on the 
vehicle. Best of all, the repairs was all taken care of at the campsite while we relaxed on the veranda. 
It seemed, though, that the auto-electrician was slightly over-eager with his fixing and the lights 
were akin to alien spaceship landing lights. 

The backpackers was quite a busy place with many travellers starting or finishing their journeys 
there. We met many interesting people, from numerous countries and a range of ages. While the 
backpackers did descend into quiet through the night, the surrounding neighbourhood were less so 
and we struggled a bit to ensure a sold eight hours sleep every night. The nights were also cold, 
much colder than we had expected, and we hadn’t yet reached the chilly high altitude locations. A 
warm blanket was swiftly added to our shopping list. 

We were pleasantly surprised to discover that Tom and Jemina – the Belgian tandem cyclists we 
met at South Luangwa, Zambia – were also staying at Mabuya. It was always special to see familiar 
faces when on the road, especially those whose company we cherished.   

We filled our days with exploring the markets. Together with Tom and Jemina we wandered up 
to the large produce market to replenish stocks and source items for meals. The variety and quality 
of fruit and vegetables was impressive. We had had visions of poverty stricken Malawi with little to 
eat or drink. Far from it. We feasted like kings! We stopped at a local restaurant to enjoy a cheap and 
cheerful local meal of rice, chopped green vegetables, beans and chicken. ‘Rice, beans and greens’ we 
later learned was a staple on most menus, and the large portion sizes satisfied even the most 
ferocious hunger. Across the street, numerous tailors worked tirelessly on their pedal operated 
sewing machines, turning fabric from the nearby shops into beautiful garments. To my surprise, 
there were also old style, mechanical Passap knitting machines, identical to the one my mom had 
when I was growing up. The tailors were turning out jerseys and jumpers in quick succession. 

The clothing market was another fascinating market. Next time you donate your used clothes to a 
charity shop in Europe, stop to ponder where the items end up. The ‘Asians’ (according to the locals) 
apparently buy the clothing in bulk and ship it out to a large depot in Malawi. There, the local 
traders buy their choice of items to stock their own stalls in the clothing market. Most of the clothing 
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we saw was in very good condition and some items still had their original price tags on. Some stalls 
had gone to the effort of hanging up their wares; other stalls just had a pile of clothes on the floor, 
dumped from a bag. The clothing market was a real rabbit warren and we wandered around, being 
drawn deeper and deeper into the maze. It was fascinating. Shop sellers were friendly and desperate 
to find us something we’d like, but in a very gentle, non-hassling way. Viking Explorer emerged with 
a brand new pair of Gap trousers with the US price labels still attached. 

We shared delicious meals and relaxing company with Tom and Jemina. Jemina was an excellent 
cook but somewhat hampered by travelling on a bicycle. We offered her our simple kitchen and she 
cooked up a most tasty Indian curry. We reciprocated on another night with a chilli con carne.  

One evening while relaxing with Tom and Jemina, we received an unexpected visit from Chris of 
Nyika Vwaza Trust (NVT). We were due to meet later in the week about the volunteer management 
position we had applied for while in Namibia. He joined us for a beer and we listened, enraptured, to 
his stories about life in Malawi. He also gave us more information about NVT: the location was 
remote, the situation was political, it was somewhat unstructured (a small understatement we 
learned later), but the plateau was beautiful. Chris then invited us for dinner the following evening. I 
looked at Viking Explorer and he looked back at me. His expression reflected my thoughts: the 
management position could be ours if we wanted it.  

The following evening over dinner with Chris and John, another trustee, we learned more about 
what we had applied for. There lay an enormous task ahead for the new management couple. There 
were a number of organisations involved on the Nyika Plateau, and co-ordination was a big part of 
the role. There was also the grading of roads, the burning of grass, the building of bridges, and the 
general upkeep of all the Trust equipment. Last, but not least, the management of approximately 
100 staff. We learned that the trip from Nyika to Mzuzu, the nearest regional town, took five hours 
on a good day and significantly longer during the rainy season. The location of the NVT was 
picturesque amongst pine trees but it was cold on the plateau, even frosty at times. During dinner, 
Chris gave us a contact at Peace Parks and suggested we visit him the following day. 

We arrived back at the campsite and felt quite scared, not quite sure what we had got ourselves 
into. The situation felt surreal. 

The next morning we met with our contact. He reiterated much of what Chris and John had told 
us: remote, political, slow. But he also emphasised how beautiful it was on the plateau. He, like Chris 
and John, recommended that we visit as soon as possible to see what we would be committing 
ourselves to. 

When we exited his office I looked distinctly afraid, adrenaline surged through my body and I 
experienced a momentary feeling of panic. Even Viking Explorer, intrepid to the extreme, was a bit 
uneasy. No decision had been made yet. We called Chris for another chat. He made us feel a bit 
relaxed, and spun a more positive picture of the situation, glossing over some of the slightly more 
tricky aspects. But he insisted that we visit the plateau before making a decision. 

After a week in Lilongwe, both of us were starting to have itchy feet. The trip needed to continue. 
Our original plan had been to head south to Cape Maclear on Lake Malawi before heading north 
through Malawi to Tanzania. Instead, we arranged to meet the current volunteer managers in Mzuzu 
for a night and then join them up at Nyika Plateau a few days later for an introduction to managing 
the trust.   

Our last evening in Lilongwe was spent together with Tom and Jemina. We built a fire and 
cooked a delicious traditional South African chicken potjie. We drank wine, told travel tales, relaxed 
and ate. We planned to meet up with them again in a week or so on the shores of Lake Malawi.  

*** 

We journeyed north for three days. On the first night, we stopped at Luwawa Forest Lodge on the 
edge of the Viphya Plateau. The lodge was the old rest house for the old logging operation, but had 
been taken over and developed by the enigmatic George and his son James. It was set in beautiful 
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gardens overlooking a small dam. The estate had so much to offer: numerous walking trails, 
mountain biking, archery, fishing, canoeing on the dam, all set in the scenery of a forest. As we took 
an afternoon walk around the dam, Viking Explorer was reminded of the forests in Norway and I 
was reminded of the forests in the Tzaneen area of South Africa. But at 1,700m it was much cooler 
than in Lilongwe and that night the temperature dropped to 4C. It was a bit of a shock to the system. 
We were grateful for our Chinese blanket purchased in Lilongwe, and we snuggled together to keep 
warm. The campsite was peaceful and quiet and we caught up on a few lost hours of sleep. 

Next day, our journey continued northwards to Mzuzu, the growing city which served as a 
regional hub and gateway for travellers to reach Nkhata Bay on Lake Malawi. Our accommodation 
for the night was Mzoozoozoo, a backpackers in name but really an institution in itself. George and 
James were also overnighting, as were Mike and Emma, the volunteer managers in situ. They 
departed the UK on their African adventure in March 2012 and had spent the previous six months 
managing NVT. They were looking forward to continuing their overland adventure.  

At the backpackers, I fell in love with the two playful ginger kittens. I probably would have cat-
napped them, except for the logistics of travelling with animals. They played all day in the garden, 
darting in and out of bushes and chasing each other before collapsing in a sleepy, furry bundle. The 
camping was inexpensive, the food tasty, and the company of others entertaining. Unfortunately, the 
night was a rather active night in the town, and the music continued thumping until dawn broke. 

Onwards and northwards again. Our destination was Livingstonia and Lukwe PermaCamp, 
located on the mountainside of the Nyika Plateau. The scenery was picturesque. We passed through 
rolling green hills, all part of the great rift valley of east Africa. It was so unexpected and so 
beautiful. Then, for the first time, we reached the edge of Lake Malawi. The lake was so enormous 
that the water extended over the horizon. We looked forward to exploring the lake later in the trip. 
Lastly, we climbed the 15 kilometres from the edge of the lake up 500 metres altitude to the camp. It 
took us 40 minutes of winding roads, hairpin bends, narrow tracks and stunning views until we 
finally reached the top. 

Lukwe was a self-sufficient eco-camp. They weren’t connected to the electricity grid and powered 
instead by solar power and wood burning stoves. The organic garden provided fresh fruit and 
vegetables for meals and the ablutions were all environmentally friendly. They aimed to leave as 
light a footprint on the environment as possible. 

To our surprise we met Kat and Sam, an overland brother and sister pair whom we had heard 
about. They departed the UK a month before us and completed the trip we had planned: they made 
it up to Nordkapp, Norway before winter set in, and crossed through Mali in December 2012 before 
the French arrived. Together with another couple, they drove all the way through West Africa to 
Cape Agulhas, South Africa. It was wonderful to hear about their adventures, but I also felt a small 
element of sadness. They had done it. We hadn’t. 

They were rapidly reaching the end of their adventure. They had completed a loop in Tanzania 
and were heading back to Cape Town to ship their vehicle to the UK. Similarly risk averse, they were 
erring on the side of caution and decided not to drive through Egypt to return to Europe. We spent 
an enjoyable evening together picking each other’s brains over a drink.  

By this stage, Viking Explorer had had a few days of feeling unwell. While in Lukwe, we took a 
few extra days to try to give him a chance to get healthy again. I put him in a shady spot under the 
trees, kept him amply fed and watered, and left him to sleep the days away.  

I spent my time exploring the area. One day, I hiked up the road to Livingstonia. The road was 
steep, passing through villages with lots of enthusiastic children along the way. The views across the 
lake were spectacular. The further I progressed up the mountainside, the further I could gaze across 
the lake. I looked forward to visiting the lake. 

Eventually after hiking five kilometres up the hill, I reached a little plateau with tree lined roads. 
Livingstonia. It was a quaint village with the oldest mission church in Malawi. The mission had 
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originally been established at Cape Maclear in 1875, but the high prevalence of malaria in the area 
resulted in the mission being moved to the higher altitude at Livingstonia in 1881. My search for 
internet access was unsuccessful. There was a power failure in the village and so the tiny coffee shop 
/ curio shop / internet café had no WiFi, but still brewed a delicious cup of tea.  

Viking Explorer drove up the mountainside to join me. Together, we sought out the church at the 
centre of the mission station. We passed by a local university with students milling around. There 
was also a mission hospital and health clinic associated with the mission station. We learned later 
that despite its remote location, it served almost 60,000 people in the northern part of Malawi.  

Eventually, at the far end of town, we found the mission church. A friendly pastor welcomed us 
and invited us to look around. The church was modern, beautiful and simple with its stained glass 
windows. Dr Livingstone, an African explorer after whom Livingstonia was named, was depicted in 
the scenes. He was a great explorer and we encountered his legacy in many places on our adventure. 

*** 

It was time to meet up with Mike and Emma in Rumphi and visit Nyika Plateau. We started our 
journey to the park from Livingstonia and wound our way around the side of the plateau to reach 
Rumphi. The high mountains of Nyika were covered in mist and clouds in the early morning, giving 
our journey a magical quality. The views over Lake Malawi were beautiful.   

On the Rumphi side of the plateau the view changed. The mountainside gave way to rolling 
forested hills. We met up with Mike and Emma, had a light lunch at Chef’s Pride of ‘rice, beans and 
greens’ and tried to buy the last few provisions we needed. There was not a lot on offer beside the 
basics of tomatoes and potatoes.  

The tar road from Mzuzu ended in Rumphi and continued towards Nyika Plateau as a rutted, 
bumpy dirt road. Travelling took time, and it was an hour and a half before we reached the entrance 
gate of Nyika Plateau National Park. Another two hours passed as we followed one of the smaller 
roads that snaked its way across the open plains and through denser woodland to Chelinda Camp. 
We started to appreciate exactly what ‘remote’ meant. 

The Nyika Plateau National Park is unique in Africa. It is a large granite dome with a plateau of 
3,200 square kilometre at 2,000 metres above sea level. This gives it a unique habitat which is home 
to much wildlife, big and small. It is also home to over 200 orchid species, and groves of montane 
forests.  

On the way to Chelinda, and on our drives around Chelinda, we could see signs of the elephant 
frequenting the area. There were a number of antelope too, including roan, zebra, duiker and 
bushbuck. They weren’t in the large herds we had seen in other countries, but still special to observe. 
The area was also home to a large number of bird species. But it truly was the scenery that was 
noteworthy. Rolling grasslands extending as far as the eye could see.  

We reached the headquarters of Nyika Vwaza Trust at Chelinda. As we exited the vehicle we 
noticed the high altitude chill to the air. No longer the comfortable mid 20s, the thermometer 
registered about 18C. The air was filled with the refreshing fragrance of pine plantations. We didn’t 
feel like we were in Africa but tucked away in the alpine mountains of Switzerland, with night time 
temperatures dipping below freezing. We listened to the nothingness, the quiet of being so high up. 
The nearest civilisation was miles away. It was beautiful. 

Chelinda was an unusual place. It was an odd mix with a luxury tourist lodge, the NVT and the 
village where the loggers and the staff lived. It all somehow managed to fit together in a haphazard 
way. 

The log cabin at NVT was very cosy and added to the feel of an alpine location. A roaring log fire 
was fed continuously from the pine plantation outside, crackling and sending sparks flying as huge 
logs broke. The roof had huge panels of Perspex to let in the natural sky light. The kitchen had an old 
fashioned wood burning stove, which was kept aglow day and night.  
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We spent hours in conversation with Mike and Emma about life on the plateau, managing the 
trust, and the challenges they faced. Viking Explorer was still not feeling well despite the days of rest 
at Lukwe, and I tried my best to be patient with him while we were evaluating our option.  

It was a true eye opener to sit in the lounge in the log cabin and watch the day-to-day happenings. 
The provisions from the shopping trip to Mzuzu were carried into the house and piled on the floor in 
the lounge. It included food, tools, spares, clothes, and other equipment. Someone noticed a 
purchase made in Mzuzu had not made it into the vehicle, so it would have to wait to be reclaimed 
until the next 5 hour one way trip. 

There was a seemingly endless stream of people coming and going, with requests or to pick items 
up. While we observed, the driver wanted to travel to Rumphi to pick up his new ATM card; the 
guide from Chelinda Lodge asked if NVT could help a couple of stranded guests of his; the local law 
enforcement representative asked if NVT could spare a vehicle to look for poachers; two people from 
the local village had injured themselves – could NVT take them to the hospital three and a half 
hours away? It was constant demands.  

We thoroughly enjoyed our drives exploring the plateau, and had Viking Explorer been healthy, 
we would have explored more on foot and mountain bike too. It certainly was one of the more 
unusual parks we have visited. Undoubtedly one of the most beautiful. 

But it was still Africa. Electricity was available only at the log cabin if Chelinda Lodge nearby had 
guests, which didn’t happen every day. The lodge ran the generator every other day for a few hours 
to charge the freezers, which gave NVT a chance to do the same. Mobile phone reception was 
intermittent at best and internet only available at the lodge with a friendly word and broad smile. 
We listened to the Men’s Wimbledon tennis finals on the shortwave radio, complete with hissing 
and crackling reminiscent of years gone by.  

*** 

After a few days we took our leave to return to Mzuzu. Viking Explorer was still unwell, sniffling 
and coughing with a burning fever. We realised that there was a Malawi ‘Flu Bug being passed 
unselfishly amongst tourists, visitors and travellers in Malawi. When we left Lilongwe, poor Tom 
had already succumbed. I didn’t envy him being on a bicycle, coughing and sputtering as he was. 
The Viking had started showing symptoms a few days later. I had managed to keep him in bed to 
recover a few times, and had wrestled the steering wheel from him so that I could do more of the 
driving and give him a break. These were only short-lived achievements as he was determined to 
keep going. But after a week my patience with Viking Explorer had worn thin, and night after night 
of interrupted sleep was taking its toll on me too. Either I was going to desert him on the roadside or 
we needed to find medical attention.  

It was a long hot drive from Chelinda. It took us four hours to find the nearest clinic where I 
hoped to find antibiotics.  

The Eva Demaya clinic was so unlike European clinics. It was a cluster of thatched rondavels. 
The simple consultation room consisted of a desk and two chairs. There, a sympathetic sister 
listened to Viking Explorer’s tales of woe and gave him a healthy dose of antibiotics to overcome his 
ailment. Our gratitude was enormous and in addition to paying for the medication we made a small 
donation to their clinic. 

But we had a decision to make. Did we want to take the opportunity to manage the Nyika Vwaza 
Trust? It was not an easy one. As the antibiotics made their way into Viking Explorer’s system, we 
chatted. His illness had really highlighted the remoteness and distances involved in preforming day 
to day tasks like seeking medical attention, or buy forgotten provisions. 

For me, the weather was a significant issue. After 10 years in the cold, grey, wet UK, my body was 
physically crying out for constant warmth and continuous sunshine. Even at that time in late winter, 
other places in Malawi were warm and sunny, shorts and t-shirt weather. I wasn’t up to another two 
years of cool temperatures, fighting to keep warm. 
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The undertaking was also significantly bigger, more complex and far more political than Lisa and 
Jerry had experienced those years before. We felt we would be giving up our overland adventure too 
early, to jump – as volunteers – into such a challenging environment. It wasn’t quite the ethos of our 
dream but perhaps fuel for a future one.  

Back at Mzoozoozoo Viking Explorer made a call to Chris. “No thanks” he said, “not now. We 
would like to keep it open and maybe come in as management couple in two or four years’ time”. We 
were so glad we went to see NVT and had a chance to spend time there talking to Mike and Emma. 
We hoped the arriving couple would be able to deal with the circumstances. 

We stocked up on a few groceries in Mzuzu and filled fuel before we proceeded the 50 kilometres 
down to Nkhata Bay. We were meeting Tom and Jemina again. The road passed through rolling hills 
down to the lakeshore, lovely lush green vegetation on either side. We had yet another police stop 
but they were friendly and waved us through without any check of paperwork. 

*** 

Nkhata Bay was one of the more touristy places in Malawi, teeming with tourist offerings. As we 
drove through the village on narrow roads, we met a large UK truck: it was the Grey Nomads making 
their way through Africa. They recognised us and we had a brief chat before continuing our separate 
ways. It had been a long time since we saw such a large truck. In this corner of the world the Toyota 
Hilux was King.  

We met Tom and Jemina at Njaya campsite. It was so lovely to see them once again. They had 
been travelling a lot slower than normal since Tom was also contending with the Malawi ‘Flu Bug. 
We enjoyed a lazy afternoon lounging on the sun deck, chatting before sharing another dinner 
together. They were continuing north along the lake to Tanzania while we were turning south to 
Cape Maclear, so this was the last time we’d enjoy each other’s company for a while. We hoped to 
meet up again in Rwanda or Uganda. 

There, on the shores of Lake Malawi over an ice cold beer, we reflected on our experiences of NVT 
with Tom and Jemina. As we told the story we realised we didn’t regret our decision. We were 
pleased we had tried and that we had the chance to visit the NVT. We were also happy to be back on 
the road again, travelling to our own time line and setting our own agenda.  

Some months later, we learned that the Trust revisited the situation. They concluded that the 
circumstances had changed to such an extent over the last few years that they could not expect a 
volunteer couple to come from abroad and manage the Trust’s activities on the plateau. Instead they 
employed a local person, a project manager whose previous role had been as assistant manager in 
another part of the Trust. A wise decision in our view. 

*** 

Next morning after another round of fond farewells, we ventured a further few kilometres south 
down the lakeshore to the Chintheche Strip. Along the way, we passed through rubber tree 
plantations with vendors along the road sides trying to sell their bouncing balls made of rubber 
bands. 

Chintheche was reported to be less touristy than Nkhata Bay and consequently a bit quieter, so 
we thought we’d explore. It took a little while to find a place to stay, as the price and quality of 
campsites varied considerably. We eventually settled on Makuzi Beach Lodge, a relaxing campsite 
on grass under the trees with a gorgeous view of the lake.   

As always, there were other travellers passing through. We met two South African couples who 
were on their way back to Cape Town after venturing as far north as Tanzania. There was also a big 
South African self-drive tour group of eight vehicles plus guide who were on a whirlwind 16 day tour 
of Zambia and Malawi. A further South African couple arrived who ran their own safari tour 
company in Natal, South Africa. Lastly, there was a Dutch couple on motorbikes who had been 
touring Africa on and off for almost two years. 
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Our planned one night stay quickly turned into three. The magic of taking things as they come. 
Viking Explorer was under strict instruction to get well and so we basked in the sun on the beach, 
read in the shade of the trees, played scrabble in the bar, cuddled the campsite cat, chatted to fellow 
travellers and generally soaked up the atmosphere of being on the lake. 

Eventually, the Viking was declared healthy again. I was feeling extremely rested and well 
warmed, and we continued our southwards exploration of Lake Malawi. Our destination was Cape 
Maclear, located on a peninsula on the southern tip of the lake, but it would take us a few days to 
reach there. 

Our stop for the night was at Nkhotakota Pottery, a working pottery company which also had a 
basic campsite under the blue-gum trees overlooking the beach. We browsed the store and learned 
that we could paint our own items which they would then glaze and fire. It sounded like a fun 
activity and we planned it for the following morning. In the meantime, a local choir were practising 
in the village, so we went to investigate. It was nothing like a European choir: a group of ten children 
of a range of ages were practising and dancing to the music playing from a large amplifier. We 
watched a while, and were invited to join in. I was feeling braver than Viking Explorer, but had the 
feeling the locals were laughing politely into their hands. 

The following morning we enjoyed a quiet hour in the pottery studio. We were given a selection of 
colours to decorate the chosen mugs. It was an hour of solitude, enjoying each other’s company but 
focussed on our own artwork. We encouraged the resident potter to tune in the radio to his favourite 
local station, and we absorbed the African sounds as we created our personalised souvenirs. Upon 
completion, we entrusted our precious creations to the potter to glaze, fire and send to their other 
pottery studio in Dedza for collection later on in our Malawi excursion. 

Based on recommendations, we continued to Cool Runnings at Senga Bay, owned and run by 
Sam. In the last few kilometres before reaching the campsite we came across two beautiful, large 
curio markets, with numerous sellers displaying their wares. We were feeling hot and tired, so 
postponed a browse until later in the day. In the meantime, we followed the tracks through Senga 
Bay village into the beautiful green lawns of Cool Runnings. We shared the campsite with a group of 
UK school children who were volunteering on some of the Cool Projects that Sam ran in the village.   

After lunch and an ice cold drink, we walked the one and a half kilometres back to the closest 
curio market. We had really struggled to find uniquely Malawian souvenirs to remind us of our time 
spent in Malawi. While the carvings were well crafted, it is possible to buy carved animals, salad 
spoons and masks in most southern African countries. We finally found a chap selling reed weavings 
and Viking Explorer found a gorgeous 4x4 that he had created. It was very unique and after a short 
negotiation, Viking Explorer was the proud new owner. We strolled back through the village, 
stopping at the local restaurant for a cold drink and to enquire about a dinner menu. The locals 
gazed at us in almost disbelief: mzungu (white person) in the local establishments was a surprise. 

We took a shortcut through the village to reach the campsite. Again we were only treated with 
warmth and smiles. Waves and thumbs up were the greetings shared with the locals. The children 
loved the novelty of the mzungu and at one stage we each had about two or three children hanging 
onto each hand, laughing, smiling, dragging us this way and that. They escorted us through the 
village before waving us on our way. That night we returned to the local restaurant for a cheap and 
cheerful dinner while watching a DVD of one of Leon Schuster’s movies. It felt strangely comforting 
and authentic. 

*** 

In our attempts to find a charity or non-government organisation in Africa to get involved with, 
we had come across one such initiative in Malawi. I had previously been in contact with them with a 
loose option to join them and work on any projects they had. We had time on our hands and found 
ourselves in the greater area so set off to find them.  

First we had to find the organisation which resulted in a longer than anticipated drive due to the 
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lack of signage. Eventually, after more than an hour through farmland, we reached the entrance 
gate. From there it was another half hour of rough, rocky tracks to reach the main house and camp. 

The objective of the organisation was to protect the fauna and flora in the area, and restore the 
ecological balance in co-operation with the local communities. The set up was very simple without 
mains electricity or running water. There were basic mud huts without windows for the volunteers 
and a small mud hut kitchenette run entirely on gas. The main area was more of a covered shelter 
than a building, with a long table and benches for sitting and eating at. A tiny solar panel generated 
electricity to charge phones and laptops. 

We were welcomed and given an overview of the organisation over a cup of tea. It certainly had 
its challenges, many of them the same as for National Parks: poaching, fires, demands from people 
for land and firewood. 

That afternoon we joined one of the volunteers, a university researcher from the UK, out into the 
field with his armed scouts to set up infra-red cameras. It was a good way to understand the reserve 
better and we were fortunate to spot a rare herd of buffalo. It was interesting, though, to see how the 
armed scouts reacted to the herd. Whereas trained field guides would have watched from a safe 
distance (which we were) before moving off quietly, these scouts lit fires to chase the buffalo away. 
Very strange for us to witness. In the evening, we joined the rest of the group for a delicious dinner 
around a candlelit table before retiring to bed, ready for a day of work the following day. 

We had agreed to stay for a few days to help on a specific project from their long list of projects. 
The experience reinforced the challenges many such organisations deal with. The first stumbling 
block for us was the project design was not suitable. Although they had already proudly ploughed 
many man hours into the project, in our opinion it was doomed to failure. So, we were faced with the 
conundrum of whether to add our own man hours to the project. In the end, faced with doing 
nothing or doing something, we rolled up our sleeves and started moving rocks.  

We quickly reached our second stumbling block: there was not enough materials. The project 
required a large number of rocks, but within two hours of working, we ran out. It was 9am and we 
were done. To allow us to continue, the truck needed to collect more rocks. But, the truck was 
otherwise occupied for the next few days and so we came to a grinding halt. With no other work 
scheduled and everyone else out on their own projects for the rest of the day, we were stuck.  

It was very sad that we couldn’t achieve anything without days of waiting. We wondered how 
many small charities and NGOs have these similar issues: a lot of passion about the wildlife or 
community issues but not enough knowledge or organisational skills to use the limited resources in 
the most efficient ways. We spent many hours that day in deep discussion while travelling towards 
Monkey Bay to help on another project. We hoped to get a different view on the topic.  

*** 

On the eastern side of the Lake Malawi National Park peninsula lies Monkey Bay. Our destination 
was Sumbi Beach Project in search of Grant, Abi and Tom. Sumbi Beach Project was an NGO set up 
by Grant and Abi who ran numerous local projects particularly related to nursery age children. 
Many projects had already broken ground and the duo was in constant contact with the local 
community in search of more ways to help. Their good friend Tom, who was helping them out, 
completed the trio. 

We wanted to give them a hand in any way we could, and realised that there was a lot to 
accomplish on site prior to the arrival of their first group of volunteers four days later. It was all 
hands on deck to ensure they were ready to accommodate the 40+ school children and adults 
arriving. There was a great team of Malawians on site and very soon we felt like part of workforce. 
Shovels and digging were part of the game for us too. Everyone had a sense of humour and the 
loyalty and pride everyone had to the project was tangible. What an ideal work environment. 

The surrounding villages had adopted the trio into their hearts, which was evident as we walked 
the few hundred meters through the village to the beach. The children all recognised Abi from afar, 
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and calls of ‘Abi’ and ‘Happy’ (some of them thought this was Abi’s name) could be heard the whole 
way. Kids came running to say hi and very quickly all of us had two or three children hanging off our 
hands. They dragged us towards the beach, jostling to make sure they were holding our hands. They 
were fascinated by Abi’s long dark hair, stroking it lovingly. 

It wasn’t all hard work. There was also time to learn how to play bawo, the local Malawian board-
and-bean game. We saw it weeks previously when we first entered Malawi but hadn’t found anyone 
to teach us. Finally! We loved the game so much that we ordered our own custom made Kapp2Cape 
board. 

We also had a chance to explore the quaint little village in search of odds and ends for the tasks 
we were carrying out on site, but also to stock up on delicious bread at the bakery, fresh produce in 
the market and other provisions at the little grocery stores. There was enough selection to keep 
going, but wider variety was available at Mangochi, about an hour away. 

The days flew by. In our time there, we managed to electrify one of the little rondavels and 
ensure all showers had showerheads, closing doors, and enough hooks to hang clothes on. We gave 
them input on designing a camping area so that they could attract travellers like ourselves to earn a 
little extra income.  Soon, it was time for us to say goodbye and flee the arriving hoards. We wished 
them good luck before hopping in the car and heading to Cape Maclear. 

***   

Our initial interaction at Cape Maclear was with the guide touts we met outside the entrance to 
the Lake Malawi National Park. We asked about hiking in the national park, and they offered their 
services for hefty fees in addition to the park fees. A laugh, and sharp intake of breath. “Too much.” 
Viking Explorer shook his head in a very African manner. “No problem” said the guides. “We know 
where you can park your car and go for a hike without paying the park fees”. 

And so began our Cape Maclear experience. 

We drove through the village on the way to Fat Monkey. Rather than the produce markets and 
small grocery stores of Monkey Bay, the village had an abundance of curio stalls. We drove onwards, 
wondering where the locals bought their food. We later learned they were reliant on the intermittent 
bus service to travel half an hour back to Monkey Bay, and then return later the same day. A full day 
to do grocery shopping? We were humbled. 

We reached Fat Monkeys with a gorgeous view westwards over Lake Malawi. Finally we could 
watch the sun set over the lake. However, we soon realised that this was a rather popular spot for 
travellers in a rather small, confined, space. Soon after our arrival, another 4x4 with rooftop tent 
pulled in (three ex-pat teachers from Nairobi) and then the dreaded large overland truck with eight 
Germans. Nice enough people, no doubt, but seemed to lack basic camping etiquette. In any case, 
our experience was that groups of travellers larger than four are generally noisy and less aware of 
fellow campers.  

That night a poor example of camp management was displayed. After official gate close time 
(9pm) the night guard let in a group of Mozambiquan ‘tobacco boys’ who had relocated their 
drinking spree from another establishment in Cape Maclear which had closed. The bar officially 
closed at 10:30pm and was reopened by the barman to accommodate said ‘tobacco boys’ and their 
loud thumping music blasting from their vehicle. The British camp managers only made an effort to 
rectify the situation at midnight, but it took another hour until everyone had left. Sadly, there was 
not even the slightest apology in the morning. All they said was that the night guard and barman had 
been reprimanded. We were assured it would not happen the next night. 

We were determined to salvage the situation. After all, the campsite had WiFi access and we 
needed to update the blog and tackle email. After a morning online, we took a stroll into the village. 
We were reminded what friendly, warm hearted people the Malawians were and our irritation at 
other travellers was soon forgotten. We stopped at Gaiatar Coffee & Craft shop. We browsed the 
beautiful locally made sewing crafts and indulged in a most delicious slice of home-baked chocolate 
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cake and cup of plunger coffee while overlooking the lake. We chatted about all the knowledge we 
had been acquiring while travelling and what we are going to do with it all when the adventure 
paused. 

Onwards through the village we walked, stopping and looking at all the curio stalls. Everyone 
actively tried to interest us in their crafts but took no offense when we bought nothing. At one of the 
bars we stopped at, Viking Explorer was invited to a game of bawo with a local chap. Eager to test 
his skills, Viking Explorer accepted. The Malawian played very kindly with Viking Explorer, before 
eventually deciding it was time to finish up and very soon afterwards he won the game. Of course, he 
then had to take us to his uncle’s shop to show us the crafts on offer, particularly the ‘happy pants’ 
(baggy trousers in funky Malawian fabric). 

On the way back to the campsite, we continued to be greeted by the local children, waving and 
saying hello. No asking for money. No asking for sweets. Such a relief. A little girl took a fancy to me, 
grabbed hold of my hand, and proceeded to join us on our walk. We almost ended up as foster 
parents before I returned the smiling girl to her grateful parents.  

It was such a fabulous reminder that we were indeed in the warm heart of Africa. The Malawians 
had such a wonderful sense of humour, they were so welcoming, warm and friendly. It restored our 
faith in humanity. 

We decided to give up on Cape Maclear, and headed down to Mangochi – partly to buy some 
food, partly to take a drive and partly to have a look. It was an interesting little town. After stopping 
at every hole-in-the-wall supermarket and suprette, we managed to stock up on some basics: 
breakfast cereal, porridge oats, tinned pilchards. Then, a kind lady pointed us in the direction of the 
central market, a place we knew existed but couldn’t find. It was well hidden in a maze of walkways 
and stall and very impressive. It was the first formal fruit and vegetable market we had come across 
since leaving Lilongwe, all housed under one big roof, with concrete benches available for vendors to 
sell their produce from. The selection was excellent, the quality high and we even managed to buy 
some ‘luxuries’ such as lettuce and aubergine. Tomatoes, onions and potatoes were abundant on the 
roadside everywhere in Malawi. 

Our lunch stop was at a local restaurant on the main road out of town with the typical colourful 
African name of “Possibilities Restaurant and Take Aways”. The outside seating was covered by a 
large shadecloth, and we relaxed in the shade while waiting for our meal of egg and chips. The only 
campsite in the area was Nkhudzi, about 20 kilometres before Monkey Bay. It was a strange little set 
up, and in its heyday I am sure it was charming. But when we visited, it was suffering from neglect. 
It overlooked a sheltered stretch of Lake Malawi, with gorgeous views of the lake. But the roof on 
part of the reception building had collapsed when a branch fell on it in December 2012, and hadn’t 
been repaired more than six months later. In addition, with the owners based in South Africa, a local 
family had slowly moved into the reception building and especially enjoyed watching TV which ran 
continuously through the day. We camped on the manicured, green lawn and used the bathroom 
facilities of one of the two chalets on site. I am sure I wouldn’t have enjoyed the site of a 4x4 with a 
rooftop tent outside on the lawn if I was staying in a chalet. But visitors seemed scarce. 

That evening, we watched the full moon rise over the lake. It was breath-taking. The moonlight 
reflected on the lake, and the landscape was bathed in a silver light. Sheer magic. 

Slowly we made our way back up to Monkey Bay. There was a weekly fabric market on the 
outskirts of the village which we were interested in visiting, both to buy colourful Malawian fabric 
and also to look at what clothing was available. It was an interesting excursion. The market had lots 
of displays around the edge of the market area, vendors who took the time to erect flimsy frames for 
their clothes and fabrics. In the middle lay row upon row of pile after pile of second hand clothing. 
Most of it was in excellent condition, even with tags on. Similar to the clothing market we explored 
in Lilongwe, these clothes arrived from Canada, USA, UK, Australia, and even from Norway! There 
was a pile of clothes which had a bag bearing the Norwegian flag and a few brand names Viking 
Explorer recognised. Despite a good hour or so browsing, we came away empty handed. 
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Our campsite for the night was Mufasa Rustic Backpackers. It was a relaxing place to stay for the 
night. The site overlooked a tiny bay, angled so that the prevailing wind (which buffeted the rest of 
the coast) was absent. It was simple. It was peaceful. It was ideal. We lay on the small beach and 
soaked up the sun. Then we moved into the shade and snoozed on the soft sand, listening to the 
gentle lapping of waves on the shore. 

Next day we returned to Sumbi Beach Lodge to collect our bawo board and see how the 
volunteers were coping. The craftsmanship was skilful and the resulting board was exactly as we had 
hoped. It was well worth the wait. We said our farewells to Grant, Abi and Tom, wished them 
ongoing success and continued our Malawian circuit.   

*** 

Until picking up our bawo board in Monkey Bay, we had struggled to find special souvenirs from 
Malawi. Within a short time, that all changed. 

On the way to Dedza we passed a curio stall that had some of the most unique carvings we had 
seen while in Malawi. Most curio stalls had versions of the same offering: various carved animals, 
Noah’s Ark with at least 10 pairs of animals, key chains customised with your name while you wait, 
salad bowls, serving spoons – the standard offering in southern Africa. This one was different, 
though, with almost life-size carvings of people and beautiful, large masks carved from ebony, 
weighing a ton. Despite falling in love with a pair of masks, realistically there was no way to 
transport them and little sensible way of ever hanging them on a wall. We settled on a village scene 
wall carving instead. 

In Dedza, we were due to pick up our mugs which we had painted in Nkhotakota two weeks 
previously. Sadly, they hadn’t yet arrived but we were assured they would arrive the following 
evening. This gave us the perfect excuse to go for a hike and explore the beautiful surroundings. 
Next morning, bright and early, we received a hand drawn sketch of where to walk into the 
mountains.  

The mountainside was criss-crossed with numerous paths and tracks, well-used by local villagers. 
Even without the map it would have been difficult for us to have become lost. We saw lots of people 
carrying firewood from the forests down to the villages. Not the occasional villager grabbing a few 
twigs to make a fire, rather more than 20 or so villagers heavily laden with sticks and branches in 
bundles balanced on their heads. It was no surprise that Malawi has the fifth highest rate of 
deforestation in the world. The weight of the bundles was impressive. We stopped and chatted to a 
lady on the roadside with her bundle resting on the ground. Viking Explorer tried to lift the bundle 
and was surprised at the weight – it was nearly 30kg. It was mind boggling to think that they carry 
this, barefoot, down the paths from the forest to the village every day. 

As we came down the mountainside, we took a detour into the town of Dedza. The route we took 
was longer than we expected and eventually my legs gave up on the edge of town. Fortunately we 
found a local restaurant on the roadside, with open barbeque grill. The locals viewed us with interest 
as we said we wanted to try their local special of chips and salad. A wooden bench appeared from 
across the road and was offered to me. I quickly sat, resting my weary legs and drank an ice cold 
coke while we waited for food. 

Feeling well fed and lazy we opted for a bicycle taxi back to the campsite, purely for the fun of it. 
Bicycle taxis were the main form of short distance transport in Malawi and we wanted to support the 
locals and give it a try. The ‘taxi men’ were incredibly fit and strong. We flagged down a bicycle taxi 
each. I nervously climbed onto the back of a bicycle and sat on a small padded cushion above the 
rear wheel. I firmly gripped a small rail behind the driver’s seat, the bicycle lurched forwards and we 
took off! I hung on for dear life as we quickly climbed up the gentle incline out of the village. Over 
the crest and we raced down the hill towards the campsite. I wanted to shriek and grab the brakes 
but there was no stopping the ‘taxi man’. UK Health and Safety would have disapproved: no 
helmets, no seatbelts – just hang on! 
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Next morning, our mugs emerged from the overnight delivery. We unpacked them with much 
anticipation. They turned out beautifully. A special souvenir to remind us of our time in Malawi. 

*** 

Our Malawi circuit was complete. Five magical weeks had passed and we found ourselves back in 
Lilongwe, preparing to leave the Warm Heart of Africa. Our last stop in Lilongwe was primarily to 
pick up provisions more easily obtained in Malawi and replace the relay switch to return our 
headlights to correct functionality. Last, but not least, I was in need of another haircut. 

We originally planned to return to Mabuya but our memories of Mabuya included our Belgian 
tandem friends Tom and Jemina and it felt really strange to be there again without them. Also, UK 
school holidays had commenced and the volun-tourism industry was in full swing. The backpackers 
was invaded by far too many groups of teenagers for our liking. We relocated to the Golf Club just 
down the road. There, we discovered a green lawn, a quiet campsite and access to the golf clubhouse. 

Annette and Joachim, a German couple who drive German speaking clients in their two Land 
Rovers on 2-3 week trips in southern and eastern Africa, shared the campsite with us. When we met 
them, they had dropped off five people, and a few days later were picking up another six. In between 
they took a well-deserved rest. With their next group, they were heading north in Malawi, visiting 
Lake Malawi and Vwaza Marsh National Park before crossing into Tanzania and finishing in Dar es 
Salaam. They had done trips like this for a few years and we were quite intrigued by their way of 
funding ongoing travel in Africa.  

They had also published a book from their first trip in southern Africa which they had a copy of 
for us to peruse. We picked their brains about this too, and started feeling more confident and 
excited that we’d be able to manage something similar when the time was right.  

We enjoyed our brief few days together, sharing meals and chatting in the sun. We hoped to 
bump into them again on the road, but sadly never did. 

There was local music on offer while we were in Lilongwe. One afternoon, while we relaxed in the 
outdoor courtyard at Kikobo Hotel, a local guitar trio struck up. They played a mix of local Malawian 
music and covers of more popular western tunes. Their voices and music filled the air, adding a 
special atmosphere as we relaxed, listened, caught up on the internet, wrote postcards and had a 
drink or two. Fabulous. 

The next evening at the golf club, a local reggae artist was in concert. The cricket field was turned 
into a stage, and concert goers brought chairs and blankets to sit on the grass, or danced to the 
music. The proximity of the concert venue to the campsite enabled us to enjoy the support acts 
through the afternoon and the main band – the “Black Missionaries” – in the evening. Very good 
music, which we enjoyed over dinner with our new friends. 

Chores in Lilongwe complete, our exploration of Malawi came to an end. It was time to cross back 
into Zambia and plan a route northwards to Lake Tanganyika. 
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13 RETURN TO ZAMBIA 

July 2013 – August 2013, 8 days, 1,221 kilometres 

Viking Explorer 

It helps having been somewhere before; it makes it so much easier to do all the 
chores. After an easy border crossing back into Zambia, we very efficiently did all we 
needed to do in Chipata: shopping at Shoprite to stock up on food supplies, over to the 
bank to draw Zambian Kwacha, into Spar for very last provisions, Highway suprette 
for coke, fuel station to fill up and a stop at Afrox to fill cooking gas. 

Our destination for the day was Mama Rula campsite where we would camp for the night. Our 
previous stay there had been very quiet, but this time it was completely different. On entry, we were 
greeted by a large overland truck (which we had seen in Chipata) with occupants busy setting up 
their tent city. We drove to the far back corner – as far away as we could – and settled in. Our first 
few surprises followed: three more overland trucks came in, then a group of three German Land 
Rovers with about 12 people (drivers, cooks, clients). In total we estimated about 70 people camping 
that night. It was Tent City as far as the eye could see. Finally we understood why the camp site has 
so much space. 

Just when we thought had stopped arriving for the evening, we had our next surprise. Noel and 
Ping – who we managed to bump into regularly on our trip – arrived. It was amazing to see them 
again and catch up on their travels. We last saw them in Windhoek, Namibia in late May. They had 
travelled through Botswana and Zimbabwe, and were traversing Zambia from Kariba Dam to 
Malawi. After Malawi, their route would take them up the eastern side of Tanzania towards Nairobi, 
Kenya. As our planned route was directed towards Lake Tanganyika and the western side of 
Tanzania, this was likely the last time we’d cross paths again. 

We enjoyed our evening together: swapping stories, sharing our meal, and enjoying the company 
of traveller friends. We realised, though, how different travellers seek different experiences – all a 
part of everyone enjoying their own adventure. Our philosophy had always been to seek out the 
remoteness, the wilderness, the wide open spaces of Africa. We tried to travel off the beaten track 
and stay in quieter places, to escape the tourists. But places like these that we recommended to Noel 
and Ping unfortunately lead to some disappointment on their part. We realised how different their 
adventure was to ours – that they enjoyed places with a lot more hustle and bustle and 
accommodation with other people around. So we made some changes in our recommendations for 
them for Malawi, pointing them in the direction of what we had learned they would enjoy, rather 
than what we knew we would enjoy. 

The next morning gave me the third significant surprise while at Mama-Rula. After a heavy night 
of drinking and karaoke for the 50 or so super-keen overlanders, I expected them to have a slow 
morning easing into the day. Not so. When I emerged from the tent just before 7am, I was greeted by 
an almost empty campsite! Only one overland truck and the German tour group remained – 
everyone else had packed up and left. I was impressed. 

So, after a truly surprising day, we bid a fond farewell to Noel and Ping and set off in search of the 
back roads, off-roads, and gravel roads of the Luangwa valley. The most logical starting point for 
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this would be the campsite at Wildlife Camp on the banks of the Luangwa River, just outside South 
Luangwa National Park. A quick stop in Chipata on the way out of town, and then we were on our 
way back up the gravel road towards Mfuwe. 

Wildlife Camp in August was a completely different experience to our visit more than a month 
previously. It was busy. With the Europeans enjoying their summer vacation, as well as South 
Africans escaping the colder winter weather, there was more activity than on our last visit. In 
addition, we missed the company of our travel companions of the previous visit: Albert, and our 
dear tandem friends Tom and Jemina. 

Wildlife was the perfect place for planning our exploration of the Luangwa Valley. As the 
Luangwa Valley is one of Africa’s prime wildlife sanctuaries, with concentrations of wildlife and 
birds that are world renowned, we wanted to make sure we could experience as much as possible. 
The valley lies at the end of the Great Rift Valley, the continental fault which runs from the Red Sea 
in Egypt down the length of East Africa. The Luangwa Valley is the western split of the Rift Valley, 
and extends about 700 kilometres at an average width of 100 kilometres. With the Luangwa River 
flowing through the Luangwa Valley, we expected lush scenery and traces of lots of animals. 

When we stayed at Wildlife Camp before entering Malawi, we enquired about travelling up the 
Luangwa Valley and traversing North Luangwa National Park to reach the Great North Road. Our 
host, Conrad, had received information from Sam and Kat (the British brother and sister whom we 
met in Malawi) a few months earlier, saying they had passed through without a problem. Later, in 
Malawi, we were given the full story first hand from Sam and Kat, along with lots of waypoints of 
places to camp. North Luangwa National Park was a much less visited park than the more popular 
South Luangwa National Park, as it took some determination to reach the park – at least from 
Mfuwe. 

The first day took us through the NSEFU sector in South Luangwa National Park. It was an easy 
drive from Mfuwe, and our little detour gave us three unexpected sightings. First, we passed a small 
marsh where a colony of Grey Crowned Cranes was feeding. The Grey Crowned Cranes are 
endangered, so it was a special sight to watch a flock going about their day. Second, we encountered 
a large flock of White-Backed Vultures waiting for the thermals to start so that they could take off. 
We saw very unusual behaviour of vultures lying down with wings spread out – possibly taking a 
dust bath – while others were standing with their wings spread, soaking up the morning sun. Third, 
there was a hot spring in this area, with the rising steam visible from the spring and the small 
stream even in the early morning sun.  

From the NSEFU sector we continued to Luambe, a smaller, less developed park in the region. 
Our aim was to find a hunting lodge marked on the map just to the north of the park. Our enquiry at 
the park gate assured us the lodge was open, but after searching fruitlessly for it, we gave up. We 
continued on to Luangwa Wilderness Lodge to camp for the night. Peter, our Zambian host, had 
recently found German investors, so there were plans to reopen the lodge again after a much needed 
renovation. There were no camping facilities to speak of – we set up on an open piece of ground near 
the river bank behind a chalet, and spent the night listening to about 400 hippos grunting, tussling, 
playing and serenading from the river below. It is a true African sound to fall asleep to. 

The second day we continued onwards from Luambe. The drive was relatively easy, with stunning 
scenery. We followed a dusty track that took us through small villages and settlements. Occasionally, 
the track would cross a dry riverbed, and then continue skirting fields of corn or cotton. 

As we reached Chiweza we turned towards what we thought was the southern entrance to the 
North Luangwa National Park. For an hour, we bumped away along rutted roads for an hour, 
passing through many small villages with curious inhabitants. When we reached the gate, we 
learned that the gate was only an exit gate from the park – entry to the park was on the north east 
corner of the park via Chifunda. Hot, tired and frustrated, we retraced our steps to Chiweza, and 
continued northwards to the correct entrance and our campsite for the night. Fortunately we had a 
reasonable amount of time; at least we would not be arriving at our campsite at the brink of 
darkness. 
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We followed the signs for the campsite, and arrived at It’s Wild Bushcamp (the community 
campsite) in the late afternoon. Like most community campsites, it was fairly basic, but we did have 
flushing toilets and ice cold showers in reed and grass enclosures. As darkness started to close in, we 
thought we would be the only guests at the camp that night. Not so… just before it turned completely 
dark three Land Rovers rolled in. It was the same three we had next to us at Mama-Rula a few days 
earlier. 

Being on the banks of the Luangwa River, unfenced and with the park across the water, we were 
treated to elephants passing through the camp while we quietly watched and took photos. Our 
biggest treat of the evening was the illusive leopard. It sat closer to the river, below the level of our 
camp and watched us for a while, its eyes reflecting in the torchlight. Then, it turned and slunk off 
silently into the night. 

Before setting off from camp the next morning, we had to track down the camp attendants so that 
we could settle both the camping fees and park fees. At 7:30am, we were on our way to the pontoon 
(yippy!); this one a true African pontoon made out of oil barrels and wood, pulled across by hand by 
the pontoon pilot. I always enjoy these pontoons, there is a certain charm about their basic-ness. It 
didn’t take long to cross the river, and as we left the pontoon we entered the park. 

North Luangwa National Park was founded as a game reserve in 1938 and became a national 
park in 1972. It now covers an area of 4,636 square kilometres and is home to the Big Five. The 
scenery is varied, with Mopane woodland, grasslands, river front, and hills further to the north. 
Unlike South Luangwa National Park, it is not a park with many options for self-drive. The roads to 
the west in the park are closed to anyone without a booking to the one lodge operating in that area. 
This leaves only one road to drive – the one that goes straight through the park. With a booking at 
the lodge it is possible to access the area around the Mwaleshi River and the wildlife seeking the 
water there in the dry season. 

Instead of setting off north straight away, we meandered our way down the river for about 20 
kilometres to the hippo pools. We were greeted by a fantastic sight of hundreds of hippos splashing, 
snorting and basking in the early morning sun. From the hippo pools we backtracked to the main 
road again and turned north through the park. We stopped for a quick lunch next to a few 
waterholes that were marked on the crude map we had, hoping to see animals coming in to drink. 
Nothing. 

We didn’t see much game on our traverse – I think they had all migrated towards the west and 
the Mwaleshi River in search of water. Hippo, crocodile, elephant, kudu, impala, letchwe, warthog, 
black wildebeest, waterbuck, and bushbuck made it onto the list. Yes, a good list, but the different 
animals were very few in numbers. After our lunch break, we crossed through the Rhino Sanctuary 
located in the middle of the park. This is an initiative with origins back to 1986 to promote 
conservation, focusing on the black rhino. Over an eight year period this initiative re-introduced 25 
black rhino into the area. A bit later we passed the North Luangwa National Park airstrip that serves 
the park, the lodge, and the sanctuary. Then we started the climb up the escarpment to reach the 
campsite on the other side, just outside the park. 

We had an enjoyable day in the park, with relatively good game viewing and a few special birds 
we could add to our list. It was worth the visit to explore a more remote area of Zambia, but it is not 
on top of the list of recommended parks for self-drive game viewing.  

*** 

After our off road exploration of the Luangwa valley, we made our way towards Kapishya Hot 
Springs, a place that almost every traveller we had met had recommended. On the way, we passed 
Shiwa Ng’unda, a large estate built by a retired British army officer in the early 1900s. It really did 
look like an old English home from the rolling English hills. The materials and furnishings for the 
house were ordered from England, sailed to Dar es Salaam (Tanzania), and then carried overland to 
Shiwa, first by rail, then ox wagon, and the last 70 miles carried by workers. Rather eccentric if you 
ask me. The estate also had a little bit of wildlife, and we saw black wildebeest and a few antelope as 
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we meandered along the scenic route. 

At Kapishya Hot Springs we were greeted by a very surly woman who seemed to be completely 
inconvenienced by our arrival, and we really felt like we were in her way. No smile and a grumpy 
attitude. She merely pointed vaguely in the direction of the campsite and left us to get on with it. If 
we’d had an option of somewhere else to stay that night, we would have taken it. We just didn’t feel 
welcome. Our planned two night stay rapidly changed to one. No endorsement from us on the 
service. Shaking off our irritation, we enjoyed a lazy afternoon relaxing in the hot spring, and set up 
camp near the river. 

Next day, we continued our journey north, stopping in Kasama. We did a little shopping at 
Shoprite – the expected last real supermarket until we had passed through Tanzania and reached 
Uganda – and filled fuel. Our accommodation for the evening was at Thorn Tree Guest House, 
where Hazel and Yurt had a few en-suite rooms. Despite us being campers, Thorn Tree Lodge 
welcomed us with open arms. They showed us around, and had no objections to us flipping open the 
rooftop tent in the parking lot and heating up of leftovers at the back of the vehicle. I am normally 
reluctant to use parking areas, as they can be quiet noisy, but this was the exception. After dinner we 
settled in the bar area, making good use of the WiFi while enjoying a delicious dessert. They shared 
their knowledge, giving us some good suggestions of places to stay in Mbala and Mpulungu – our 
next stop north. They even passed on information received by email from other travellers we knew – 
South Africans Paul and Suzanne whom we met while staying in Hermanus, South Africa, with 
family. Paul and Suzanne had passed that way a few months ahead of us, and had sent Hazel and 
update on road conditions that very day. Perfect timing for us. 

We continued our journey north, reaching Mpulungu on Lake Tanganyika. It was suddenly hot!  
After many months of comfortable high 20’s, we were suddenly thrust back into 37C with humidity. 
The port at Mpulungu was the terminus for the ferry running a two-weekly service up and down the 
lake, through Tanzania and into Burundi and back. It was also the location of the customs office, 
which we needed to visit the following morning before beginning the drive to the border. With 
customs information in hand, we sought out Nkupi Lodge which apparently had camping.   

Compared to other places we have stayed, Nkupi didn’t have as much to offer by way of camping, 
but Charity was very welcoming. Nothing was a problem, and extra care was made to ensure the 
bathrooms were clean and that we had hot water for showers. We found a coolish spot under the 
trees, and relaxed while Charity bustled around. She offered to cook us dinner – nkupi fish fresh 
from the lake. While waiting for dinner we wandered up to the oldest missionary church ruins in 
Zambia, and watched the sun set over the lake. The dinner that Charity cooked was superb! Clearly 
love and care had been included in the essential ingredients. And when the lights went out she 
ensured we had a lamp to finish our meal. She had worked there for over 14 years and was so proud. 

That evening, as we watched the sun setting, I kept thinking about the attitude of the managers at 
these last three places we had stayed at. How the way we were greeted and treated on arrival could 
have the power to either want us to shorten our stay or to wish we could stay longer. I certainly 
wished we would meet more from the latter category on the rest of our journey. 

*** 

Our last chore before leaving Zambia the following morning was to change the last of our 
Zambian Kwacha into US dollars or Tanzanian Shillings. Banking seemed such a mundane, simple 
task on our adventure, that I regularly dispatched African GirlChild unaccompanied, under the guise 
of me ‘looking after the vehicle’! Despite being so close to the border, with people crossing 
backwards and forwards, this time it proved to be quite an undertaking. 

In her own words: 

“First stop: Finance Bank in Mpulungu. The time travel began! I stepped back in time a good 40 
years, to the days of wooden panels and wooden counters. The room was enormous, with a small 
area for customers in the front, and full visibility of all the bank’s activities behind the counter. 
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There was no glass separating customers and tellers – you could actually talk to each other. They did 
have computers, though, and receipts for transactions were hand written. They didn’t have any US 
dollars, so on I went. 

Second stop: Barclays Bank in Mbala. Time travel forward to the present. Although it was a tiny 
branch with only two tellers, it could have been anywhere in the world. The characteristic blue and 
white Barclays decor; the modern counters; the big posters advertising financial products; the 
separate room for the branch manager. Sadly, they didn’t have any US dollars, but did have Euros 
and British pounds if we couldn’t find anywhere else. 

Third stop: Hardings fuel station in Mbala. We had heard we could buy Tanzania shillings from a 
guy there. Viking Explorer went into the service station and a wad of notes appeared on the counter 
– as though he had asked for a bar of chocolate. A calculator appeared and calculations were done. 
Yip, that is the truth, but he had only a small amount of shillings, so our search continued. 

Fourth stop: Cavemont Bank in Mbala. This time travel trip went even further back in time. The 
room seemed oversized for the number of staff and customers. There was an enormous safe in the 
back which was opened with a long key – no time delay locks there. The floor was covered with aging 
linoleum, and the long counter extending the width of the room was the same dark brown wood 
panelling with wooden counter. I wasn’t really sure there were tellers, it seemed that everyone talked 
to customer service and then was redirected elsewhere. I was sent behind the counter where I was 
told there were no dollars. Then the branch manager stepped in and I was taken to her office – a 
raised platform which seemed to be held together with duct tape. But I was told there was US$100 – 
with an exchange rate which remarkably matched exactly the Zambian Kwacha I had. The 
transaction then took place, and despite there being a computer on the desk, everything was done on 
hand written receipts. But, it was also old school service and I was treated with respect and courtesy 
even though I was passing through and only changed US$100.” 

From Mbala, it was 20 kilometres to the border – on some of the worst roads we had driven on so 
far. Potholed, corrugated, mud hard set, it was a long bumpy hour before we reached the tiny border 
post of Zombe, and could cross into Tanzania. 
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14 WESTERN TANZANIA – A TRAIL OF DUST 

August 2013, 13 days, 1,796 kilometres 

African GirlChild 

It amazed me frequently how crossing an imaginary line in the sand really could 
demarcate such a change. Tanzania, even in the far flung south western corner, 
started hinting at the grasslands, plains and wildlife that are depicted in numerous 
documentaries of the region. We also noticed the many Jacaranda trees in full bloom. 
I love the purple flowers and it reminded me so much of Pretoria. The people were 
also noticeably more friendly than we had experienced in Zambia. Enthusiastic waves 
were accompanied by wide grins of pearly whites. Fewer hands out asking for money 
or sweeties.  

But then again, that was not the tourist ridden part of Tanzania. Far from it. We were venturing 
up the western side of Tanzania: far from the island paradise of Zanzibar and the wildlife of 
Serengeti and Ngorongoro Crater. 

It was already lunch time when we finished border processing at Kasesya and we also 
encountered a time change we hadn’t anticipated, with clocks going forwards an hour from Zambia. 
Our original travel plan had been to overnight in Sumbawanga, the first major town on the national 
road running north along the western side of the country. However, we learned about a lodge on the 
shore of Lake Tanganyika at a small port called Kasanga. We had no accommodation marked on our 
maps but engaging an adventurous spirit we adjusted our course for a night at the lake. 

The roads on this side of Tanzania were almost solely gravel, dust and dirt, in varying degrees of 
repair. At that stage of the dry season they were tolerable to drive. I am sure that with a few heavy 
rainfalls the dust would quickly turn to mud. The Chinese, however, were laying tar at a rapid rate 
and soon the region may well be easier to travel. 

On our way to Kasanga, we passed a Land Cruiser parked on the roadside, packed with six 
German tourists and their Tanzanian driver. We stopped for a chat, checking whether they needed 
help. They helpfully informed us Liembe Beach Lodge just outside Kasanga offered camping. They 
also invited us to join them visiting Kalambo Falls, an attraction we hadn’t managed to visit from the 
Zambian side. We left them securing a dropped spare wheel to the roof and made our way in the 
direction of the falls. With a Tanzanian behind the wheel, they soon caught up with us. 

About one kilometre before the falls lies a small village. It was the control post – for lack of a 
better term – for the falls. Here we made a receipted contribution to the community in order to 
access the falls. Instantly, the vehicle was surrounded by almost all the village children. Beady eyes 
peered in the windows, looking for anything that caught their attention. They pawed at the vehicle, 
climbed on the back and soon our dirty, dusty vehicle was quite clean again.   

The Kalambo Falls were impressive. The falls technically lie in Tanzania but are close to the 
Zambian border. The water tumbles 235 metres in a single drop, making them amongst the tallest 
uninterrupted falls in Africa. The Kalambo River has carved a deep gorge into the landscape and the 
view from the top was breath-taking. I wasn’t quite brave enough to walk to the edge, much less peer 
over, but our new German friends crawled cautiously to the lip of the gorge and gazed down. The 
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Kalambo River narrowed as it approached the falls and was surprisingly gentle flowing. The locals 
from both countries crossed backwards and forwards under the guise of bathing in the river.   

The long day was catching up with us. The Germans were similarly fatigued. Together we set 
course towards the lake. The dusty roads continued and we wove our way through a few small 
villages with some astonished locals looking at us. Fewer smiles too. Perhaps they didn’t encounter 
many tourists out that way, and cries of mzungu frequently rang out. As we drove down the last hill 
towards the lake, we paused to watch the sun descend into Lake Tanganyika. Spectacular. 

Fortunately, Liembe Beach Lodge did indeed have camping in addition to small chalets and pre-
erected tents. The campsite was extremely sandy, too soft to safely drive in, a further indication that 
few 4x4 vehicles came in to camp. We elected to set up our camping spot right on the edge of the 
lake, directly beside the lake shore path the locals used to walk to the small port town of Kasanga. 
Occasionally during the night we heard the quiet ‘flip-flop-flip-flop’ sounds of people strolling along 
the path, but we remained undisturbed. During the night, the gentle lap-lap of the small waves 
against the shore stopped and we woke in the morning to a still lake. 

We returned to the main road the same way we came, passing through the same villages, and 
along the same dusty gravel roads. However, we appreciated the scenery with new eyes. We must 
have been very tired the day before as we drove in. We passed through sections of grasslands and 
hills. Picture postcard pretty.   

This road from the coast was due to be upgraded. The Chinese were providing the expertise with 
the funding provided by Americans. They were keen to ensure a tarred road from the port in 
Kasanga to Sumbawanga, which would ultimately link up to existing tar to Dar es Salaam. Travel 
certainly will be easier in the coming years. 

After four hours of bumping along the dirt roads, we reached the town of Sumbawanga. It was 
one of the main regional towns, offering a wide range of services. Unfortunately for us, Eid at the 
end of Ramadan was being celebrated, and so most places were closed. We managed to withdraw 
money and fill fuel before reaching our accommodation for the night at the Moravian Church 
Conference Centre. The simple accommodation was a popular stop for travellers, and while it 
offered little in the way of charm, it was clean, functional, and had a restaurant downstairs. As we 
had discovered in Tanzania, you need to keep asking to ensure you get what you want at a price you 
are happy with. We were offered a double room with en-suite bathroom, but ended up with a twin 
room and shared bathroom (we were the only people on the floor) for half the price. More 
surprisingly, it cost half the price of the previous night’s camping. 

That afternoon, for the first time in a month, we enjoyed the luxury of having a real bed and 
being surrounded by walls. We always tried to have a regular rest day, a day without driving, but we 
had been travelling almost nine days nonstop. We relaxed and read our books, snoozing on and off 
until dinner time. After burger and chips in the onsite restaurant, we collapsed into bed for an early 
night.   

We left Sumbawanga after a good night’s sleep and a quick breakfast in the car park. The time 
change meant the sun only rose at 7am, allowing us a bit of a sleep in. The day ahead promised to be 
another rough day on the road. Dust, dust and dust. The road that we used was the rutted oxen track 
running alongside the road under construction. It was only slightly improved to ensure the trucks 
and busses could use it too. We had to remind ourselves: this was the national road and the main 
artery on the western side of the country. The track was bumpy, corrugated, and in places covered in 
a fine talcum-like powder. Such tiring driving. The busses and trucks hurtled towards in the middle 
of the road at 80 or 90km/h, and our survival mechanism was to pull off the road into the ditch. The 
locals agrees that the bus drivers were crazy, and confirmed they don’t stop of anything. Each time 
we stopped, we waited for the big plume of dust that had enveloped us slowly settle and we could see 
the road ahead of us again. 

After two hours we reach the turn-off towards Kipili, and could almost smell Lake Tanganyika. 
The first stretch of road was in the same condition as the national road we left, only without the 
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kamikaze busses and trucks. A bit further along, we encountered the best road we had driven so far 
in Tanzania. Hard gravel, almost as smooth and firm as roads in Namibia. There were places with 
corrugation too, but the reward of paradise on the lake helped us through the final 90 minutes.  

Lakeshore Lodge was beautiful. We were met by Chris and Louise as we arrived. Pink and white 
bougainvillea flowers adorned the carport. The lodge and chalets were painted white with perfectly 
thatched roofs. The boats lined up on the shore of inviting lake. After settling in on the campsite 
under a large shady tree, we finished laundry, wiped down the outside of the dusty vehicle, and 
relaxed for a while before heading down to the beach. The water was fresh at first, but comfortable 
once we adjusted. Our first swim in many months. We were joined by Pied Kingfishers perching on 
the boat masts, calling to each other and diving into the cool waters. Our day finished with 
sundowners on the terrace.     

When we left Kipili, we came across a bus that had fishtailed on the corrugation and planted itself 
in the ditch – a timely reminder that driving at speed on gravel can be both tricky and treacherous. 
No one was injured and everyone stood around trying to work out what to do next. We continued, 
re-joining the national road which was still in the same dreadful condition. The final 15 kilometres 
before reaching Katavi National Park were so corrugated in stretches that we had to choose between 
driving either 10km/h or 100km/h. We opted for the bone jarring 10km/h option, rather than rattle 
the vehicle to pieces at 100km/h.   

*** 

We decided rather late to visit Katavi National Park. We had spent time in the parks in Zambia 
and were uncertain what Katavi could offer. The US$100 entry fee for 24 hours was also a factor. 
But ultimately, as we drew closer to the park, we thought it would be worth visiting. It would have 
been sad to visit Tanzania and not stop in at a National Park. We also knew there were two 
campsites near the gate and we were prepared to deal with whatever facilities they had to offer – 
poor as we were lead to believe they were. 

We arrived at the permit office just before 3pm. After a bit of banter we had our permit with a 
complimentary map of the park. Not a terribly detailed map but sufficient. Our afternoon route took 
us parallel to the national road on the west side of the park down towards Lake Katavi, just far 
enough away to be undisturbed by traffic. On the way to the lake we spotted roan antelope, 
waterbuck and giraffe, and a lone buffalo. At the lake, hippo swam with beady eyes above the water, 
and zebra and impala drank in the shallow water. A herd of 25 elephant grazed further out in the 
marshy grass area. We identified a number of special birds too: both Grey and White Pelicans, 
Southern Ground Hornbill and the Palm-Nut Vulture among others. We exited the park just as the 
clock turned 7pm and darkness descended. Not sure how strict they were, but we preferred to avoid 
driving in the dark. 

The Riverside Camp at Sitalike near the park entrance was struggling from lack of maintenance. 
Despite the river flowing nearby, the rundown ablutions had no water. Instead, we used the 
bathroom of one of the chalets. The only redeeming feature of the camp was the school of hippo in 
the river who grunted and serenaded us most of the night. Such an authentic African sound. 

The next morning we started early, setting off from our campsite as the sun rose at 7am. After 17 
kilometres and 45 minutes, we entered the park on the eastern side. This side was the location of the 
lodges and luxury camps in the park and the roads were in good condition. We saw many of the 
usual antelope, elephant, buffalo and hippo but the big cats and other predators were elusive. We 
stopped at the hippo pool to watch the hippos wallowing in sloshy mud and crocodiles lying on the 
banks. The highlight of the day was a spot in the bend of the river with about 60 Black-crowned 
Night-herons, an Osprey, two Water Thicknees, a pair of Saddle-billed storks and a number of other 
herons. All this in front of a gallery of crocodiles sunning themselves on the river bank. Magic. 

We used our 24hr permit to its last minute, before heading out and towards Mpanda for the 
night. To us, the visit was worth the entry fee. The park wasn’t very busy and we encountered only a 
handful of lodge vehicles on game drives.  We had some lovely sightings of game and added about 
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40 birds to our Tanzania list. 

*** 

The final stretch of the day was the 35 kilometres to Mpanda. It ended up taking us more than an 
hour due to the deteriorated condition of the road. In Mpanda we found Baraka Guest House which 
had been recommended to us, although there were many other guest houses to choose from. Baraka 
was cool in the hot weather, the rooms were clean and we had our own en-suite bathroom. There 
was a small parking area in front enclosed by a wall with a night guard on duty. We strolled around 
the dusty town, taking in the atmosphere. Shipping containers had been converted into cell phone 
operator shops, nestled amongst other worn brick buildings and tiny shops. We searched 
unsuccessfully for a  local eatery. Interaction with the locals was difficult as most only spoke and 
understood Swahili. Once again we were reminded how few tourists passed through.   

The following day we faced our longest drive: 300 kilometres to Kigoma on the shores of Lake 
Tanganyika. It was yet another long day of corrugated gravel roads and fine talcum powder dust, 
which neither of us looked forward to. The novelty was fast wearing off and travelling at 30-35km/h 
was making for long days in the saddle. After 200 bumpy kilometres we reached Uvinza where we 
turned off towards Kigoma. We encountered the most astonishing sight: beautifully laid tar. I nearly 
got out and kissed it. At least the last 100 kilometres for the day would be less bone jarring, but it 
was still time consuming as we slowed to a crawl through every one of the many villages. 

After departing Mpanda at 7am we finally arrived in Kigoma at 3pm, hot, tired, dusty and travel 
weary. We sought out Jakobsen Beach Camp as our accommodation for the night, a few kilometres 
outside the busy port town. Sadly, the Norwegian owners only spend three months a year in Kigoma 
and our arrival in August didn’t coincide with their time in Africa. Viking Explorer was, 
understandably, disappointed. But we set up camp listening to the gentle waves lap-lap-lapping on 
the beach.  

We eased into the next morning. The birdsong woke us as soon as it started getting light. It was 
so peaceful. Despite the nearby villages and port not far away, there were no sounds of human 
activity. Kigoma is one of the stops on the MV Liembe ferry which runs every two weeks from 
Burundi, through Tanzania to Mpulungu, Zambia and back again. The town had a bit of hustle and 
bustle, there were a few more services on offer, and we found more English was spoken.    

The area was full of history. The village of Ujiji, about eight kilometres from Kigoma, was the 
place where Henry Morton Stanley (a journalist from New York Herald) finally tracked down Dr 
David Livingstone (an explorer / missionary who discovered and documented so much of southern 
and eastern Africa). In 1871, on the shore of Lake Tanganyika, Stanley uttered the immortal words 
“Dr. Livingstone I presume.” We wanted to visit the historic location. A museum had been built on 
the site and the guided tour included a brief history about Livingstone’s explorations into Africa, and 
his anti-slavery efforts. We stood under large mango trees listening to the guide share the story. 

We knew about the slave trading from west Africa across the Atlantic Ocean, but neither of us 
had realised that slave trading had been so prevalent in this part of Africa too. In east Africa the 
slave traders were mainly Arab. People from as far west as Lake Tanganyika were captured and 
marched across the country to the island of Zanzibar, off the east coast of Tanzania. There, they were 
traded at markets with many of the slaves ending up in the Middle East, North Africa and India. 

Internet was scarce in western Tanzania but in Kigoma we finally managed to find a real internet 
café, entertainingly called “Baby Come ‘n’ Call”. It was hot and stuffy inside the room and sweat 
beads trickled as I settled in to catch up online. They offered new desktop PCs with speedy internet 
connection at a sensible price. Then we wandered over to the local produce market for a few 
essentials. We purchased fruit and vegetables – avocados and pineapples were our special finds – 
and managed to select a piece of Tanzanian fabric from one of the numerous shops amply stocked 
with colourful fabric.  

We stopped for a quick lunch at Sun City, a tiny restaurant with a terrace overlooking the busy 
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main street. All tables were occupied, but we joined an interesting chap at his table. He was involved 
in primate research in the area we had travelled through to reach Kigoma, and we engaged in a lively 
discussion while tucking into pilau rice. The simple fare on offer tasted delicious. 

After our visit into town we were feeling hot and sweaty and starting to become a little irritable. 
We longed for a refreshing swim in the lake. We returned to the campsite and flung ourselves into 
the cool water. We watched the Palm-nut Vulture circling above us, and the cheeky Vervet monkeys 
coming down to drink.  

That night, we shared a dinner with Sebastian and Amelie, German students who were travelling 
through Tanzania on public transport. They thought Tanzania would be the easiest African country 
to explore on their first sojourn into Africa, and were genuinely surprised when we said that 
Tanzania was the most difficult for us so far. They had little by way of cooking equipment, so we 
joined forces to cook delicious fresh fish from the lake – caught and gutted by the local fisherman – 
over an open fire.   

On our departure from Kigoma the next morning we encountered our first police checks in 
Tanzania. The police were very friendly at both. We found it always helped to greet them with a 
cheery “Hello! How are you?” which usually drew a smile and friendly interaction. At the first stop 
the officer requested to see driver’s license and vehicle insurance. At the second stop (only a few 
kilometres down the road), the driver’s license and fire extinguisher were inspected. When satisfied, 
the officers waved us on our way. There were no requests for drinks, gifts, or any trumped up fines. 

The roads continued in their corrugated, dusty way. The trees and bushes along the roadside 
were all monochrome in colour, covered in a thick layer of red dust. We passed through Kasulu, 
where there appeared to be many guest houses available. Our destination for the day, though, was 
Kibondo. After Kigoma, Kibondo was surprisingly small with little on offer. We checked in at the 
New Sankere Hotel, the only multi-story brick building in town. The staff at the hotel were friendly 
and helpful, although spoke almost no English. Communication using hands, nods, head shakes and 
smiles was successful. They understood enough to escort Viking Explorer on a walk around town in 
the afternoon to find somewhere for dinner. The limited offering consisted of only two local diners. 
The food and atmosphere at Fadhila looked best and the television showed a badly dubbed Jean-
Claude van Damme movie where all the characters’ voices – including the ladies’ – were dubbed by a 
single actor. It was fabulously entertaining.  

The next day, we had a relatively short drive to Nyakanazi. But before departing we were served 
breakfast in the hotel. I had expected eggs and chapatti to start the day, so was somewhat surprised 
when we were served chicken and bananas with chapatti. The meal tasted delicious and would have 
as a perfect dinner the night before. Nonetheless, we started the day with a solid meal in our 
stomachs.   

The road had improved to hard packed gravel. The drive was pleasant after endless days of dust. 
Once again, we had no accommodation for Nyakanazi marked on our maps. The police check point 
on the outskirts of town provided a useful function: they directed us to the guest house used by the 
mzungus. We discovered to our enormous surprise that the mzungus using the guest house were 
regular overland trucks travelling from Rwanda towards the Serengeti. We couldn’t believe our eyes 
when one rolled in. So much for travelling off the beaten track.   

Most special of all in Nyakanazi we met up once again with our tandem friends Tom and Jemina. 
It was beaming smiles and heartfelt hugs all round and a drink to celebrate being together again. We 
surprised ourselves at how quickly friendships can form on the road. We had spent time with Tom 
and Jemina in Zambia, twice in Malawi and now once again in Tanzania. If it wasn’t for the fact that 
they were on a tandem bicycle and we were in a vehicle, I am sure we’d have travelled together for 
much longer stretches. 

With the two of us feeling worn out from travelling on the dust, corrugated, gravel roads, and 
Tom and Jemina both recovering from malaria, it was relief for each of us to finally see a friendly 
face, have a comforting hug, and enjoy someone else’s company for a while. As we had done many 
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times before, we cooked dinner together, compared stories from the road and generally caught up on 
the month or so since we had last been together. It was such a breath of fresh air. Such a boost to the 
energy. Such incredible people. 

This was the point at which we had to decide whether to head towards Uganda or Rwanda. Viking 
Explorer required a Rwandan visa which needed to be arranged before the border. While there was 
an online system to arrange it, travellers we had chatted to had not had much success in the 
endeavour. 

We believed that the road towards Uganda up the western side of Lake Victoria required an 
armed escort, making us understandably concerned. But we spoke to a policeman in Nyakanazi who 
informed us that the escort was no longer required. He explained that the police had set up bush 
camps in the region and many road checks to patrol the area. Their hard work was paying off and 
the problem with bandits was almost completely resolved. It relieved our fears. 

We set off up the most beautiful stretch of tar. Dusty days rapidly fled our memories as we found 
ourselves driving through new scenery: green landscapes stretched to the horizon. Banana trees 
grew everywhere, and we also passed through pine forests. Viking Explorer felt as though he was 
back in Norway with the scents of the pine wafting into the window. The temperature dropped and 
was accompanied by a slight drizzle. We were surprised. It no longer felt like Tanzania and hardly 
seemed as though we were travelling in Africa. As promised, there were quite a few police checks on 
the way. Each time we stopped for a brief, friendly chat before continuing. We felt quite safe. 

The town of Bukoba was different from other towns we passed through up the western side of 
Tanzania. While not modern, the town certainly appeared more developed. Bukoba was the first 
major town on the Tanzanian side of the border with Uganda so had an enormous bus station with 
regular busses running services both to Kampala in Uganda and to Dar es Salaam in Tanzania. 
There were lots of hotels and guest houses and inhabitants prided themselves in being able to speak 
English. However, there was only one campsite which was located in the middle of a public beach 
with a low fence around it. It was a real goldfish bowl effect and although we were left well alone, we 
felt like we were on centre stage with locals peering at us from a distance, and the local children 
walked past very, very slowly, eyes on stalks. 

There was a little restaurant and bar on the beach not far away. We agreed a time with the cook / 
waitress / hostess for fish dinner later in the evening, and 15 minutes before dinner was ready, our 
hostess arrived at the campsite to invite us to dinner. She set up a small, white, plastic table and 
chairs on the beach for us, and we watched the water as we enjoyed a simple but tasty meal. Sheer 
simplicity. 

As we were heading to bed, we saw a text from Tom and Jemina. They had had more bicycle 
problems had hitched a ride in the back of a vehicle with their tandem bicycle to Bukoba in the 
hopes of being able to find a new wheel.  

After a quiet night’s sleep listening to the waves lapping on the shore a few metres from our 
vehicle, we surfaced. Our goal was to cross the border but we wanted to check Tom and Jemina were 
OK before leaving. Travellers form an incredible community and no-one knowingly leaves another 
in trouble. We had packed up and were driving out of the campsite gate when they finally answered 
their phone. They were staying 500 metres down the beach from our campsite in a tiny hotel. 

We stayed the rest of the day and the following day in Bukoba with Tom and Jemina. We joined 
them at the Spice Beach Hotel where the staff were exceptionally friendly and helpful, and made 
space in their tiny front yard for our vehicle so that the guard could keep an eye on it overnight. 
While the hotel was clean and we had our own en-suite bathroom, I realised that we had completely 
acclimatised to life on the road, with readjusted expectations. Arriving on a flight from Europe, the 
hotel would have seemed rundown and shabby. For us, though, the hotel was luxurious. We seized 
the opportunity to catch-up on laundry as our clothes were still saturated with dust. We shared our 
big blue tub with our friends, all our clothes emerged a few shades brighter from the brown water. 
After hanging our clean clothes outside to dry, we could explore the town.  
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We experienced the world through the eyes of cyclists with the different attention they received. 
All four of us set off to find bicycle parts, track down spares, wander through markets. Tom and 
Jemina had the additional challenge of needing an extra-strong back wheel, being on a tandem. It 
was an eye-opening, and slightly frustrating experience sourcing parts. One open air bicycle shop 
near the bus station had a large selection of mountain bikes and managed to unearth a hub. All of 
this was done under the watchful gaze of at least 30 onlookers who were intrigued by the unusual 
bicycle. Another bicycle shop in the market had a rim and some spokes, which the owner promised 
were strong enough. With little other choice on hand, the parts were gathered and taken back to the 
hotel for construction.     

Chores completed, we could enjoy some of the sights of Bukoba. There was a beautiful cathedral 
complete with stained glass windows. We wandered through the produce markets, picking up fresh 
fruit and vegetables. We stopped at the little stream where Marabou storks congregated to feed. We 
had drinks on the beach together and Jemina cooked delicious beef fajitas from the back of the car.  

On our last morning, the hotel staff served us a casual breakfast on the terrace, with us eating off 
our laps camping style. We made sure our cycling friends had a solution before we packed the 
vehicle and headed for the border with Uganda. Just in case, we gave Tom and Jemina our location 
in Kampala, the capital city of Uganda.  

We had made it through the western side of Tanzania. It was tough going with many long, hot 
days of very dusty, very badly corrugated roads jarring us. At times we would willingly have given 
up. But it was very beautiful in its own way and we weren’t plagued by the constant police stops and 
random fines that many people associate with the more touristy parts of Tanzania.    

But Uganda and the equator beckoned. 
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15 UGANDA – THE PEARL OF AFRICA 

August 2013 – September 2013, 26 days, 1,742 kilometres 

Viking Explorer 

We really wanted to cross the Equator. When we made the decision to ship our vehicle 
from Senegal to South Africa, our one regret was that we wouldn’t have a chance to 
drive across that magic line. So, when we started our planning for our Stage II journey 
from South Africa, we added Uganda to the list – mainly as a place to cross the 
equator.  

About 80 kilometres after crossing the border from Tanzania we stopped for the night at Masaka 
Backpackers on the outskirts of Masaka. We were immediately treated to the Ugandan friendliness 
and hospitality that we had heard so much about, and that would follow us all the way through the 
country. On arrival, over a cup of tea, our host Joseph gave us lots of information about 
reconnecting ourselves to phone and internet. Masaka town was a breath of fresh air – it felt tidier 
and more organised than the towns we had visited in Tanzania – but still with a very African flavour. 
Fully reconnected we settled in for the night with a quick braai and a loaf of freshly baked bread.  

Next morning we headed towards Kampala, excitement almost tangible as we would be crossing 
the Big Line. It was really fun! There were lots of restaurants and curio shops at the equator, and a 
lovely setup for taking photographs. They also had a place to demonstrate that water drains in 
different directions in the northern and southern hemispheres, although other travellers told us that 
this was a bit of a con, as you can’t see the different this close to the equator. We celebrated that we 
had made it this far with a cold drink in the shade, took lots of photos, and met some very friendly 
Japanese tourists. 

We typically avoided major cities on our journeys, but every now and then the admin that needed 
taking care of necessitated a longer stay in a capital city – this time Kampala. Coming into Kampala 
African GirlChild plotted a route straight to the backpackers Red Chilli Hideaway. Unknowingly, this 
took us straight through town, past two of Kampala’s many bus stations. It was organised chaos! Or 
rather, disorganised chaos: people, boda-bodas (motorbike taxis), mutatas (minibus taxis), cars, 
coaches, and even a truck with a shipping container on the back were all fighting for space on the 
road. I had a blast – laughing, manoeuvring, hooting, jostling, pushing, shoving, and exchanging 
waves with the taxi drivers who were shouting mzungu and giving me a huge smile and a thumbs-
up. For us it was rather comical – but maybe not for those with this as a daily commute. 

On the way through the craziness, we noticed that South African brands had made their way this 
far north: Nando’s on one corner; Steers on another corner; and the GPS reliably informed us of a 
Shoprite nearby. We stopped at Toyota to arrange a mini-service for Brodie. As he had carried us 
safely over hill and dale, a little TLC was needed to ensure he continued to do so. Toyota Kampala 
turned out to be a clean, modern car dealer, with a big standard Toyota workshop in the back. 
Pricing and service was completely transparent, so an appointment was booked for two days later.  

Arriving at Red Chilli, we were directed to the campsite at the back of the property, where there 
was grass. As always, we met lots of interesting travellers: Hein – a South African married to a 
Norwegian who was in planning stages for a lodge at Murchison Falls; Eef and Dries – Belgian 
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overlanders travelling southwards from Europe; a Dutch couple with their two kids travelling from 
Amsterdam to Cape Town. It was a good group of people to spend a few days with. 

Next morning we were up early to brave the traffic to the Rwandan High Commission. We had 
had a fairly easy time with visas since we departed from South Africa, being able to obtain all of 
them at the border posts on arrival. For Rwanda I needed a pre-arranged visa, whereas African 
GirlChild could buy hers at the border. While it was possible to apply online, it seemed the approval 
process could be quite long (up to three weeks), - if approval came at all. At the High Commission, 
the lady behind the counter was initially a bit icy, but I employed a little charm and managed to 
extract a smile from her. After providing the required information we were dispatched to Ecobank at 
Garden City Centre to pay the visa fee and copy my passport. The visa information promised 
completion within 72 hours. An hour later, when back at the High Commission, we were informed 
that since we were filing on a Thursday we could only collect on Monday after 4pm. My definition of 
‘within 72 hours’ and the High Commission’s definition were evidently worlds apart. No amount of 
pleading would entice her to have it ready on Friday. 

Next stop was the Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA) where we were spoiling ourselves with 
permits for both chimpanzee tracking and gorilla tracking. We had stuck to our budget very well 
since departing the UK, and had a little extra in the kitty for gorilla tracking. We decided to book the 
experience while in Uganda, rather than make a plan to return ‘at some point’ in the future, which 
would probably never happen. Dixon and Grace at the UWA were both very helpful, and after about 
an hour and a half we had booked dates, paid, and been issued with our permits. We were both very 
excited.  

We returned to Garden City Centre for a coffee and a light lunch. Garden City Centre was like any 
South African shopping centre – aside from the security men armed with AK47s checking cars on 
entry. I am unsure if it made me feel more or less safe, but no-one else seemed to blink an eye, so we 
didn’t either.    

Admin done we could really relax and take in the surroundings of Kampala. We noticed how 
many other mzungus there were: walking on the streets, at the coffee shop, riding the boda-bodas. 
It indicated both a big ex-pat community as well as more tourists than what we had seen in Western 
Tanzania. We also noticed that the resident Kampala bird was the Marabou stork, just as London 
has its pigeons and Durban has its mynah birds. They could be seen on top of buildings, and flying 
around looking for whatever they were looking for. No longer a special bird seen only in the wild. 

Before heading back to camp, we stocked up on supplies at Nakumatt supermarket. With such a 
cosmopolitan city, the selection was wide and varied, catering to taste buds from all over the world. 
We tried our best to limit the purchases – Brodie only had so much space for the essentials. 

Lastly, we started enquiring about cooking gas. Our gas bottles which had been regularly refilled 
while travelling northwards, couldn’t be filled in Tanzania, Uganda or Rwanda. This meant we 
needed to invest in a new gas bottle or live without gas for about a month. There was definitely no 
way I was passing up my morning coffee and rusk, so a new bottle it was. Again, sourcing a bottle 
was easier said than done – the gas bottle exchange system relies on you having a gas bottle to start 
with … 

Morning dawned, and we were off to Toyota Kampala for Brodie’s service. Before I disappeared 
into the service bay to keep an eye on the service, I settled African GirlChild in the Customer Service 
Lounge, in front of the TV, with her laptop and internet dongle. With Brodie on the ramp I used the 
opportunity to have a good look underneath. I discovered that two of the four brackets holding the 
second fuel tank in place had sheared. Not good. An ideal but unavailable solution would have been 
to replace the brackets. Instead we settled for the next best option of welding the pieces back 
together again. This was done by Toyota while the service took place. The rest of the service went 
smoothly, without any other nasty surprises. After four hours – because everything takes more time 
than anticipated – we were done. 

African GirlChild had been feeling slightly under the weather for a few days: loss of appetite, 
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unhappy gut, and generally fatigued. So we returned to the campsite, and while African GirlChild 
spent the rest of the afternoon sleeping, I had a relaxing time reading my book in the comfort of the 
shady tree. 

By this stage, Tom and Jemina had arrived in Kampala in search of yet another back wheel for 
their tandem bicycle. The one they bought in Bukoba, Tanzania, had lasted all of two kilometres 
before buckling. They resorted to catching a bus to Kampala to restart the search. 

That night, Hein spoiled all four of us with a most delicious spinach curry. With a sprinkle of 
herbs and a shake of spices he had us all sweating as we devoured his delicious fare. We all chatted 
about our travels, sharing both funny and moving stories. Hein was a wealth of knowledge of 
Kampala and Uganda, having lived in Kampala for three years. He generously shared information 
on any question posed. 

Faced with a weekend in Kampala, we initially planned to head out to Jinja to visit the source of 
the Nile and perhaps take part in rafting, but I wanted to make sure African GirlChild was properly 
recovered so that we could enjoy our travels in Uganda. I left her to sleep, and instead spent time 
helping Tom and Jemina, while Hein went off to Murchison Falls. Jemina and I went to Shoprite to 
stock up on groceries, and Tom scoured Kampala to source a new stronger back wheel. By Sunday 
night, it became clear that medical intervention was required on Monday for African GirlChild, in 
addition to visa collection, gas bottle purchase, and buying Ugandan shillings. 

On the Monday, Tom and Jemina managed to book chimpanzee tracking for the same day as us. 
We were all excited, as it would be the last time for us to spend time together. We bid our cycling 
friends goodbye, and planned to meet up a week or so later near Fort Portal. We then set off to take 
care of our chores, all of which we managed to complete at Lugogo Mall. African GirlChild was given 
treatment for Giardiasis by the pharmacist, and a gas bottle purchase and Ugandan shillings 
followed in quick succession. The final stop for the day: the Rwandan High Commission – and a 
freshly stamped visa in my passport. A very successful day. 

On our last night in Kampala, we were again treated to Hein’s fabulous cooking. He was such a 
great companion, a kind and helpful fellow traveller, and a wonderful new friend. For us, we were 
done in Kampala, and after our sixth and final night, we couldn’t wait to start exploring Uganda. 

We negotiated our way through the crazy morning Kampala traffic, and soon found our way on 
the road towards Murchison Falls. On reasonably good roads, with sections of roadworks, we drove 
through the beautiful Ugandan countryside. We passed fields, tea plantations, and forests, all 
substantially greener than the typical dry Africa we had become used to. On the road we were 
overtaken by three minibuses with backpackers from Red Chilli Kampala. They were on their way up 
to the Red Chilli Murchison Falls camp, so we knew we were on the right track.   

We passed through many small villages along the way. As with most villages, mobile phone 
airtime, and tomatoes, onions and potatoes could always be bought from the roadside stalls. The 
people were so friendly, returning our waves with enthusiastic full arm waves and large white-
toothed grins. They really seemed to appreciate the value of having tourists in their country. 

Our route took us to Masindi, where we had to make a decision whether to drive the shorter route 
through the park to our accommodation or to drive around the park. The cost difference was not 
insignificant: the vehicle fee for a foreign registered 4x4s was a hefty US$150. We opted for the 
scenic route, which took us away from the tar road and onto gravel roads towards Lake Albert. We 
didn’t find any camping along the lake, so only admired the view and then drove onwards.  

Well in time for a relaxing afternoon we arrived at Murchison River Lodge – a little oasis on the 
edge of the National Park. The main restaurant and bar overlooked the mighty Victoria Nile. The 
beer was cold and the view was stunning. Unfortunately for us, though, the tourist campsite seemed 
to be located between the overflow staff tents on the one side and a safari company ‘fly-camp’ on the 
other side, complete with laundry hanging everywhere. It felt like we were located in the staff 
quarters. 
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Murchison Falls National Park is Uganda’s largest national park. It is bisected by the Victoria 
Nile River from east to west. The park is the location of the mighty Murchison Falls, where the river 
waters squeeze through a narrow gorge only 7m wide, and plunge 43m into the river below. The 
park’s wildlife has partly recovered from a combination of poachers and decimation by the troops of 
Idi Amin. 

We arranged to join a boat trip up the river to see the majestic Murchison Falls. Or, more 
specifically – we took a boat trip on the NILE River! The guide and skipper on the boat were 
knowledgeable about the river and the birds and animals we saw along the way. We thoroughly 
enjoyed watching elephant and buffalo wading in the reeds in the shallow water. We saw warthog 
and waterbuck grazing along the banks. The hippo watched us from the water with beady eyes, and 
the crocodiles lay lazily at the water’s edge, with open mouths. There were lots of birds too – 
kingfishers, herons, jacanas – and we were fortunate enough to see an enormous flock of red-
fronted bee-eaters on the tall mud banks of the river, darting in and out of their nests. 

After almost two hours going upstream we had our first glimpse of the Falls themselves. The wide 
river was forced through a narrow gorge and the force of the water was visible even at a distance. We 
stopped to let people off who were continuing on foot to the top of the falls, and then returned by 
boat back to the launch point. Unfortunately, we didn’t get close enough to the Falls to feel the spray 
on our faces, but it even at a distance we could see that the water currents were strong. 

Our first night at the campsite had been disturbed by staff waking us at 4:30am, and was the 
cherry on the cake of other campsite issues. The South African managers listened to our story, but 
didn’t seem too eager to act. In a bit of a coincidence I got chatting to the British owner who was 
onsite. As we were talking, the staff proved my case by flip-flopping past and staring at the vehicle 
and tent. The owner had been an overlander in a previous life, and his proposed resolution was 
music to my ears: he had a little piece of land where we could wildcamp. Our second night was spent 
in peace and quiet, enjoying sundowners and nature’s light show over the Nile River, with no-one 
else around. 

This was to become the northern-most point of Stage II for us. We wanted to avoid the potential 
hassle and inconvenience associated with the unrest and uncertainty in South Sudan and Egypt 
following the Arab Spring. We had enjoyed such a special five months since departing Cape Town 
that we were quite happy to keep the happy experiences rolling. Our decision was supported by the 
experiences of our South African friends, Arno and Elize. They had struggled their way north from 
South Africa through Sudan to reach the Egyptian border, only to be unable to cross into Egypt. We 
did not want to risk the same experience, and so followed their example by turning southwards. 

From Murchison Falls National Park we followed the back roads to the regional town of Fort 
Portal, not very far from where we were due to meet Tom and Jemina for our chimpanzee tracking. 
The roads were in good condition: the little bit of moisture in the air and the regular trucks had 
resulted in hard packed, smooth tar-like dirt roads. We sailed along and made really good time. 

It was still a long day’s drive, and as the heat of the day rose, we stopped in a little town and 
bought ice cold cokes. We sat on small chairs in the entrance to the shop chatting to the owner, 
savouring the drinks, and relaxing. 

On our way to Fort Portal, our stop for the night, we passed through the northern-most part of 
Kibale National Forest. Suddenly, the farmlands stopped and we were surrounded by the lush, 
dense, rainforest. The air felt different – somehow cleaner, fresher. It was only a short stretch, but it 
left us in eager anticipation of our upcoming chimpanzee tracking a few days later. 

Fort Portal was the regional town for tourism activities in the area. There were numerous tour 
operators offering tours, but no tourist information for the independent traveller. We found the local 
market to pick up fruit and vegetables, a few small suprettes for filling the fridge, and an Orange 
store to recharge our internet. Then we went in search of our campsite for the night: Whispering 
Palms.  
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Whispering Palms was a beautiful estate, with well-manicured and cared for gardens and a large 
open area of green lawn. Although there weren’t really proper camping facilities, there were at least 
flushing toilets and a decent place to park the vehicle on flat grass between the palm trees. 

We were pleasantly surprised to find three South African registered 4x4s, with three South 
African couples. We really hadn’t expected to stumble across South Africans venturing this far north. 
Chores done, under the stars, we joined them for a lovely braai and exchange of stories. They were 
intrigued, and posed the usual questions: “Are you travelling on your own?”, “Is it safe?” We assured 
them that we were always careful, and that we hadn’t encountered any problems – only lots and lots 
of friendly people. They seemed surprised, but pleasantly so. 

The next morning, after the South African trio departed, we had a chance to chat with our host, 
Joseph. A very interesting Ugandan man, he had worked in the hotel industry for many years, 
including having had training in Paris. When he retired, he returned to Fort Portal and took over the 
property which had belonged to his father. He maintained a piece of pristine natural forest at the 
bottom of the garden – a few hectares in size – and proudly escorted us for a walk, pointing out 
birds in the dense bush. It was a little piece of Eden in the middle of a busy town. His love of the 
forest was clear, and he aimed to set up a trust to make sure that it was preserved after he was gone. 
We were so glad to have delayed our departure to enjoy our walk with him. 

Travelling south from Fort Portal, before reaching Kibale National Park, there is a very special 
area dotted with small lakes. This is the crater lake area of Uganda. The crater lakes are formed from 
extinct volcanoes called Explosion Craters. These are not traditional volcanoes with cone like design, 
but rather volcanoes that blow ash and rock far and wide. Most of them are extinct, and have left 
behind beautiful lakes. 

From Fort Portal we drove the 20 kilometres to the crater lake that we had chosen to visit – 
Nkuruba. This lake and area had been recommended by a few travellers we had met along the way. 
On the way we experienced the first real down-pour we had had in a while. Refreshing, but it also 
made the roads wet and slippery. 

The Nkuruba Community Campsite was located on the rim of one of the smaller crater lakes. The 
lake itself lay about 50 metres below the camp grounds, down steep but walkable slopes. We drove 
up the steep access road in what was now a light rain, and arrived on a beautiful green lawn. There, 
in front of us stood a GB registered Toyota with rooftop tent erect. We had found Osiyeza. Chris and 
Julie, a South Africa couple, were driving from the UK southwards down the east coast to Cape 
Town. I had been in contact with them much earlier in the year, and I had wondered if we would 
meet them along the way. We spent a most enjoyable afternoon doing what travellers do best: 
comparing notes, sharing travel experiences, swapping useful information and generally relaxing in 
each other’s company. Other people at the campsite thought we had been friends for years, and were 
shocked when we explained we had just met.  

We also marvelled at the breath-taking surroundings. This little lake still had pristine, untouched 
natural forest surrounding it. Most other lakes had had their forests removed and the land turned 
into farm land by the local villagers. Because the forest was intact, there were still monkeys in the 
area, leaping from tree to tree, playing on the branches. Aside from the annoying vervet monkeys, 
who were quick to steal and unconcerned by arm-waving humans, we were treated to sightings of 
Red Colobus Monkeys, Red-Tailed Guenons and were spoiled when a troupe of Black-and-White 
Colobus monkeys passed through camp one day, stopping for a short while to feed. 

The setting was so peaceful and serene. Aside from the frogs calling from the lake below, and the 
great blue turacos shouting from the treetops as they flew through, we could hear the laughter 
bouncing off the crater walls from the local children swimming and playing in the lake below. One 
morning we woke to mist and a light drizzle. The weather was certainly cooler at the lakes, with rain 
even in the dry months. The mist turned the camp site into something spooky, and until it cleared it 
seemed like we were floating in the clouds. 

One afternoon we strolled up to “Top of the World”. The path led us through some of the 
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farmlands, past a church and then finally up a steep hill. Along the way we were greeted by the local 
children. Some were interested in the birds we were looking at, and we showed them pictures in our 
bird book. One girl asked for books and pens for school. She was carrying a toddler on her hip. She 
couldn’t have been older than 17 or 18 and was still trying to complete secondary school. 

The views from the top of the hill were stunning. There was a new resort being built there, 
including a campsite and modern ablutions. The restaurant area had an almost 360 degree view of 
the countryside – including views of three crater lakes. On the way down we were stopped by four 
young boys who wanted their photos taken. It was not often we received that type of request, so we 
quickly used the opportunity to snap some portraits. 

The local community ran the campsite with pride. Every morning the grass was cleared of leaves, 
and water carried up from the lake below to ensure there was enough for everyone. The buildings 
were in good repair, and we were thankful for flushing toilets and a bucket for showering. Real care 
was taken to keep the campsite and bandas (huts) in good order, and we supported the initiative not 
only by spending time there, but also by buying some of the locally produced crafts, which were of 
good design and good quality. 

We wanted to visit other lakes as well, and so spent an enjoyable morning exploring the area by 
driving from one crater lake to the next. It was beautiful, but so much of the area had been turned 
from pristine forest into farm lands. Other lakes we visited were not nearly as unspoilt or 
picturesque as Nkuruba. 

We had planned to stay at a place called CVK for the night – a seemingly popular 
backpackers/campsite near the road to Kibale National Park. We were very disappointed when we 
arrived. We couldn’t find any staff on duty, and what looked like camping facilities were certainly 
not the best: the grass wasn’t flat, the grass wasn’t mowed, laundry hung everywhere, and the 
ablutions left much to be desired. The lake was the only redeeming feature though – a huge expanse 
of crystal clear water just below the main house.  

As we settled down to have lunch in the car park, two cyclists arrived … Tom and Jemina! We 
weren’t due to meet them for a few more days, but somehow we had bumped into each other earlier 
than expected. Everyone settled in for lunch, and a group discussion ensued. We decided to head 
down to Chimpanzee’s Nest, which was on the other side of Kibale National Park, for the night. We 
had seen this place online, and from the photos it looked like a stunning lodge and place to stay. 
African GirlChild and I were also interested in doing some of the activities they had on offer – 
walking, hiking, bird watching. We relieved the cyclists of some of their bags, and set off through a 
long stretch of Kibale National Park to our camping for the night. 

The Kibale forest was dense, lush, and mysterious – yet another taste of the beauty we would 
experience in a few days’ time. We could hear the moneys calling, and occasionally we saw the tree 
branches swaying. There was obviously life in the tree tops, although difficult to spot through the 
foliage from the car window. 

Our arrival at Chimpanzee Nest was a big disappointment. While the lodge part was beautiful and 
everything we thought it would be, with an inviting bar, sitting area and views over the forest, the 
campsite was dismal. The ablutions were sorely neglected – toilet seats broken and one toilet out of 
order. The donkey for hot water was broken and no one was making an effort to repair it. We were 
left with cold showers in the pitch black because the electricity was faulty. The grass at the campsite 
was nearly knee high. We were all feeling hot, tired and fed up, but decided to stay one night and 
make the best of it – we couldn’t face searching further. 

Next morning, African GirlChild and I enjoyed a guided walk in the forest. We didn’t see as many 
birds as we had hoped for, but we had realised that birding in the dense high canopy of the forest 
was very challenging. We chatted to the Dutch owner about the campsite, but he didn’t seem that 
concerned about the standard, blaming it on the community who were running it. On returning to 
the campsite we had another group discussion: I offered to ferry everyone back to a guest house and 
campsite we had passed on the other side of the park, which would provide us all with a restful 
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location for a few days. It didn’t take much convincing. So, I spent the next two hours first taking 
African GirlChild and lots of bags to Chimpanzee Forest Guest House, and then Tom and Jemina 
with their bike on the roof.  

Noah was the proud guest house manager, and welcomed the weary travellers with open arms 
and big smiles. He fired up the donkey so that we could have a much needed hot shower, and 
showed us where the clean, flushing toilets were. We set up camp next to a purpose built shelter (for 
overland trucks, as we would unfortunately discover in the coming days) and settled in. The grounds 
of the guest house were well-manicured, with a small tea plantation and lots of interesting trees to 
attract the local birdlife. Although there was no lake nearby, the views across the valley were quite 
beautiful. The views also allowed us to see the storms rolling in; we had just enough advance 
warning to rescue the laundry, close doors and windows on the vehicle, and ensure nothing would 
blow away. 

Travelling with Tom and Jemina was naturally easy –without even planning we fitted so naturally 
into each other’s rhythms. We shared the cooking between us, spent lazy hours in each other’s 
company catching up on photos, writing, reading. We baked bread for everyone, drank numerous 
cups of coffee, made a trip to the local market for vegetables, and just relaxed. All of it in preparation 
for our chimpanzee tracking adventure. 

The Kibale National Park is one of the last remaining expanses to contain both lowland and 
montane forests, and is an important eco-tourism destination and research location. It is home to 
populations of both habituated and non-habituated chimpanzees, and to 12 other species of 
primates. In addition there are numerous mammals, and there are herds of elephant traversing the 
forest at regular intervals. 

When we booked our chimpanzee permits, we were told that there was a 90% chance of finding 
the chimpanzees. What I think most people don’t think about is the associated 10% chance that you 
will only enjoy a walk in the forest. 

Up early in the morning, we piled Tom and Jemina into the car with us – pretty cozy, but still 
nowhere near as overloaded as other vehicles on the road – and set off from our campsite to the 
park office, about 8 kilometres away. On the way into the park, we managed to see a few primate 
inhabitants of the forest – L’Hoest Monkey and Olive Baboons. 

We were the first to arrive at the meeting point – not wanting to be late of course – but shortly 
afterwards the safari vehicles started to arrive to drop off their clients. We were divided into human 
groups of six and assigned a guide. The four of us were joined by an American and a Frenchman. 
The briefing from our guide, Silver, was fairly short and sweet: “Please don’t eat in front of the 
chimps, don’t imitate their calls (you have no idea what you might be saying!), keep noise to a 
minimum, and keep together as a group”.  There were a few other odds and ends, but soon we were 
on our way into the forest. 

The forest had been preserved beautifully, this was after all one of the few habitats left for 
chimpanzees. The trees were tall, extending almost 40m into the air, and the forest floor was moist 
beneath our shoes. As we followed Silver down the well-used paths, and over several boardwalks, we 
could hear the calls of numerous monkeys and lots of different birds, but no chimp sounds. 

There were no trackers scouting ahead each morning to find the chimps. Each guide was armed 
with a radio and kept in contact with each other as the different human groups spread out in the 
forest. We followed the paths, stopping briefly to look at some monkeys along the way. They were 
high in the forest canopy, and heard us humans coming long before we could see them. With us 
watching they hid behind leaves, or leapt from tall tree to tall tree. We tried to follow for a while, but 
struggled to keep up and so gave up in favour of finding the chimps. 

In the meantime Silver had been in contact with the other guides. An hour after leaving the park 
office, one of the guides seemed to know the direction the chimps were moving in, and we set off at a 
brisk pace to try to intercept them. This was no business for paths – we headed straight into the 
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undergrowth: climbing over logs, dodging bushes, avoiding the swampy bits underfoot. 

Then, we stopped. All was quiet. Too quiet 

Silver was back on the radio. It seemed the chimps had disappeared. We waited a bit before 
deciding to keep moving, still hoping for a sighting.   

Backwards and forwards on the radio between the guides. No news, no chimps. We were looking 
dangerously like the 10% of clients who end up enjoying a forest walk. It had been two hours since 
we started. 

In hindsight we figured Silver had a little more information than he shared with us. With hope of 
a sighting quickly disappearing, we arrived at a spot in the forest where another human group were 
all staring into the canopy through telephoto lenses and binoculars. 

High up in the canopy, we saw the alpha male of the chimpanzee troupe. He just sat there 
watching the spectacle unfold below, seemingly unperturbed. Every now and then he turned away 
and all we saw was his back. Then he would turn back to gaze at us. He seemed as curious about us 
as we were about him. 

About 20 minutes later, a female chimp with a youngster (about six years old) emerged from a 
nest in the canopy. The young are reliant on their mothers for food until six to eight years of age, and 
remain with her until age 11. The male energetically called her over and initiated a long grooming 
session. Silver explained that she was in heat, and that the alpha male had separated her from the 
troupe to ‘court’ her. Her youngster must have been becoming more independent, as it seemed that 
she was ready for a new baby. Although these three were alone, the rest of the chimp troupe 
probably wasn’t that far away – the alpha male apparently keeps within a reasonable distance. 

We spent about an hour in total gazing into the canopy 40 metres above, watching the grooming 
and courting. It was a special time spent with these marvellous creatures, even if only at a distance. 
Then it was time to leave, and Silver guided us back to the park office – another hour away through 
the magic forest scenery. We were all grateful that we were part of the 90%. 

Tiredness had set in when we arrived back at camp. It had not been the most strenuous walk 
ever, but the emotion and excitement of the tracking had sapped us all of energy. It resulted in an 
early afternoon nap, one that was rudely interrupted by rain and the arrival of two overland trucks. 
We did our best to ignore them while they were setting up their tent city and encroaching on ‘our’ 
space, and focused instead on our last evening with Tom and Jemina. 

Our journeys were heading in different directions, and it would be unlikely we’d meet up again on 
the adventure. Tom and Jemina were now turning east towards Kenya, while we were turning south-
west towards Rwanda. We thoroughly enjoyed our last night together, and the lazy breakfast the 
next morning. 

After waiving a tearful goodbye to our dear friends, we set off to investigate the Bigodi Wetland 
Sanctuary. The area is situated just outside Kibale National Park on the eastern side, and is basically 
a swamp with a forest on it. The sanctuary is a small community based approach to manage natural 
resources and to attract income through responsible tourism and commercial activity. The area is 
recognised for its high biodiversity, with many bird and primate species and mammals living in and 
around the swamp. 

We arrived at the visitors centre just before 10am, just as the day started to get really warm. The 
morning clouds were parting, and the sun peaked its head out and started shining from a clear blue 
sky. 

At reception we were met by one of the local guides. He ran us through the different walk options 
and left us to decide what we wanted to do. We settled on a swamp walk, and stressed that we would 
like a guide who knew the birds in the area. “OK” he said, “that would have to be me then”. Before 
reaching Bigodi our bird count for Uganda stood at 80. We challenged him to find us at least five 
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new birds to add to our list. “No problem” he said. 

We set off with water at hand and hiking boot on foot, binoculars and bird book within easy 
reach. We hadn’t even progressed 100 metres and we had added three new birds on the list. A good 
and promising start to our walk. 

The walk followed a trail that encircled the swamp. On the other side of the trail was local farm 
land, allowing for frequent contact with local farmers. We stopped a few times to watch monkeys in 
the canopy – Grey-cheeked Mangabeys and Black-and-White Colobus monkeys were most 
prevalent. 

Along the path we passed a few young boys selling carvings of chimps and gorillas. Our guide 
assured us that they were only allowed to do so during school holidays – the rest of the time they 
had to attend school. It was all part of the local community focus on education. As the centre and 
swamp tours were run by the community, 50% of the proceeds were ploughed back into the 
community to maintain the boardwalks around the swamp and to equip the guides with binoculars 
and reference material. The boardwalks were important, as they were also used by locals to reach 
the market. 

We enjoyed the walk tremendously, although it was quite hot when we finished – our own fault 
for starting so late. When we recapped what we had seen we ended up with 14 new birds to our list, 
and five different species of monkey. A very good result indeed. 

Leaving Bigodi we continued southwards in the direction of the Rwenzori Mountain National 
Park. The GPS indicated that there were a few options for camping just outside the park gate, so our 
aim for the day was to find a camp site for a night or two and look into options for hiking in the 
Rwenzori mountains. 

Rwenzori Mountain National Park is a UNESCO World Heritage site situated along Uganda’s 
border with the Democratic Republic of Congo. On the other side of the border is DRC’s Virunga 
National Park. The Rwenzori Mountains are higher than the Alps and are ice-capped. It is one of 
Africa’s most beautiful mountain areas, with the third highest peak in Africa – Mount Stanley – at 
over 5,000m altitude.  

The turn-off from the tar road started out as an easy gravel road that slowly became narrower 
and narrower, turning from a road to a track, and then to a very rocky jeep track. All the way we 
were following the signs for the Equator Snow Lodge, and since we hadn’t often come across a lodge 
with such a bad access road we were wondering what the lodge would look like. 

About 15 kilometres later we arrived at the outskirts of the village of Ruboni where the first 
campsite was situated – the Ruboni Community Camp. Host Enok was at the gate to greet us, and 
told us that this was the best campsite of the two belonging to the Ruboni community. He said the 
site a further kilometre up the mountain was not really suitable for camping, which indeed turned 
out to be the case. We said we still wanted to see it, and continued on up towards the other camping 
alternatives nearer to the park. 

Just before the park gate we found the Equator Snow Lodge. Tucked away in the forest, 
surrounded by tall trees, it looked very inviting. Built with support from USAID on land donated by 
WWF, it was run by GEO Lodges, who also ran other high-end lodges in Uganda. We asked at the 
gate to the lodge if they had camping, and were promptly directed to the manager. He sadly 
informed us that there was no camping, but tried to entice us into taking a room by showing us 
around. What a stunning place. It was built completely using the rounded pebbles and rocks from 
the river, blending superbly into the surrounds. The chalets slept four, had a huge fireplace, and a 
large deck with views of the mountains and the nearby river. It was sensibly priced– for those not on 
a one year camping trip that is. We didn’t splash out this time. 

After the tour of the lodge we retraced our tracks down the mountain to have a look at the other 
campsite run by the community. Enok met us and quickly saw that it didn’t suit us, and so suggested 
that we cross the track to see what the Rwenzori Mountaineering Safari Lodge had to offer. What a 
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magical place we managed to find there – while the facilities were basic, the people more than made 
up for it in kindness and generosity. 

Ronald, the host, was extremely friendly, gave us hot water for a bucket shower, and allowed us 
to plug Brodie into his hydroelectric-power set-up. The campsite was quiet, which suited us 
perfectly. Bwambale, the local representative for the Tourist Police, also came to check that we were 
comfortable, and assured us that we were safe and he would be looking after us. We hadn’t 
considered that we weren’t safe, but with the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) only a few 
kilometres away over the mountains, his comments were reassuring. 

Bwambale went above and beyond the call of duty, and while we were resting later in the 
afternoon, he showed us the rare three-horned chameleon – both male and female clinging to long 
sticks – that he had found near his house. He gave us a chance to photograph them, before returning 
them to where he had found them. 

The next morning we eased into a slow day and opted against going for a walk. We did, however, 
catch up on sleep, blog writing, and enjoy a bit of bird watching. 

We enjoyed having the mountains around us. It was so peaceful, serene and allowed us to relax 
and appreciate the scenery. In the afternoon, though, the mountains showed us their fickle nature, 
and sunshine gave way to torrential rain. The temperature dropped from comfortably warm to 
chilly. Fleece and beanie were required. We dashed into the lodge and played cards while listening to 
the rain outside. 

We spent another quiet night in the mountains, and I remember sleeping very well. The birds 
woke us with their songs, and the mountain air was refreshing. The rain we had experienced the 
previous day had fallen as snow at altitude, and as we poked our heads out of the tent we were 
dazzled by a spectacle of white mountain peaks. While preparing to pack-up, we were invited to join 
Bwambale for a local breakfast – the traditional matoke (cooking bananas and potatoes in a peanut 
and tomato sauce), and tea of hot milk with leaves picked from a locally grown bush. 

In a gentle way to introduce us to the local culture, African GirlChild was given the peanuts to 
crush using a stick and wooden ‘pot’ – cooking being the traditional job of the woman of the 
household. We sat on the veranda of his rather simple multi-room sleeping quarters, basking in the 
sun, and enjoying a tasty meal. 

But, we couldn’t stay forever. Last activity before we left was to have a tour of the micro-
hydroelectric facility that powered the lodge. It was fascinating – something so small providing 
much needed power. Part of the small river was diverted about 50 metres up the road. The little 
tributary tumbled down a five metre drop, providing sufficient force to power the turbine. There 
were plans to increase the size of the facility to generate power for the whole village. 

Similar to the kindness we experienced when we travelled in Morocco, this little place touched 
our hearts: the facilities simple but welcoming; the staff and the other local visitors very friendly; the 
Tourist Police representative reassuring. We had experienced a community united in supporting 
tourism in a way we hadn’t experienced anywhere else. Not only did Enok help us find a suitable 
campsite – even if it wasn’t his – but also offered any guiding we were interested in. One of the 
ladies from the Equator Snow Lodge was visiting her friends at the campsite, and came to check if 
we would like to come up to the lodge to have a meal. The tourist police also work closely with the 
community to encourage them not to overcharge the mzungus when they come to the market. This 
all meant a most enjoyable stay indeed. 

After our stay at the foot of the Rwenzori Mountains, we intended to spend some time in Queen 
Elizabeth National Park. We especially wanted to join the Kazinga channel cruise on the channel 
that joins Lake George and Lake Albert.  

Queen Elizabeth National Park, founded in 1952, is Uganda’s most visited national park, covering 
1,978 square kilometres. It has a diversity of ecosystems, including savannah grasslands, forests, 
lakes and wetlands. It is home to a variety of game and numerous primate species, and to more than 
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600 species of birds. It is also famous for its tree-climbing lions in the Ishasha region. 

At the park office, one of the guides helped us with information, and provided us with a quote for 
a local to take us down to the cruise the next day (again due to the US$150 park fee for Brodie). It 
was eye-wateringly expensive: the two hour cruise, including the local transport there and back, was 
more than double the price of our full 24 hours in Katavi National Park in Tanzania. We declined, 
and retreated a few kilometres to Simba Safari Camp to spend the night. We had hoped that the 
camp would provide a shuttle to the cruise, but no such luck. Our stay in Queen Elizabeth National 
Park was therefore reduced to the drive through the park on the main road. The following day, on 
the way through, we saw buffalo, waterbuck and elephant, which helped a bit on the disappointment 
of not experiencing the channel cruise. It was just too expensive, and a cost we could not justify. 

The drive south towards Lake Bunyoni took us through some really scenic landscape towards the 
town of Kabale. The landscape remained green, mostly because of fields and farms. Natural forests – 
once so abundant in the country – had long since been chopped down to clear space for fields and to 
be used for fire wood. We drove through Kabale and crossed over the mountain to reach the lake on 
the other side. As we crested we were met by a stunning view of a beautiful lake: an expanse of water 
so quiet it almost looked like a mirror.  

Lake Bunyoni – “place of many little birds” – is located in south western Uganda not far from the 
border with Rwanda. It lies at almost 2,000 metres above sea level, is about 25 kilometres long and 
7 kilometres wide at the widest, and, with a depth of up to 900 metres, is the second deepest lake in 
Africa. The lake’s coast line is seriously jagged, and the surface is dotted with 29 small islands. 

The first campsite we tried – Kalebas – sadly did not have space for Brodie and our roof-top tent, 
so we continued on to the Bunyoni Overland Resort. Here we settled in at the campsite – a flat 
gravel circle at the bottom of a hill, overlooking the lake. Just as we had finished setting up camp we 
were treated to a very pleasant surprise as Ram and his wife came to say hello. We last saw Ram in 
the UK at the Adventure Overland Show just before we left. What a small world. Ram grew up in 
Uganda and moved to the UK when he was 15 years old. Now in his 60s, he was returning to Uganda 
for the first time, bringing his wife with him. We spent the evening together, chatting about Uganda 
and travelling. He and his wife both had very interesting backgrounds which leant itself to many 
discussions, and they also wanted to hear all about our adventure. 

After seeing Ram and his wife off the following morning, we took a walk to explore the 
surrounding area. We had a lovely stroll along the road near the lake edge. We ended up with a self-
appointed ‘guide’ – a young local boy who decided to walk with us. He spoke little English, but 
seemed interested in the birds. We pointed out some of the birds we saw in our bird book, and 
helped him with the English names. Our walk also took us past a few of the other hotels and lodges 
on that stretch of the lake. It looked like an area with healthy competition, and with even more lodge 
accommodation being built. 

On arrival back at the campsite we noticed we were no longer alone: two overland trucks had 
joined us and a small city of tents had sprung up. It was not too noisy and there weren’t too many 
people, but it put quite a bit of pressure on the ablution facilities, which were not really able to cater 
for such an influx. The last half of the overlanders showered in cold water, with mixed reactions. The 
most interesting for us about the two trucks was the difference in travel standard. One was a luxury 
Spanish/Portuguese truck with three staff, and table cloths and white napkins laid on for dinner; the 
other was a budget truck out of Botswana where the driver was also the guide and the cook, and 
where everyone had to pitch in for meal preparation and clean up afterwards. Their dinner was 
eaten on laps around the camp fire. 

The following morning we saw the overlander trucks off before driving in to Kabale to stock up on 
provisions before continuing towards Mgahinga Gorilla National Park. As we left the campsite the 
rain started, and by the time we reached town it was torrential. The high street was like a river, 
necessitating a bit of planning and agility to reach the front of the store. In the five seconds it took 
me to run from the bank back to the car I was soaked through completely. 
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Leaving Kabale, we followed the lake shore along a dirt road. We climbed to almost 2,200 metres 
altitude before descending towards the lake again. The drive was beautiful, undulating along the 
lake side, passing small villages clinging to the steep shores amongst agricultural fields plastered to 
the hill-side, really showing off the Ugandan countryside. 

We soon reached the town of Kisoro, our last stop before finding the turn-off to Mgahinga. We 
quickly spotted the ‘Gorilla Junction’, where we stopped for a cup of coffee to gather strength for 
starting the very bumpy and rocky road up towards the park and a place to stay for the night. 

Mgahinga Gorilla National Park is the smallest gorilla park in Uganda, covering only 33.7 square 
kilometres. The park is part of the Virunga Conservation Area, which also encompasses Volcanoes 
National Park in Rwanda and Virunga National Park in the Democratic Republic of Congo. The park 
takes its name from the middle of the three volcanic mountains in the park; Mount Gahinga. To the 
east of it is Mount Muhavura and to the west of it is Mount Sabinyo. A gahinga is a pile of rocks, and 
the name is a true reflection of what the mountains are made of – volcanic rock. 

Our drive up from Kisoro in the late afternoon was much tougher than anticipated. The road – as 
with previous access roads to remote areas – was bumpy and rocky, littered with potholes of various 
sizes, occasionally bisected by big puddles of water, and wound its way through villages and 
farmland. As we left Kisoro we could see the storm clouds gathering. We were about three 
kilometres away from the campsite when the heavens opened, and it only took about two minutes 
before the track was turned into a small river tumbling down the mountain towards us. Most people 
were seeking shelter, while the few caught out along the road resigned themselves to the fact that 
they were already soaked through and just ambled along in the warm-ish rain. 

When we arrived at our campsite we didn’t even get out of the car to run into the office. The rain 
was too hard, and the porch of the building was too full of people seeking shelter. As the rain eased 
the porch gradually emptied and we could arrange camping for the night. With a bit of scouting and 
assessment of drainage lines we did manage to find a piece of lawn that was not completely sodden 
from the downpour. 

The campsite was community run and was situated just 50 metres outside the park gate. It had 
only basic facilities, but the staff made up for it in friendliness. We dug out thermals, hiking boots, 
waterproofs and beanies to keep warm. Then we quickly heated up and ate our dinner before 
walking down to the communal room. A roaring fire crackled in the central fireplace, helping us and 
the other guests chase the mountain chill away. 

The following day we rose early to be at the park entrance at 8am to arrange for our walk into the 
Sabinyo Gorge. The walk was one of several starting from the park offices. The other walks on offer 
included a walk along the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) border, a climb to the top of Mt. 
Sabinyo, and a cultural walk with a Batwa guide. The Batwa people used to live on the land that now 
forms the national park. Fees paid, we were introduced to our two guides who would be looking after 
the two of us on our hike. 

The walk took us through former farm land, and then into a primary forest of bamboo. We 
followed an elephant track through the forest but were not treated to any elephant sightings. The 
guide told us that the elephants come across from DRC, but most are unfriendly to humans as they 
have been affected by the fighting in DRC. 

We continued walking and eventually entered the gorge. It was majestic and absolutely beautiful. 
How small we felt standing at the bottom of the gorge with steep mountain sides around us and the 
occasional cloud floating in to cover the top of the mountain. We climbed and clambered along the 
sides of the mountains, following a small trail. As it became steeper, we descended into the gorge 
and followed the crystal clear river. The end of our walk was a small waterfall, cascading into an ice 
cold rock pool. We stopped for lunch, seated on damp, moss-covered logs in the valley bottom, 
before retracing our steps. 

Despite the walk being graded as “relatively flat”, our lack of fitness meant we were both tired 
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and sore by the time we returned to camp four hours after setting off. About an hour after we arrived 
back at camp, the shower bucket was filled with warm water, heated over a fire by the camp 
attendants. The bucket shower felt luxurious, and was a most welcome way to ease weary muscles. 

That evening we decided to have dinner at the communal room, again next to the roaring fire. We 
were joined by a Dutch couple who had successfully completed the Sabinyo peak climb, so we had 
lots to talk about and photos to share. They were waiting for their Rwandan visas, having applied 
online. They were due to cross into Rwanda the following day, but with no news on the visa this 
seemed unlikely to me. At that point it certainly looked like we had made the right decision to go to 
Kampala to secure my Rwanda visa. This was also confirmed later when we learned about how other 
travellers had never had any response from their online applications. 

The next morning we headed down the mountain, crossed through Kisoro town again, and 
started our drive up to Bwindi Impenetrable Forest – to our long awaited Gorilla tracking. We were 
now getting used to the access roads to the national parks: bumpy, rocky, and often with lots of 
water. The road to Bwindi was only marginally better than the ones to Mgahinga and Rwenzori. 

Bwindi Impenetrable Forest is a large primeval forest located in southwest Uganda, on the edge 
of the Albertine Rift (the western branch of the East African Rift Valley), spanning 331 square 
kilometres of montane and lowland forest. With roots back to 1932, the National Park was formally 
established in 1991. The forest is one of the most biologically diverse areas on the planet, and the 
location of more than half of the world’s wild population of Mountain Gorillas. It has been 
recognised as a UNESCO world Heritage site for this biodiversity. 

The forest and National Park is home to a number of Gorilla groups, and the group you are 
scheduled to visit determines which park gate you start from. As we had selected to track the 
Nshongi group, we were starting from the village of Rushaga. 

The drive from Mgahinga through Kisoro up to Rushaga was magnificent. The further we drove, 
the more we climbed. We wound our way through green hills and trees, with gorgeous views across 
the valleys every so often. The landscape was a patchwork of shades of green – the various farmland 
demarcations visible from afar. Everything looked lush and fertile. The villagers watched us as we 
passed by, some waving, some just staring.   

About two hours outside Kisoro we glimpsed the edge of the magical forest. It was distinct, a 
sharp line emphasising the border between the forest and the farms and cultivated plantations 
below. The forest seemed majestic, regal, almost mysterious. It was beautiful to behold, something 
that drove home the realisation that the whole area we were driving through had once been covered 
the same way. 

We had booked into Nshongi Camp, a community run campsite just near the park entrance. 
Unfortunately for us, the camp was about a 500 metres walk from the car park – so really not set up 
at all for our rooftop tent. There was absolutely no way for us to move the vehicle closer. The 
campsite and bandas were beautiful, and great care had been taken with the gardens, but it was not 
to be. We had to find alternative accommodation. 

We backtracked about a kilometre down the road to Gorilla Safari Lodge, where we were told 
there might be camping. We were welcomed with smiles and assurances of a place to camp, for a 
hefty fee per person. It would officially have been the most expensive camping on our trip in Africa – 
more than double the next most expensive we had stayed at. And, for the princely sum we would be 
allowed to camp in the car park and use toilets and showers in some random building. We counter-
offered with a more reasonable price, but they weren’t interested. The owner wasn’t on site, so any 
negotiation required phone calls via the duty manager. We gave up. Just as we were about to depart, 
one of the staff told us we could camp at Nshongi Gorilla Resort, 7 kilometres down the road in 
Rubuguri. Off we went, late in the day, tired, but still in need of a place to stay. 

The village of Rubuguri was small, but had a local pub and a few shops selling the bare essentials. 
We were welcomed at Nshongi Gorilla Resort, and yes, we could camp. We were told to park outside 
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reception, and were shown the chalet where we had use of the bathroom. Why they didn’t just give 
us the chalet I’m not quite sure of… The best was yet to come though. After dinner, as we prepared 
for bed, we were brought a hot water bottle each to keep us warm in the cool mountain 
temperatures. I’m not sure if I’ll ever again experience being given a hot water bottle as a camper. 

The next morning – only a day before our tracking – we wandered around the village in search of 
eggs and a few vegetables. Rounding a corner, we stumbled upon the setup of the weekly clothing 
market. We were quite adept by that stage in recognising the racks being set up to display clothes. It 
was just what we needed, and we returned later in the afternoon to have a good browse. It was great 
fun. It seemed that the locals were not quite used to mzungus in the market, which meant a little 
entourage following us, and small crowds gathering where we stopped to make purchases. Many of 
the clothes seemed to have arrived from North America – there were lots of university branded T-
shirts and sweatshirts. African GirlChild managed to find a piece of fabric she quite liked, and I 
bought a replacement T-shirt for one which had been retired. 

On our wanderings, we stumbled across an NGO called Big Beyond. They were celebrating 
planting indigenous trees, and were involved in a number of other projects and initiatives in the 
village, all aimed at empowering the locals rather than giving hand-outs. One project in particular 
was educate the villagers about the asset they had – coffee – and how to process the coffee beans 
they were already growing. Rather than selling the coffee beans for very little money to middlemen 
who then sold them on, Big Beyond was working with the community to teach them how to roast 
and grind the beans, and to package them very simply for local and regional sales. The final part was 
to help the community to promote the coffee to the local lodges (of which there were numerous), so 
that locally grown coffee could be served rather than imported instant coffee. It was a great idea, and 
what a fun bunch of people to spend time with. 

We awoke early on the morning of our gorilla tracking to a clear sky; a pleasant surprise after the 
torrential rain the night before. We had anticipated tracking in the rain, which would have been very 
“Gorillas in the Mist” but not so enjoyable for trekking or sitting and watching gorillas. On our way 
to the park gate, the last of the morning mist rolled through the valley below us. 

At the briefing banda we all gathered for the introductory briefing. Five gorilla groups were 
resident in this part of the park, so the area was alive with the excitement of almost 40 hikers. We 
were fortunate in that our group consisted of only six people – two backpacking Australians, two 
Swedes and us – all young and fit. The trackers had already left earlier that morning to find the 
group, and we set off after the briefing was finished at 8:30am. 

We were warned that gorilla sightings were not guaranteed, and that if we hadn’t found the group 
by 3pm we would begin our return to the park head office. We hoped we wouldn’t be hiking all day, 
and certainly hoped our hiking resulted in seeing the gorillas. 

The Mountain Gorilla is only found in the Virunga Mountains (the three national parks spanning 
the borders of Uganda, Rwanda and DRC) and Bwindi Impenetrable Forest. They number 
approximately 900 individuals. They live in forests high in the mountains, feeding mainly on shoots 
and leaves. The gorillas are highly social, living in groups of up to 30 individuals. Although powerful, 
they are generally gentle and shy. Unfortunately, war and unrest, poaching, and human 
encroachment continue to be the biggest threats to their survival. 

The experience of hiking in such a beautiful forest was magical. The forest was so untouched, so 
primitive, so alive. We followed a well-worn, narrow path, but we felt far from all civilisation. We 
trekked up and up and up into the mountains, finally arriving at the spot where our trackers were 
waiting – at this point we had been walking for about 45 minutes. Our guide advised us to eat any 
last food and drink that we wanted. Then we dove into the undergrowth, clambering over logs, 
between trees, and through vines. It was wild. After five minutes or so, we saw the first gorilla – a 
beautiful male silverback tucked into the undergrowth gently enjoying his breakfast. It was almost a 
shock to see him so close. He was completely unconcerned by our presence, and very relaxed. And 
the camera shutters really went into overdrive. 
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The gorillas put on a display for the crowd of onlookers. The huge male stood up and posed for 
us: arms straight down, fists on the ground, chin to chest, and waited for us to take photos. He 
turned to show us the beautiful silver patch on his back – making sure we understood he was the 
silverback of the group, the leader. Then gradually he moved towards the rest of the group. The rest 
of the group consisted of a youngster, a few teens and females. The youngest – tiny with his hair still 
fuzzy – put on an acrobatic display for us. His co-ordination was still developing, so he had a few 
near misses in grabbing vines, but he still spun and watched us in obvious delight. It looked exactly 
like a young child learning how to entertain his parents. Some gorillas sat in the undergrowth 
feeding and watching us. Others climbed the trees. Most of the time our views of them were 
completely unhindered. We realised how fortunate we were that day; our views were good, we had a 
small, kind group of people, we didn’t have a long hike. The weather was dry and the gorillas were 
co-operative. Even our guides and trackers were amazed by the displays that were put on for us. It 
was magical. 

After almost exactly an hour – our permitted time with them – the group gathered together and 
slowly moved off into the forest. They knew our time was up. They had done their bit for the day, 
and now were free to carry on with whatever gorillas do during the day. For us it was time to return 
to the park headquarters. Back at the briefing banda we were awarded certificates of participation, a 
special memento from a special day. 

The trekking was not quite done for us – we needed a souvenir to remind us of the special day. 
Instead of buying from the seller in the car park, we wandered into the village to see the wares on 
sale there. I selected a beautiful carving of a gorilla face, and bartered with the seller to get a 
reasonable price. All smiles, and feeling warm and happy from a special experience, we headed back 
down the mountain to Kisoro to find a campsite for the night. 

We took the more scenic route on the return to Kisoro, passing by Lake Mutanda. As we twisted 
and wound our way towards the lake, we kept catching glimpses of some very colourful buildings 
close to the lake. Eventually we arrived at Chameleon Hill, a new lodge overlooking Lake Mutanda. 
It was gorgeous! We stopped in – as we liked to do – and were given the grand tour. The lodge was 
so tastefully created, with each chalet a different colour on the outside, and beautifully decorated on 
the inside. It was owned by Koos (South African) and Doris (German). Although they both lived in 
Cape Town, they were onsite, and we spent some time with them. We told them about our travels, 
they told us a bit about the overland trip they had done a few years before, and especially about their 
dream of building Chameleon Hill. Sadly, due to the lay of the land, they didn’t have any camping 
facilities, although they had always wanted to include some. 

Time was marching on, and we continued our way towards Kisoro.  It was our last night in 
Uganda before crossing into our 21st country on the trip: Rwanda. 
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16 RWANDA – AN URBAN PAUSE 

September 2013, 8 days, 323 kilometres 

African GirlChild  

As we entered Rwanda, it just felt different. The overflowing friendliness that we had 
grown accustomed to in Uganda was less prevalent once we crossed the border. The 
banter at the border over my very obviously African skirt stayed just there. At the 
border. People were still welcoming but just in a more quiet, reserved way. 

The scenery was so similar to Uganda with lots of small farms dotting the green landscape, their 
metallic roofs reflecting the sunlight. The Virunga Mountains were magnificent from the Rwandan 
angle. Instead of driving straight to Kigali, we took a detour towards Lake Burera in search of the 
Virunga Safari Lodge. The lodge was strategically located on top of a small hill with views eastwards 
over Lake Burera at sunrise, and across to Mount Muhavura in the west at sunset. The luxury of the 
lodge was a contrast to the basic camping of Uganda and we soaked it up as we sipped our drinks, 
sitting on the terrace and admired the views. 

Descending the steep road from the hotel, we wanted to meander around the Lake before heading 
to Kigali. The road passed through lots of villages, but eventually was impassable due to a number of 
bridges being washed away. As we turned around and retraced our steps, we experienced the first 
‘problems’ with children that we’d had in Africa. They would run after the cars and jump on the 
back. It seemed like a rite of passage. Whomever could jump on at the highest speed and hold on for 
the longest was the toughest. There was no way to deter them. Passing through the villages, village 
elders and other adults would shout at the children hanging on, but it made no difference. We 
employed a few tactical moves, trying to discourage the children from climbing onto the car while 
being careful for their safety, and eventually after many kilometres, we lost the last of them. 

We continued our way towards Kigali. The roads were beautifully laid tar, well maintained and 
with a fair amount of traffic passing. We were back on the right hand side of the road with our right 
hand drive vehicle. As a passenger, I was in the centre of the road, and served as the look out when 
merging. It a reminded us of the months spent in Europe and North Africa.  

Kigali was a shock to the system when we arrived. Rather than the rundown, central African 
capital city we expected, Kigali was so civilised, so western, so unlike the pictures in our mind. So far 
from the horrors of the genocide of 1994. It was noticeably tidy too. There was almost no litter 
gathered on the sidewalks or lying in the street gutters as we drove through. The government ban on 
plastic carrier bags had made an obvious impact on the litter level. Beyond the lack of litter, the 
streets were un-potholed with intact sidewalks and manicured gardens. The traffic lights had 
countdown timers letting you know how long you had to wait until it changed. It was terribly 
civilised. It didn’t feel at all like central Africa. 

What I particularly love about travelling – as mentioned before – is the people you meet. The 
more convoluted the relationship, the better. This was definitely the case. The mother of a friend of 
my cousins lived in Kigali and welcomed us with open hearts and open arms. We had been in touch 
over email for a few months and so looked forward to meeting them in person.  

We arrived dusty and tired in Kigali, and desperate for the luxury of a bedroom and proper 
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bathroom. We were welcomed by the Kigali Konnection into their busy lives and treated like one of 
the family. They were so immensely helpful with making sure we sorted out our admin, caught up 
with ourselves and also saw a bit of the city. 

It was only once we stopped moving that we realised how tired we were. I spent most of the first 
two days catching up on sleep with morning naps and afternoon siestas becoming the order of the 
day. At times I thought I was suffering from sleeping sickness. At the same time, Viking Explorer 
arranged for a timing belt change on the vehicle. Excellent contacts and a few phone calls resulted in 
a mechanic coming to the house to complete the work. Unfortunately, the timing belt purchased in 
Uganda was the wrong size so the mechanic sourced another. All in all, an afternoon productively 
spent without moving too far from the comfort of the house. 

The following day we embarked on a guided tour of the city, courtesy of our kind hostess. We saw 
some of the key landmarks: the Genocide Memorial Centre, Hotel des Mille Collines (the hotel of the 
story Hotel Rwanda), Kimironko Market, all to be visited later at our leisure. We also drove past 
some of our hostesses own favourite restaurants and hideaways. There were Asian restaurants and 
Mexican take-aways, German butchers and French bistros. We even made a brief stop at the Italian 
supermarket to taste their delicious gelato ice cream. Again, it was so unlike the Central Africa of our 
expectations. 

It was also birthday time in the family while we visited and we were swept up in the celebrations, 
meeting of friends, and superb dinner at the Korean / Japanese restaurant, Sakae. Viking Explorer 
had been longing for sushi (of all foods to want on a long adventure) so he was especially delighted 
with the venue. We had a fun evening making new friends. 

Feeling partially recovered, the next day Viking Explorer and I visited the Genocide Memorial 
Museum. As we parked the car and walked to the entrance, we had the impression of calm and quiet. 
Even the noise of the bustling city seemed to respect the memorial. The complex issues and events of 
the genocide were tastefully and sensitively introduced and displayed. The museum exhibits covered 
a brief Belgian colonial history of Rwanda, the discriminatory policies introduced and the many 
choices and decisions that occurred in the lead up to the 100 day massacre of 800,000 people when 
in April 1994, Hutus turned on Tutsis.  

A touching part of the exhibition were the short videos of interviews with survivors. These brave 
people survived against the odds, in instances where friends turned on each other, neighbours 
betrayed each other. The ingenious methods used to conceal the survivors included hiding in a ditch 
completely covered by boards and dirt. Roadblocks were set up throughout the cities and ethnicity 
was checked constantly; those with the “wrong” ethnicity were dragged off. Sometimes people hid in 
the sacred grounds of churches but Hutus threw grenades in, killing everyone. It was heart 
wrenching to hear survivors tell their stories. Many families were completely wiped out, some 
families had only one or two survivors out of numerous aunts and uncles, parents, siblings. I 
couldn’t stop my eyes welling up. 

Further on, another room resembled a portrait gallery. Photographs of people were clipped to 
wires strung on the walls. Survivors had been encouraged to bring photos of their family members to 
include in the exhibition. There were family celebrations, weddings, births and other events. It was a 
strange mix of a joyous celebration of life and a sorrowful remembrance. Tears rolled down my 
cheeks.  

This genocide touched everyone in Rwanda. Almost everyone we met in Rwanda had lost 
someone they loved or knew. The maid working for the Kigali Konnection was not much older than a 
toddler when her family were killed. Although smiling and friendly, you could see that she still bears 
the emotional scars.  

The second part of the museum had smaller displays of other genocides in the world. Again, it 
was sensitively displayed and very moving. We recognised the Herero and Namaqua Genocide of 
Namibia, which we had learned about while exploring Namibia. There was also mention of Bosnia, 
and World War II and many others that we didn’t know about.  
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The museum site itself is the final resting place of 250,000 people. The mass graves outside are 
partially covered by beautiful rose gardens with benches strategically positioned for visitors to sit in 
peace. We found a quiet place and reflected on everything we had seen. After all the kindness and 
hospitality we had experienced on our travels, I found it disturbing to see the brutality and cruelty 
that people are capable of inflicting on each other. 

*** 

Our kind and generous hostess continued to look after us and so we set off to explore Kimironko 
market. By African standards the market was remarkably well organised. Sellers of everything from 
clothes and shoes, fabrics, crafts and curios, fruit and vegetables, and everything in between were all 
housed under one roof. Kigali Hostess had lived in the city for almost a year and had already 
established friendships amongst a few of the sellers. We were introduced to fabulous fabrics and 
very typical Rwandan crafts as we wandered and browsed. After a few hours, we were the proud new 
owners of a few pieces of fabric, a new pair of sandals and typical imigongo paintings of geometric 
artwork created using cow dung. We concluded our visit to the market with a stop at a local coffee 
shop where I tried tree tomato juice – a bit tart but very tasty. 

Not done with events for the week, we joined in for the African International Club annual 
“Welcome Home” dinner, as expats returned to Kigali after summers spent at home. It was an 
entertaining evening with a diverse international crowd and truly outstanding food at an Indian 
restaurant. We certainly felt right at home. 

The rest of our week was spent chatting, relaxing, reading, watching birds, and generally being 
spoilt rotten. We explored the uniqueness of Kigali, a city with a very well developed Western expat 
lifestyle with modern shopping centres, beautiful big houses and easily accessible services. Then, 
there was the African aspect. The part of the city where you could have a bed frame made by a 
carpenter out of his small store; the maze of streets packed with small shops selling anything and 
everything. I am sure many other cities we visited – Dakar, Senegal and Kampala, Uganda spring to 
mind – display similar dichotomies, but this was the first time we experienced it so close up. 

Our safe haven in Kigali also gave us valuable time to catch up with ourselves and space to decide 
what we wanted to do next on our adventure. We departed Johannesburg five months previously, 
and 11 months had passed since we hopped onto a ferry from UK. We wanted so much to keep 
exploring and adventuring, but we were feeling travel weary and both our brains and memory cards 
were packed with incredible experiences. A year on the road almost felt like having 20 years of two-
week holidays back-to-back. It was incredible, extraordinary, magical, exciting, and surprisingly 
tiring.  

We decided that we wanted to use the last of our time and funds to explore South Africa, the 
country we had spent so little time enjoying on the adventure. We longed for comfort and ease of 
travel, the well planned campsites and looked forward to the comparatively inexpensive parks. 

So with much difficulty we extracted ourselves from the comfort of the room in Kigali, packed 
ourselves back into the vehicle and bid farewell to our wonderful hosts. 
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17 JOURNEY SOUTH 

September 2013, 9 days, 3,895 kilometres 

Viking Explorer 

And so we had reached the beginning of the end. We had reached the northernmost 
point on stage II while in Uganda, and from then on we knew it would only be a matter 
of time before we needed to start the return to South Africa in earnest. Although we 
didn’t want to admit it, our travel funds were running dry. Discussing what to do, we 
talked about South Africa, and how little we had explored there. With the all the 
places to see and activities to do we thought it would be a fitting end to Stage II of our 
adventure. 

But first, we had to get there. 

We spent the last day in Kigali looking at maps and distances to assess the best schedule for 
reaching Johannesburg. We would follow the same route south as we had come north, and our 
planning was based on the road conditions we experienced at that point. In general, that would 
mean an average of about 30km/h, and we would stay where we knew there was accommodation for 
us. But a plan is just a plan, and again we were able to make changes as we went along. 

The day of departure, we left Kigali at a fairly civilised hour, as we didn’t want to disturb our 
hosts at early o’clock in the morning. Our aim for the day was to cross the border, and then reach the 
town of Nyakanazi in Tanzania about 260 kilometres away. We found our way through Kigali and 
followed the tar road to the border, winding our way again through beautiful green scenery. About 
half way to the border we were surprised by a heavy thunderstorm. I haven’t often seen that volume 
of rain come down in such a short period of time. The road quickly turned into a river, with most 
people disappearing into their houses to avoid the water. The border crossing into Tanzania was 
hassle free, and fortunately the rain had stopped. Soon we were on the tar road from the border 
towards our overnight stop at Nyakanazi.  

We returned to Sayari Guest House for the evening, and were recognised by Amina who had been 
so welcoming the previous visit. She was hosting a local wedding, and looked elegant in her 
traditional outfit. She said we could join in the festivities if we wanted, but after a quick meal out of 
the back of the car we called it a day, crawled into bed and we were soon asleep. 

Day two was the start of the stretch through western Tanzania – the part of the return journey we 
were not looking forward to, given the fine dust and dirt we had experienced on the way north. 
Initially, we had hoped to reach Kasulu, a town about 240 kilometres from Nyakanazi. We were in 
for an enormous surprise. The road hadn’t been tarred by the Chinese (yet) but rain had fallen in the 
weeks since we last passed, and the dust had been compacted into a hard clay-like surface. In places, 
it was even smooth. We made far faster progress than we had anticipated we could make, and 
reached our planned night-stop of Kasulu at lunchtime. We decided to push on, using the daylight 
hours we had to cover the miles. 

This decision to push on certainly indicated something that would become apparent a few weeks 
later – we were starting to reach a point of travel fatigue. Most of the people we met had plans for 
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three to six months on the road. The few we met who had been travelling for longer had had regular 
breaks back to their home country, or even stayed in one location for a few months while picking up 
a local job to earn some money and rest. So instead of stopping to explore a new campsite, town or 
area, we pushed on to the next known place to stay. 

Uvinza came next, and we still pushed on. We reached Mpanda with an hour of daylight left and 
only 35 kilometres left to Riverside Camp in Sitalike, just outside Katavi National Park. I made a 
quick calculation of how long it would take us to drive the 35 kilometres (about an hour), and told 
African GirlChild that I would prefer to spend the night camping listening to hippos grunting in the 
water, than stay in a guest house with echoing walls and loud TVs from adjacent rooms. Fortunately 
she was in complete agreement. We knew the road for this stretch was rutted, bumpy and 
corrugated, and that we would be close to an infringement of Rule Number One (Don’t drive in the 
dark), but I was certain we would have just enough time to reach Riverside Camp. We rolled in to 
the campsite just as the sun set, with the final push giving us a total distance for the day of 510 
kilometres, double of what we had planned. And just as I had imagined, we were serenaded by the 
hippos while having dinner, and saw two elephants grazing on the river’s edge. It was a good 
decision! 

The hippos didn’t really stop serenading at all during the night, but we still woke up refreshed 
and relaxed on day three. We enjoyed our morning coffee as the sun rose, and set out towards our 
proposed night stop of Sumbawanga, about 200 kilometres away. The plan was to use Sumbawanga 
as our staging-point for the following day’s border crossing into Zambia, giving us plenty of time to 
reach the border, deal with border formalities, and reach Mpulungu in Zambia before the customs 
office closed. To us it was important to arrive at customs the same day as crossing the border, as we 
understood waiting until the following day would not be seen upon with friendly eyes by the 
officials. Despite the gravel roads and the road works along the way, we reached Sumbawanga at 
lunchtime. We again did a quick calculation of time and distance, assessed that we had time, and so 
pressed on to cross the border that same day. 

The rain had improved these roads too, and so we made good time to the border. We had used 
the Kasesya/Zombe border post when we headed north, and were feeling confident it would be a 
quick and pain free crossing. We were in for a huge surprise when the immigration official became 
very difficult with us, and threatened to send us back to Tanzania because of an apparently incorrect 
detail in my previous, and already expired, Zambian visa. Any discussion and attempt at reasoning 
were blocked by the power hungry official. After finally agreeing that he could give me a visa, he said 
he could only give us seven days because he would have to explain to his superiors if he gave us 
anything longer. The fact that both previous entries had been for 30 days seemed irrelevant in the 
discussion. He could, however, give us 14 days if we gave him money for a drink. We operated a ‘no 
bribe’ policy on our trip so told him to stamp seven days. Eventually, after much hassle, our 
passports were stamped and we headed out. 

With a slightly bitter taste we departed the border post and set off towards Mpulungu about an 
hour later than expected. The roads were as bad as when we drove north, but at least we made it to 
the customs office before it closed. The customs official was a very friendly man, who balanced off 
the negative experience we had had at the border. Looking back at all our border crossings on Stage 
II we realised that we had only had that one bad experience, so we pushed it out of our minds and 
moved on. 

We were grateful we were heading back to Nkupi Lodge for the night. On arrival Charity again 
welcomed us and cooked us yet another superb dinner. Nkupi fish of course. The temperature was a 
shock to the system – soaring easily into the high 30s! The total for the day: 344 kilometres.  

On day four we managed to stick to our travel plan. It was such a relief to be back on tar. It was a 
fairly easy 490 kilometre day, with a stop in Kasame to stock up on provisions at Shoprite. After a 
very straight and uneventful drive, only interrupted by short pit-stops and lunch, we reached the 
turnoff to Mutinondo Wilderness, a gorgeous game farm on the edge of the Luangwa Valley. The last 
25 kilometres from the tar to the campsite was a jeep track through grasses and trees. We were met 
by our hosts, who showed us to our secluded stand. Mutinondo is a wonderful place, and if it hadn’t 
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been for a rapidly emptying travel kitty we probably would have stayed another night. After setting 
up camp we strolled down to the river, catching a small glimpse of what the game farm had to offer. 
It was back to the southern African standard of camping, a chance to make a fire, bake bread again, 
and to enjoy our first braai since Uganda, about four weeks earlier. That night we nearly froze as the 
temperature dropped to 8C. Completely unexpected, and certainly a big difference to what we had 
had the night before. 

Our journey on tar through Zambia continued on day five. Our destination for the day was 
Eureka Campsite on the south side of Lusaka, about 575 kilometres away. It was a fairly uneventful 
day on the road, although passing through Lusaka – like any large city – required three pairs of eyes 
and a sixth sense to anticipate other motorists’ behaviour. The campsite was large and spacious, 
with a bit of a backpacker feel to it. About an hour after our arrival a group of four Irish motorcycles 
rolled in. They were travelling from Mombasa, Kenya, to Cape Town, South Africa over eight weeks. 
We swapped information and stories – as we always do with other travellers – before retiring for the 
evening. Some of the bigger campsites would not be complete without an overland truck, and true to 
form, one arrived just before dark. Fortunately the clientele was not the party type, so we were not 
kept awake. We were, however, entertained by a group of school children aged about six years old. 
They were staying overnight, and the ladies looking after them were completely overwhelmed by the 
40, over-excited, energetic kids.  

Our early start on day six paid off as we encountered lots of roadworks and one-way traffic on our 
way out of Lusaka. It still delayed us by about an hour, making our 450 kilometre long day in the car 
feel even longer. After the roadworks, the tarred roads continued all the way to Livingstone. The 
further south we drove, the higher the temperature went, and the wind which used to be cooling was 
now hot and biting. This is the one small detail Brodie cannot deal with, as he does not have air-
conditioning. Another small detail Brodie does not have is an infinite fuel tank. When the fuel 
station we planned to stop at turned out to be closed due to maintenance, the only option was to 
cross our fingers and hope we would make it to the next one – which we did. So, when we arrived at 
Maramba River Lodge for our camping spot for the night, we felt hot, flustered and almost crispy 
around the edges. 

The campsite made up for it though, as it was secluded and quiet. Our only neighbours were a 
couple from the UK travelling in a Land Rover, with whom we swapped stories and information. 
After we had set up camp, the night security guard came over to us, informing us that it was just 
about time for the local hippo to emerge from the river nearby. We didn’t have to wait long before 
we were visited by a large male who quietly wandered through camp, munching on the fresh green 
lawn grass, watching us and keeping a safe distance. He was so quiet and accustomed to humans 
that African GirlChild only noticed him when she almost bumped into him on the way back from the 
showers. He didn’t bat an eyelid, just kept on munching. 

Another border crossing lay ahead of us on day seven, and we elected to brave the infamous 
Kazangula ferry into Botswana. Queues of six hours were not unknown, but the alternative was a 
400 kilometre detour to cross through Namibia and into Botswana. We departed Livingstone at 6am 
and reached the border a little after 7am. All looked quiet, and about half an hour later we were 
aboard the ferry, having cleared Zambian border formalities, bought the ferry ticket, and negotiated 
with the currency dealers and the very last souvenir salesman. The Botswana formalities were quick 
and easy, and soon we were back on the road heading towards Francistown. We stopped to fill fuel, 
and there we met a vehicle with a South African family. They were just starting their return journey 
to Johannesburg after school holidays – and were planning on covering the 1,200 kilometre distance 
in a day! It was beyond our comprehension. Our route took us straight south towards Francistown, 
the thermometer rising further as we progressed. When we stopped for lunch, the mercury stood at 
42C. It was brutal.  

We reached Francistown and sought out Marang River Lodge to spend the night at their 
campsite. It was a bad idea. They were hosting a wedding in the gardens down near the river, not far 
from the campsite. Despite assuring us that festivities would finish at 6pm, they continued well into 
the night. After seven long days on the road, our patience (and African GirlChild’s sense of humour) 
had worn thin. We had a discussion with the reception at the hotel, and tried to make the best of it. 
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After all, it was a pretty campsite, the ablutions were clean, and we could enjoy the pool. But we 
didn’t hang around for long the following morning.  

We woke very early on day eight, planning to leave as early as the light allowed us. We had 
another border crossing – this time into South Africa. We were very fortunate that the clouds had 
rolled in during the night, and we even enjoyed a very light drizzle while we were packing up and 
having our breakfast. Rain in Botswana! The excellent tarred roads continued and we covered the 
300 kilometres to the border easily, only stopping to fill fuel and have a leg-stretch. The border 
formalities were very smooth on both sides of the border and before we knew it we found ourselves 
back in South Africa. 

As we didn’t want to arrive in Johannesburg with the rush of traffic after school holidays, we had 
planned a stop at Waterberg Wilderness Camp for the night. It was hard to remember the hot days 
we had just experienced when the temperature dropped below 20C and we had to dig out our fleece 
jackets. That night was a far cry from the stagnant, hot and humid night at Nkupi about a week 
earlier. The wind shook our tent and howled around the corners of the ablutions. Fortunately the 
storm skirted the campsite, deciding not to empty its contents on us weary campers. 

Day nine, and the final stretch of a very long drive. We had covered just over 3,600 kilometres 
since leaving Kigali, and had about 260 kilometres left to cover. For the first part we avoided the toll 
road and stuck to the smaller roads, passing through many towns along the way. African GirlChild 
had not been to this area of the country in many years, and she was not familiar with all the new 
names introduced after apartheid was dismantled. We stopped in Modimolle to buy fresh venison, 
and met a chap who had just read our article that had been published in a South African 4x4 
magazine that week. He was very excited and was delighted to have his picture taken with me in 
front of Brodie. Eventually – and somewhat reluctantly – we joined the many-laned highway that 
passes through Pretoria on the way to Johannesburg. We were quickly surprised by how fast people 
drove and how very busy the roads were. It made driving in Dakar and Kampala positively easy. 

As we pulled into the driveway in Johannesburg we were looking forward to our next few weeks 
exploring South Africa. We had a rough plan of where to go and what to see, and decided to stay only 
a few days before heading out again. 

Unfortunately, our time on the road was rapidly nearing the end…  
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18 SOUTH AFRICA – BLUE SKIES AND RED SAND 

October 2013, 18 days, 3,739 kilometres 

African GirlChild 

It was fascinating to be in Johannesburg again after travelling through Africa. We 
viewed the city through the eyes of travellers rather than from the perspective of a 
resident. The African and western cultures wove together into an exotic, intricate 
tapestry of society with an astonishing buzz of ‘aliveness’ and possibility everywhere. 
The smiles we had grown accustomed to through southern and eastern Africa 
continued. Even the tellers in the supermarkets responded to a greeting of “Good 
morning, how are you” with a flash of pearly whites and “fine thanks”. It made for 
heart-warming interactions. 

The driving in Johannesburg was insane even in comparison to our experiences of driving in 
Dakar, Senegal and Kampala, Uganda. Like Dakar and Kampala the volume of traffic was 
substantial. During peak times roads turned into parking lots and cars inched slowly towards their 
destinations. The rest of the time people drove fast, an incessant rush to be somewhere else.  

I was surprised by how many modern shopping centres had sprung up everywhere. The beautiful 
sunny weather meant many had more open designs with cafes and coffee shops situated under 
shady trees or parasols.   

Although October in Johannesburg is early Summer, we didn’t experience the typical scorching 
temperatures we expected. Rather, a few days of intermittent drizzle provided relief to the parched 
South African landscape. Most enjoyable, according to Viking Explorer, were the afternoon 
thunderstorms. It was quite spectacular to watch the dark clouds roll in, hear the booming thunder 
and literally feel the crackle of lightening. Then the heavens opened for a short, sharp downpour and 
within an hour clear blue skies returned.  

It was thought provoking for us to gauge South Africa. People’s attitudes varied widely in 
response to the many, many challenges that South Africa undeniably has. Some had actively chosen 
to live in South Africa: South Africans who had returned from living abroad, foreigners who had 
moved to South Africa or South Africans who had passed up an opportunity to relocate overseas. 
They faced the challenges with a smile, slightly more tolerant of the quirks of dealing with inefficient 
systems and generally displayed a love of living in such a beautiful country. But I recognised there 
were many others who perceived mainly ‘problems’: from the constant traffic, to the challenge of 
finding jobs, to the inefficient service associated with any interaction with a government or 
municipal department. I confess my experience of renewing my driver’s license – a chore to be 
repeated only every five years fortunately – was fairly trying. I was astounded to queue outside the 
building until doors opened at 8am only to discover that somehow about 50 people were already 
waiting in the room inside.    

The safety issue was still in the forefront of people’s minds. Although we hadn’t experienced any 
incidents ourselves, the news was filled with negative stories. I was unsure how to process 
comments such as “be careful shopping at <such and such> shopping centre because the tsotsis 
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(thieves) are bussed in”. Yes, we certainly were always careful but we hadn’t felt like we were being 
stalked. We kept valuables out of sight when in the car. We keep doors to the garden closed after 
dark. But we didn’t feel unsafe or threatened in any way. I think that cautious would be the relevant 
interpretation.   

*** 

For years we had wanted to visit the Apartheid Museum and we made it a priority during our 
time in Johannesburg. Similar to the Genocide Memorial in Kigali, Rwanda, the museum recognised 
and explained the history leading up to apartheid, the apartheid years, and the dismantling. Like the 
Genocide Memorial, it was tastefully and carefully displayed while not shying away from the atrocity 
that it was. 

Even the entrance to the museum was striking. There were two doors – one marked whites, the 
other marked non-whites. The entrance ticket we bought randomly assigned us to one or the other. 
So began our museum visit. 

The museum was enormous and while assistants recommended setting aside two hours for a 
visit, we found that wasn’t nearly enough. The temporary exhibition was about Nelson Mandela who 
was 95 years old at the time of our visit. It covered Mandela’s life from his birth into the Thembu 
royal family and his early childhood before he moved to Johannesburg to study law. While in 
Johannesburg he became more politically active. He joined the South African Communist Party and 
was involved in sabotage campaigns against the apartheid government. In 1961 he was arrested and 
convicted of conspiracy to overthrow the government. His sentence was life imprisonment. He was 
released in 1990 and became the first democratically elected president in 1994. Sadly, Mandela 
passed away a few months after we learned so much about him. 

The rest of the museum housed the permanent apartheid exhibition, beginning with the racial 
segregation which started in early colonial times. Officially, apartheid was introduced after the 
general elections in 1948 where inhabitants were classified racially. From then, segregation 
extended to residential areas, education, medical care, transport and almost every private or public 
service. Invariably black people were provided services inferior to those of whites. Internal 
resistance, unrest, uprisings and violence escalated. The opposition was banned and their leaders 
were imprisoned. Apartheid reforms in the 1980s had little impact on the mounting pressure and 
eventually in 1990, FW de Klerk started negotiations to dismantle apartheid. Change came swiftly. 
Mandela was released in 1990 and within a few years fully democratic elections were held. In 1994 
he was elected president. 

The exhibitions comprised mainly posters but the displays was dotted with TVs showing mini 
documentaries, a real anti-riot vehicle on display and a mock-up of a prison cell used for solitary 
confinement. The windowless cell was only 2.5 metres long and when I stood in the middle of the 
tiny room I could touch both sidewalls. Inmates were incarcerated for even the smallest offenses. I 
felt embarrassed, saddened. In two places there were small movie theatres which showed 20 minute 
movies. I found it incredibly moving as I listened, read, watched. At times I shed a tear or two. By 
the end of our visit I was emotionally drained. There was so much to absorb, so much injustice to 
contemplate, so much pain. 

I was a child of the 70s and 80s, growing up in apartheid South Africa and finished high school 
the year that Mandela was released. I remember very little of the political goings on at that time, 
aside from the trade union demonstrations and marches that took place in downtown 
Johannesburg. I remember some of the TV news broadcasts of the activities within the townships, 
including the bright yellow antiriot vehicles but didn’t fully appreciate or understand the political 
wranglings. The museum filled in the gaps in my own upbringing, putting into context the issues at 
play. It is a remarkable story and one we should never forget. 

*** 

We were grateful for the mini base in Johannesburg where we kept offloading our accumulating 
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possessions. In spite of the best intentions at keeping it simple, the beautiful souvenirs multiplied. 
Aside from offloading a box of items, the bottle of cooking gas purchased in Uganda and souvenirs, 
the vehicle needed another stop at the mechanic. Viking Explorer wanted to have the timing belt 
which was installed in Rwanda checked. He thought there was a problem. We had lost power on the 
road and the engine revved at a different pitch. After living in and around the vehicle for so long, we 
knew instinctively what pitch it purred at. As it turned out, the timing belt was one tooth out. Such a 
small detail made such a big difference. A bit of grease here and oil there and soon the vehicle was 
back on the road. 

Our next destination was the Northern Cape. Despite my pleas, Viking Explorer didn’t accept 
Northern Cape as a substitute for not visiting Nordkapp at the start of the adventure. His 
declaration was “just another cape on the trip”. 

The Northern Cape is a special part of South Africa: more remote, more rugged, more arid, very 
beautiful. For me it was a must-see and I wanted to take Viking Explorer into Kgalagadi 
Transfrontier Park. I last visited the park 15 years previously when it was a little known, largely 
unvisited national park deep in the Kalahari Desert. I wanted to share the uniqueness of the arid 
park with my favourite Viking.  

We quickly realised how big South Africa is! After Uganda and Rwanda where places were only a 
few hours and a short distance apart, we found South Africa to be a sprawling country. The distance 
we travelled to cross Tanzania was almost the same as it took us from Johannesburg to reach the 
park.  

We spent two long days in the car. And someone with a wry sense of humour enjoyed building the 
roads in long straight lines, numbing the mind. 

We stopped overnight at Kuruman, the halfway point for us and an introduction to the heat and 
dryness of the Northern Cape. The thermometer crept well into the 30s and the heat sucked out any 
last drops of moisture from the air. We planned initially to visit Moffat’s Mission Station on the 
outskirts of Kuruman, which had been converted into a museum. Robert Moffat was a Scottish 
pioneer missionary who arrived in South Africa in 1817, and settled in Kuruman. His eldest 
daughter, Mary, married Dr David Livingstone, and we wanted to link our visit in South Africa to 
our visit in Ujiji, Tanzania. Unfortunately, the significant roadworks in the area made it difficult to 
find the entrance of the museum, and after searching in vain, we gave up.  

The Red Sands Lodge was a perfect base for the night. They had plenty of cold, refreshing drinks 
for hot and weary travellers, and a TV in the bar to watch rugby. We set up camp under one of the 
trees and listened as the weavers and other birds twittered, watched as they built nests, and basked 
in the dry, arid Kalahari environment. Red Sands was a small game farm and as night fell, we heard 
the sounds of hooved feet passing through the campsite.  

The following morning we continued to Upington to purchase the last supplies we needed and fill 
fuel before entering the park. We drove through big sky country: the flat landscape was dotted with 
small, hardy bushes and stretched from horizon to horizon. Above, the wispy white clouds streaked 
the endless blue sky. It was dry. The grass was dry, the bushes and trees no longer lush green, the 
landscape mixing shades of brown and red. Very rugged. Rather spectacular.  

It was eerie as we passed through the towns and villages along the way. Sunday in the deep 
Kalahari was very much a day of rest. Shops were closed, streets were quiet. Only the parking lots of 
churches were busy as people dressed up in their Sunday best and attended morning church 
services.   

We were worried that we would find the same in Upington. Fortunately Pick ‘n Pay supported the 
numerous tourists entering and leaving the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park, so had doors flung open 
in an otherwise closed mall. Aside from the fuel stations, the only other place open was a little coffee 
shop. We took a break on the terrace, sipping coffee and planning our days in the park. We still 
needed to cover another 250 kilometres to the Park gate at Twee Rivieren Restcamp so needed to 
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keep moving. 

The road took us northwards and we drove facing straight into the relentless sun. As we 
progressed deeper into the Kalahari Desert on the last stretches of tarred roads, the temperature 
rushed into the low 40s. Our lack of air conditioning was taking its toll. We opened the windows to 
try to cool the vehicle, but the searing heat thwarted the effort. 

*** 

The Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park is large wildlife reserve and conservation area which spans 
South Africa and Botswana, located within the southern Kalahari Desert. Kgalagadi means ‘place of 
thirst’. The terrain is largely red sand dunes, sparse vegetation, occasional trees, and the dry 
riverbeds of the Nossob and Auob Rivers. The rivers apparently flow only about once per century. 
However, water flows underground and provides life to the grass and trees growing in the riverbeds. 
The roads run alongside the dry riverbeds where more than 40 waterholes are located, mainly 
operated by solar power. 

Our check-in was straight forward and we successfully managed to book a few extra nights in the 
park. Even though we were travelling outside school holidays there were many visitors. Fortunately 
there was availability at the main restcamps, but no availability at the more remote wilderness 
camps we had hoped to stay at. We secured a camping stand at the Twee Rivieren Restcamp. With 
the scorching temperature, shade was a priority and each tiny patch was crowded with people 
escaping the heat. It was busy, but in a corner we finally parked up and snoozed in the shade of a 
small tree.  

Our afternoon drive took us to the two closest waterholes heading northwest towards the Mata-
Mata Restcamp. Before starting, we checked the game sighting board and saw listings of cheetah in 
the area. I longed to see cheetah in the wild. My memories of our experiences in Namibia six months 
previously were still fresh in my mind. We drove slowly between the waterholes, gazing hopefully 
into the grass. Every shadow resembled a tail. Every log resembled a body or head. Try as we could, 
the cheetah remained elusive that afternoon. We did see herds of springbok, gemsbok and 
wildebeest and a few Pale-Chanting Goshawks. On the way back to camp we also stopped on the 
roadside to look at a Verraux Eagle-owl family nesting in a tree not far from the road. Big faces 
peered back at us. 

The next morning we were due to meet our Nossob 4x4 Trail group at a leisurely 9am. That gave 
us plenty of time to fit in an early morning drive. We rose at 5am amid the hustle and bustle of the 
campsite. We weren’t the only ones with the idea to start early in the cool of the day. When we 
departed the campsite at gate opening time of 6am, the campsite was almost deserted. The 
temperature was beautifully cool with fantastic light for early morning photography. We returned to 
the same area as the previous evening, hoping to catch a glimpse of the cheetah. We were rewarded. 
We parked the car on the roadside, quietly watching the female cheetah about 100 metres away 
teaching her three adolescent cubs to hunt. Very stealthily, bodies low to the ground and hidden by 
grass, they quietly approached a herd of almost 50 springbok. Slowly, slowly. Pausing. Continuing. 
But the springbok were spooked by something and darted off, running, jumping, pronking, leaving a 
dust cloud in their wake. Watching their prey run away the cheetah flopped down in the scrub grass, 
heads up and with the black tips of their tails twitching. It was time for us to return to the campsite.  

*** 

We read about the Nossob 4x4 Eco-Trail in one of the South African 4×4 magazines. It looked 
like a unique way to experience the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park up close and personal. It was a 
guided four day trail that ran off the beaten track. It followed a jeep track through the dune 
wilderness, more or less parallel to the main road along the Nossob river bed, but out of sight of the 
road. The direction alternated each month and our trail travelled northwards.  

We were very excited as we pulled up in front of the fuel station at Twee Rivieren to meet our 
guide and the three other vehicles. Surprisingly, all the other vehicles had German tourists. We had 
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travelled halfway around the world to end up on a trail in South Africa with six Germans. After 
friendly introductions and a concise briefing from our guide, we left Twee Rivieren Restcamp just 
before 9am.  

The drive to the trailhead 40 kilometres away took us about an hour. We had a long day ahead of 
us but there was always time to watch wildlife. We stopped twice to watch lion resting in the shade a 
little way from the road. It was magical. Another time we stopped to watch a Pale-Chanting 
Goshawk eating a snake, the snake’s body twisting and turning as the goshawk picked the flesh with 
its sharp beak.  

Then we turned off the main gravel road, left the tourists behind, and disappeared over the first 
dune. It felt remote. Just us (and 4 other vehicles) in the middle of the Kalahari Desert. Exhilarating.  

The trail was beautiful as it wound its way along and over the sand dunes between the two river 
beds. It formed a narrow ribbon of red sand cutting through the grass and shrub clinging to the sand 
dunes. As the trail crested a dune, the landscape opened up, providing sweeping vistas of rolling 
sand dunes as far as the eye could see. At the taller dunes, subtle changes in vegetation and sand 
mineral contents could be spotted. In the troughs, the grass turned greener, posing a striking 
contrast to the red sand. Occasionally we dismounted the vehicles to learn more about a particular 
plant native to the area, or understand the tribal influences. 

We didn’t see many trees or large bushes and there was very little shade. As a result, wildlife was 
scarce. We continued to encounter the regular antelopes: occasional gemsbok, a lone springbok, red 
hartebeest, and a fleeting glimpse of a steenbok. But most of the two and four legged creatures had 
disappeared into whatever shady spot they could find, or over the dunes to the riverbed and 
waterholes. I desperately wanted shade too: the temperature was creeping into the 40s. Our 
northward travels meant we faced into the sun the whole day and I felt like I was being slow cooked 
in an oven. 

The overnight bushcamps were beautiful in their remoteness. They provided eco-friendly 
longdrop toilets and buckets for showers (provided you had brought your own water) tucked away 
behind thatch screens. Very basic. The two northernmost bushcamps had a few trees which provided 
some protection from the beating African sun. At night, we built a communal fire for everyone to 
cook over, and gazed at the stars.  

The bushcamps were all unfenced, giving free access for wildlife to investigate. There was a 
certain magic to sitting around the campfire at night, not quite knowing what was watching you 
from just outside the circle of light. One night we heard a lone lion roaring, but he remained at a 
distance. There were lots of other sounds, though. As darkness fell, the insects started their own 
chorus of chirps and clicks and hums. Viking Explorer desperately wanted animals to visit us 
through the night. He carefully swept the ground around the vehicle every evening, providing a 
clean canvas for nocturnal visitors to decorate. In the morning we eagerly checked the ground to 
identify footprints, but aside from insects and millipedes we had no visitors. 

Our first full day on the trail started at 8am. Without the hindrance of waiting for the gate to 
open, we should have been on the trail as the sun rose before 6am. While South Africans know to 
start early in the day, our fellow German travellers wanted a sit down breakfast at a leisurely pace. It 
turned out to be the hottest day, touching a scorching 45C. I lost my sense of humour. Starting so 
late and missing out on at least two hours of cooler driving was madness. We made a strong case to 
start earlier to avoid the heat, and another couple wanted more early morning light for photography. 
The guide casually, almost reluctantly, accepted. Groans and grumbles were heard from the last 
vehicles, but at least we started at 7am the remaining days.  

For us, the trail was disappointing. There was not enough variation to keep interest up for four 
days. Maybe three days would have been better. There was a lack of wildlife and birds, and I imagine 
as the heat climbs closer to 50C in the summer months of December and January, that would 
dwindle further. Although initially spectacular, the landscape became monotonous towards the end 
and all the sand dunes started to all look the same. It was an interesting experience and we were 
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glad when it was finished. 

*** 

The trail ended about 60 kilometres north of Nossob Restcamp, where we were booked for the 
night. We said farewell to our group, letting them race off before we started our slow meander 
southwards to Nossob. We took our time, enjoying the sights, stopping at each waterhole to scan the 
surroundings for wildlife and action. At the Kwang waterhole we were handsomely rewarded. On the 
approach we noticed a large flock of birds perched on a fallen tree some distance away. We stopped 
the vehicle, took our binoculars out and gazed. It was a flock of vultures, both White-Backed and 
Lappet-Faced. Under a tree next to the vultures lay a lazy male lion. A further tree over, a lioness 
adopted a similar pose. They were still a few hundred meters away so we continued down the road in 
hopes of finding a better viewpoint.  

On reaching the waterhole, we noticed four vehicles in a small parking area under the trees. 
Engines were quiet. We approached slowly and to our delight saw that another male and two 
lionesses were resting under the tree on the edge of the parking area. Their mouths were wide open 
as they panted away like dogs in the scorching heat. Their faces and paws were tinged with pink 
from a recent meal. We drew up quietly and turned off the engine. The lions appeared in no rush to 
leave and we enjoyed a contented hour under the trees, watching and photographing the 
magnificent cats.  

While we watched, the two lions we saw near the vultures strolled across the open plain and 
flopped down under the trees, joining the rest of the family group. The vultures took off, circled in 
the sky for a short while before gradually, one by one, landing at the waterhole to drink. For a period 
of time it looked like a busy airport with vultures queuing up in the sky to land, awkwardly, in a 
flurry of feathers and feet. Two Secretary birds, two Tawny Eagles and a Black-chested Snake-eagle 
also came for a drink. Sheer magic. 

Eventually we returned to the road to Nossob. We could easily have remained the rest of the 
afternoon, but after an hour and half we left the lions in peace and continued onwards.  

Our next stop at Cubit waterhole revealed another special surprise. We noticed a lone vehicle 
parked in the shade watching the waterhole, a large camera lens balancing on the open car window 
and the camera firing off. On closer inspection of the waterhole we noticed a rather large bird 
standing not far away. I almost couldn’t recognise it because of its size, but the bright red face was 
distinctive. I am more accustomed to seeing Bateleurs either in tree tops or circling in the sky, so 
seeing this large raptor standing 70cm tall on the ground no more than 50 metres away was very 
exciting.  

We pulled up in the shade and watched. Soon another bird swooped in, wobbling slightly as it 
controlled its landing. A little while later, another bird landed awkwardly. Then another. Soon, one 
male and five female adult Bateleurs in full distinctive black, chestnut and grey plumage stood on 
the edge of the waterhole preening and drinking. A few scrawny looking Lappet-faced Vultures also 
descended from the skies onto the ground. While there were no altercations, the raptors all eyed 
each other cautiously. An hour passed unnoticed. Then, adequately hydrated, the Bateleurs took off 
as silently as they had arrived.  

That night at the campsite, the lions were again present. We listened to one roaring just outside 
the fence, his voice echoing loudly in the pitch blackness. Everyone heard the distinctive sound and 
the normal gentle murmur of voices and clinking of cutlery on plates went quiet. As though 
following a silent instruction, fellow campers put down their meals and we all walked along the 
fence to the view point for the waterhole. There was an air of anticipation as we all hoped to catch 
the lion drinking, but there was no-one there. Instead, we sat in the hide and felt the deep, rolling 
sound vibrating through our bodies. 

*** 

The following morning we left Nossob Restcamp early to reach our next campsite at Mata-Mata. 
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We seemed to travel so slowly, and short distances took us so much longer than anticipated, but we 
always wanted to have time to stop to watch any wildlife we saw.  

The large predators tend to capture visitors’ imagination, but we enjoyed the smaller predators 
too. At Kaspersdraai we came across a Black-backed Jackal drinking at the waterhole. As it drank 
with head down, the flocks of doves and sandgrouse arrived for a quick beakful of water. Whenever 
the jackal lifted its head, the birds flitted a little further away in a flurry of feathers. We watched the 
cunning hunter for a short while but he made no effort to catch any of the birds. We continued on. 

We drove along the lesser used Upper Dune Road to cross from the Nossob river bed to the Auob 
river bed, traversing the dunes. Along the way we crossed the jeep track that we had used only a few 
days previously on the Nossob 4x4 Trail. The day was hot but the driving was enjoyable with a total 
of eight lion in three different sightings. Like most lions we had seen, they were all sitting or lying in 
the small patches of shade that sparse bushes and trees cast. They all looked well fed and very 
content. Unusually, we saw giraffe. The very light coloured animals were quite scarce in the arid 
environment and so we were quite delighted to see one lone specimen. The route was spectacular 
with its views of the undulating white road disappearing and reappearing amidst the red sand dunes 
and yellow grass.  

The lesser travelled road also offered some special bird sightings. A small falcon perched on the 
edge of a waterhole, watching, waiting. We saw Secretary birds in a few locations. These elegant 
birds are long legged, large raptors mainly terrestrial. They are noticeable from a distance due to 
their distinctive slow walking gait. Another terrestrial bird, the Ostrich, was also prevalent in this 
area. I do still think of them as “farmed” birds and so I am always surprised when we see them wild 
in the national parks. They too were feeling the heat and held their wings slightly away from their 
bodies to allow the air to flow against the exposed skin and cool them down.  

Mata-Mata Restcamp turned out to be scorching hot, a lot hotter than both Nossob Restcamp 
and Twee Rivieren Restcamp had been. In the early afternoon, the thermometer crept above 40C 
again. Even the little ground squirrels were lying flat out on the ground in the shade, their legs 
splayed wide to cool down. It had taken us more than eight hours to reach the restcamp and we were 
grateful for the ice cold coke that the tiny shop on site sold. We exchanged an afternoon drive for an 
afternoon swim at the swimming pool. It was a refreshing break from the incessant heat. Other 
campers had the same idea and before long we were sharing the cool water with about ten other 
people. 

*** 

The following morning was the start of our last full day in the park. We departed at gate opening 
time of 6am, hoping to catch the last sightings of lion and cheetah. I was continually amazed by the 
amount of wildlife we saw. Jackals again frequented some of the waterholes we stopped at. There 
was the occasional wildebeest too, their black faces in striking in contrast to the grey brown bodies. 
At waterholes and in the trees as we drove, we saw many of the larger raptors – vultures, eagles 
perched high in the branches, silhouetted against the sky.  

One of the few places where we were allowed to exit the vehicle inside the park was at the 
Auchterlonie Museum. This old fieldstone farmhouse explained the history of the park, detailing 
how the waterholes were dug by hand during WWI to provide water for South African troops in the 
area. It was well preserved with interior bedrooms on display (behind Perspex) and outside a 
blacksmith’s kiln including tools had been excavated. After a short but interesting visit, we returned 
to the vehicle. 

Once again, we were fortunate to see predators as we travelled down the dry riverbed. A lone 
female lion lay not far from the road, relaxing in the shade of the tree. She wore the bright orange 
tracking collar of a radio transmitter, providing valuable data for the ongoing research into lion 
populations in the park. After watching her for a while, we continued.  

As we drew closer to Monro waterhole, we again saw a few cars parked on the side of the road, 
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engines off. We pulled up quietly behind, stopped, and pointed our own binoculars in the same 
direction. Under the trees a few hundred metres from the road, two beautiful cheetahs lay in the 
shade. Like many other animals we had seen, they were content relaxing in the shade with little 
intention of moving far. Occasionally one would stand, stretch, have a look around, before flopping 
down in the shade again. Sometimes only heads were visible above the grass with ears catching 
passing sounds. 

We continued past the waterhole and reached another little group of parked cars. We repeated 
the process and trained our binoculars on another tree in the distance. This time we saw two 
lionesses with their two young cubs. Their eyes were tightly shut as though dozing, and the little 
family of four hardly moved as we watched. The heat was affecting animals and humans alike. 
Eventually, we set off to reach Twee Rivieren Restcamp. 

In the late afternoon, we returned to Monro waterhole to see if the cheetah and lion were still 
around. The cheetah hadn’t left their tree although were moving around and investigating the 
undergrowth. They sniffed, pawed at the grass, and seemed quite alert. After a while, they gave up 
and returned to their relaxing pose from earlier in the day.  

The day was drawing to a close and we needed to be back at camp before dark. As we left the 
cheetah behind and started on the final journey, we spotted the big ears of a Cape Fox lying about 15 
metres from the edge of the road. They are shy creatures and we tried not to disturb his with our 
noisy vehicle. He uncurled himself from his tight ball, sat up and watched us. Then he turned and 
scampered up the dune, the black tip of his tail last to disappear over the top. A rare sighting. 

The light was disappearing and we were running late but Kgalagadi had one last surprise for us. 
As we rounded one last corner a Brown Hyena ran down the dune, obviously startled by something. 
He dashed out onto the road in front of us, ran some way away from us before veering off the road 
and over the red dune. It all happened in a flash and was over before we realised. Neither of us had 
seen a Brown Hyena before.  

At Twee Rivieren we caught up with a couple we had chatted to briefly while watching cheetah. 
They invited us to join them for dinner. Our new Photographer Friends shared some of their 
experiences of the park which they visit every year,  showed us some spectacular photographs, and 
treated us to a simple but absolutely delicious campsite braai. A fitting finish to a superb visit to 
Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park. 

*** 

Augrabies Falls National Park was the next park on our tour. The park lay further to the south, 
requiring another stop in Upington to replenish dwindling provisions and fill fuel. We also returned 
to the coffee shop, drinking coffee on the terrace with a sweet treat on the side.   

From Upington the road to the park followed the Orange River and we soon found ourselves in a 
completely different landscape to the Kgalagadi. No longer the red dune landscape, there were 
vineyards as far as the eye could see. This area was an up and coming wine producing area, taking 
advantage of the waters of the Orange River. 

Augrabies Falls National Park is a relatively small park at just over 55,000 hectares which was 
established in 1966. The Augrabies Falls lie on the Orange River and at 60 metres high are one of the 
tallest waterfalls in Africa. The steep sided gorge below the falls is about 240 metres deep and 
extends for 18 kilometres.  

On arrival to the campsite we found a welcome spot in the shade, packed our groceries away, and 
just sat. The temperature was slightly cooler, dipping below 40C and with numerous trees around 
the campsite there was so much more shade to enjoy. The birdlife was abundant around the 
campsite, especially Pale-winged Starlings which we hadn’t seen before. They were more fearless 
than other birds and constantly on the lookout for a small scrap of dropped food. We took out our 
camping chairs and just sat, read books and snoozed.  
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As the sun started to set, we walked along the wooden boardwalk to reach the lookout platforms 
over the falls. The sky was a spectacular colour with pinks merging into oranges and finally into 
blues. The falls were magnificent in the glow of the setting sun with the powerful water tumbling 
over rocks into the gorge below. We walked from platform to platform, marvelling at the beauty and 
power of nature. We weren’t the only ones enjoying the peaceful sunset: a lone baboon sat on a rock 
near to us, soaking up the surroundings and similarly gazing at the beautiful sunset sky. 

The campsite saw a steady trickle of people coming through. Most campers stayed one or two 
nights. Our neighbours had set up camp for a week. They were equipped with mountain bikes and 
running shoes, fully utilizing the offers of the park. With only leopard from the Big 5 there were no 
restrictions on exploring the park on foot, the only proviso being to remain on the marked trails. The 
biggest surprise for us was when a large overland truck rolled into the campsite. It seemed few 
places in Africa were safe from these vehicles. Fortunately for us there were only three clients and so 
they lacked the numbers to make it a noisy affair. I sat for a while and chatted to the Zimbabwean 
driver. Aside from discussed the upcoming elections in Zimbabwe, we compared notes on places we 
had travelled to in Africa, shared stories and laughed together at funny incidents. It was heart-
warming. I really felt like I was one with Africa. A true African GirlChild. 

The park was beautiful, the arid landscape was picturesque, the open areas were vast and the 
mountains to the north were fascinating to gaze at. There wasn’t a huge road network to explore. We 
did make an effort one day and set off bravely in the vehicle. Unfortunately, the road conditions 
were poor with lots of rattling corrugations. After days of corrugated roads in Kgalagadi 
Transfrontier Park, I physically wasn’t up to any more shaking. Viking Explorer felt the same. After 
an hour our patience ran dry and we returned to the campsite. We had only seen a herd of kudu, and 
two groups of giraffe. We really didn’t do the park justice. 

*** 

While we were in Augrabies, we realised that we were both exhausted. Our days were spent 
sleeping, reading, more sleeping with an occasional stroll up to the main reception area for a coffee 
or ice cold drink. Every evening we decided to remain ‘just one more day’ to recover. The days rolled 
on. 

 We were physically and mentally exhausted. We had planned to continue westwards from 
Augrabies National Park onto a four-day off-road trail along the Orange River. When the reports we 
read mentioned more corrugations on the gravel roads and fine talcum powder dust like we had 
experienced in Tanzania, neither of us felt excited. We thought about bypassing the trail and 
continuing to explore the West Coast, but the weather forecast closely resembled a UK forecast: 14C, 
rain and strong winds. I had no desire to return to camping in the wet, cooking outside, nor sleeping 
on top of the vehicle in a gale. I didn’t want to bundle up just to take part in outdoor activities, 
returning wet and cold at the end of an outing. I couldn’t believe the weather contrasts across a 
relatively short distance.  

It was a sad realisation that we had reached the end of our amazing trip. It came so suddenly – 
not with a milestone or a specific destination achieved, but rather with a coffee and a rusk in a 
national park in the middle of nowhere. A year earlier, we would have laughed in the face of weather 
and roads, treating all the experiences as part of the thrill of the adventure. But after 42,000 
kilometres, 21 countries and hundreds of incredible experiences, we were feeling saturated. 

We stood next to our home on wheels, hugged, kissed, and I shed a tear. 

What an amazing adventure. 
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19 A REFLECTION 

November 2013 

African GirlChild 

For a year we lived our dream. It resembled very little of the initial planning and was 
so much more than we could ever have imagined and hoped for.  

We met the most incredible local people. I was touched by the kindness offered, the smiles shared 
with us, the heartfelt waves. We teased with the guides, laughed with the market sellers and listened 
to people’s stories. We shared tea with many people we met and meals with other kind souls. We 
were given food to take with us on our way. We were helped when we didn’t know which way to turn 
and offered rest and shelter in homes of recently met people.  

We met the most amazing fellow travellers, kindred spirits on the road. Some travelled for only a 
few short weeks, others travelled for many months. We met those who explored using public 
transport, others like us in vehicles and the very brave people travelled on bicycles. Almost everyone 
was generous with their time, their company, their knowledge, their smiles, their hugs, their 
laughter – each dished out liberally according to need. I loved and cherished the openness and 
generosity that travellers share – no hoarding for personal gain, so familiar in corporate life. We 
made many new friends with similar but truly unique experiences from their own time on the road. I 
look forward to seeing many of them again. 

I loved that no fashion police watched over my shoulder.  No-one cared whether I wore the latest 
fashions or last year’s cast offs. No-one blinked an eye at the shoes I wore. I stopped worrying 
whether the colours I wore clashed or co-ordinated. I trust I added to the kaleidoscope of colours of 
the countries we travelled through. I was complemented by locals with beaming smiles on wearing 
an authentic skirt – even if it was just a piece of fabric tied around my waist. No-one noticed or 
concerned themselves if I wore the same shirt as yesterday, or my face was free of make-up, or my 
hair in need of styling. 

For a year, I escaped the entrapments of 21st century life and embraced a simple life. Everything 
we needed was in the car and at times, even that felt like we had too much, that day to day living 
would be easier with even less. There was no TV to soak up the waking hours, little internet to pass 
the time – so we chatted more, read more and played games. We explored the markets for fruit and 
vegetables and enjoyed the smells, listened to the sounds and feasted our eyes on the colours and 
stomachs on the full flavours. We ate the local meals served in the roadside stalls, and tested the 
new delights presented to us.   

I had time to marvel at the world around me. We could choose to move as quickly or as slowly as 
desired – spending more time here and less time there. We drove across deserts and mountains, 
through rainforests and wide open plains, along coasts and through gorges. We climbed dunes and 
swum in lakes, hiked in the desert and lay on the beach. We saw countless animals and watched 
innumerable birds. I soaked up the sun and snoozed in the shade. I felt the enormity, beauty and 
magic of the amazing African continent.   

I watched the man I love come to life. And I fell in love all over again. I delighted as he warmed 
from corporate grey to full technicolour. I watched in awe as he laughed with local people, 
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negotiated for my souvenirs, chatted with the local children, and bartered in the market. I fell in love 
with his smile, his cheeky sense of humour, his adventurous spirit. I valued his support, his strength, 
his determination. I enjoyed being on his team – working seamlessly, unconsciously together, with 
little conflict or aggravation. 

For a year, I was free to be me – the real me. I was free of feeling like a square peg in a round 
hole, of remaining an outsider despite efforts to conform. I was free to be peaceful and mindful, to 
savour the silence of solitude. I was free to be chatty and bubbly, and enjoy the company of others if 
I so chose.  I was free to laugh and smile, free to joke and tease without fear of offending. I was free 
to share from my heart. I didn’t have to convince or influence or change people’s minds. I was free to 
inspire and help, free to show a world through my eyes. I was truly free to be me. 

In hindsight, we gave up so little and gained so much. We emerged from the adventure with a lust 
for life, restored faith in humanity, a greater love for the world around us, confidence in ourselves 
and a deeper love for each other.  

Would we do it again? In a heartbeat. 
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